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is the one word that best describes that type of 
service rendered by Cunningham Radio Tubes in 
millions of receivers and the type of service rendered 
by Cunningham dealers in thousands of commun- 
ities. 
These tubes are winning new friends every day and 
are holding old friends year after year. The enorm- 
ous increase in the number of Cunningham Radio 

Tube users has not been brought about by magic. 
It has been brought about by the fact that only 
quality materials, quality workmanship and ad- 
vanced scientific ideas are exemplified in the Cun- 
ningham product. 
For new heights of efficient sensitivity, install Cun- 
ningham Radio Tubes in every socket of your re- 
ceiver. 

Since 1915- Standard for All Sets 
All Types C & CX 

New York Chicago San Francisco 

Manufactured and 'sold .under rights, patents and inventions owned and /or controlled by Radio Corporation of America. 
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DUE to its original and exceptionally ingenious 
design, the Tower Cone is setting a new and 

better standard in radio reproduction-approxi- 
mated only by the most expensive speakers. Its 
refreshing naturalness of tone, with greatly in- 
creased volume, creates an entirely new conception 
of the capabilities of ANY receiver. 

Ask Your Dealer to Show You the 
exclusive Tower features. 

On Sale from Coast to Coast 
TOWER MFG. CORP., BOSTON, MASS. 

xyro . AMER,' .taiM,AMNMIM 
1.1611,41.222.11MIIIMEN,,, . 

11431easameser,....,... moomememom,-. 
,wmArawlezmaxxxxxma 
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The Crosley Musicone, an- 
nounced little more than a year 

ago, introduced a revolutionary speaker 
principle and took the radio loud 
speaker market by storm. 

Its overwhelming populatity, which 
has involved the replacement of hun- 

dreds of thousands of old type loud 
speakers, establishes beyond challenge 
the Musicone's superiority. 

And now Powel Crosley, Jr., an- 
nounces ... the Crosley SuperMusicone! 

This larger 16 -inch cone utilizes the 
same Crosley patented actuating unit 

as the smaller Musicone ... and this, 
not the cone shape, is the secret of 
Musicone excellence. 

It offers, by virtue of its larger pro- 
portions, still more superb volume. It 
produces, especially in the bass, still 
richer resonance! 

The 12 -inch Musicone has been reduced to $12.50. Also at $32 in the form of a beautiful Console, in which both receiver and batteries may be placed. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President. 

CRO S LEYSMUSICONE 
BETTER COSTS LESS 

Write Dept. 22 for illustrated booklet All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies 
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Tfanstiehl Çives Radio Users 
What They Want Most 

The Wall Speaker 
Designed for use on top of the con- 
sole or to be hung on the wall. Looks 
like an old- fashioned wall clock, 
flanked by four grateful spindles and 
supported by a narrow shelf at the 
bottom. From the standpoint of 
acoustics there is a certain advantage 
in having the mouth of the speaker 
six or more feet from the floor. The 
tone vibrations are better distributed. 

$65 

Model 202 
Console "Single -tuned Six" with in- 
built speaker. Space for A & B bat- 
teries and charger or socket -power 
equipment. 

$210 

An Exclusive 
Dealer Franchise 
The Pfanstiehl line is 
sold through exclusive 
dealers who are thus pro- 
tected against unfair 
competition and price 
cutting. Whatever good 
will the dealer builds up 
for Pfanstiehl is his own. 
He enjoys a liberal profit 
and is expected in return 
to push the line aggres- 
sively with the coopera- 
tion of the maker. 

TIKE other mechanical and electrical discoveries, radio 
-4 has had to go through a period of rapid change and 

experimentation. While radio engineers tried this and that, 
the public could not but be confused as to the substantial 
merits of various receivers. 

From the first, Pfanstiehl avoided the complicated and 
devious circuits -and worked for efficient, simple control 
of the radio energy through the set. That is the source of 
dependable performance and tone quality. It is what the 
public always wanted. 

Supreme Tone Quality 
with PRECISE Single Control 

No set with complicated mechanism can be precisely 
single- tuned. There is too much unevenness in the radio 
stream. The circuits are unequal electrically. They might 
be tuned all at once, but not with precision. 

With the Pfanstiehl precise single control, anyone can 

tune as accurately as an expert. There is no groping around 
adjusting dials. A single knob enables one to turn immedi- 

ately to the wave length desired. The number registers in a 

small illuminated window. 
The radio stream flows unhampered through the set and 

brings to the ear of listeners the full, true reproduction of 
overtones -which are the soul of music. 

Something Really 1\ew in Cabinet Design 

There is so little machinery in a Pfanstiehl, inside and 
out, that an extremely compact radio cabinet is possible. 
It is only twenty inches wide. The console model is even 
narrower and only forty -one inches high. And still it has 

room for every accessory needed to operate a radio: inbuilt 
speaker, A and B batteries and charger, or socket power - 
equipment. This makes a "petite" piece of furniture for the 
home; and it makes a nicely balanced and perfectly adjusted 
radio unit. The console is a space saver. It fits anywhere. 

For further details, address 

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY 
11 South La Salle Street, Chicago 

Prices West of the Rockies slightly higher 

OvertoneRa i0 

The "Highboy" 
A more elaborate console model, 
eighteen inches wide and seventy -four 
inches high. Speaker is contained in 
a tall, graceful superstructure extend - 
in3 six feet from the floor. There is 
nothing like it in a radio design. It is 
like a grandfather's clock or perhaps 
more nearly like a tall, slender cup- 
board of old English design. 

$235 

Model 201 
"Single -tuned Six" Console without 
speaker, but space for A & B batteries 
and charger or socket -power equip- 
ment. Six tubes. 

$170 

Model 20 
t "Single -tuned Six" Table Set. 

$125 
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RADIO NEWS IdLADERS' BUREAU 

Time and Postage Saver 
IN every issue of RADIO NEWS 

you undoubtedly see numerous 
articles advertised about which you 
would like to have further information. 
To sit down and write an individual 
letter to each of these respective con- 
cerns, regarding the article on which 
you desire information, would be quite 
a task. 

As a special service to our readers, we 
will write the letters for you, thus sav- 
ing your time and money. 

just write the names of the products 
about which you want information, 
and to avoid error the addresses of the 
manufacturers, on the coupon below 
and mail it to us. 

If the advertiser' requires any money or 
stamps to be sent to pay the mailing 
charges on his catalogue or descriptive 
literature, please-be sure to enclose the 
correct amount with the coupon. 

We will transmit to the various adver- 
tisers your request for information on 
their products. 
This service will appear regularly 
every month on this same page in 
RADIO NEWS. 
If there is any Manufacturer not ad- 
vertising in this month's issue of 
RADIO NEWS, from whom you 
would like to receive literature, write 
his name, address and the product in 
the special section of the coupon below. 

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE 

TO READERS' SERVICE BUREAU, 
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

FROM 
WRITE YOUR NAME and ADDRESS HERE: 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE 

Gentlemen : Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their product as 

RN-10-'23 

advertised in the issue of RADIO NEWS. 

ADO NOT USE THIS COUPON FOR TECHNICAL QUESTIONS If Catalogue 
of complete 

NAME ADDRESS List here specific article on line is want- 
(Street - City - State) which you wish literature. ed, check in 

this column 

Check here 
if you are 
a dealer 

Your Dealer's Name 

Address 
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Be a Radio Expert 
Get into the great new Big -Pay 
Industry- Radio. If you're earn- 
ing a penny less than $50 a week, 
clip coupon now. Send for AMAZ- 

ING FREE BOOK. Be a Radio Expert, 
and draw down big money for the easiest and 
most fascinatingwork in the world. Positions 

everywhere. Thoroughly- trained men are 
in big demand. Need for Radio Experts 
in every- community. Short hours. BIG 

PAY. Free book gives all the facts. 
Astonishing opportunities -thousands of 

them ! Every day N. R. I. trained men 
are taking good places in the Radio field. Free book 
tells all about their success. Send for it now ! 

LEARN QUICKLY AND EASILY 
AT HOME 

Master Radio Engineers will show you how to qualify 
quickly and easily at home, for Radio's fine jobs. We 
guarantee to train you successfully. Lack of experi- 
ence no drawback- common schooling all you need. 

Our tested, clear methods make it easy for you. 
Send coupon now for-free proof. 

Instruments Given Famous Training That 
with Course "Pays for Itself" 

Operates WMAQ 
"Accepted a position with 
Chicago Daily News- Station 
WMAQ. My incense practi- 
cally doubled, thanks to your 
fine course." 

KEITH KIMBALL, Chicago. 

Gets Big Job 
"Just been made Sales Man- 
ager of this Radio concern- 
a big raise in pay. Regret I 
did not take course sooner." 

R. E. JONES, Bay City. 

Get 

this \ 
Arriaz \ 

in$ Book 

Most amaz- 
ing book on 
Radio ever 
written - 
full, inter- 
esting facts 
about t h i s 
great field 
and how we 
prepare you 

and help you start. You \ \you et 
can do what others have \ 
done. GET THIS BOOK. 

Send Coupon 
Send coupon today for 

special limited offer, includ- 
ing all instruments -you'll get 
full particulars by return mail. 

National Radio 
Institute 

Dept. MWl, Washington, D. C. 

All instruments shown here 
and many others given to s`u- 
dents for practice work while 

learning. Receiving sets, 
from simplest kind to 
thousand mile receiver, 

an UNEQUALLED 
OFFER. Many other 

big features f o r 
limited time only. 

Spare time earnings are easy 
in Radio. Increase your in- 
come almost from the start 
through practical knowledge 
we give you. This is the 
famous practical training 
that pays its owe way. 

319 

(/1"/II/ ,!!p/i//l/ii 1 IYI''iói 

'\\ all of 
\\these 

ORIGINATORS OF RADIO NOMESTUDY TRAINING 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. MWl, Washington, D. C. 

Washington, D. C. 
Without obligating me in any way, send me your free book, 
"Rich Rewards in Radio," and all information about your 
practical, home -study Radio course. 

Name 

Address 

Town 

Age 

State 
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QUALITY and 
are the twin keynotes 

Acme announces new 
developments for better 

broadcast reception 
BROADCASTING is better ! Great 

artists and entertainers are 
on the air. Quality in programs 
has come to stay. 

Now you want better reception. 
You want each note of the singer, 
the orchestra, the entertainer 
clear, true to life. High notes, 
low notes, the volume from the 
orchestra, the whisper from the 
actor must all come in equally 
truthfully. 
In other words, the amplifier of 
your radio set must be quality, 
too : the loud speaker must be a 
faithful musical instrument. 

Now you don't want the worry 
of batteries that may give out 
when you are in the middle of 
your favorite selections; that 
take away your fun as they 
weaken. 
This year, Acme gives you new ways to 
make your radio set worth twice as 

much to you in fun. For, while others 
have been chasing distance, Acme has 
caught quality. Both quality and elimin- 
ation depend on transformers and choke 
coils, in which Acme has specialized since 
1921. Now new devices from our ex- 
perimental laboratories based on the 
single thing in which Acme are special- 
ists, will show you that reception is 
better, too. 

Showing the Acme K -1 
"double free edge cone" 
loud speaker, round model, 
14" cone diameter, hand- 

some tan casing, $25 

Showing the Acme K -3 
"single free edge cone" 
loud speaker. 11" cone 
diameter. Finished in 

handsome green bronze. 
$18.50 

ACME APPARATUS CO., Dept. K -18 Cambridge, Mass. 
Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin) to cover costs of sending nie 
one copy of `Amplification without Distortion," 13th edition. 

Name 

Street 

City State 

ACME 

yo 

f 

qualities 

combination of these 
three forms. See book t for diagrams 
and how to make it. 

Send for the 13t Edition of. 
this Famous Acme Book 

for amplification 
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ELIMINATION 
of radio now 

Showing Acme E -3 Power 
Supply Unit ( "B "- elimin- 

ator) with non -filament 
tube for one to six tube 
sets, 110 volts, 60 cycles. 

$39.50 

complete light 
night. Acme can supply you with the 
highest development of B Power Supply, 
and (new this year) A- supply and C- 
supply units. 

If you want to eliminate forever the 
nuisance of batteries, the expense, the 
time, and most important cf all, those 
famous "fading" concerts (the kind that 
die a slow, painful death due to aged, 
starved, or emaciated batteries), put your 
set on a lamp socket operation basis, and 
be up -to -date in radio. 

No more batteries 
You have always 

wanted lamp socket 
operation. Acme 
were pioneers in the 
development of non 
filament tube B 
Eliminators. 

This year you can 
turn your set into a 

socket receiver -over- 

Send for New Acme Booklet 
ACME has a new booklet on lamp socket 
operation, "Power Supply for Radio 
Sets." Send 10 cents to Acme Apparatus 
Company, Cambridge, Mass., and learn 
how you can have what you have always 
wanted, dependable and practical lamp 
socket operation for your own radio set. 
Use the coupon below. 

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY, 
pioneer radio and transformer engineers and manufacturers 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

ACME APPARATUS CO. Dept. K -181, Cambridge, Mass. 

Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin) to cover costs of sending me 
one copy of your new booklet, "Power Supply for Radio Sets," 
which I understand gives full details of lamp socket operation for 
my radio set. 

Name 

Street 

City - State 

Here is a catalogue of what Acme offers for 
Quality and Elimination 

Double free edge cone loudspeaker, round $25.00 EK -3 B Eliminator Kit with Tube 1 -6 tube sets 
Double free edge cone loudspeaker, cabinet 38.00 110 volt 60 cycle 32.50 

Single free edge cone loudspeaker 18.50 B -2 Single Choke Coil 50 m.a. S.00 

E -1 B Power Supply with Tube 1 -12 tube sets B -5 Double Choke Coil 50 m.a. 9.00 

110 volts 60 cycles 50.00 B- 4.Trans. for Tube 110 volts 60 cycles 60 m.a. .. 7.00 

E -3 B Power Supply with Tube 1 -6 tube sets A -4 Trans. for A Supply Unit 110 volts 60 cycles 16.00 
110 volt 60 cycles 39.50 MA -2 A. F. Trans. 5 -1 ratio 6.00 

E -2 B'Power Supply 1 -12 tube sets 110 -220 volt A -2 A. F. Trans. 3.00 
D. C. 25.00 B -6 Trans. for Tube 110 volt 60 cycle 30 m.a. .... 6.00 

A -1 A Power Supply without Tubes 2 .25 amperes 
110 volts 60 cycles 42.00 

F -1 Filter Unit 1 -12 Tube Sets 20.00 

C -1 C Power Supply without Tube two voltages 
F -3 Filter Unit 1 -6 Tube Sets 16.00 

up to 50 volts 60 cycles 16.00 A -5 Choke Coil for A Supply Unit 16.00 

EK -1 B Eliminator Kit with Tube 1 -12 tube sets Z -2 A. F. Impedance 200 henries 4.50 

110 volt 60 cycle 39.50 Z -3 A. F. Resis -Impedance Stage 5.00 

ACME -for amplification 
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Some People Will never Learn - 
T he Truth About Radio 

MANY a new 
tinues to do 

very truth that is 

radio will perform perfectly. Whether it con - 
so or not will depend entirely on one thing -the 
seldom discussed. 

Do you drive a car? 
Don't little troubles happen 

occasionally? 
Do you depend on a handy 

man for service or do you pre- 
fer a mechanic who has been fac- 
tory trained on your make of car? 

Experience has, no doubt, proven 
to you that men who know all about 
all makes of cars generally don't 
make the best mechanics to work on 
your car. 

You wouldn't think of buying any 
car, no matter how low its price, 
unless you knew you could receive 
service by men who know how. 

Treat the purchase of a radio in- 
strument in exactly the same manner 
if you wish lasting satisfaction. 

Service is just as necessary, just as 
important on a radio instrument as 
it is on an automobile. 

Occasionally little things will go 

wrong. They will be serious to you 
and almost as serious to the handy 
man who can fix all radios but- 

Such troubles will mean just a few 
seconds' time to a factory trained 
service man who knows that make of 
radio as he should. 

While radio is rather a new in- 
dustry, even now there are 4364 
factory trained Ozarka service men - 
let us give you the name and address 
of the one nearest you. 

Allow him to set up an Ozarka in 
your home. 

He will let you do all the tuning so 
that you can satisfy yourself as to 
exactly what it will do for distance, 
volume, tone and ease of tuning. 

His factory training enables him 
to keep every Ozarka which he sells, 
working just as it did when new. 

Any radio, no matter what its price 
may be, will only be as satisfactory as 
the trained service behind it. 

I N G O R P 
120 W. Austin Avenue A 

O R ATE 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

Radio News for October, .ï;?Ú 

d 125 Plus installation and transportation 
-Ozarka Senior 5 Tube Model com- 

plete with Loud Speaker and all accessories. 

$100 Plus installation and transportation 
Ozarks Junior 5 Tube Model com- 

plete with built -in speaker and all accessories. 

$210 Plus installation and transportation 
Ozarka Console 5 Tube Model, solid 

walnut cabinet, complete with all accessories. 

We have a few Openings 
for the Right Men 

WHILE there are today 4364 Ozarka repre- 
sentatives, some territory is still open. We 
want men who believe in the future of radio 

-men who are tired of working for some one else - 
men who would like to add to their present income 
by devoting their evenings to Ozarka. 

At the start you can keep your present position. 
Later on, after you have proven what you can do, 
then you will give us all your time because it will 
pay far more than your present position. 

The man we want may not have much money _ 

but he is not broke. He has lived in his community 
for some time -he has a reputation that his word is 
good. He may not have made any startling success 
but he has never "put over something" just to 
make money. He may know nothing about radio or 
salesmanship but he will be successful if he is willing 
to study what we are willing to teach him, with- 
out cost. 

The field in radio is wide open for the trained 
man. The success of the 4364 Ozarka representatives 
proves what men can do. If you are interested, ask 
for a copy of the Ozarka Plan, a 108 page book 
which tells a true story of how big money and a 
permanent business can be built in radio. It is a 
story of life; of why some men fail while others 
succeed. This book has shown many men how to 
start making extra money immediately and within 
a very short time establish a business of their own. 
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THE BROADCASTING SITUATION 
By HUGO GERNSBACK 

F ARLY in July the Department of Commerce announced, in 
accordance with the opinion of the Attorney General, that 
Mr. Hoover no longer could exercise authority over radio 
broadcast stations. It was held that the Act of August 13, 

1912, made no provision for the Department of Commerce to arbitra- 
rily select wavelengths for applicants, or to prescribe the power 
with which the broadcasters were to operate. According to this 
decision, under the law, any one desiring to go on the air has a 
legal right to do so, and the Department of Commerce has been 
`instructed to issue a license to all that so applied. 

This is the situation as it prevails today, and will prevail until 
Congress passes laws, to empower either the Department of Com- 
merce, or a separate commission, to regulate radio broadcasting. 

When the announcement was first made, two months ago, that 
'radio broadcasting no longer was operating under any authority, 
it was freely predicted that immediate chaos would result, and that 
every station would either change its wavelength or operate under 
increased power. 

While it is true that, up to this writing, a 
small number of stations have changed their 
wavelengths, no such thing as chaos, nor any- 
thing resembling it, has resulted, for very 
simple; and fundamental reasons. The few 
stations which did actually change their wave- 
lengths, did so probably because they had a 
grievance. In practically every instance they 
were stations which had been assigned crowded 
low wavelengths. 

While it is a well -known fact that the low 
wave stations seem to be able to get out better 
than the higher wave stations, this advantage 
had been nullified by the fact that the Depart- 
ment of Commerce assigned the same wave- 
length to a number of stations to operate on, 
which made it practically impossible for such 
stations to be heard; and consequently their pro- 
grams were nearly always ruined. Thus, for 
instance, among the lower -wave stations we 
find the following interesting condition, prior to the decision cited. 

On 278 Meters there were operating 15 stations. On 275 Meters 
there were 24 stations. On 273 Meters there were 17. On 270 
Meters there were 12. On 268 Meters, 14. On 263 Meters, 16. 
On 261 Meters, 15. On 258 Meters, 11. On 256 Meters, 14, etc., 
etc. 

It follows that most of these stations, unless favorably situated 
and isolated geographically, usually had their programs ruined. 
The condition on the higher wavelengths was not so bad, for here 
the stations were not so crowded; and for that reason a number of 
broadcasters took to the higher wavelengths, wherever there was 
found to be a suitable opening in their various districts, and where 
the least interference was produced. 

In fairness to these broadcast stations it may be said that they 
did not willfully appropriate their new waves, but duly applied to 
the officials of the Department of Commerce, and had their new 
waves officially assigned to them through the Radio Supervisors, 
this being the only authority that could grant them. 

There is, however, another far more important and fundamental 
reason why there is no likelihood of any chaos, though it had been 
also freely predicted that, inasmuch as there were 600 applications 
from new broadcasters, all of these coming on at once would ruin 
reception of every other station. This has its humorous angle, be- 
cause at this time of writing, less than half a dozen new stations 
have come on, and there is little likelihood that, even by January 1, 
next, there will be as many as thirty new ones -and the reason is 
very simple. 

It costs anywhere i reran $75,000 upwards to $1,000,000 a year to 
operate a first -class station efficiently. No one is going to risk this 
much capital unless he has a pretty clear idea of what can be done; 
and whether there is a law passed or not will make little difference. 
Even without any law it is practically impossible to put on a new 
station at the present time without that station interfering with an- 
other. And here the Act of August 13, 1912 still holds good, because 
under Section 5 it is stated : 

"That every license . . shall prescribe that the operator 
thereof shall not wilfully or maliciously interfere with any 
radio communication. Such interference shall be deemed a 
misdemeanor; and upon conviction thereof the owner or 
operator, or both, shall be punishable by a fine of not to 
exceed $500, or imprisonment for one year or both." 

From this it will be seen that if any new station causes inter- 
ference, the owner of such a station may become liable for damages, 
and he will, therefore, not be likely to trespass. Therefore, from a 

legal standpoint, it is impossible to operate a 
new station if it creates interference; and, 

if . . . in which the Editor re- 
views the present broadcast 
situation -in which he advances 
the reason why a number of 
broadcasters changed their 
wavelengths -why it will not 
be very simple to operate a new 
station at the present time, ex- 
cept in certain areas in the 
United States -why the much - 
heralded radio chaos has not 
materialized -and why Radio 
will probably work out its own 
salvation in the end . . . 

secondly, no broadcast station owner in his 
right senses would wish to broadcast on some 
one's else wave,- unless sufficiently separated 
geographically- because he knows that he 
would not only ruin some other station's pro- 
gram, but his own as well. 

There are some exceptions to this, because 
locations can still be found, in the United 
States, where one can operate a broadcast sta- 
tion of medium power -say 500 watts or less- 
on the wavelength of some other station with - 
out any interference, because of the geographi- 
cal separation of such stations. 

For instance, there is room, as yet, in the 
State of Nevada for broadcast stations (as 
well as in Alaska) and perhaps in several other 
states, where it would seem that little inter- 
ference would be caused by new stations. But 

the point is that most broadcasters find it necessary to conglomerate 
in the more thickly populated sections of the country, and it may be 
said that here it is almost impossible to set up a new station today 
without trespassing on some other stations' rights. 

But as in all cases of this kind, there is usually cause for 
reassurance; because the tougher the radio problem becomes in 
America, the more quickly it is usually solved. 

A European set could not perform in the United States at all 
because it would, very likely, not tune sharply enough. And 
the sets which we are building now far out -distance the sets 
which we had in 1922. We may be certain that the condition 
brought about will make for more sensitive and sharper sets as 
time goes on. So far, no radio problem has come up, with, per- 
haps, the exception of static, that has not been ultimately solved, 
to the benefit of the art. 

When telephony was young, exactly the same thing that now 
confronts us existed in the telephone art, when it was almost 
impossible to pick up a telephone receiver without hearing con- 
tinuous cross -talk, which spoiled all reception. But the art of 
telephony needed no laws, other than the common law, to rectify 
the situation. Ultimately the engineers solved the problem ; and 
such will be exactly the case with radio broadcasting. 

In the meanwhile radio broadcasting has not been ruined. Far 
from it. Radio has always been able to take care of itself, and 
will continue to do so in the future. To be sure, we all want a 
radio law to straighten out some of our present tangles, but in 
the end radio engineering will make the best law obsolete. 

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday night at 9 P. M. from Station WRNY on various radio and scientific subjects. 
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CARRIER CZJRRENT 
-TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

FREQUENCY CHANNELS 

Carrier- Current equipment is employed in connection with regular 
talk at the same time over the same wires. In the illustration 
telephone line; over which the four conversations are sent 
terfere with each other. They are received through separate 

telephone 

Wired Radio" and 

DURING the last few years com- 
munication engineers - have made 
considerable headway in the devel- 
opment of "carrier- current tele- 

phony systems," better known under the 
more popular name of "wired radio." Very 
little information relative to these systems 
has been published in radio and electrical 
periodicals catered to by the radio fan; prob- 
ably for the reason that no great interest 
has been shown. Evidently the whole matter 
sounds too commonplace to the average per- 
son and offers no more novelty than the 
house telephone. 

Had the first strains of music been broad- 
cast to the general public over electric - 
light wires, instead of "through the air," 
the reaction might not have been great 
enough to put in motion a wave of popularity 
such as "space radio" has been favored with. 

Homo sapiens invariably finds romance in 
mystery; it is one of those psychological 
manifestations which has remained within. 
us from the time in the not -so- remote past 
when little was known of natural effects. 

BY M. L. 
"Wired- Radio" or Carrier- Current -Telephony 
the present time and have reached a point of 

quite possible that these systems will be used 

And what smacks more of the unknown 
than radio? Music and voices speeding 
through space at an unbelievable rate, to be 
caught by wire nets on house -tops and re- 
leased again through a horn. Yes ; it ap- 
peals very much to one's imagination. But 
"wired radio" does not seem at all unusual. 
We are so used to things operated by elec- 
tricity, fed to them by wires, that "wired 
radio" appears too much like the matter -of- 
fact manner in which water is pipe& to a 
house. 

Yet, have you known that something quite 
marvelous takes place in wired radio systems, 
something far more interesting and unusual 
than the mere flow of water through a pipe 
or electric light current through wires? 
Imagine, if you can, two wires supplying 
electric light current to your house and at the 
same time carrying three different musical 
programs without the slightest mixing or in- 
terference of the four currents. Yet all 
four travel in the same two wires. Let us 
see just how this is accomplished. 

Fig. 5. A Carrier- Current Telegraph installation, including a test panel, and four panels for both 
sending and receiving. 

(Photos courtesy of Western Electric Company) 

Fig. 3. A coupling and protection panel, 
which connects the carrier equipment with the 

power transmission lines. 

WHAT WIRED RADIO IS 

"Wired radio" refers to the use of radio - 
frequency currents, just the same as employ- 
ed in radio broadcasting, in telegraph, tele- 
phone, electric light or power lines. The 
workability of the system depends on the 
fact that electric currents having dissimilar 
periods of vibration or frequency do not 
intermingle or interfere with each other. 
Consequently it is possible to superimpose 
a great number of currents of differing fre- 
quency on the same set of wires. without 
the possibility of any difficulties arising from 
"mixing." This being the line of practibil- 
ity, we can go a step further and super -im- 
pose music or voice vibrations on ( "modu- 
late ") each distinct radio- frequency current, 
and let them all go their way along the elec- 
tric light, telegraph or telephone wires with- 
out any cause for worry. It is just as if we 
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telephone lines and by its use it is possible for sixteen people to 
above, four through connections are shown employing but one 
simultaneously, on different carrier frequencies which do not in- 
selective circuits and connected to trunk lines through the regular 
switchboards. 

Its Applications 
MUHLEMAN 
systems, are being employed commercially at 
practical and commercial development. It is 

for private broadcasting in the future. 

Fig. 4 A Carrier- Current Telephone panel 
unit. for use in connection with high- voltage 

power -transmission lines. 

collected the transmissions from say three 
broadcast stations operating on different 
wavelengths and bid them go by way of 
wire instead of spreading out in space. 

WIRED RADIO BROADCASTING 
Though the use of carrier- current tele- 

phony for long -distance communication over 
light power lines and telephone wires dates 
back many years, the use of the system for 
broadcasting entertainment was instituted 
for the first time but four years ago in and 
about Washington, D. C., and Cleveland, 
Ohio. In the early part of 1923 experimental 
operations were transferred to Staten Is- 
land, New York, where it was possible to 
serve some 25,000 people through the feeder 
lines of a single central power station. 
Though this unique service was discontinued 
a short time thereafter, it was reported that 
the public's reaction to the service w.c con- 

CARRIER CURRENT 
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT- 

FREQUENCY CHANNELS -1- 

sidered favorable. The idea, as instituted, 
called for the rental of special receiving sets 
which could be plugged directly into any 
electric light socket. The power company's 
customers were to be charged from two to 
four dollars a month and, in turn, they were 
to be provided with the best of programs 
from the studios located at the central power 
station. 

Though there has been a great deal of 
skepticism aired whenever one has been so 
rash as to suggest that some day wired radio 
would supplant space radio, the question re- 
mains speculative. However, carrier -current 
telephony and telegraphy is being employed 
at the present time, on a commercial basis, 
and has met with complete success. It is 
through this commercial application that the 
system may, in the future be employed with 
equal success from all standpoints, to fur- 
nish entertainment to the public. When one 
considers the fact that the nature of carrier - 
current telephony systems is such that they 
are no more susceptible to interference and 

distortion than are space radio systems, it 
can be assumed that it may be favored by 
the public in the future when the time is 
more ripe for its introduction. 

THE "WIRED RADIO" RECEIVER 

The developed system heretofore men- 
tioned, which was put into operation on 
Staten Island, allowed for the simultaneous 
transmission of three programs over the 
electric light wires : although only two pro- 
grams were transmitted when the station was 
first opened. The receiver provided the sub- 
scribers allowed them to select either pro- 
gram at will. It essentially consisted of a 
cord and plug to attach it to the 110 -volt 
light socket, coupling coils similar in de- 
sign to present -day tuned- radio -frequency 
transformers, a variable condenser for .select- 
ing the desired program, a crystal detector 
for rectifying the modulated radio -frequency 
currents, and a two -stage vacuum -tube audio - 
frequency- amplifier to provide sufficient 

(Continued on page 404) 

Fig. 6. A Carrier- CurrentaTelephone installation with four sending and four receiving panels, one 
testing panel, and a voice -frequency panel. 
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A Symposium on the broadcast Situation 
By AMERICA'S RA®(® LEADERS 

ADIO NEWS has asked the foremost leaders of radio in 
the United States to comment on the present broadcast 
situation. As is well known, in the early part of July, the 

Department of Commerce let it be known that it no longer had 
any authority on the wavelengths or the power used by broad- 
cast stations, due to a decision handed down by the Attorney 
General. 

It was freely predicted that chaos would reign and that the 

DR. E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON 
Inventor of High- Frequency 

Alternator 
"If the majority of the sta- 

tions observe the wavelength 
schedule laid out by the Depart- 
ment of Commerce, I do not 
think that we need fear any 
chaos." 

-E. F. W. Alexanderson. 

DR. LEE DE FOREST 
Inventor of Audion Tube and 

Phonofilm - 

"I have been unable to ob- 
serve any great amount of 
chaos in the radio broadcast 
situation since federal authority 
has been revoked. A few broad- 
cast stations have certainly not 
benefited their position by grab- 
bing Off new wavelengths, 
squeezing into a jam between 
much more powerful stations ; 

but I think such situations will 
usually correct themselves. I 
am, however, strongly in favor 
of intelligent and liberal govern- 
mental regulation, which un- 
questionably will be enacted in- 
to legislation next session." 

-Lee de Forest. 

EDMUND T. FLEWELLING 
Inventor of Flewelling Circuit 

"Broadcasters who are de- 
pendent upon the good will of 
the public will jealously guard 
their present favorable position. 
The broadcasters and the pub- 
lic would make the position of 

pirates untenable. Hoover should 
be chosen temporary czar, 
backed by the radio industry 
and the public, until they can 
force proper legislation. I see 
no indications of chaos. This 

is the United States of Amer- 
ica." 

-E. T. Flewelling. 

GEN. J. G. HARBORD 
President of Radio Corporation of 

America 
"I am sure that responsible 

broadcasting interests will not 
depart from the accepted and 
efficient arrangements agreed 
upon between the Department 
of Commerce and the broad- 
casters themselves. The Radio 
Corporation of America will 
steadfastly maintain its policy 
of strictly observing the present 
wavelength assignments made 
by the Department of Com- 
merce ; and it seems reasonable 
to expect that all broadcasters 

who are interested primarily in 
furthering the radio art and in- 
dustry, and in furnishing the 
radio public with a satisfactory 
service, will do the same." 

-J. G. Harbord. 

A. T. HAUGH 
President of Radio Manufacturers' 

Association 

'Chaos and anarchy in air' 
have no foundation of fact. 
Quality of program, ease of re- 
ception and listeners' enjoyment 
have not been interfered with. 

radio industry would be upset entirely. The leaders of radio 
in America, however, apparently do not see such a chaos at the 
present time. They also seem to be unanimous in declaring that 
a law should be passed to clear the present situation. 

As a whole, the industry seems to be hopeful that no great 
damage has been done and probably will not be clone. As it 
seems now, the industry is well able to govern itself until new 
laws have been passd. 

I regard the satisfactory opera- 
tion of radio broadcasting since 
Secretary Hoover relinquished 
control as an important indica- 
tion that the industry can 
govern itself. I recommend 
therefore cooperation on the 
part of broadcasters, manufac- 
turers, technical and amateur 
societies to police the radio in- 
dustry by the formation of an 
independent commission con- 
sisting of the heads of the 
Radio Manufacturers Associa- 
tion, the Association of Manu- 
facturers of Electrical Sup- 
plies, National Radio Relay 
League and National Pub- 
lishers' Association, in co- 
operation with and under tern - 
porary guidance of the Depart - 
nient of Commerce. I believe 
the radio industry is just as cap- 

able of governing itself as the 
electrical industry and public 
utilities, such as the telephone 
and telegraph, light and power 
transmission. This procedure is 
in line with the Department of 
Commerce's attitude toward 
governmental non -interference 
in business." 

-A. T. Haugh. 

C. FRANCIS JENKINS 
Inventor of Television 

"There will be no chaos, al- 
though radio needs and must 
ultimately have a controlling 
hand. There is, however, little 
likelihood of serious interim 
disturbance, for radio can't af- 
ford to run wild." 

-C. Francis Jenkins. 

PAUL B. KLUGH 
Executive Chairman of National 

Association of Broadcasters 
"So fine has been the im- 

mediate response to the call of 
the National Association of 
Broadcasters for stations 
throughout the country to re- 
main on their assigned wave- 
lengths and hours of operation 
and stand by the rules and re- 
gulations prescribed by the De- 

partment of Commerce prior to 
the Attorney- General's opinion, 
that we feel assured that no one 
needs to fear any kind of chaos 
due to the operations of those 
now in the field. With 536 
stations now operating on 89 
available wavelengths, simple 
arithmetic reveals the necessary 
division of time to avoid inter- 
ference, and shows the impos- 
sibility of putting six hundred 
more stations on the air and 
still being able to justify an 
investment of from $50,000 to 
$250,000 necessary to build, 
equip and place in operation a 
new station. Few if any peo- 
ple will take this speculation, 
so there is little to be "'feared 
from outside sources." 

-Paul B. Krogh. 

DR. GREENLEAF W. PICKARD 
Inventor of the Crystal Detector 
"It is, I believe, good law 

that they who slumber on their 
rights forfeit them. If the pub - 

(Continued on page 453) 
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"Ether Fleas" 
By ROBERT HERTZBERG 

In this article 111r. Hertzberg pleads with the radio announcers to be a bit more considerate of 
their music loving audience. Do you agree with him? 

RADIO announcers -have been made 
the objects of so much scorn, ridi- 
cule and downright abuse for varie- 
gated, pernicious microphone hab,ts, 

that many of them have mended their ways, 
applied icebags to their egos, and become 
highly popular gentlemen. However, even 
some of those who have self -sacrificingly 
yanked the word "I" out of their vocabular- 
ies still display a lack of sense in one small, 
but aggravating particular that may lose 
them their open entrance to the best family 
circles. It is their inane practice of leap- 
ing to the microphone almost before a per- 
former has finished his recital, their insist-. 
ence on keeping the mike in a constant state 
of agitation, whether the occasion demands 
it or not, that may bring upon their pomaded 
heads another round of tirades from the 
jaded critics. 

So far as a listener can judge, some of 
these overlords of the microphone possess 
an abnormal sense of loyalty to the station 
employing them, and consider the perform- 
ing artists as mere intruders who rob them 
of the time they would ordinarily spend in 
proclaiming the identity of the station to the 
wide world. They seem to disregard entire- 
ly the nature of the performance itself; and 
thereby too often completely destroy the ef- 
fect of the music by driving it out of the 
listener's head too quickly. 

FORTISSIMO AND PIANISSIMO 
When you listen to a dance or concert or- 

chestra, or to any massed group of players 
producing a comparatively great volume of 
sound, you need not concentrate very deeply, 
because the music is loud and constantly 
stimulates your sense of hearing. It leaves 
your mind wide awake, and you are not par- 
ticularly jarred by a quickly following an- 
nouncement. However, when you listen to a 
good instrumentalist or vocalist, producing 

soft, soothing tones, you unconr':íously fall 
into a slight reverie, with onl' your ears 
alive and with the rest of ycsr body in- 
active. You are just a little affected by 
the suggestiveness of the music, and the end 
of the piece probably finds you completely 
relaxed and at peace with the world. You 
will then want a second or two to revive 
your resting muscles, to rouse yourself from 
your musing, before you are ready for any- 
thing that may follow. If you are not al- 
lowed these few precious moments of silence 
to readjust yourself, and instead have the 
quiet broken almost immediately by the glib 
voice of the announcer, you find the illu- 
sion of restfulness totally shattered, with an 
attendant reaction of disgust and anger set- 
ting in instead. 

THE DISTRACTING INTERRUPTER 
Imagine yourself an auditor at a concert. 

With a few hundred other people you are 
being lulled into abstract meditation by the 
sweet playing of a violinist on the stage. 
Your eyes are half closed, blurring out the 
image of the player himself, and as the last 
few notes drift across the aisles you feel 
a tingling, pleasant sensation traveling down 
the back of your spine. You remain immov- 
able for several seconds before you realize 

that the selection is completed ; and then you 
rouse yourself with a start to voice your 
approbation of the soloist's efforts with a 
spontaneous round of applause. 

Now suppose that, at the very instant the 
violinist had raised his bow from the strings, 
a sleek -looking individual had sprung out 
of the footlights and announced in a gay 
and joyful voice: "Ladies and gentlemen, 
you have just listened to a violin solo by 
Ignatz Ignatius. The next number will be 
the Floor Scraping Scene from `Backstage,' 
rendered by Ike and Mike, our piano shift- 
ers." Do you think you and the rest of the 
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audience could have restrained yourselves 
from seizing the man, impaling him on the 
proscenium arch, and then setting fire to the 
curtain? 

Yet every day during the week some an- 
nouncers insist on jumping upon the stage 
in your on home in this very manner, often 
spoiling the programs they are hired merely 
to enumerate for you. You can't murder 
the miscreants on the spot, because they 
are safe behind double doors in comfortable 
broadcast studios ; though sometimes you 
feel the impulse to inflict some such violent 
punishment for their lack of discernment. 
As for them, they seem impervious to good 
music, possibly because they hear so much 
music, both good and not so good, during 
their working hours ; but they should at 
least be taught to count five, or do a hand- 
stand, or something of the sort, before they 
step before the microphone to deliver their 
description of a previously -completed clas- 
sical selection. 

SAY IT WITH BRICKBATS 
I do not intend to imply that all announc- 

ers deserve rebuke. Far from it. The 
majority of them are pleasant -voiced and 
unobtrusive enough, and fulfill their func- 
tions without exciting particular comment. 
We accept their good performances as a 
matter of course, as we are prone to accept 
all satisfactory service; and we become in- 
dignant and vehement only when we are 
aroused by the annoying tactics of their less 
discriminating brothers. 

Why tolerate them, anyway, when it is so 
easy to prick their bubbles of conceit? 
The cure is simple; merely send them a few 
pertinently -worded notes about their un- 
popular proclivities. A handful of such 
pointed missives will tend to overbalance the 
hundreds of mash notes, embroidered hand- 
kerchiefs, and boxes of candy showered on 

(Continued on page 400) 

2, I WAS JUST 
BEGINNING TO 
ENJOY THIS ! 

}'ou find the illusion o restfulness totally shattered, with an attendant reaction of disgust and anger setting in instead, by the glib 
voice of the announcer. 
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Assuring Safety in Radio 

GENERALLY speaking, radio as a 
pastime for the average layman is 
as safe as the proverbial church. 
Strictly speaking, however, the man 

who installs and maintains his own radio 
receiving set may ignorantly incur risks; 
but if he is warned beforehand, all these can 
easily be avoided. This is not written with 
the intention of scaring anyone; but rather 
to instill confidence into the average radio 
fan, and to help him in avoiding certain 
pitfalls that may beset his path, as he pro- 
gresses with radio. If he will heed the pre- 
cautions outlined in this article, he will avoid 
some annoying experiences. 

FIRST, THE AERIAL 

Obviously, when entering on our subject, 
the most natural place to start is with the 
aerial. An aerial is a simple arrangement, 
and looks as harmless as a clothesline. How- 
ever, even here we have to watch our steps. 
- As aerial must never be erected so that it . 
crosses any other wires whatsoever: partic- 
ularly is this true of public- service wires. If 
it s'hòuld happen that you place your aerial in 
such a position, and the wire breaks, it might 
fall across the current -carrying wire and 
cause a short -circuit. This would not only 
inconvenience the company owning the wires, 
but it might also injure your radio set. 

Of course an aerial should never be placed 
tinder a power -carrying wire, as in this case 
the latter might break, fall upon the aerial 
and cause trouble. Avoid all wire of any 
kind, although it may be only the aerial used 
by one of your neighbors. Keep all aerial 
wires free and clear from all others and 

By A. P. PECK 

from all entangling objects. If the aerial 
rubs against a tree limb or a part of a house, 
some of the energy that is received from 
the transmitting station will be lost, and 
your results will not be as good as they 
would be if the aerial were properly strung. 

Never string your aerial wire across a 
street or pathway of any kind. Here the 
same danger of breakage is always present, 
with possible danger to passing vehicles or 
pedestrians. 

PUTTING UP THE WIRE 
If you put up an aerial mast and secure it 

with guy-wires or ropes, use a little thought 
in laying out the system. Do not fasten the 
lower ends of the guy -wires so that people 
will be liable to stumble over them and pos- 
sibly injure themselves. Also do not have 
your guy -wires cross paths at low heights, 
or a passerby may run into them. 

And then there is the ever -present neces- 
_ city of climbing to a height to put up your 
aerial wire. If you must climb a tree, ex- 
ercise the greatest care, particularly if you 
attempt to carry up the aerial wire with you. 
Place this - so that it will not become en- 
tangled with the branches and so cause you 
to lose your grip'. If you'' have to climb on 
the roof of the house, use a ladder. A 
ladder laid on `a sloping roof, even though 
the slope be gentle, will enable you to climb 
safely and surely to the peak. This method 
is to be preferred to that wherein you have 
to rival a monkey in climbing ability, if you 
attempt to malee the ascent without the as- 
sistance of a ladder. There are several cases 
on record of persons who had bad falls when 

Thought has been given to, this aerial installation. The wire has _been. run so as to be clear of the 
large tree and also at an angle to the light wires in front of, the house. Stout poles have been used 

and these are well guyed with strong wires insulated at both ends. 

Installation 
putting up radio aerials. See to it that your 
name is not added to this list. 

LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
There is also of course, the widely dis- 

cussed danger from lightning.. Some claim 
that this is ,a myth, and othér,s that a radio 
aerial attracts lightning. They are both 
wrong. Any object, particularly if _t is 
elevated, is subject to a stroke of lightning.. 
If, however; a radio aerial is properly 

LEAD-IN 

TO AERIAL 

INSULATING TUBE 
-NOTE DOWNWARD 

SLANT 

F 1 . . 

I 

TO SET 

WALL 

If an insulating tube is employed for running., 
the aerial lead -in to the set, it should be placed 
through the wall on a downward, slant so that 

water cannot follow it into the house. 

grounded through an approved lightning ar- 
rester as required by the underwriters, and 
explained before in this department, it acts 
as a safeguard to the home. 

A properly -grounded aerial will, during a 
lightning storm, act in exactly the same way 
as a lightning rod. It will serve to conduct 
atmospheric electricity to the ground, and 
cause it to pass off in a harmless manner, 
and therefore, will prevent it from accumu- 
lating until a lightning stroke results. Just 
read over these last few words again; and 
the next time that someone tries to tell you 
that your radio aerial is subjecting your 
house to danger from lightning, explain to 
him carefully that he is wrong and tell him 
just what a properly grounded radio aerial 
can do. 

OBTAINING A GROUND 
In certain sections of the country it is 

necessary to drive a long metal pipe or rod 
into the soil in order to obtain a good ground 
connection. Before selecting a spot for this 
purpose, it is wise to find out as near as pos- 
sible, where the various underground pipes 
run and how deep they are buried. If you 
arbitrarily choose a spot for the ground rod, 
it is possible that you may drive it through 
a buried tile pipe or that it may soon be 
stopped by contact with an iron pipe. In 
either case, the results are bad. 

Go to your cellar and you will in most 
cases find where the pipes enter the house; 
and then you can decide upon a good loca- 
tion out of doors, for driving your ground 
pipe. 
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BASE RECEPTACLE 

TO 

ELIMINATOR 

DOUBLE WIRE 
CONDUCTOR 

FUSE BLOCK 

FIG. 2 

It is always desirable that a double fuse be used 
in connection with a "B" eliminator as a protec- 
tive measure. This sketch shows how it is con- 

nected up. 

THE LEAD -IN 
A radio aerial without a lead -in is as use- 

ful as an automobile withdut'a driving shaft. 
The lead -in is the wire that connects the 
aerial proper with the radio receiving set. 
It is necessary to bring this wire into the 
house in order to connect it with the set; 
and to do this a hole is "often drilled in the 
wall. Be careful here or you may do some 
damage. If you are going to drill directly 
through a wall, and there is plaster on the 
interior, it is best to start from the inside 
and drill through the plaster very carefully 
to avoid chipping and breakage. When mak- 
ing the hole, be sure that you choose a drill 
or bit that is large enough ; inasmuch as a 
small hole in plaster is hard to enlarge 
without damage to the surrounding wall. 

If you are going to drill through a base- 
board in order to bring the lead -in wire 
through, or for any other purpose, you will 
have to be quite sure that you do not drill 
into any electric conduit. It is 'usually quite 
safe to bore through a baseboard, if you 
are at a distance of several feet from . the 
nearest electrical base- outlet. In such a case, 
you will probably clear. all .of. the house 
wires. 

EFFECTS OF RAIN 

One of the favorite methods of protecting 
the lead -in wire at the point where it enters 
the house, is to use a porcelain tube , in 
serted in the drilled hole, and to run the 
wire 'through this tube. This is all very 
well it is a simple, good and cheap method 
of performing the required works' However, 
be .-sure that: your, tube is lower at the out- 
side end than at the inside.. (See Fig. 1.) 
If you reverse this angle, water running 
down -:the' lead to =wire 'dining a rain storin 
will come right into the, house through_ "the 
tube. ,If course, if you use. -one of the sealed 
tubes, provided with a brass center rod, 'that 
are on the market today, :thus necessity of 
drilling the hole at a slight angle will be 
eliminated. 

With certain radio instruments it is found 
that the volume of received music or voice 
is reduced during a rain storm: This is 
sometimes clue to poor insulators on the 
aerial proper ; but it can more often be 
traced to a defective or wet lead -in insulator. 
Some of the "window- strip" lead -ins are an 
abomination. Consisting merely of a strip 
of thin copper with a flexible non- water- 
proof casing, they are easily short- circuited 
to the window frame; and hence a lot of 
energy is lost. If, because the wall cannot 
be drilled. one of these window strips must 
be used, be sure that you get one that is 
covered with router -proof insulation. 

PLACING THE RECEIVER 

In choosing the location of a set in the 
home, certain dangers to good reception 
must be avoided. For instance, a set Should 
sot he placed with a table lamp immediately 
beside it or on top of it. It will very often 
happen that such an arrangement will result 
in the production of a loud hum in the loud- 

speaker. This hum is due to the wires car- 
rying current to the lamp ; and if 'the lamp' is 
removed, the hum will often immediately dis- 
appear. Neither should the lead -in run 
parallel to house -lighting wires. 

For holding the radio set, select a strong 
table and one that is quite rigid. A table 
that is "weak in the knees" will make tuning 
difficult, and cause mechanical vibrations to 
be transmitted to the set ; resulting in noises 
in the loud- speaker, particularly if one or 
more of the tubes in the set is slightly de- 
fective. When selecting á table for your 
radio set, it is well to remember that certain 
accessories must be cared for. A table with 
a compartment for batteries, spare tubes 
and tools is very handy ; and usually such a 
table is amply strong enough for the pur- 
pose. . 

If the loud- speaker is placed directly on 
top of the receiving set, there is danger of 
producing noises, due to the loud- speaker 

110 V. AC. 

TO -A POSTS ON SET 

rat TO B ELIMINATOR 

DOUBLE POLE 
SINGLE THROW 

S WITCH 
-A" BATTERY FIG. 3 

This diagram shows how to connect up a single - 
snap switch for turning on and off both the 

"B" eliminator and "A" battery. 

vibrating the receiving set and the tubes 
within it. In such_,a case, a low hum will 
start to emanate from the horn, and will 
build up in volume until it reaches the pro- 
portions of a siren whistle. This .. can be 
immediately stopped by removing 'the .loud- 
speaker' and breaking up the rhythmic vibra- 
tions of- the tube elements, by tapping sharp- 
ly on the cabinet. When the loud- speaker 
is removed,.; do not replace it on top of the 
cabinet hut:provide another location for it. 

,AERIAL 
LEAD -I N 

LIGHTNING 

ARRESTER 
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If the loud- speaker delivers tremendous 
volume, which is now possible -with the power 
tubes that are available on the market, the 
speaker should be kept at least several feet 
away from the set. This will rc.luce the 
possibility of the air (sound) waves produc- 
ing the above -mentioned trouble. With the 
average two -stage amplifier and loud -speaker, 
however, the volume. is not so great but that 
the loud -speaker may be placed within 
foot or so of'the set; but still, not on it. 

BATTERY PROBLEMS 

Since radio receiving sets have come into 
general use, . there are a great many people 
taking care of storage batteries, who never 
thought of performing this work before. 
Being unfamiliar with the proper procedure, 
in many cases they are liable to run into 
trouble. Therefore, the following hint on 
the care of batteries will be of assistance, 
and will keep a good many fans out of 
trouble. 

The first thing to remember, in connec- 
tion with storage 'batteries on charge, is that 
the vent caps, which cover the holes through 
which the water is introduced into the bat 
tery, must be removed when the charger is 
connected, to allow the free escape of the 
gases which are formed during the charging 
process, and prevent them from accumulat- 
ing. This, if allowed to, continue for any, 
length of time, may result in an explosion; 

i but by removing the caps, such a danger is 
absolutely avoided. 

When a battery is on charge, the gas 
(hydrogen) that is given off is highly ex- 
plosive. Therefore, keep all matches and' 
open flame away from the battery while it is 
charging. . 

At a distance of a few feet from the bat- 
tery the gases are so diluted with air as to 
be harmless. However, more than one tyro 
electrician has, to his sorrow, . investigated 
the condition of his battery, while charging, 
by illuminating the scene with a match. 

If the terminals of . the battery are .riot 
clean, there is danger of the current. sud- 
denly ceasing to flow in the circuit when 
your set is in use; because the corrosion 

,: (Continued ose page 436) 
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An excellentarrangement of apparatus. -Both the floor lamp and the loud-speaker have been kept 
well away from the set, which -otherwise might be affected. Also, the lead -in has been 'kept 'at an 

angle to the house lighting wires, shown at. the right.- 
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Radio Set Owners' Information 
VACUUM -TUBE PROTECTOR 

(29) C. P. Manson, of Chattanooga, 
Tenn., asks: 

Ques. -Is there any manner in which I 
can protect the tubes in my receiving set 
from burning out, in case of a short circuit? 

Ans. -The accompanying illustration 
shows a method whereby the tubes in a re- 
ceiver can be protected from the "B" bat- 
tery voltage, should it happen to be impres- 
sed directly on the filaments. As will be 
seen, a 110 -volt damp is connected in series 
with the negative lead from the "B" bat- 
tery. This lamp is of the common type, 
about 40 -watt, employed for house lighting. 
In case of a short circuit, the lamp will 
light brightly but will not allow a sufficient 
passage of current to burn out the filaments 
of the vacuum tubes. 

E 
"B" BATTERIES 

PORCELAIN LAMP BASE 

110 VOLT LAMP 

TO SET 

A 110 -volt house lamp connected in series with 
the negative "B" battery lead, as shown will 
protect the vacuum tubes in the set, as well as 
provide a visual indication of a short- circuit. 

We are not suggesting that this lamp be 
left in the circuit at all times, as its pres- 
ence in the "B" battery lead is apt to affect 
the operation of the set. Use the arrange- 
ment only at such times as you are testing, 
experimenting, or changing about tubes. 

ON PURCHASING A LOUD 
SPEAKER 

(30) Henry W. Bossard, Of Bridgeport, 
Conn., asks : 

Ques. -I am contemplating the purchase 
of a cone -type loud speaker, to replace the 
unit I am using at present on my phono- 
graph. The receiving set I have is of the 
five -tube tuned -radio -frequency type. Could 
you tell me what speaker or speakers would 
be best for this outfit? 

Ans. -We can give no material assistance 
on this point. Most of the cone speakers on 
the market at the present time are good; 
but it is true that they won't all work the 
same on a particular set. This is due to 
the fact that the "output characteristics," or 
electrical constants of different makes of 
receiving sets, vary considerably ; and that 
the impedance or "effective resistance" of 
all loud speakers is not the same. When 
the characteristics of both speaker and re- 
ceiver are suited to one another, the best 
results will be obtained, assuming of course 
that the receiver itself is distortionless or 
nearly so. The fact that a certain speaker 
may not sound well when operated from a 
certain set does not indicate that the speaker 
is at fault -or the set for that matter. 

We would suggest that you go to a radio 
dealer and listen to the different makes of 
speakers, operating from a set of the same 
make as your own. Purchase the one that 
pleases your ear the most. 

AUTOMOBILE BATTERY FOR 
RADIO USE 

(31) Gerald C. Fowler, of New Orleans, 
La., asks: 

Ques. -I have been running my six -tube 

THIS page constitutes what is to 
be known as the SET OWN- 

ERS' INFORMATION depart- 
ment, and is to be conducted reg- 
ularly each month in RADIO 
NEWS. The purpose of the de- 
partment is to furnish assistance to 
those readers who have not yet 
acquired any extensive knowledge 
of radio, but who are the possessors 
of radio receivers and wish to know 
how to handle them. 

There is always new blood corn- 
ing into the fraternity of radio en- 
thusiasts; and it is obviously un- 
reasonable to expect that they can 
intelligently read the articles which 
are written for the more ex- 
perienced fans. Consequently this 
new department has been started 
for their benefit; and we invite any- 
one who desires to do so, to write 
an account of his troubles to the 
editor of this department. No let- 
ters will be answered by mail. The 
editor will select from the letters 
which he receives those queries 
that seem to be of most practical in- 
terest to all, and will answer them 
fully and in detail each month. 
There will be no charge for this 
service. Simply write to SET 
OWNERS' INFORMATION DE- 
PARTMENT, RADIO NEWS, 53 
Park Place, New York City. 

5. 

radio set with an automobile storage bat- 
tery of the regular six -volt type. For some 
reason, which I cannot determine, this bat- 
tery does not last very long; yet the rated 
capacity is around 100 ampere- hours. Fur- 
thermore it seems to be getting worse as 
time goes on, yet I always test it and keep 
the electrolyte above the plates. What could 
be wrong? 

Ans. -The trouble is that an automobile 
storage battery is not designed for radio use; 
or, putting it in other words, an automobile 

Two loop aerials of the "box" type which are 
very efficient. Both can be rotated to take full 
advantage of their directional effects. This type 

of loop is suitable for most purposes. 

battery is so constructed as to supply high 
amperage momentarily and not low amperage . 

for long periods of time. When an automo- 
bile battery is employed for lighting the 
filaments of vacuum tubes the plates are not 
sufficiently worked, and the active material 
takes on a state of stagnation. The charge 
and discharge rate for an automobile bat- 
tery is high. Decrease one or both and the 
battery suffers in consequence. By all 
means purchase a radio storage battery hav- 
ing a capacity of 60 or 80 ampere- hours. If 
you use your set a great deal it is best to 
purchase an 80 ampere -hour battery. 

BEST SIZE FOR LOOP AERIAL 
(32) Bertram L. Roe, of Seattle, Wash., 

asks 
Oues. -I have an eight -tube super- hetero- 

dyne receiver that I have been using for 
some time with an outdoor aerial about 100 
feet long. I have been told that I will pick 
up less interference and local noises if I use 
a loop aerial and that, furthermore, I will be 
given the advantage of being able to elimin- 
ate a station by turning the loop. Will you 
tell me what size and shape of loop aerial 
would be most satisfactory for my purpose? 
I want to be able to pick up as much energy 
as possible, so that I will still be able to get 
the distant stations. 

Ans. -A loop about six feet wide would 
prove the most satisfactory from the stand- 

41,/ C BATTERY BATTERY , 
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SECOND AUDIO = SOCKET 

SECOND == 
AUDIO TRANS. 

POWER TUBE _= _ _ 

A power tube can be used in the last audio 
stage of any receiver, without changing . the 
wiring, if an adapter of the type shown is used. 

The connections are indicated. 

point of energy pick-up; but, more than 
likely, it would not prove of particular 
value to you, so far as its directional qualities 
are concerned. In the latter respect a two - 
foot loop would be of more service to you, 
but it would not be as efficient a collector. 
It is suggested that you purchase a loop 
aerial three or four feet in width, and that 
it be of the box type as shown at A in the 
accompanying sketch. Another very efficient 
form of loop aerial is shown at B. Either 
type will suit your needs. 

ADDING POWER AMPLIFIER TO 
OLD SET 

(33) Walter H. Tait, of New York, N. 
Y., asks: 

Ques. -I have a five -tube neutrodyne set 
in which I would like to use one of the new 
type power- amplifier tubes which, I under- 
stand, will give me more volume and better 
quality. Since there is but one "B" battery 
and one "C" battery binding post for the 
two audio amplifiers I am at a loss to know 
how to get the right voltages on the last 
tube. 

Ans. -Naturally you could change the wir- 
ing in the set to separate the two audio 
amplifier circuits ; but we presume that you 
do not care to do this. At any rate, it is 
not at all necessary, as there are a number 
of power- amplifier vacuum tubes on the 
market which have binding posts attached 
to the base of the tube so that the separate 
connections can be made ; and there are also 
a number of special adapters which accom- 
plish the same thing. Purchase either a tube 
of this sort or one. of the adapters. All 
radio dealers carry them. 

It is -suggested that you employ a tube of 
the 112 type, using 135 volts "B" battery 
and approximately 9 volts "C" battery. 

Just how the adapter connections are made 
is diagramed in the accompanying sketch. 
The separate batteries shown are automatic- 

(Continued one page 431) 
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List of Broadcast Stations in the United States 
Radio 

Call BROADCAST STA. 
letter Location 

WaW 3 a3 

KDKA, East Pittsburgh, Pa 309.1 Var. 
KDLR, Devils Lake, N. D 231 5 
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah.,, 24G 50 
K FAB, Lincoln, Neb. 340.7 1000 
K FAD, Phoenix, Ariz. 273 100 
I(FAF, San Jose, Calif 217.3 50 

< FA U, Boise, Idaho 280.2 750 
KFBB, Havre, Slant. 275 50 
C FRG. San Diego, Calif 215.7 50 
< FB I(, Sacramento, Calif 248 100 
( FB L, Everett, Wash 224 100 
CFBS, Trinidad, Colo. 238 15 
(FBU, Laramie, Wyo. 375 500 
(FCB, Phoenix, Ariz 238 100 

FD D, Boise, Idaho 275.1 50 
(FDM, Beaumont, Tea 315.6 500 
C FD X, Shreveport, La 250 100 
(FDY, Brookings, S. Dak 273 100 

< FDZ, Minneapolis, Minn 231 10 
(FEC, Portland, Ore 248 50 
(FEL, Denver. Colo. 254 250 
(FEQ, Oak, Nebr 208 500 
(FEY, Kellogg, Idaho 233 10 
(FFP, Moberly, Mo 242 50 
<FGQ, Boone, Iowa 22G 10 
(FH, Wichita, Kans 268 500 
(FHA, Gunnison, Colo 252 50 
(FHL, Oskaloosa, Iowa 210 10 
KFI, Los Angeles, Calif. - 467 5000 
(H F. Portland, Ore 248 100 
(F10, Spokane, Washington 273 500 
KFIQ, Yakima, Wash. 256 500 
(FIU, Juneau, Alaska 226 10 
(FIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis 273 100 
(FJB, Marshalltown, Iowa 248 10 
(FOC, Junction City. Kansas. .218.8 10 
( F1 F, Oklahoma City, Okla 261 500 
(F.1 1, Astoria, Ore 216 10 
(FI M, Grand Forks, N. Dak 278 100 
( FJ R. Portland, Ore. 263 120 

KFJY, Fort Dodge, Iowa 246 50 
(FJZ, Fort Worth. Tex 254 50 
( F KA, Greeley, Colo 273 50 
CFKU, Lawrence, Nano 275 500 
CFKX, Hastings. Nebr 288.3 5000 
(FI(Z, Kirksville, Mo. 225.4 50 
(FLR, Albuquerque, N. Mex 254 100 
<FLU, San Benito, Tex. 23G 20 
< FLN, Rockford, Ill 229 100 
( FLX, Galveston, Tex. 240 250 

< FLZ, Anita, Iowa 273 100 
FM R, Sioux City, Iowa......., .261 100 

KFMX, Northfield, Minn 336.9 500 
(FNF, Shenandoah, Iowa 901.3 2500 
C FOA, Seattle, 11 ash. 954.3 1000 
(FOB, Burlingame, Calif 226 50 

FO N, Long Beach, Calif 235 500 
(FOR, David City, Nebr 22G 100 
(FOT, Wichita, Kan s 231 50 
K FOX, Omaha, Nebr 248 100 
(FOY, St. Paul, Minn 252 50 
K FPL, Dublin, Texas 252 20 
(FPM, Greenville, Texas 242 10 
KFPR, Los Angeles, Calif... 
(FPW, Carterville, Mo 258 
KFPY, Spokane, Wash. 273 
(FQA, St. Louis, Mo. 280.2 
KFQB, Fort Worth, Texas 410.7 
I<FQD, Anchorage, Alaska 227.1 
KFQP, Iowa City, Iowa 224 
I(FQU, Alma (Holy City) Calif. ..231 
KFQW, North Bend, Wash 215.7 
KFQZ, Hollywood, Calif.... 925.4 
I( FRB, Beeville, Tex -218 
I<F RC, San Francisco, Calif. 207.7 
I< F R U, Columbia, 11o. 499.7 
KFRW, Olympia, Wash 218.8 
KFSD, San Diego, Calif. 245.8 
K FS G, Los Angeles, Calif 275 
I<FUL, Galveston, Tee 033 
I( F U M, Colorado Springs, Colo 239.9 
1(FUO, St. Louis, Mo 515.1 
IC F U P, Denver, Cclo 234 
KFUR, Ogden, Utah 224 
l< FUS, Oakland, Calif 250 
I(FUT, Salt Lake City, Utah 201 
I< FUU, Oakland, Calif. 220 
I(FVD, San Pedro, Calif 205.4 
K FVE. St. Louis, lfo. 240 
I<FVG, Independence, Kas 230 

IC EVI, Houston, Texas ^- -30.9 
I< FVN, Fairmont, Minn. 227 
I<FVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo 224 
I(FVR, Denver, Colo. 214 
KFVY, Albuquerque, N. Alex.... 250 
I<FWA, Ogden, Utah 261 
I( FWB, Hollywood. Calif 252 
I(FWC, San Bernardino, Calif. 211.1 
It FW F, St. Louis, Mo 211.2 
KFWH, Eureka, Calif. 254 
K FWI, San Francisco, Calif. .. 210 
K F W M, Oakland, Calif. 423.9 
I(FWO, Avalon, Calif 211.1 
I(FWIJ, Pineville, L's 238 
It F W V, Portland, Ore. 212.6 
I(FXB, Big Bear Luke, Calif. 202.6 
I<FXD, Logan, Utah 205.4 
I<FXF, Colorado Springs, Colo 250 
KFXH, El Paso, Texas 242 
I( FXL F lgea'ater, Colo. 215.7 
I< FXR, Oklahoma City, Okla. -214.2 
I<FXY, Flagstaff, Arie 205.4 
KFYF, Oxnard, Calif 205.4 
I(FYJ, .Houston, Texas 238 
It FYO, Texarkana, Tex 209.7 
I(FYR, Bismarck, N. Dak 218 
I<GAR, Tucson, Ariz. 243.8 
KGBS, Seattle, Wash. 209.7 
KPBU, Ketchikan. Alaska 229 
KGBW, Joplin, Mo, 202.8 
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KGO, Oakland, Calif. 361.2 5000 WEBS, New Orleans, la. 252 50 
I(GRX, St. Joseph, loo. 347.8 WBBW, Norfolk, Va 222 50 
I(GTT, San Francisco, Calif 
KG U, Honolulu, Hawaii 

206.8 
270 

50 
500 

WBBY, Charleston, S. C 268 10 

KG W, Portland, Ore. 491.5 1000 WBBZ, Chicago, Ill 215.7 50 

KGY, Lacey, Wash. 277.6 50 WBCN, Chicago, Ili 266 500 
ICHJ, Los Angeles, Calif 405.2 500 WBDC, Grand Rapids, Mich 250 500 
K H Q, Spokane, Nash: 394.5 1000 WBES, Takoma Park, Did 232 100 
KJ BS, San Francisco, Calif 220 5 WBNY, Ncsv York, N. Y. 322.4 1000 
I(J R, Seattle, Wash 384.4 1000 W B00, Richmond Hill, N. Y 236 100 

i(LDS, Independence, Mo 440.9 1000 WBRC, Birmingham, Ala. 248 50 

(LS, Oakland, Calif. 250 230 WERE, Wilkes- Barre, Pa 231 100 

KLX, Oakland, Calif 508.2 500 W BT, Charlotte, N. C 275 230 

( LZ, Denver, Colo 266 2511 WBZ, Springfield, Mass 331.1 2000 
(MA, Shenandoah, Iowa 461 500 W BZA, Boston, Blass 242 250 
(MJ, Fresno, Calif. 234 5l, WCAC, Storrs, Conn. 275 500 
( M1 P, Kansas City, Mo. 440.9 1000 WCAD, Canton, N. Y 203 250 
( M M1, Clay Center, Neb. 228.9 
(MO, Tacoma, Wash 250 
<MOX, Kirkwood, (St. Lo)., Mo. 280.2 

MT R, Hollywood, Calif. 23S 

1000 
100 

5000 
500 

W CAE, Pittsburgh, Pa 
WCAD, University Place, Neb 
WCAL, Northfield, Minn 

461.3 
254 

336.9 

500 
500 
500 

(NBC, Los Angeles, Calif. 208.2 500 WCAM, Camden, N. J. 236 250 

ì(NX, Los Angeles, Calif. 336.9 500 WCAO, Baltimore, did 275 100 
I(OA, Denver, Colo 322.4 5000 WCAP, Washington, D. C 468.5 500 
(CAC, Corvallis, Ore. 280.2 500 WCAR, San Antonio, Texas 203 2000 
(OB, State College, N. M. 348.6 5000 W CAT, Rapid City, S. I) 210 50 
(OCH, Omaha, Neb 233 230 WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. 277.6 500 
(OCW, Chickasha, Okla 252 20)1 WCAX, Burlington, Vt 250 100 
(OIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa 305.9 500 WCBA, Allentown, Pa. 254 125 
(01N, Portland, Ore 319 1000 WC BD, Zion, Ill' 341.0 6000 
(OWW, Walla Walla, Wash. ....285.5 SOC W CB E. Nov Orleans. La 203 5 

(PO, San Francisco, Calif 4.28.3 1000 WCBH, Oxford, Miss 242 50 
(PPC, Pasadena, Calif 229 50 W CB M, Baltimore, Md. 229 100 
I(PRC, Houston, Texas 296.9 500 WCBR, Providence, R. I. 209.7 100 

I(PSN, Pasadena, Calif 315.6 1000 WCCO, Minneapolis, diinn 0.4 5UÚ0 

I( 0V, Pittsburgh, Pa 275 500 WC FL, Chicago, Ill. 500 

I(QW, San Jose, Calif 
I( RCA, (Portable) Calif. 

231 
305 

500 
100 

WC FT, Tullahoma, Tenn. 
WCLO, Camp Lake, Wis 231 50 

_1,,,,,,n11,,,1111,,,1111,i,,,,,,,11,11,1,11,,,1,,,,,,11,,,,,,,,1m,,,.,,,o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,11 ,,,,,11,11,111,1111,,,11,11,1UrIn,.,,111111,,,,,,mm,,,,,,1,,rm,,,,ii 

At the closing date of this magazine, the list of broad- 
cast stations is subject to daily alterations, as regards wave- 
lengths, power, etc. We especially request stations mak- 
ing changes at this time to send a notification direct to 
RADIO NEWS, in order that broadcast listeners may be ad- 
vised as soon as possible of the new conditions which they 
may expect in tuning in the stations. 

(RE, Berkeley, Calif 256 100 

(SAC, Manhattan, Kansas 340.7 500 

(SD, St. Louis, Mo 545.1 500 

(SL, Salt Lake City, Utah 299.8 10110 

(SM R, Santa Maria, Calif. 209.7 100 
(S0, Clarinda, Iowa '212 500 
(TAB, Oakland, Calif. 302 .8 1000 
(TB I, Los Angeles. Calif 293.9 750 

(TB R, Portland, Ore 263 50 

(TCL, Seattle, Wash 305.9 1000 
(T HS, Hot Springs. Ark. 371.8 750 
(TNT, Muscatine, Iowa 1 10110 

(LW, Seattle, Wash. 951.3 1300 
(U OA, Fayetteville, Ark 299.8 750 
(UOM, Missoula, Mont 244 250 
(USD, Vermillion, S. D 278 100 

CUT, Austin, Texas 231 500 
CV00, Bristow, Okla 371.8 500 

WC R, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 278 500 
(WG, Stockton, Calif 218 50 

C W KC, Kansas City, dlc 236 100 
(W K H, Kennomsnod, La. '29 100) 
<WSC, Pullman, Wash 318.6 500 
(W UC Le liars, Iowa 232 50 
(W W G. Brownsville, Texas 278 500 
CYW, Chicago, Ill. 535 4 20110 

<ZIB, Manila, P. I. , ...249.9 20 
CZI(Z, Manila, P. I 270 11111 

(ZM, Oakland, Calif 240 100 
CZRQ, Manila, P. I 222 5011 

CZUY, Baguio, P. I 360 500 
!AA, Arlington, Va. 43I 5 1000 

W AA D, Cincinnati, Ohio 258 25 
VAAF, Chicago, Ill, 278 500 

W AA M, Newark, N. J. 263 500 
WAAW, Omaha, Neb. 384.4 & 278 500 
WABB, Harrisburg, Pa 2)11 10 

WABC, Asheville, N. C. 281 100 
WABI, L'angor, Me 210 1110 

WABO, Rochester. N. Y. 258 1110 

WABQ, Haverford, Pa. 261 1000 
W ABR, Toledo, Ohio 263 50 
WABW, Wooster, Ohio 206.8 50 
WABX, Mount Clemens, Mich 216 500 
WARY, Philadelphia, Pa 242 50 
WABZ, New Orleans, La 275 50 
WADC, Akron, Ohio 258 500 
WAFD, Port Huron, Mich 275 500 
WAG M. Royal Oak, Mich 
WA H G, Richmond Hill, N. Y 315.6 500 
WAIT, Taunton, Blass 229 10 
WAIU, Columbus, Ohio 293.9 750 
WAMD, Minneapolis, Minn. 214 5060 
WAPL Auburn, Ala 218 1000 
WA RC, Medford Hillside, Mass 261 100 
WATT, Boston, Blass. - 243.8 100 
W BA A, West Lafayette, Ind 273. 230 
WBAK, Harrisburg, Pa 275 500 
W BAL, Glen Morris, Md 2.16 5000 
WBAO, Decatur, Ill 270 100 
WRAP, Fart Worth, Texas 975.9 1500 
W R A W, Nashville, Tenn. 230.1 100 
WBAX, Wilkes -Barre, Pa 236 100 
WBBL, Richmond, Va.. 299 50 
W P.13 M, Chicago, Ml: 226 10000 
WBBP, Petoskey, Mich 238 200 
WBBR, Roseville, N. Y. 110.4 500 

WCLS, Joliet, Ill 214.2 
WC MA, Culver, Ind. 258.5 
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla. 222.1 
WCRW, Chicago, Ill. 2'39 9 
WCSH, Portland, Me 256 
WCSO, Springfield, Ohio 28 
WOWS, Providence, R. I 209.7 
WCX, Pontiac, Miels 516.9 
WDAD, Nashville, Tenn 226 
W DA E. Tarnpa, Fla 273 
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo. 365.6 
W D AG, Amarillo, Texas 263 
WDAH, Sil Paso, Tex. 267.7 
W DAY, Fargo, N. D 261 
WDBE, Atlanta, Ga 270 
WD B1, Roanoke, Va 229 
W D BI<, Cleveland, Ohio °27 
WD BO, Winter Park, Fla 240 
WDBZ, I(ingston, N. Y 233 
W 0 EL, Wilmington, Del. 266 
WDGY, Minneapolis, _Minn. 263 
W BO D, Chattanooga, Tenn. 256 
WDRC, New Haven, Conn 268 
WOW F, Cranston, R. I. 440.9 
WDZ, Tuscola, Ill. 278 
W EA F, Now York, N. Y 491.5 
W EA!, Ithaca, N. Y 254 
W EA M, North Plainfield, N. J 261 
WEAN, Providence, R. I 270 
WEAO, Columbus, Ohio 293.9 
WEAR, Cleveland, Ohio 389.4 
W EAU, Sioux City, Iowa 275 
WEBC, Superior, Wis 242 
WEBH, Chicago, Ill 370.2 
W FBJ, New York, N. Y. 272.6 
WEBL, New York, N. Y 226 
WEBQ, Iarrisburg, Ill. 225.4 
WEBS, Buffalo, N. Y. 214 
WEBW, Beloit, Wis 268 
WEBZ, Savannah, Ga. 263 
WEEl, Boston, Blass. 348.6 
WENS, ICvanston, Ill 202 
WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich 285.5 
W EN R, Chicago, Ill 266 
WEW, St. Louis, Mo. 360 
W FAA, Dallas, Texas 475.9 
W FA M, St. Cloud, Minn 273 
W FA V, Lincoln, Nebr 275 
WFBC, Knoxville, Tenn. 250 
WFBE, Seymour, Ind, 226 
W FBG, Altoona, Pa. 278 
WFBH, New York, N. Y 273 
WFB1, Collegeville, Minn 236 
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y 252 
WFBM, Indianapolis, Indiana 268 
WFBR, Baltimore, Md 254 
W FBZ, Galesburg, Ill 254 
W FD F, Flint, Mich 234 
WFI, Philadelphia, Pa 394.5 
WFI<B, Chicago, Ill 217.3 
W FI.A, Clcarwater, Fla. 265.3 
W FRL, Brooklyn, N. Y 

- 205.4 
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa 248 
WG BB, Freeport, N. Y. 244 
WG BC, dfemphls, Tenn 278 
W G B F, Evansville, Ind. 236 
W G B I, Scranton, Pa. 290 
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WG BR, Marshfield, Wis 229 10 
WGBS, New York, N. Y 315.6 500 
WG B U, Fulford, Fla. 278 500 
WGBX, Orono, Me. 234.2 505 
WGCP, Newark, N. J 252 500 
WG ES, Chicago, Ill. 250 500 
WG HP, Detroit, Mich 270 1500 
WG M U, Richmond Hill, N. Y 236 100 
WG N, Chicago, Ill 302.8 1000 
10GR, Buffalo, N. Y 319 750 
WGST, Atlanta, Ga 270 500 
WG Y, Schenectady, N. Y. 379.5 50000 
WHA, Madison, Wis. 535.4 750 
W HAD, Milwaukee, Wis 275 500 
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y 278 100 
W HAP, New York, N. Y. 431 500 
WHAR, Atlantic City, N. J 275 500 
WHAS, Louisville, Ky 399.8 500 
W HAZ, Troy, N. Y 379.5 500 
WHB. Kansas City, MO 305.6 50U 
WHBA, Oil City, Pa 250 10 
WHBC, Canton, Ohio 254 10 
WHBD, Bellefontaine, Ohio 222 20 
W HBF, Rock Island, Ill 222 100 
WHBC, Harrisburg, Pa 231 20 
WHBD, Fort Wayne, Ind 234 50 
WHBL, Chicago, Ill 215.7 50 
WHBM, Chicago, Ill. 215,7 20 
WHBN, St. Petersburg, Fla 238 10 
WH BP, Johnstown. Pa 25G 100 
WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn 233 50 
WHBR, Cincinnati, O. 215.7 300 
WHBU, Anderson, Ind 218.8 10 
WHBW, Philadelphia, Pa 215.7 100 
WHBY. West De Pere, Wis. 250 50 
WHD1, Minneapolis, Minn 278 500 
W H EC, Rochester, N. Y 258 100 
W H IC, Cleveland, Ohio . . ..272.0 1000 
W H N, New York, N. Y. 361.2 500 
WHO, I)es Moines, Iowa 526 5000 
W HT, Deerfield Ill 399.8 3500 
W IAD, Philadelphia, Pa. 250 100 
W IAS, Burlington, Iowa 254 100 
W IBA, Madison, Wis 236 100 
W IBG. Elkins Park, Pa 222 50 
WIBH, New Bedford, Mass 209.7 30 
WIBI, Flushing, N. Y 218.8 50 
WIB1, Chicago, Ill 215.7 50 
W I B M, Chicago, Ill 215.7 10 
W 'BO, Chicago, Ill 226 1000 
WI BR, Steubenville, Ohio 216 50 
W I BS, Elizabeth, N. J 202.0 10 
W I B U, Poynette, Wis 222 20 
W I BW. Logansport, Ind 220 100 
WIBX, Utica, N. Y 205.4 150 
WIBZ, Montgomery, Ala. 210 6 10 
WIL, St. Louis, Mo 273 250 
W I OD, dliasni Beach, Fla. 247.8 1000 
W II', Philadelphia, Pa 508.2 500 
WJAD, Waco, Tees 352.7 500 
WJAF, Ferndale, Mich. 400 
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr 270 200 
WJAK, Kokomo, Ind. 254 50 
WJAM, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 268 100 
WJAR, Providence, R. I 4089 500 
W1 AS, Pittsburgh, Pa. 275.1 500 
W1AX, Jacksonville, Fla 330.9 1000 
W1 AZ, Mount Prospect, Ill. 329.8 5000 
WJ BA, Joliet, Ill 200.8 50 
W1 BB, St. Petersburg, Fla. 254 250 
WJBC, La Salle, Ill. 234 100 
W1B1, Red Bank, N. J 218.8 250 
W.1 BI(, Ypsilanti, Mich 233 10 
W1 BL, Decatur, Ill 270 500 
W1B0, Nose Orleans, La. 208 100 
W J B R, Omro, Wis. 227.1 50 
W1 BT, Chicago, Ill. 238 504 
W.1 B U, T.ew isborg, Pa. 211.1 100 
WJBV, Woodhaven, N. Y. 169.9 500 
W1 BW, New Orleans, Ls 340.7 
WJBX, Osterviile, Mass. 280 
W.1 BY, Gadsden, Al 1 270.1 
WJJ D, Moosebeart, Ill 170.2 500 
lvi R, Pontiac, Mich 516.9 5000 
W1 Y, New York, N. Y 905.2 1000 
WJZ, Bound Brook, N. J. 454.3 50,000 
W KA F, Milwaukee, Wis. 261 500 
W 1(AQ, San Juan, P. R 390.7 500 
WKAR, East Lansing, Mich 285.5 1000 
WKAV, Laconia, N. H 224 50 
WI(BA, Chicago, Ill. 288.3 200 
W K B B, Joliet, Ill 214.2 100 
W KB E, Webster, Mass. 231 100 
W KBG, Chicago, Ill 215.7 100 
W I< BS, Birmingham, Ala. 
W KJC, Lancaster, Pa. 258 50 
W KRC, Cincinnati, Ohio 125.9 & 922.3 1500 
W KY, Oklahoma City, Okla 275 100 
W LAC, Tulsa, Okla 250 100 
WLAP, Louisville, Ky 275 20 
W LB. :Minneapolis, Minn 277.6 500 
WLBL, Stevens Point, Wis. 278 750 
W LIB, Chicago, Ill. 302.8 9000 
W LIT, Philadelphia, Pa 394.5 500 
WIS. Crete, Ill 341.6 5000 
W LSJ, Edgewood, It. I. 440.9 500 
WLTS, Chicago, Ill 258 

500 

WLW, Harrison, Ohio 922.3 5000 
WLWL, New Yorks, N. Y. 288.3 5000 
W MAC, Cazenovia, N. Y 275 100 
W MA F, Dartmouth, Mass 440.9 1000 
WMAI<, Lockport, N. Y 266 500 
WMAL, Washington, D. C 212.6 100 
W MAN, Columbus, Ohio 286 50 
W MAQ, Chicago, Ill 447 5 1000 
W MAY, St. Louis, Mo 248 100 
W MAZ, Macon, Oa 261 500 
WMBB, Chicago, Ill 250 500 
W.M BC, Detroit, Mich 250.4 100 
WMBF, Miami Beach, Fla 381.4 500 
WMBI, Chicago, Ill. 202.6 500- 

(Continued on page 361) 
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"B" Battery Eliminators 
By M. L. MUHLEMAN 

This article deals with the design and construction of all types of eliminators, with descriptions 
of the. various parts which go to make them up. The prospective buyer will find this treatise of 

particular interest. 

A `B" eliminator designed for use on a 110 -volt 60 -cycle light line. It employs a full -wave recti- 
fier tube of the filamentless type. There are four voltage taps: detector, variable from 20 to 60 volts; radio- frequency, variable from 67% to 90 volts; and high- and low- voltage taps, controlled 

by a switch, for the audio amplifiers, giving a maximum of 180 volts for a power tube. 
Photo courtesy of The Acme Electric & Mfg. Co. 

F NGINEERS have worked patiently 
for a number of years in an at- 
tempt to contrive an efficient and 
reliable substitute for dry -cell or 

storage "B" batteries, a device that would 
supply plate voltage for the vacuum tubes 
directly from the house- lighting system. 

Most of the early designs were excep- 
tionally crude, as are most inventions in 

the embryo stage ; and though they were 
successful "B" battery eliminators insofar 
that sets could be operated by their use, there 
was an ever- present disagreeable alternating - 
current hum in the phones or loud -speaker. 
Naturally, no such device could be employed 
in connection with a set that was to re- 
ceive broadcast programs. 

Alternating- current hum has been. the one 

TO 

LAMP 

SOCKET 

POWER 

TRANSFORMER 

Above: Showing the four requisite sections 
which make up a complete "B" eliminator. 

Right: A "B" and "C" eliminator for alter- 
nating current, having four "B" voltage 
taps (45, 67 %, 90 and 150 volts) and 4- and 
12 -volt "C" taps. Uses full -wave rectifier 

tube of filament type. 
Photo courtesy of The Kodel Radio Corp. 

Left: Another A.C. "B" 
eliminator with three voltage 
taps, two being variable. A 
filamentless full -wave recti- 

fier tube is used. 
Photo courtesy of Valley 

Electric Co. 

big stumbling block to the engineers. Their 
most important problem was to devise a 
means for doing away with this bother- 
some noise. Other problems were far less 
intricate, though there was an urgent need 
for a more suitable type of rectifying de- 
vice than the earliest ones devised. 

Very excellent forms of filter systems had 
been developed years before thought was 
ever given to `B" battery eliminators ; more 
credit, probably should go to the telephone 
engineers for the design of filter and trap 
circuits, to suppress or by -pass undesirable 
frequencies, than to anyone else. Systems 
of this sort have been employed in telephone 
practice for many years. 

Though our radio engineers were per- 
fectly acquainted with the then existing 
forms of filter systems, which would have 
been quite satisfactory for . the purpose of 
"smoothing" out the rectified currents, so 
that no hum would be present in the re- 
ceiving set, they were hampered by the fact 
that such arrangements were so complicated 
and the equipment so expensive that the 
cost of a manufactured `B" eliminator would 
have been prohibitive from the point of 
view of the public. 

ELIMINATORS FOR EVERYONE 
Conditions have changed. Competition, 

stabilization and quantity production have 
brought clown the price of radio apparatus. 
On the other hand, the public is in a more 
liberal frame of mind and are willing to 
spend more on apparatus than heretofore. 
Thus, we might say, the "B" eliminator has 
become practical and it has arrived at just 
the time the radio fan was ready for it. 

The `B" battery eliminators on the market, 
the early part of last year, were by no means 
in that state of perfection where nothing is 
left to be desired. Quite the contrary, the 
majority of them (we are kind enough to 
take note of the fact that they were the 
pioneer eliminators) had no extraordinary 
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efficiency when it came to suppressing the 
alternating current hum. Furthermore, the 
rectifying devices (most of them) passed 
only an anemic 20 milliamperes, more or less, 
and the receivers suffered in consequence. 
They were not exactly an inspiring success. 

But the public wanted "B" eliminators, and 
good ones ; and when the public wants some- 
thing long enough and determinedly, it is 
provided. 

There is as much difference between the 
new models of "B" eliminators of this year 
and those of last year, as there is between 
a 1926 automobile and the 1906 rattle -trap 

An A.C. "B and C" eliminator employing an 
electrolytic rectifier. The detector tap is vari- 
able from O to 80 volts. Other taps provide 45, 
67, 90 and 135 volts. "C" voltages from 0 to 

40 are obtainable. 
Photo courtesy of DeWitt- LaFrance.Co., Inc. 

that long ago passed back into the scrap 
pile. 

A great many advancements have been 
made in "B" eliminator design. As in 
everything dealing with electricity, the 
actual improvements amount to a large in- 
crease in efficiency throughout the various 
components. The rectifying devices are 
excellent; the filters effectively eliminate all 

333 

An A.C. "B" eliminator employing a full -wave rectifier tube and a voltage -regulator tube to com- 
pensate for irregularities in line voltage. There are four voltage taps; namely, 22 %, 45, 90 and 
135 volts. The maximum current obtainable is 50 milliamperes. sufficient for most purposes. Re- 

gardless of the load placed on the eliminator. the voltage remains constant. 
Photo courtesy of Radio Corp. of America. 
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Showing three different types of power transformers. A is for use with a full -wave rectifier tube 
of the filamentless type and has three secondary terminals. B is for use with a half -wave rectifier 
tube of the filament type and has a separate winding F for supplying the filament current for the 
rectifier tube. '- The secondary winding is tapped to obtain various voltage values. C is for use 
with a full -wave filamentless rectifier tube. The separate winding F is used for lighting the fila- 
ment of the power amplifier tube (in the radio receiver) which requires in excess of one ampere. 
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C FIG. 
Three types of filter systems employed in present day "B" eliminators. A is similar to B ex- 
cept that but one choke and two condensers are employed. C contains a double ,choke L with 
opposed windings and a condenser C -1, which form a resonant circuit of low resistance which 

eliminates the A.C. hum. -- 

trace of the alternating -current hum in the 
receiver, and practically any desirable voltage 
can be had for the detector, radio -frequency 
and audio -frequency circuits. Present -day 
eliminators are capable of supplying suffi- 
cient plate current for the operation of a 

An A.C. "B" eliminator using a half -wave rec- 
tifier tube with filament. There are three volt- 
age taps, one variable, providing voltages from 
O to a maximum of 150. There is also a high - 

and -low voltage switch. .. _ 

Photo courtesy of The Glenn L. Martin Co. 

ten -tube set, or a set with a slightly less 
number of tubes plus a power -amplifier. 
The most gratifying thing about them, how- 
ever, is that they are practically fool- proof. 
All of these points - combined make them 
highly desirable. 
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An A.C. eliminator using a full -wave rectifier tube. The detector voltage is variable from 10 to 
60, the radio -frequency tap from 67 to 90. Maximum amplifier voltage is 135. A high- and -low 
voltage switch is also incorporated; the high -voltage side is used when 6 or more tubes are em- 

ployed in the receiver. 
Photo courtesy of All- American Radio Corporation. 

HOW A "B" ELIMINATOR IS ARRANGED 
A "B" eliminator is composed of four 

principal sections, which are indicated 
in Fig. 1. The first section consists 
of the power transformer, one side of which 
connects directly to the 60 -cycle electric light 
line and the other side to the rectifier de- 
vice. The function of the power trans- 
former is to step up the 110 -volt alternating 

Diagram of the voltage regulator section of an 
eliminator. Various voltages are obtained by 

the use of resistances R, R -1 and R -2. 

current to a value which will conform to 
the requirements of present day receiving 
sets and amplifiers. Some transformers have 
two 200 -volt secondary windings in series, 
some two 300 -volt windings ; and others, 
which are not designed to supply the high 
voltages required by power- amplifier tubes, 
employ one or two windings of comparative- 
ly lower voltage. 

The high -voltage alternating current de- 
livered by the power transformer is convert- 
ed into a pulsating direct current, in passing 
through the rectifier device in the second 
section. In other words, the alternating cur- 
rent is rectified. Just how smooth the re- 
sulting direct current will be, depends upon 
the excellence of the rectifying device. At 
any rate, it will not he a pure direct current. 
but will carry with it an alternating- current 
component or "ripple." Most of the rectifying 
devices offer full -wave rectification which, of 
course, is the most efficient, though some 
eliminators employ devices which give only 
half -wave rectification. Beth however, are 
quite satisfactory. 

The third section consists of the filter 
system, which we have already mentioned. 

The circuit arrangement 
for a direct current "B" 
eliminator. It will be 
noted that there is no 
power transformer or rec- 
tifier tube, these being 
unnecessary. The filter 
system is the same as 
employed in an A.C. 
eliminator, though it can 

be of simpler form. 
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tive type, which make possible the appli- 
cation of the correct voltages to the receiving 
set for the detector, the radio -frequency 
amplifiers, the audio amplifiers, and (with 
many eliminators) for the power amplifier. 

There is a drop of voltage in the rectifier 
device, as well as in the filter system,..but 
the design of the power transformer in all 
cases is such that the secondary or output 
delivers an excessive voltage to make up 
for the loss ; or looking at. it from a different 
angle, if the naximum eliminator terminal 
voltage is to be, say 180 volts,,, the secondary 
voltage of the power transformer is made 
such that the resultant . voltage at " the out - 
put of the filter will be 180 and no less. 

THE POWER TRANSFORMER 
The power transformer in a "B" elimina- 

tor always has two windings, and, in late 
models, quite often three. There is the 
primary winding, which connects to the 
light socket by cord and plug, and a second- 
ary winding, which connects to the rectifier 
device. The secondary, if designed for use 
with a full -wave rectifier, has two windings 
connected in series. It is actually a single 
winding with a tap taken at the center as 
shown at A in Fig. 2. The secondary design- 
ed for use with a half -wave rectifier has but 
a single winding with two connections as 
shown at B. 

Sometimes, however, these secondary 
windings are tapped, so that two or more 
voltage values can be obtained directly at 
this point by means of a switch. The trans- 
former shown at B is so arranged. This 
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The purpose of the filter system is to smooth 
out the pulsations, ripples, or hum, if you 
wish, that are still part and parcel of the 
rectified current; so that the output will 
be virtually a pure direct current, such as 
that supplied by "B" batteries. 

The fourth section is composed of numer- 
ous variable resistances, of the non -induct- 

0+45 V. 

o NEG. 

saine transformer is seen to have a third 
winding. This is employed to supply cur- 
rent for lighting the filament of the recti- 
fier tube. 

The transformer shown at C also has a 
third winding, though this transformer is 
designed for use With a full -wave rectifier 
tube of the filamentless type, as evidenced by 

111111 1 111rt,11,,,.,RTRITTImmum1R11111111.mm1TMRm11.m1111111 

Another A.C. eliminator employ- 
ing an electrolytic rectifier giv- 
ing full -wave rectification. The 
control knobs permit varying de- 
tector voltages from 10 to 80, 
amplifier voltages from 45 to 90 
and power voltages from 90 to 
160. The maximum output is 60 
milliamperes, which is sufficient 

for most purposes. 

Photo courtesy of Willard 
Storage Battery Co. 
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An A.C. "B" eliminator employing a half - 
'wave rectifier tube and supplying a variable 
detector voltage from 0 to 75, radio -frequency 
voltage 0 to 90, and amplifier voltage from 0 

to 135. 
Photo courtesy of U -Flex Mfg. Co. 

the three connections from the secondary. 
The third winding in this case is for light- 

ing the filament of a power- amplifier vacuum 
tube; the secondary winding provides suf- 
ficient voltage for the plate of a power 
amplifier 

RECTIFIERS 
A number of different types of rectifiers 

are employed in "B" eliminators. Those 

At the right an A.C. "B" 
supply unit employing a fila- 
mentless full -wave rectifier 
tube. A special filter system 
is used. The detector voltage 
is variable from 20 to 45, 
the radio -frequency voltage 
from 60 to 90. A maximum 
of 300 volts can be obtained, 
which is required for a large 
power amplifier tube. The 
power transformer has a 
separate 7.5 -volt winding 
which will supply in excess 
of one ampere and can be 
used for lighting the filament 
of a power -amplifier tube, or 
the filament of a full -wave 
rectifier tube if that type is 
employed in preference to the 

filamentless type. 
Photo courtesy of Silver - 

Marshall, Inc. 
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efficiency of the rectifier device plus the 
efficiency of the filter system. 

A simple form of filter is shown at A in 
Fig. 3. It consists primarily of a choke 
coil and two high -capacity fixed condensers. 

RECTIFIER TUBE CHOKE CHOKE 

30 HENRY 30 HENRY 

MF 2 MF. 8 MF. 

FIG. 5 

...1.1421F ° Ì I 

The circuit diagram of a complete A.C. "B" eliminator, including all lour sections as outlined in 
the article. It is shown employing a full -wave rectifier tube of the filamentless type. 

most commonly used are the vacuum tube 
having a filament, the filamentless tube, and 
the electrolytic rectifier. All three devices 
are efficient and can be counted on to. 
operate satis factorily under all conditions. 

The vacuum tube rectifiers having fila- 
ments are operated from a three- winding 
power transformer, such as shown at B in 
Fig. 2, the third winding supplying the_fila- 
ment current. Some types of these tubes 
are full -wave rectifiers and others half - 
wave rectifiers ; a half -wave rectifier actually 
passes but one -half of each alternation of 
the current ( "cycle ") from the light socket. 

The filamentless tubes commonly employed 
nowadays are full -wave rectifiers ; this 
type of tube will be found in most "B" 
eliminators. 

The electrolytic type of rectifier consists 
of small jars in which are placed metallic 
plates. The jars are filled with a solution 
(electrolyte), whose action on the metallic 
plates allows the alternating current to flow 
in one direction only; thus producing rectifi- 
cation. 

Most of the rectifying devices employed 
in present day "B" eliminators are capable 
of passing approximately 65 milliamperes. 
which is sufficient for nearly all receivers. 

FILTERS 
As mentioned heretofore, the function of 

a filter in a "B" eliminator is to smooth out 
the pulsating direct current into some 
semblance of a pure direct current. The 
"purity" of the direct current at the out 
put of the eliminator is dependent on the 

The choke tends to keep the current at a 
constant value very much in the manner that 
a flywheel on a motor equalizes overloads 
and provides power evenly distributed 
throughout each cycle. The fixed condensers 
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A compact A.C. 
"B" eliminator 
using a full -wave 
rectifier tube and 
supplying variable 
voltages from 0 to 
135. There are 
separate taps for 
the detector and 
radio - frequency 

circuits. 
Photo courtesy of 

Timmons Radio 
Products Corp. 

are analogous to water tanks in that they 
store up current 'from a very irregular source 
and release- it, if one can view it that way, 
free from pulsations. Thus, the condensers 
tend to keep the voltage constant. 

The type of filter commonly employed in 
"B" eliminators is shown at B in Fig. 3. 
It is seen that two chokes and three con- 
densers are used. Some eliminators utilize 
a greater number of condensers, but very 
seldom more than two chokes. An improved 
form of filter circuit is shown at C in Fig. 
3. There is the usual choke, but with two 
opposed windings, and the two fixed conden- 
sers. However, the windings L plus the 
condenser Cl forms a resonant circuit, which 
offers an exceptionally low resistance path 
to the alternating- current component which, 
one might say, is sidetracked. This func- 
tions similarly to a tuned circuit in a radio 
receiver. 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

Like the filter system, the voltage -regulator 
arrangement is more or less standard in all 
"B" eliminators. The circuit is shown in 
Fig. 4. The resistance R is fixed while 
the resistances R -1 and R -2 are variable. 
These are of the carbon compression type 
which is noie -inductive. The maximum 
voltage of the eliminator is obtained from 
leads 1 and 4, 1 being the negative terminal. 
The voltage at terminal 2 is variable, usually 
from 20 to 45, and is regulated by adjusting 
the resistance R -1. The voltage at terminal 
3 is likewise variable, the adjustment being 
made by resistance R -2. The fixed con- 
densers C and Cl are radio- frequency by- 
pass condensers. 

Some eliminators have but one variable 
voltage tap, although most of those made to- 
day have two variable taps and one fixed. 
The fixed tap supplies the plate voltage for 
the audio amplifier or power amplifier which 
may be 135, 180, or as much as 300 volts. 
In addition to this a few eliminators include 
a voltage switch with three positions ; high, 
medium and low. Voltage regulation in this 
manner is accomplished by tapping the 

secondary winding 
of the power trans- 
former as was 
shown at B in Fig. 
2. 

The circuit of a 
complete "B" elim- 
inator to operate 
from ä 110 volt 60- 
c y e 1 e alternat - 

(Continued on 
Page 438).. 
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A Perfect Static Shield 
By VOLNEY G. MATHISON 

In this unique method of shielding, Mr. Mathison presents an idea which RADIO NEWS readers 
will doubtless find of great interest. Today, as never before, is shielding becoming more and 

more important in the proper functioning of certain types of radio receivers. 

cc A bella de la tomato, por que me 
has aplastado -oh, the old gray 
mare ain't what size aster be, 
ain't what she lister be, ain't 

what she ustcr be . . . many long years 
ago!" 

"This interference business is getting to 
be simply terrible!" mutters Mr. Triff!ebag- 
ger, crouching over his nine -tube super - 
whoopadyne and fumbling at the dials, with 
a frown on his face like that on the brow of 
a Chinese joss. "How in thunder am I go- 
ing to listen to Mlle. Cucaracha back there 
in Chicago, when these confounded Cali- 
fornia prune -ranchers keep yelling all over 
my instrument about that miserable old 
shambling gray quadruped of theirs that 
ought to have been ground up for chicken - 
feed before they were born ?" 

"Here I've gone and spent three hundred 
dollars for a contrivance of which the sales- 
man said, 'Turn the dials, and in they come,' 
-and in they do come, this KZOO crowd, 
with their old gray horse, and their minister 
who should have been an inflater of chil- 
dren's toy -balloons, and their ball- bearing- 
tongued females who instruct in the making 
of angel -food, while their husbands sit at 
home munching a sardine and a cracker." 

"And," continues the disgruntled Mr. 
Trifliebagger. "of all the good- for -nothing 
interference eliminators I've indulged in, this 
matter of shielding has turned out the worst. 
I've paid forty dollars to a glib young tele- 
graph amateur, who alleges he hears his 
friends in Australia on one tube and a cur- 
tain -rod, to fix my set so I can hear Chicago 
on nine tubes and a big aerial ; and he has 
torn it to pieces and encased its parts in a 
sheath of gleaming brass, with the result 
that, whereas before I got this vociferous 
Mr. KZOO on only six places on the dials, 
I now get him almost all over them. I won- 
der if he's stopped yet ?" 

" -ain't what she trster be, many long 
years ago -" 

With radio receivers steadily growing 
more refined in construction, there is an 
increasing tendency to employ metallic 
shielding. either on the front panel of the 
set or all around the apparatus. The pur- 
pose of shielding is two- fold -to prevent 
troublesome capacity effects when the ope- 
rator's hands are near the receiver ; and to 
make the set more selective and quiet (theo- 
retically at least), by screening it from the 

wave- motions set up by powerful nearby 
transmitters. 

TROUBLES FROM ABSORPTIVE 
SHIELDING 

It is a fact that the coils and wiring of a 
sensitive unshielded receiver, particularly of 
a super -heterodyne, will often pick up 
enough energy from big local-broadcast sta- 
tions to cause exasperating interference, in 
the form of pseudo -harmonics. The com- 
plete enclosure of the receiver in a metal - 
sheathed cabinet, which is grounded, will 
quite effectually prevent such undesirable 
pick -up of energy by the parts of the set 
itself ; but the unscientific installation of such 
a shield sometimes causes new troubles which 
are almostas bad as the one that has been 
remedied. 

Metallic sheeting placed in the field of an 
nductance -coil greatly increases the high -fre- 

Fig. 4: A close -up of the screened cabinet, 
with front and bottom panels removed, show- 
ing low -loss capacities and inductances used 

in the tests. 

quency resistance of the coil and its associ- 
ated wiring; and, at the same time, such 
sheeting is a serious absorber of energy. 
That is to say, the metal shielding, both 
inductively and capacitatively, draws much 
of the feeble energy out of the high -fre- 
quency circuits of the radio receiver in which 
it is installed, and manifests this energy in 
the form of eddy currents, which are in turn 
dissipated in infinitesimal amounts of heat. 
Meanwhile, the interactions of the fields set 
up by these eddy currents with the fields in 
the wires and coils in the receiver increase 

Fig. 5: A top view of a nine -tube super - heterodyne, showing use of new screen in shielded com- 
partments containing tuned radio -frequency amplifier and oscillator coils. (Screens partly removed.) 

the impedance, or virtually the high -fre- 
quency resistance, of the circuits, with con- 
sequent further losses. Not only that, but, 
in some cases where the shielding is placed 
very close to the high - frequency inductance- 
coils, the tuning of the receiver is so flat- 
tened out that the selectivity is actually made 
poorer, instead of better. 

The eddy -currents set up in a metal sheet 
placed within the field of a coil carrying an 
alternating current are roughly sketched in 
Fig. 1, which will perhaps help to make the 
foregoing remarks clearer to the non -tech- 
nical reader. 

The resistance losses occasioned by metal 
shielding are usually not so excessive when 
dealing with long waves, say of one thou- 
sand meters and over ; because at the lower 
frequencies corresponding to these waves, 
the impedance of the radio circuits is not 
so greatly increased by the adjacent sheets 
of metal. But on short waves the loss of 
energy is serious ; and. the shorter the waves. 
the more is the signal strength reduced and 
the tuning flattened out. 

A practical illustration of what this 
means will be seen in the following: 

TEST OF SHIELDING WITH DX 
Enroute to the Panama Canal from San 

Francisco, on a steamship, the writer ar- 
ranged removable shielding on an eight -tube 
super -heterodyne. Nearly three thousand 
miles from San Francisco, he successfully 
brought in KGO with good loud speaker 
volume on this set, without shielding (there 
was, of course no local interference of any 
kind, except static) ; while upon installing 
the shield, the signal strength was reduced 
to about one -half or one -third of its previous 
value, even after the set had been carefully 
retuned. 

Experiments made on the same vessel 
with a 40 -meter regenerative receiver re- 
sulted in the absolute vanishing of some faint 
distant signals, upon the placing of copper 
shielding close about the apparatus ; and the 
signals could not be tuned back in at all, 
until the metal sheets were removed. 

The upshot of these experiments, and of 
others which have been made that are more 
scientifically conclusive. though less striking 
to the layman, is that shielding placed within 
the fields of the inductance -coils and wiring 
of a radio receiver will reduce the range 
and sensitivity of the instrument to a con - 
siderable extent ; and sometimes to such a 
degree that weak distant signals receivable 
by the unshielded apparatus may, upon the 
installation of shielding become completely 
inaudible. At the same timé, the sharpness 
of tuning is reduced. 

Yet, in some form, shielding is not only 
desirable, but often essential; it is frequently 
required, not only to screen receiving appa- 
ratus from powerful local transmitters, but 
to isolate various circuits in the receiver 
itself -as, for instance, the oscillator unit 
of the super -heterodyne. 

NEW TYPE SHIELDING 

A New York experimenter recognizing the 
necessity for such screening, and fully 
aware of the losses suffered through the use 
of solid metal shielding, has developed an 
entirely novel screen, which completely 
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Left : The new screen, consisting of parallel 
wires or rods connected and grounded at one 
end, and insulated elsewhere. Fig. 2 -A, right: 
Method of bending screen- conductors to form 
the sides and top of a compartment in one 
piece. The conductors, which are connected 
and grounded along one end, may be separat- 
ed at top and at the other end by drilled or 

notched strips of insulating material. 

shields the receiver from outside interfer- 
ence, yet absorbs no energy from the cir- 
cuits of the apparatus enclosed within it. 

This new shield consists simply of an as- 
sembly of taut copper wires or small rigid 
copper rods spaced from 1/16 to 1/8 inch 
apart, which are all electrically connected to- 
gether at one end, and insulated elsewhere, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The parallel conductors 
may be of almost any size, from No. 24 wire 
to rods of preferably not over 1/8 or 3/32 
inch in diameter. The spacing of the paral- 
Iel conductors may vary from 1/16 inch in a 
small shield to as much as 5/16 in a large 
one that does not come within three or four 
inches of the shielded apparatus. The elec- 
trical bond across the ends of the conduc- 
tors may be either a piece of wire or a thin 
flat brass strip. This connector causes the 
complete structure to act as if it were a solid, 
metal sheet ; while -the circular eddy cur- 
rents that flow in metal sheeting, as sketched 
in Fig. 1, are effectually prevented by the 
gridiron construction of this new screen. 

A careful test to, ascertain the efficiency . 

of this shield was made in the laboratories, 
using the apparatus shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 
A screened box was constructed, made up 
of six removable- panels, each of which was 
á wooden frame supporting an assembly of 
parallel wires corresponding to the arrange- 
ment shown in Fig. 2. Inside this screened 
box was ,Placed a radio- freuency circuit, 
consisting Of -a very low -loss Inductance and 
capacity, which were connected to the ex 
ceedinglÿ sensitive light -beam galvanometer 
shown imrncdiately to the right of the shield 
ed cabinet in Fig. 3.. - 

Still farther to the right, may be seen a 
50 -watt tube -transmitter. With the screen- 
ing partly removed,.the low -loss pick -up cir- 
cuit was accurately tuned to the wave- 
length of the transmitter, which was Oper- 
ating with an input of about five watts. 
The pick -up of the unshielded inductance 
and wiring was so excessive that a full -scale 
deflection of the beam -galvanometer was 
easily obtained. The panel- screens were then 
set up around the pick -up apparatus, with 
the result that the deflection of the light - 
beam in the galvanometer dropped to about 
one -tenth of the full scale reading and 
when the screens were grounded it fell to 
zero. 

APPLICATION OF SEVERE TESTS 
At first glance, this would appear to dem- 

onstrate perfect shielding. But it really 
does not, . so far ; because there is a possi- 
bility that the shield may be passing energy 
to the enclosed apparatus and then reabsorb- 
ing it from the circuit to such an extent 
that the galvanometer will not deflect. Or, 
again, there was the . possibility that the 
losses through resistance and leakage in the 
pick -up circuit itself might he dissipating 
the.induced energy- though this contingency 
was guarded against as far as was practically 

possible by using exceedingly low -loss ap- 
paratus. Tests were made with the trans- 
mitter and the pick -up apparatus tuned to a 
number of different wave -lengths, ranging 
from 10 to 500 meters; hence several sizes 
and combinations of coils were used. 

In order to find out whether the zero de- 
flection of the sensitive light-beam galvano- 
meter was due to perfect shielding, or to 
absorption losses in the pick -up circuit and 
in the shield, the input of the vacuum-tube 
transmitter was gradually increased to fifty 
watts. If the shield were not perfectly 
screening the apparatus enclosed within it, 
the greatly increased intensity of the radia- 
tions from the transmitter only a few feet 
away would so increase the amount of en- 
ergy in the pick -up circuit that there would 
again be more or less deflection of the deli- 
cate beam -galvanometer. . However, the 
light -beam in that instrument still remained 
at zero, showing practically perfect screen- 
ing of the low -loss apparatus within the 
cabinet from the powerful radiations of the 
fifty -watt transmitter operating scarcely six 
feet away, and tuned to the same frequency 
as the pick -up circuit inside the screen. 
Even when the transmitter input was forced 
up to more than 150 watts, the galvanometer 
remained undeflected. 

Here we have, then, an almost perfect 
static screen -one that throws a real elec- 
trical shadow. 
APPLIED TO A SUPER -HET RECEIVER 

An actual application of this new kind 
of shielding is shown in Fig. 5. Here it has 
been used in the construction of three small 
compartments (the screens are partly re- 
moved for clearness of view) in an exceed- 
ingly sensitive laboratory-model nine -tube 
super -heterodyne,' which uses a step of 
tuned. radio- f-requency, ahead of the oscilla- 
tor and frequency- changer. The antenna in- 
ductance of this tuned -frequency stage is 
enclosed in, the first screened compartment, 
the radio- frequency transformer in the sec- 
ond, and the coils of the oscillator in the 
third. Solid copper shielding is also em- 
ployed immediately behind the panel, to pre- 
vent troublesome hand -capacity effects ; and 
no very serious losses occur here, because 
this shield is removed from the vicinity of 
any dense high- frequency fields by the in- 
terior screens. 

In constructing small shielding- compart- 
ments, such as those used in this super- 
heterodyne, it is not necessary to build up 
six small panels to form the sides, ends, top, 
and bottom of a box, as was done in the 
case of the large laboratory cabinet shown 
in the pictures. The copper or brass wires 
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From a sketch showing eddy currents set up 
in solid metal shielding placed within the field 

of an inductance -coil. 

or rods can be bent to some such form as 
that shown in Fig. 2 -A, thereby forming the 
two sides and the top of the compartment. 
The bottom and the two ends will then re- 
quire small separate panel- screens. Shield- 
ing for the interior of a good -sized cabinet; 
however, may be most conveniently made up. 

in separate panels, which can then be screwed 
into place. Do not forget that all of these 
screens must be grounded. 

SHIELDING A COIL 

A fairly efficient enclosing screen, based 
on the same principle as the one I have just 
described, suitable for shutting in the field. 
of a cylindrical inductance, as, for instance, 
a coil on a piece of tubing, can be easily 
made by winding a layer of double silk or 
double cotton- covered magnet -wire, of any 
convenient size from No. 18 to No. 24, im- 
mediately over the coil. One end of this 
outer screen- winding should be grounded; 
the other end is left open. 

If it is desired also to screen the ends of 
the inductance, a flat pancake- shaped spiral) 
may be cemented to an insulating disk which 
is fastened into the end of the coil tube, 
The outer end of the spiral is connected to. 
the ungrounded end of the screen-wind- 
ing on the coil, the inner, end of the spi:raL 
being left open. This forni of coil shielding, 
while good, is not equal to the panel- screens 
of parallel conductors previously described: 

Metal cans, cylinders, or plates are liable 
to prove fatal absorbers of the feeble incom- 
ing energy on the aerial - energy so feeble, 
indeed, that it has been estimated that the 
total amount of power transferred from the 
big transmitter at KDKA; in Pittsburgh, 
to a vertical single -wire receiving antenna 
in California would, if continued without 
cessation for two thousand years, be equal 
to that required to lift a small- fly (not an 
old fat one) a vertical distance of one inch. 

Fig. 3: Laboratory.apparatus set up for testing the efficiency of the new screen. From left to 
right are screened cabinet containing.: pick -up circuits, light -beam galvanometer, 50-watt trans- 

mitter, and wave- meter. 
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NeNQ Developments 
ñn I adío Apparal 

ONE of the greatest gifts of Nature 
to mankind is dissatisfaction. This 
may sound more or less peculiar to 
many readers, but after a little 

thought will be found quite correct. 
Let us consider for a moment and take a 

homely example. We will assume that the 
reader possessed a one -tube set several years 
ago. He was perfectly satisfied with it for 
some time, until he saw in some radio publi- 
cation the specifications for a multi -tube re- 
ceiver, which would do things that his would 
not. Dissatisfaction was thereby created. 
Now what happened? The chances are 
mighty good that the article was carefully 
read, some new parts purchased and a new 
receiver saw- the light of day. 

Or perhaps the set owner whom we are 
considering, was not so very handy with tools 
and did not "roll his Own." In that case 
also dissatisfaction was created, but the re- 
action was different. Instead of rushing to 
the nearest radio store for some new parts 
with which to construct another and better 
receiver, he purchased a complete set. In 
either case the desire for a new set was cre- 
ated by the dissatisfaction induced by the 
article in the magazine or paper. 

Then, too, there is another expression of 
dissatisfaction which has resulted in many 
wonderful things. This is the brand that has 
inspired inventors and research workers to 
delve into the unknown and produce some- 
thing new. Stop a minute and think where 
radio broadcasting would be today, if six 
years ago the engineers had leaned back in 
their chairs, put their feet on the desk and 
with a satisfied sigh said, "Well, now we 
can send music and speech over the air, let's 
go shoot some golf." Or where would we be 

BvG.C.B.ROWE 
now if thousands of men had not continued 
their research work on receivers and their 
many necessary accessories? Undoubtedly 
radio broadcasting and reception would be 
in just about the same stages that they were 
in back in the good old days of 1920. 

This clock is especially designed for radio fans; 
as it tells the time in all parts of the world. It 

may be mounted on a panel. 
Courtesy of Geo. B. Gardner. 

A RADIO CLOCK 

In most of the papers which give the 
daily programs of the broadcast stations, the 
time is corrected to whatever section the 
paper has its largest circulation. However, 
in many cases, there are listeners who have 
to make some corrections in this time, be- 
cause they live, for example, in a town where 
Mountain Time is used and the daily paper 
gives the programs in Central Standard 
Time. 

In order to 'facilitate matters for the 
broadcast listener a special clock has been de- 
veloped which will tell the time in ten dif- 

The variable condenser may be mounted on the rear of the dial, shown at the left, as described 
in the accompanying text. The small window is placed in the panel, behind which rotates the 

dial illuminated by the miniature lamp. 
Photo courtesy of Martin- Copeland Co. 

ferent places. By glancing at the sketch of 
this clock it will be seen that there are ten 
locations indicated on the face. This face 
revolves with the hour hand of the clock 
and all that is necessary to do, in order to tell 
the time in Halifax, for example, is to use 
the word Halifax as the hour hand of a 
clock and the minute hand in the usual way. 
The clock is shown set for Eastern Standard 
Time, that is, the word Eastern is placed 
under the hour hand. If the clock was be- 
ing used in San Francisco, for instance, the 
word Pacific would be placed under the 
shorter hand and the corrections would be 
automatically made. 

A NEW ILLUMINATED DIAL 
One of the latest results of engineering 

dissatisfaction is the illuminated dial shown 
in the accompanying illustrations. Those 
readers who have followed the trend of de- 
velopments for the last three years are doubt- 
less aware of the great steps forward that 
have been made in the design of tuning dials. 
Harking back again to the old days, the only 
dials that were available were those with a 
knurled knob and the degrees of a semi- 
circle marked on the edge. Vernier dials 
were undreamed of. 

Then in rapid sequence carne a number o 
dials which did many different things to the 
pieces of apparatus to which they were at- 
tached. Some slowed down the rotation of 
the apparatus, some gave the effect of a 
straight -line- frequency condenser with the 
ordinary type, and so on. Some of these 
dials fulfilled the claims of their makers ; 
and some, due mostly to too complicated sys- 
teins within the dial itself, did not. It 
seemed as if the simpler the dial the . better 
its operation. 

With this last thought in mind, apparently, 
the inventor Of .the dial shown in these col- 
umns has brought out this one. The divi- 
sions are in black on a translucent material. 
This translucent dial rotates behind the 
panel and is attached to the sleeve in which 
is fastened the shaft of the condenser or 
whatever instrument is to be rotated. 

As may be seen from the illustration at 
the left, the figures on the rotating portion 
of the dial are large and therefore' very 
easily read. However, if there is not suf- 
ficient light to read the numbers, what does 
it matter how easily they can be read? In 
order to overcome any such difficulty as 
this, small lights are arranged at the rear 
of the translucent dials so that they are il- 
luminated and may be read in a room that 
is pitch dark. It need not be said that this 
is a great advantage, especially for the 
"DX hound." 

Now the problem arises, how is the vari- 
able condenser or other instrument to be 
attached to the dial? It will be noticed that 
there is a slotted bar held in place by a nut 
and bolt, which in turn is in a slot. Also 
there is the sleeve in which the shaft of the 
condenser is fitted. The mounting holes of a 
variable condenser are generally placed in a 
triangle, and therefore two of these holes 
can be employed for mounting the condenser 
to the movable bar. The dial is fastened to 
the panel in two places : one at the top, where 
there projects a small knurled knob for 
turning on and off a small light for illumin- 
ating the dial; and the other is at the bot- 
tom where the knob projects which rotates 
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The movable plate, P2, slides in and out of Pl 
by turning the shaft, S. This motion is given 
by the stationary plug, A. BI and B2 are the 

binding posts. 

the dial. In this way the dial and condenser 
are attached to the panel with the drilling of 
but two holes. 

As mentioned above, a fault prevalent in 
dials was slipping or "back- lash." This was 

the receiver shown in the accompanying illus- 
trations may not be the ultimate in sets, there 
are incorporated in it features that are quite 
worthy of notice. 

Let us consider first the circuit used in 
this receiver. The five tubes are the con- 
ventional two stages of radio - frequency am- 
plification, one of which is tuned ; a detector 
and two stages of audio -frequency amplifica- 
tion. Instead of employing three tuning con- 
densers, Henry and Lyford, the designers of 
the circuit, have used an iron -core radio - 
frequency transformer between the first and 
second tubes. This does away with any tun- 
ing condenser in this stage. The trouble 
heretofore with transformers of this type 
has been that there was a more or less 
definite peak at which, and only there, the 
instrument operated at maximum efficiency. 
This fact, when two or more transformers 
were used, was a great drawback, as there 
was only a narrow band of wavelengths 
where the set operated efficiently. However, 
with two condensers for tuning, the slight 
loss due to this transformer is absolutely un- 
noticeable. 

Across the secondary of the first audio -fre- 
quency transformer there is placed a variable 
resistance, for controlling the volume. 

An interesting feature of this receiver is 
the fact that there are employed plug -in coils, 
of a type which is unique in that they are 
wound on air as nearly as it is possible to 
do. With some type of windings it is a 
relatively simple matter to wind the coils 
"on air" ; but it is another matter entirely, 
when it comes to winding a single layer 
solenoid in this manner. The wire of these 
coils is embedded in a very thin layer of a 
celluloid composition, and the whole mounted 
on a frame fitted with plugs which fit into 
sockets that are wired to the different pieces 
of apparatus. These coils make it possible 
for the fan to listen in, not only on the or- 
dinary broadcast waveband, but to go clown 
in the scale as low as 50 meters. It will be 

due to the play in gears, gradual wear of 
parts, etc., and was a real problem to the dial 
designer. However, in the dial under con- 
sideration, gears are dispensed with entirely. 
In the rear view of the dial is shown a semi- 
circular disc of metal; it is of two plates of 
metal riveted together along the outside edge, 
as may be seen. On the sanie shaft with 
the large knob is a small thin disc which 
runs between the two riveted plates and op- 
erates the system through friction. 

In the illustration of the front of the dial 
will be seen, at the side, a small window 
frame, which fits into the front of the panel. 
On the rear of the panel behind the frame 
is a celluloid window on which is placed a 
hairline. By this means very accurate read- 
ings of the figures of the dial may be made 
In order to facilitate the readings a small 
lamp, operating from the 6 -volt battery, is 
placed behind the translucent dial. By means 
of a small switch this light can be turned 
off when the setting has been made. 

A PLUG -IN COIL RECEIVER 
In these days, when the average broadcast 

Iistener is interested chiefly in the quality of 
reproduction and the ease of control of a re- 
ceiver, manufacturers have vied with one 
another to give him a set that will fulfill 
these and many other requirements. While 

The usual three dials of a 
two -staged R.F. circui 
are reduced to two, a 
shown in the accompany 
ing illustration. On th 
right is the volume -con 

trol knob. 
Photos courtesy of 
University Radio Co. 

seen in the illustration of the rear of the re- 
ceiver that the antenna coil is in variable 
inductive relationship with the grid coil. This 
variable coupling enables making the set 
more selective, when distant stations are be- 
ing tuned in. 

A NEW TYPE VARIABLE CONDENSER 
In this department there have been shown 

log 
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The aluminum plates of the condenser are 
covered by a dust -proof case in which are the 

mounting holes, H. 
Photos courtesy of Purnell NPf'g. Corp. 

from tint to time various types of variable 
condensers. An endeavor has been made to 
keep the reader fully informed on the prog- 
ress made in the various types of condensers, 
in order that he may make intelligent selec- 
tions when he goes into a radio store for 
parts for his new receiver. 

In the accompanying illustrations are 
shown sectional views of a new type of vari -. 
able condenser. The construction is inter- 
esting, as is also the manner of operation. 
There are two cast aluminum plates, PI and 
P2, which, as may be seen from the illustra- 
tion, fit into each other. The motion of P2, 
the movable plate, is controlled by the shaft, 
which is turned by the dial on the front of 
the panel. It will be noticed that there is a 
spiral groove in the shaft, in which fits the 
adjustable plug, A, which gives a forward 
and back motion to the plate, P2. 

It will also be seen that the heights of the 
projections in the two plates are varied, 
those nearest the shaft being higher than 
those on the outer edge. This is done in 
order to give a straight- line -frequency effect. 
The movable plate is insulated from the 
shaft by the three pyramidal insulators. The 

(Continued on page 440) 

The iron-core RF. transformer is beneath the panel and may be seen below the two fixed con- densers. The coils are of the plug -in type, thus making the receiver capable of receiving on any 
wavelength_ 
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Unknown to the burglar he has altered the effective capacity of the combined safe and copper sheet under the rug, by approaching the safe. This 
change in capacity has in turn altered the frequency of an "oscillator circuit sufficiently to function a sensitive relay. 

The Radio Burglar Alarm 
11,1,11,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,m,IIIIIN 011,...11 1 1, 

IT is now possible, by means of 
radio apparatus, to protect prop- 

erty effectually. By the method 
shown it is possible to wire safes 
or vaults in such a way that it is 
impossible to come near them with- 
out raising an alarm. Capacity ef- 
fects are used throughout. 

The wiring can be placed in such 
a manner that it is not possible even 
to come close to the wire without 
causing the alarm to go off. It is 
one of the cheapest and most effec- 
tive burglar -alarm systems ever de- 
vised. 

gig O. 7146, you are charged with 
an unprovoked assault on No. 
2214 in the performance of his 
duties as a trusty. What have 

you to say for yourself ?" 
"Say, Warden, that bum comes up to me 

an' he says, `Well, I suppose you wants to 
get the radio put in your cell ?" an' I just 
had to wipe that grin off his mug." 

"What has that to do with it? All prison- 
ers here are given the opportunity to have 
headsets installed for their entertainment." 

"Oh, I see ! Well, y' know, Warden, it 
was the radio that got me in here. All 
them New York papers had it `Radio Traps 
Yegg' all over the front pages, and I just 
thought this bird was a- rubbing it in." 

4 

"How (lid the radio get you in your 
present difficulty ?" 

"Y' can search me,. SN arden. All I knows 
is I was a- working at ,my job quiet -like- 
there wasn't none of them electric protective 
signs around and it was an old -timer of a 
box, just as easy to open as nothing -and 
the lights goes on and the dick sticks a gat 
in my face. `Put 'em up!' says he, and I 
does. `How did you get`hep to me ?' says I. 
`By radio' says he -and how it was done, 
Warden, I don't know, lìó more than the 
man in the moon! All I do know is that 

radio and I ain't no friends, and I don't 
mean maybe." 

THE INVISIBLE GUARDIAN 
A new peril to the "profession," who make 

a living out of the safes and vaults of others, 
is presented by the recent invention of a 
radio alarm, which does not depend upon the 
breaking of wires to set it in operation. It 
is capable of concealment, so that its pre- 
sence cannot be detected -bÿ the midnight 
visitor, no matter how thorough his pre- 
liminary survey may have- -been. Hereafter 

(Continued on page: -441) 
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The burglar alarm described. The insulated safe and the floor- of the room compose the plates 

of a condenser connected with the vacuum -tube -oscillator arrangement on the table. 
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The Manufacture of Variable High 
Resistances 

By JOSEPH RILEY 
Resistance is one of the most important factors with which we have to deal in electricity, and 
particularly in radio. The method of manufacturing high resistances is something that is of in- 
terest to all and 1VIr. Riley in this article explains how resistances of a novel type are made. 

HERE is one factor in radio receiv- 
ers which is at the same time a god - 
send and a curse- resistance. How 
many times haye you heard the 

phrase, "Now we will assume that this has 
zero resistance -" And how often have en- 
gineers been heard to say, "If we could only 
get rid of this resistance we could do won- 
ders." However; the sort of resistance in 
which we are chiefly interested is the former 
quality that was mentioned a few lines back; 
namely, the kind on which we like to be able 
to put our fingers when we want it in a 
hurry. . 

Such resistance is used in several forms, 
and is of both the fixed and variable variety. 
For instance, in series with the grid of al- 
most all detector tubes in receivers, there 
will be found a resistance indicated as hav- 
ing a value somewhere in the neighborhood 
of two million ohms. The ohm, as is well 
known, is the unit by which resistance is 
measured and the megohm its big brother - 
a million times as big. Then we find also 
variable resistances employed as rheostats 
and potentiometers, which have values from 
six ohms up to many thousands. 

SPECIAL DESIGN FOR RADIO 
These last- mentioned resistances have un- 

dergone great modifications, along with the 
general advances made in radio apparatus 
as a whole. Formerly rheostats were of 
rather heavy wire, which was wound on a 
strip and then embedded in porcelain: They 
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were generally about four or five inches in 
diameter, which excluded them from incor- 
poration in radio receivers, chiefly because 
of their size. Naturally engineers got busy 
designing new ones and found that bakelite 
could be substituted for porcelain and that 
the size could be reduced. 

Potentiometers were even worse pieces of 
apparatus several years ago. There were 
many feet of comparatively fine wire, wound 
on a tube six or seven inches in length and 
about two inches in diameter. Along this 
wire was a rod on which a contact was slid, 
thus varying the amount of resistance in the 
circuit. It was almost an impossibility to in- 
stall such an instrument in a radio receiver 
and therefore very soon appeared the types 
of potentiometer with which we are all 
familiar. 

IMPREGNATED 

RESISTANCE STRIP 

CONTACT WIRE 
WOUND AROUND 
STRIP 

01/177,711,1,1177111111111111111,11IIIIImIIIIIIMIII 

At the left are shown 
the operators again 
checking resistances 
when the rheostat has 
been finally assembled. 
Photos by courtesy of 

Electrad, Inc. 

11 111,1,111111111111,111mR,. 

Above is a view of the 
department in which 
the resistance strips 
are first tested..- Much 
care must be exercised 
at this point, -.as the 
impregnated strip is 
the heart of the ap- 
paratus. At the -left is 
the section - where the 
rheostats and potcn- 
tiometers are as- 

sembled. 

Several different types of potentiometers 
have been designed, but they can be divided 
into two main classes : those using wire for 
the necessary resistance and those using some 
other medium to obtain the same, results. In 
the latter class may be placed the potentio- 
meters and high resistances which employ 
the property of carbon which is its chief 
electrical advantage, i.e.; its change of resist - 
anze with variation of pressure. " These re- 
sistances are formed from a series of thin 
ca -bon wafers which, when pressure was ap- 
plied to the ends of a pile of themvaried 
the resistance of the circuit. 

CONTACT WIRE,CUT-- THRtUGHDBI 
LENGTH TO AVOID SHORT - 
CIRCUITING RESISTANCE 

(Continued ont page 430) 

BAKELITE RING - ---" 
RESISTANCE STRIP 

CORE ASSEMBLED 
RESISTANCE 

After the contact wire has been wound about the resistance strip, the wire is cut, to avoid short - 
circuiting the resistance: It is then assembled about a core, being held in place by a bakelite ring. 

The finished assembly is shown at the right. 
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Radio -Frequency Amplification 
By EDMUND T. FLEWELLING 

The author in this, the sixth of his series of articles, corrects some popular misconceptions of 
balancing radio- frequency circuits and shows the importance of the arrangement of parts in a re- 

ceiver. 

NO doubt, many who read this article 
have at one time or another corn - 
pared reception with a single -circuit 
regenerator and that with two 

stages of tuned . radio frequency; in other 
words, a three -tube regenerator against a 
typical five -tube T.R.F. set. The writer's 
impression is that some of them have won- 
dered at the small difference between the 
two types of receivers ; and also that, bar- 
ring a few exceptional cases, radio frequency 
amplification has been rather a disappoint- 
ment. 

One should notice that the preceding para- 
graph is written in the past tense. The con- 
dition is being very rapidly improved, most- 
ly because the American manufacturer is 
progressive and, of course, partly too be- 
cause we are all learning more each day about 
R.F. amplification. This recalls an article 
written some time ago by Sylvan Harris, in 
which he referred to hashed and rehashed 
articles written by radio experts and others 
who admitted that they were engineers. The 
point was stressed, in this article, that every 
one should endeavor to secure his building 
and designing data from the most reliable 
sources. If the advice was followed by 
enough readers, many thousands of dollars 
should have been saved. The question im- 
mediately arises "How can we know that 
the source is reliable ?" The answer is equal- 
ly immediate -"When the author shows that 
his work is the result of measurements and 
not guess work, and when you know that 
he backs this up with sufficient experience 
and engineering contact." 

This article is written in the hope that it 
too may be the means of saving a few dol- 
lars, for not only the amateur builder but, 
perhaps, a stray manufacturer or two. The 
writer has never seen the following things 
in print, yet they are absolutely vital to the 
design of radio receivers ; and this article 
is justified because the chance is small that 
many of its readers have heard of these 
things. 

BALANCING THE LOOP 
Let us take, for our first example, Fig. 1. 

Here we have the first tube in the loop -type 
receiver, more commonly the first detector 
in one of the popular type super -heterodynes. 
The reader has. no doubt, in his file, many 
articles showing this type of connection. 
There are one or two in current publications. 
Note where the authors state, in so many 
words, that by connecting the center of the 
loop to filament and the end opposite the grid 
to tle plate via the small variable condenser 

C2, regeneration is secured, greatly sharp- 
ening the tuning and increasing the volume 
and distance. 

As a matter of fact, the connection is de- 
signed, not for regenerative effect, but to 
balance the loop circuit. Fig. 2 will show 
upon examination how the side of the loop 
connected to the filament is greatly out of 
balance with the other side connected to the 
grid. The result is very poor directional 
properties, if any, for a loop so connected. 
Connections as in Fig. 1, which balance both 
sides of the loop, make possible the valuable 
direction- finding stations so much in use in 
marine service. If you build or own such a 
loop circuit, set condenser C2 at the point 

FIG I 

DI:'. 
FIG. 2 

Fig. 1. The introduction of the condenser, 
C2, in the plate circuit is for balancing, not 
for regeneration. In Fig. 2 is made apparent 
the unbalanced condition in a super-heterodyne 

without such a condenser. 

of best directional effects and forget about 
regeneration. Check this with various dia- 
grams of neutralized circuits. 

PLACEMENT OF PARTS 
Next on your list comes the typical 3 -con- 

denser T.R.F. receiver. Your specifications 
show three dials evenly spaced along the 
panel. If the original receiver worked with 
such a layout, then the specifications should 
have stated the type of condensers used and 
the exact distances separating the condensers 
and between various parts in the receiver; 
for in no other way would you be able to 
duplicate at once the receiver. 

Whether he knew it or not, the original 
designer of the receiver that yqu are trying 
to build, secured considerable neutralizing 
effects by the spacing or location of the three 
tuning condensers. Refer to some of your 

neutralized circuits with this point in mind 
and you will readily see the point. It is 
much easier to get a 2- or 3- condenser 
T.R.F. receiver stabilized if one juggles the 
condensers about a bit. Move them a bit on 
your favorite receiver if you doubt this. 

Another thing that is being impressed upon 
us all, more and more, is that every wire 
in a radio receiver has more or less effect 
upon that receiver's operation. This is true; 
no matter whether the wire be the ticklish 
lead to a grid, or a lowly carrier of fila- 
ment current. So true is this that, unless 
the wiring of your receiver accidentally 
strikes more or less closely to a balance, the 
receiver will be a rank failure no matter 
how "low- loss" the parts used. 

Commercial companies in more cases than 
one have the engineer or the office boy run 
wires in different directions, cut and try or 
bunch them in different formations until a 
more or less satisfactory result is obtained. 
This is especially true of receivers of the 
unneutralized type. The fact that 3- to 5- 
plate midget condensers are used ostensibly 
to neutralize or balance a capacity (plate -to 
grid of the tube) that is but á fraction of 
their capacity seems to prove the point rather 
well. If it doesn't, however, experience soon 
does. Their ability to act as condenser plates 
and to cut and distribute, helter -skelter, lines 
of force around and about a radio receiver, 
through induction and capacity effects means 
the ultimate elimination of wires in receiv- 
ers beyond all question to the writer's mind. 
His recent articles show one way in which 
this may be done. 

Most of the above points may be of value 
to the average builder or experimenter ; but 
to the more advanced builder or manufac- 
turer we might well emphasize Lord Kel- 
vin's saying to the effect that, unless we can 
measure and express our findings in nom - 
bers, we are in possession of but little 
knowledge and certainly have not brought 
our subject to a state worthy of being 
termed a science. 

EXACTITUDE IN RADIO 
The input to a tube. How much is it? 

The output of a tube. How much is it? 
Do we gain or lose in succeeding stages? 
Is our over -all gain what it should be? Do 
we gain by using low -loss parts? Do we 
gain by eliminating wires? Must we guess 
and cut and try, or can we actually measure 
these things and express our findings in 
numbers? 

(Continued on pape 400) 

It is a T.R.F. circuit such as this to which reference is made, concerning the importance of proper placing of the variable condensers, to obtain the 
desired neutralization. 
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A New Rectifier Tube for 
"A -B -C" Power Unfits 

Here is described another step forward in radio -a rectifier tube which will 
pass sufficient current to supply the power needs of every filament, plate and 

grid -bias in a receiver employing 199 -type tubes. 

THE development of a new type recti- 
fier tube, termed the "BH," now 
makes it possible, for the first time, 
satisfactorily to obtain "A," "B," 

and "C" voltàgés- from the A.C. light 
socket. The radio experimenter and set 
builder have long awaited the opportunity 
to obtain a rectifier which would have suffi- 
cient current and voltage capacity to light 
the filaments of 199 -type radio tubes, in 
series, and at the same time supply suffi- 
cient plate voltage to operate a power ampli- 
fier. 

The new type fulfills these requirements 
in a particularly satisfactory manner ; and 
there still remains a reserve of power from 
which the radio set may draw at momentary 
overloads, without fear of burning out the 
tube or impairing the quality of reproduc- 
tion. 

CATHODES 

CHEMICAL 

PACK 

FIREPROOF 

INSULATING 

SLEEVES 

NO CON N ECT 10 N 

The arrangement of the elements in the new 
rectifier tube may be clearly seen from this 
sketch. The anode is connected by the center 
rod to the output prong; and the chemical 

pack to the glass stem. 

Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing of an "A- 
B-C" power unit with the "BH" tube. The 
power transformer is built to supply 350 
volts, on each side of the high- voltage 
secondary winding, at no load. The current - 
carrying capacity o f this winding should he 
equal at least to 85 milliamperes ; and in 
order to insure good regulation in keeping 
with that already determined by the tube, 
the regulation of the power transformer 
should be not more than 10 per cent. The 
power transformer has also a filament - 
supply winding which delivers five volts at 
.5 amperes for the filament of a 112 or a 
171 power- amplifier tube. 

FILTERING THE OUTPUT 
The usual condensers of 0.1 -µf. capacity. 

Cl and C2, are placed across each half of 
the transformer secondary as shown in Fig. 
1. The filter circuit consists of two choke 
coils, L, L, capable of carrying at least 85 
milliamperes D.C. and having an inductance 
of at least 25 henries per choke when passing 
this amount of D.C. Several manufacturers 
are now supplying such choke coils. The 
fitter condensers are arranged as shown in 
Fig. 1: The first, C, has a 4 -,ef, capacity, 
C. has 4 -µf. and C, has 6 -1tf. 

The resistance -control unit, which is used 
to determine the various "B" voltages for 
the receiver and to drop the `B+" maximum 
voltage to the value required by the fila- 
ments in series, presented quite a problem 
in its development, because practically no 
manufacturers of resistance units had con- 
ceived the demand for the types required 
particularly in the case of variable resistors. 
The great difficulty was to find resistors of 
sufficient current -carrying capacity and a 
wide- enough range of resistances to be of 
value. 

The ideal unit for this service would be 
a variable resistor of at least 60- milliampere 
current -carrying capacity with a resistance 
range of from 2500 to 5000 ohms. One 
arrangement which was used to achieve the 
degree of control required was a combina- 
tion of a fixed 3000 -ohm resistance, R in 
series with another fixed resistance, R,, of 
5000 ohms, around which was shunted a 
third resistance, R which has a variable 
resistance of 2,000 ohms, maximum value. 

Several potentiometers on the market will 
fill this requirement ; although there are none 
yet which have been specifically designed for 
the circuit. The value of the remaining re- 
sistances of Fig. 1 are shown in the dia- 
gram, and are the customary "B" power - 
supply specifications. 

The filament of the power -amplifier tube, 
being supplied with raw A.C. has a 400 - 
ohm potentiometer, R connected across its 
terminals. The variable tap of this potentio- 
meter is connected to "B -", and is set at 
such a position as to give minimum A.C. 
hum. The "C" voltage for the power ampli- 
fier is obtained from a variable resistor, R 
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This illustration shows the elements of the new 
rectifier tube. The parts may be identified 

from the sketch at the left. 
Photos by courtesy of Raytheon Mfg. Co. 

connected as shown. In order to obtain 45 
volts "C" from this source, it would be 
necessary that R, have a maximum resistance 
of at least 600 ohms. 

ADDITIONAL VOLTAGE AVAILABLE 

The performance of the "A -B -C" power 
unit is to a very great degree dependent 
upon characteristics of the new tube, which 
are of an extremely technical nature, and 
can best be appreciated from a comparison 
with other rectifiers designed for "B" 
power service. 

For example, if a `B" power supply 
which has hitherto been equipped with a 
type `B" tube is now equipped with one of 
the new "BH" tubes, there will be an 
average increase in output from the power 
supply unit of 30 volts for any given radio 
set. 

When adjustment of the radio- frequency 
and detector voltages is made, reducing them 
to their previous values, there will be a 
further increase in the voltage output of 
the power supply unit, of from five to fifteen 
volts. This high voltage is of course avail- 
able and extremely desirable for use in 
connection with the power amplifier ; and for 
this reason makes the new tube more valu- 
able as a rectifier. 

(Continued on page 447) 
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Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of an eliminator supplying "A, B and C" current to the receiving 
set. This is rectified by the new tube, shown above, from the 110 -volt A.C. house circuit. 
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Permanent Radio Outlets. 
BY J. K. McHENRY 

Instead of having a long extension cord from the receiving set to an adjoining room where loud- 
speaker music is desired, it is a simple matter to install such attractive outlets as are described 

in this article. 

THERE is no question that many read- 
ers find it quite desirable to operate 
a loud speaker at various points 
throughout the house ; but they are 

not favorably impressed with the scheme of 
having the loud speaker on a long cord and 
draping the latter all over the house, when 
you want to listen to the speaker at a point 
somewhere removed from the radio receiver. 

At the writer's home the radio set is located 
in the living room and, because the family 
is not always in that room, it is desirable that 
means be provided, at various points through- 
out the house, for operating a loud speaker, 
since we find that "radio" is an important 
part of our home life. 

Of course, one answer is, to increase the 
output volume of the receiver, to such an 
extent that even though the loud speaker is 
located at one point, it can be heard "all over 
the house, but this can hardly be expected 
-to meet with the wholehearted approval of 
the neighbors. Right- along this line of 
thought may be mentioned what one of the 
engineers in the same office has to say about 
his radio set: that his receiver provides so 
much pep that he had to put his loud speaker 
out in the kitchen and close the door on it 
and then go back in the living room and enjoy 
the concert. You see, he just couldn't hold 
the set back, it had so much pep. Maybe 
some of you have heard stories like that 
before. 

PERMANENT SPEAKER CONNECTIONS 
It seems to me that one of the best ways 

to take care of this problem is to have output 
jacks located at various desirable points 
throughout the. house. This simply means 
running a twisted pair of wires from the set 
to the various points where you want to have 
an outlet. This installation should be made 
in a permanent manner and the outlet jacks 
should be made attractive. 

A likely place to mount a radio jack is on 
the molding that runs around the door of the 
room in question ; but in most cases the 
molding is not deep enough to accommodate 
the type of jack whose overall length is some 
three or more inches. There are some jacks 

on the market at the present time which are 
ideal for the purpose at hand, however, due to 
the fact that they only have a depth of 1 

inches. 
Even with this small type of jack, it doesn't 

look well to mount it on the molding in an 
exposed condition, as this seems .unfinished. 
For those who are interested in keeping the 
interior of their homes as pleasing in appear- 
ance as possible, the method used by the 
writer in mounting output jacks, will be most 
satisfactory. 

What you want is a compact jack in a neat 
case. The illustration gives an idea of the 
single. "outlets" and the diagram shows the 
method of construction. 

On thé right are present- 
ed the constructional de- 
tails for a single outlet. 
As may be seen, the front 
of the outlet containing 
the jack, at the right, fits 
into the cover shown on 

the left. 

11.,1::1:111:IT1:::::11:11111,1,111111111::111:1:11::111:1,111. 

in the construction of the "outlets" which 
are the basis of this short article. 

1 Single- or double- circuit jack; 
2 Insulating pieces, 2 /x1/x inches 

(for front and back) ; 

2 Insulating pieces, 2 %xl %x/ inches 
(for the sides) ; 

2 Insulating pieces, 1 /x1%x% inches 
(for top and bottom) 

1 Piece of 1 /16 inch brass strip, 31/x 
inches; 

14 / inch No. 4 -36 and 2 7 -32 inch 
No. 4/36 flat -heacl brass machine 
screws ; 

This type of jack was used because it 
was one of the smallest found in shopping 
around. There may be some that are smaller 
and if such is the case the writer simply 
didn't happen to locate them_: The overall 
depth of this little jack is 13/8 inches as 
against 3 and 4 inches in the case of the types 
that have long springs for making contact 
with the plug. 

The following is a list of the parts used 

1111.11171111111111111111111:1111.1!111 'Trim 

The illustration at the left 
shows the inside and out- 
side of a double -jack out- 
let box. the details of 
construction being given 
in the accompanying text. 
By the use of outlets of 
this character and with 
very little effort on the 
constructor's part, music 
from the receiving set can 
be had in any part of the 

house. 

The above list is what is required for the 
single type of "outlet." 

The edges of the pieces of composition 
which form the case must be "squared off" 
well, so that all edges will fit snugly and 
form square corners. This is necessary for 
a neat looking job since there is nothing very 
pleasing in the appearance of a lop -sided 
case. 

The different insulating pieces which form 
the case are held together by means of the 

-inch No. 4/36 machine screws. The 
views shown give a general idea of the loca- 
tion of these screws, so that it is unnecessary 
to go into detail on this point. The holes for 
all these screws are drilled with a No. 31 
drill and tapped with a No. 4/36 tap. 

It is important to point out that the front 
and bottom pieces are arranged to form one 
complete part of the unit and the other 
pieces make up the second part of the as- 
sembly. This is to facilitate mounting and 
wiring. The bottom piece has no screws 
through from the sides ; so all . that is re- 
quired, to take the completed assembly apart, 
is to remove the one screw which is common 
to the front and top pieces and the . four 
screws that are common to the front and 
sides. When this is done, the - assembly is 
separated into its two component parts. 

The brass strip is attached to the surface 
that is to be located against the, molding, the 
ends are rounded off and a hole drilled near 
each end for the mounting screws. The two 
7 /32 inch machine screws are used to hold 
the brass strip secure to the side of the case. 
The strip is fitted into a groove in the side 
of the case, so that the surface to be placed 
against the molding will be flat. It is nec- 
essary to drill a hole through the top or 

(Continued on page 416) 
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"Echoing Silence"-Part (I 

T HE first part of this extraordinary story 
1 appeared in the September issue of 
RADIO NEWS. The narrator, a young 
business man, is detained by chance in a 
small Mid -Western country town. At- 
tracted by the wonderful volume and qual- 
ity of radio reproduction seemingly coming 
from a home near the outskirts of the 
town, he makes an investigation, and is ac- 
corded a cordial welcome by the young in- 
ventor, who tells him of an astonishing 
discovery in the realms of psychology. 

By the waves which this unique radio set 
sends out from an attachment to its audio 
output, the sensation of hearing appears to 
be conveyed directly to the brain, without 
the intervention of the hearing organs, The 
waves can not be stopped one impeded by 
closing the ears, no matter how tightly, so 
that all persons within their effective range 
are involuntary hearers. Music seems to 
fill the hearer's brain and head. Young 
Mr. Stebbins, the inventor, continues his 
explanation as this installment opens. 

sc 

Anoticed, 
thing that you have 

no doubt noticed, and which 
leads me to believe that the 
waves produced in the ether by 

this set are of an entirely different 
character from the ordinary audible 
sound wave, is the lack of any quality which 
would allow our senses to judge the direc- 
tions from which the vibrations are origin- 
ating. The point of origin of most ordin- 
ary sounds is determined more or less by 
our ears from the echoes which closely fol- 
tow the disturbance, as well as by the physi- 
cal shape of our ears. The fact that we 
cannot depend in the least upon our ears 
to determine from what direction these waves 
are coming, would indicate that they have 
no echo, that they lack the physical qual- 
ities of ordinary sound waves, and must 

By GEORGE B. LUDLUM 

therefore be super- audible. I have not yet 
been able to determine the rate of their fre- 
quency, lacking as I do the micro- sensitive 
tools of test and measurement. 

"I can safely explain a few of the salient 
features of my set which bring about these 
abnormal results without fear of your pos- 
sibly duplicating my discoveries; for there 
is just one thing bothering me in my tests 
which seems to indicate that an unknown 
constant has entered into the make -up of one 
piece of apparatus, to which is due entirely 
the startling results you have experienced. 
I must frankly confess that, as with too many 
great discoveries, the actual results must be 
credited to a most fortunate accident. 

ft vt 

ìD, 
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"Practically all parts of the receiver, up 
to and including the detector are standard, 
and to be found in most sets of the same 
number of tubes. Beyond the detector but 
one or two minor refinements have been in- 
corporated up to the third stage of the re- 
sistance- coupled amplifier ; but it is between 
the second and third stages that I have 
branched away entirely from accepted prin- 
ciples with the insertion of a low -ratio 
audio transformer and an oversize by-pass 
condenser. Beyond the third stage even 
more radical changes and additions have 
been made, among which I might mention a 
special high -ratio transformer, a series of 
fixed condensers, and a special low - frequency 

. 

rFt 

- )..ji4liçll- .;- 

. 
40400; £ 

"-when with a 
hiss a cloud of 
vapor arose 
which as it 

cleared away, disclosed 
the dust -like particles of 
what had once been a sen- 
sitive crystal, now disin- 
tegrated and scattered 
over the bottom of the 
dish." 

ri.tLtR. 
z6 

choke. The latter is the heart and soul of 
the revolutionary discovery ; and I do not 
feel at liberty to disclose its nature to my 
closest friend until I have perfected it and 
have it covered by certain patent. 

"When that time comes and everything is 
in order, my discovery will be put on the 
market. Merchandising has no attractions 
for me, so I am going to let the other fel- 
low who sees value in my invention do all 
the quantity production and selling. My time 
is plenty well occupied in the discovery and 
perfection of new ideas, when I have spare 
time from my studies. But in all fairness 
to both myself and the prospective buyer, 

(Continued on page 386) 
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Latest Products of Radio ingenuity 

The fading of radio signals is being investigated at the Bureau of Standards. 
The apparatus for this investigation is shown being operated by S. S. Kirby, 
one of the many scientists working on radio at the Bureau. e Times Wide 

World. 

The short wave transmitter shown at the left will be used in the Greenland 
Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History. This transmitter 

j,5 
has 2S0 watts power and is built to operate between the wavelengths of 13 
.. -« and 45 meters. ® Herbert Photos. 

A typical Swedish radio installation is shown at the right It is aboard d 
the new motorship "Gripsholm," which carries a 1 kw. transmitter, 
designed for either code or telephone work. Notice the construction 
of the receiving apparatus, which is built in separate units; as shown, 
from right to left, they are a stage of radio-frequency amplification, de- 
tector, and two stages of audio -frequency amplification. The wave- 

length range is from 200 to 3000 meters. 

The compact portable receiver with its loop mounted on the handle- 
bars of the bicycle has, it is claimed, a range of 100 miles. The bat- 
teries for the set are carried in the metal case on the frame of the 

bicycle. Photos ti Herbert, Inc 

The apparatus shown above was designed to eliminate the con- 
stant human watch for SOS signals and will respond automa- 
tically to a series of four - second dashes which, it is suggested 
should be used as a forerunner of all SOS calls. Above is the 
four -second sender, which is connected to the transmitter ; at 
the left is the receiver and at the right the selector unit for in- 
terpreting the signals and ringing the bells in the center. e Herbert Photos. 
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Radio Overseas 

The work of erecting a new radio tower at Tabriz, the principal busi- 
ness center of Persia, is shown at the upper left. Hader the progres- 
hive regime of the newly -elected Shah, Reza Khan, industries are being 
speeded up, new factories erected, railroads and modern motor high- 
ways built; while the government will use radio almost exclusively 

for long -distance Communications in the land- of Darn.. 
41...11((. (0 Ewing Calloway 

.kbN 

One of the planes (at right) used in a recent public demonstration at 
Hendon, England, of radio control of flight by aviators, commands 
being broadcast to the audience. This and other photos below Q by 

Herbert Photos, Inc. 414`0. 

At the left, one of the loud -speaker units used at Hendon. The phone used for communi- 
cation from the -ground to the airplanes was connected with a system of amplifiers, so that 
all orders were audible to the crowd, who could watch the movements of the aircraft in 
response to them. At the right below is shown the battery of amplifier which furnished 

current to the loud -speaker units about the field. 

At the lower left is a view of the new Marconi beam -radio transmitting station at Dorchester, England, one of the units in 
a system which links Great Britain directly with her colonies. 
It has the largest antenna system in the world; the masts shown 
being 400 feet high, and spaced at distances of 600 feet. Separ- 
ate stations are provided for transmission and reception. The 
arrangement of the system is permanent for communication be- 
4 -4« tween pairs of fixed stations. 
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By Captain JACK IRWIN. Air Corps. (Res.) 

equipment, 490 lbs. ; oil and fuel, 15,000 lbs. 
The aircraft will be engined with three 

Gnome- Rhone -Jupiter engines of 420 H.P. 
each, driving tractor propellers. Owing to 
the use of self- compensating rudders, it is 
possible to fly the ship on any of three pos- 
sible combinations of two motors without 
affecting the ease of control ; while one 
motor will fly the ship, in the last four 
hours of flight. 

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS FLIGHTS 
Several attempts to cross the Atlantic 

AS we go to press the giant air- 
plane that will take Captain 

René Fonck and the writer of this 
story, Captain "Jack" Irwin, to 
Europe, has been completed, and is 
undergoing trial tests. By the time 
this issue is in your hands it is most 
likely that the flight across the At- 
lantic will have been made -we 
hope successfully. 

Radio, as usual, has played a tre- 
mendous part in this venture. Spe- 
cial sets were built for the occasion, 
in France, and are shown here for 
the first tinte. If the trip is success- 
ful, Captain Irwin will report the 
complete Radio log of the trip, ex- 
clusively in next month's RADIO 
NEWS. 

wir 
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At the right, Charles Clavier testing the 
transmitter which will be used by Captain 
Fonck's party in their flight. Wavelengths 
from 300 to 2,000 meters are obtained by 

plugging into dif- 
ferent jacks. Short 
waves are not used 
because of the ab- 
sorbing effects of 
the metal planes. dam 

tí \?. 

l+aile.h 

CAPTAIN JACK IRWIN 

:yQ.{.... 

Above, Captain Fonck (right) hold- 
ing the antenna reel of the French 
transmitter which will be used; Dr. 
M. Lionel Stein (center) and Lieut. 
Snody (left). Beside the latter is 
the air -driven propeller and gener- 
ator which gives power for the trans- 

mitter. 

At left, the four -tube 
regenerative receiver 
which will be used by 
the party. It uses 
French 4 -volt tubes, 
cushioned to absorb 
shock; 45 and 30 
volts "B" ; and has 
one R. F. stage, de- 
tector and two of 

audio. 

Radio in Transatlantic Flight 

DURING the latter part of August, 
certainly not later than the early 
days of September, another attempt 
to cross the North Atlantic via air 

line will take off from Roosevelt Field, Long 
Island. This will be by far the most pre- 
tentious air journey yet undertaken since 
the advent of the flying machine, as its des- 
tination will be Le Bourget, Paris, a dis- 
tance of 3,600 miles. The flight, if suc- 
cessful, will lift the standing prize offer of 
$25,000, made by Mr. Raymond Orteig for 
a New York -Paris non -stop flight. 

The expedition will be commanded by 
Captain René Tonck, who will be accom- 
panied by three American Air Officers, Lieut. 
A. P. Snody, U.S.N., Captain Homer W. 
Berry and the writer. Captain Fonck is the 
leading French war ace, with 89 planes 
to his credit, while his companions on this 
voyage are all experienced pilots. Lieut. 
Snody will be responsible for the navigation 
and the writer will attend to radio matters. 

The airplane has been designed by Mr. 
Igor I. Sikorsky and constructed by the 
company bearing his name. Its general 
specifications are : Span upper wing, 101 
feet; span lower wing, 76 feet; total wing 
area, 1,095 square feet; height, 16 feet; 
weight empty, 8.000 lbs. 

The total weight of the airplane as it 
takes the air for Paris will be 24,200 pounds 
being a loading per horsepower of 19 pounds. 
The weight distributed is: crew, 680 lbs.; 

have failed, while four others have succeeded, 
two with lighter -than -air vessels (including 
one round trip) and two by heavier -than -air 
craft. The first attempt, resulting in fail- 
ure, was that by Walter Wellman and five 
companions (including the writer) in the 
dirigible "America" in 1910. After 72 hours 
in the air and flying 1008 miles the airship 
was abandoned and the crew rescued by .the 
steamer "Trent " The 'following year, 1911, 
under the leadership of Melvin Vaniman 
and sponsored by a large rubber manufactur- 
ing company, the "Akron" was constructed; 
but in the third test flight this dirigible ex- 
ploded in the air and killed five of her crew. 
The writer was also a member of this crew, 
but fortunately for himself was absent on 
that fatal trial trip. 

Then came -1914 and the commencement 
of the World War. No attempt to bridge 
the historic North Atlantic was made until 
after its termination. Then events moved 
rapidly. Sir Harry Hawker, an Australian, 
made a gallant attempt in 1919, which re- 
sulted in a forced landing at sea, when he 
had almost accomplished his mission. He 
and his navigator were rescued by the Dan- 
ish fishing steamer "Mary," and turned up 
when hope of his survival had been lost. 
Following Hawker's flight, came the first 
successful crossing of the Atlantic by air- 
craft. 

During the period May 16 to 27. 1919, 
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The emergency antenna pole 
is shown at the left in sec- 
tions, as made for compact - 
ness; at the right its fell 
length as set up is shown. 
If the plane should be forced 
down this pole can be erected 
in four minutes on top of the 
wings as a temporary aerial 
support. It is of d+ualumin, 

for lightness. 
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Commander Read in the U.S.N. seaplane 
C -4 flew from Trepassey, Newfoundland, to 
the Azores thence to Lisbon in Portugal, 
and from the latter port to England. The 
following month, on June 14, 1919, Alcock 
and Brown in a British biplane made the 
first direct transatlantic flight from New 
foundland to Ireland, landing in a bog at 
Clifden on June 15th. They made 1960 
miles it 16 hours and 12 minutes. On this 
flight they dropped their landing gear, after 
"hopping off," to lighten their plane. It is 
a coincidence that Hawker, the first pilot 
to attempt this great feat, and Alcock, the 
first pilot to accomplish it, were later killed 
in unimportant flights. 

Following Commander Read's success 
came the epochal round -trip of the R -34, a 
British dirigible commanded by Major 
Scott. Her flight was followed by her des- 
truction in a routine voyage. The last 
successful trans -Atlantic passage through the 
air was by the U.S. dirigible "Los Angeles," 
known at the time of her flight as the ZR -3. 
She was constructed in Germany after the 
armistice and brought to this country under 
her own power by a German crew, ac- 
companied by U. S. army and navy officers 
as observers. 

USES OF THE RADIO 
With the exception of the airplanes used 

by Hawker and Alcock, all these aircraft 
carried radio apparatus and used it more or 
less to great advantage. The airship "Amer- 
ica" carried the first radio equipment that 
ever successfully maintained continuous ser- 
vice from aircraft to shore stations and sea - 
going vessels. 

In the present expedition radio will be 
utilized to a greater extent than upon any 
previous occasion in the history of the art. 
Due to the increasing number of radio 
compass stations, both ashore and afloat, it 
will be used in an attempt to solve the ever - 
difficult problem of aerial navigation. Due 
to the great speed and the high altitudes of 
a transoceanic flight, the navigation of an 
airplane, when compared with that of a 
steamship, is necessarily crude. A liner, 
making a daily run of say 500 miles, has a 
dependable log to chronicle her speed and ob- 
servations are made by the officers on each 

four -hour watch to ascertain their position. 
At all times, in a very few minutes her 
actual position can be stated in latitude and 
longitude. Sights are made upon the 
steamer's bridge (the height of which above 
sea -level is accurately known) and worked 
out from convenient altitude tables. 

Not so, however, with an airship. The 
same tables prepared for steamship naviga- 
tion will not suffice for the high altitudes at- 
tained by an airplane. Although "altimeters" 
and "barographs" giving an estimate of the 
airplane's altitude are carried, and the tables 
used by sea -going navigators are extended 

rAPTA1N JOHN R. ( "JACK") 
IRWIN, the writer of this story, 

has been associated with radio since 
its first application, first to seaman- 
ship, and then to aerial navigation. 
He served as a youth of eighteen with 
the Australian contingent in the Boer 
War, and later in Natal, emerging 
with three decorations. 

In 1909, while at Seaconset, Mass., 
he received the famous "CQD" sent 
out by Jack Binns from the sinking 
"Republic," on the day that radio told 
the world that it had made good. In 
1910 he was the radio operator on the 
"America" and the following year on 
the "Akron," in `the first two attempts 
to cross the ocean by air, as told by 
him in his article. Later he was 
superintendent on the Pacific coast 
for the old Marconi Co., and during 
the war served in the U. S. Air Ser- 
vice. He has since then been engaged 
chiefly in radio journalism. 

This is a close - 
up of the gen- 
erator, a n d 
propeller which 
drives it, to 
furnish current 
for the main 
transmitting 
set. The single 
blade is used 
for better reg- 
ulation of the 
speed, which 
must not vary 
with that of 

the plane. 

for use in higher altitudes, nevertheless the 
accuracy of sea -level navigation is unattain- 
able in the air. Another factor is, that cal- 
culation of "drift" or "leeway" over water 
is more or less guess -work and its determina- 
tion approximate only. Even if sights were 
reliable and "drift" accurately calculated, the 
speed of an airplane and the great distances 
quickly covered would necessitate constant 
figuring by the aerial navigator. 

RADIO -COMPASS POSITION FINDING 
Under the existing circumstances, there- 

fore, we look to radio as a means of simpli- 
fying the navigational problem. During the 
war, and the years following, the use of the 
radio compass has become more universal. 
The coasts of the United States and the 
principal maritime nations are dotted with 

(Continued on page 442) 
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Likes and Dislikes of the Radio Audience 
By CHARLES D. ISAACSON. Program Director. WRNY 

Lv 
norms Lather 

One of WRNY's most charming 
songsters and a 

frequent visitor, 

Disk Hushes 

Who, with his 
vke," are regu- 

lars on WRNY 
programs. 

Sara Bair 
A lovely and mel- 
odious interpreter 
of song from 

WRNY 

7 
Harem Dart, 

A brilliant pianist 
presented at WR- 
NY by John 

Adam Hugo 

Perey Hases 

Great American 
baritone -an Edi- 
son Hour guest of 

WRNY 

tí 

Madeleiaa Heat 
Star of the Radio 
Theatre Players 
who entertain you 
through WRNY !! 

CR 

ON THE BEACH AT WRNY ti 

Starlight Park bathers, with Comtesse Du Barry, 
in a frolic 

7 HE other day a most eccentric 
gentleman insisted that he be given 
the privileges of WRNY's micro- 
phone, and assured me that there 

would be a great deal of money in it for 
me, if I would let him speak just once. 
He would not tell me the character of the 
speech, because once it was told the secret 
was out. He did not mistrust me, but that 
was the situation. Further he could not 
write it -once he had been nearly killed 
for writing something. 

Of course you will at once realize that 
the gentleman was suffering from a very 
definite mental aberration. But what he 
said was nevertheless interesting and useful. 
The way I was to receive the money was 
this: his first speech would announce the 
program for his further talks. Then I 
would be besieged by important people who 
would say to me "I will pay you so much 
for him to be allowed to speak," and others 
would come with "I will pay you so much 
if you will prevent him from making those 
speeches ;" and the side who offered me the 
most would win -there would be millions 
in it for me. 

(Continued on page 433) 12 

7 Cwearaader Edward - Milberg 
Who told over WRNY about the raising of the 

S -51, is shown with Diver Nelson. 

MasDewall Sisters 
Who hail from Texas, often 

in soothing, soft Hawaiian 
at WRNY. 

VP/hurries Sikwartelti 
Of the Yiddish 
Art Theatre, as he 
appears out of 
costume at Wit. 

N Y. ,,i 

heard 
music 

Helen Hattori* 
A most attractive 
pianiste, w h o 
grace& W R N Y 

programs. 

Dr. Sitlsusd Spaeth 
has returned with 
his artista to 

WRNY. 

P 
xavmer Cutlet 

Violinist - artist, 
sketches himself 
for WRNY fans. 

The SS. "Maiestie" Stamps 
Who provided a most enjoyable number 

t when they went on the air recently over 
WRNY. ' 

THE FIRST RADIO PRIZE FIGHT 
Jimmie Rappaport and Bennie Martir. 
in an event staged by Starlight Park at 

WRNY. rJ 
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Radio News of the Month (Migrated 
By GEORGE WALL 

351 

Train announcing by radio has been initia- 
ted, now that loud-speaker reception on 
trains is entirely successful. Entertainment 
turniseted travelers will be punctuated by 

station stops. 

WRNY 
OLD T AERIAL 
FOR 2S8.5 
METERS The Milwaukee railroad system 

has installed a net of short-wave 
radio transmitters and receivers, 
over its lima between Chicago 
and Seattle, which will be espe- 
cially important in emergencies. 

LOOP 
ANTENNA 

When WRNY. the RADIO 
NEWS broadcast stationl 
lengthened its wave. the antes- 

na on the Hotel Roose-elt, New York City, was lengthened proportionately 
by changing it to the inverted L type, in the manner shown above. 

iThe U. S. Air Service now evidcasts from a plane in flight from McCook In 
Ilield, Dayton, Ohio, where aerial radio is the subject of intensive study. Theme RUM 
lectures, intended for the public, coveted snob subjects as aerial photography, 
the development and construction of airplanes, aircraft in peace and war, etc. 

Many broadcast fans have tuned in on them. 

RUNNER 

The latest development in the Coast Guard's war on Rum Row has 
been the use by the govern...at forces of the radio detector. This 
device, which operates on the some principle as the radio compare, 
is used to detect vessels, which are sending suspions messages in 

the neighborhood ci the coast 

:=718111111MIL. MON111011 

1 

Many fans who give their neighbors the benefit of the jars program on their 
loud-speakers forget that the other fellow's tastes may be for classical music, or 
vice versa. The municipal authorit' te' is of Reeding. England, have passed an 

ordinance with a penalty of $25 for disturbing the neighbors by radio. 

4 

DOCTOR / / 
, .. 

411111e.-at 

On the other hand. a Kansas 
farmer has attached his radio 
set to his wire fence, so that 
his neighbors may tap in with 
their loud-speakers. Surpris- 
ingly good results have 
obtained at two miles irons 

the receiver. 

45."1881$ 
Australia, the most thinly populated of the continents, hooks to the wider 
distribution of radio transmitting sets as a boon for isolated settlers. By 
these in emergency they can summon airplane assistance. which will las 

many cases save life. 

Better tianazaission is obtained by the use of "binaural" microphones in broadmst stations as they receive 
"Viee or music more evenly. Two ears are better than one 
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Radio Equipment 
for the Experts 

The Bureau of Standards in its work on radio has developed a 
miniature transmitting station, which can be transported from 

ace to place, for use in calibrating direction -finders on ships. 
station is fully as complete in detail as a large transmit- 

ting station. F. M, Baer of the Radio Laboratory of the Bu- 
reau of Standards is shown operating the set. © P & A Photo. 

Another development of the Bureau of Standards is the giant 
double -axis loop shown in the illustration below. Dr. Austin, 
the chief of the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau, has been mak- 
ing observations in the research into the direction changes of 

radio waves. © P & A Photo. 

In 1922 F. W. Dunmore, of the Ra- 
dio Laboratory of the Bureau of 
Standards, built a receiving set in a 
suitcase and exhibited it at an engi- 
neers' convention in Chicago. This is 
perhaps one of the first portable sets 
ever constructed. © Underwood & 

Underwood. 

f 

Amateur station 2 -ABT is classed as one of the finest stations 
in the country. George Freisinger, of New York City, is the 
owner and he has been heard all over the United States and 
Europe. Mounted in the desk below is a 300 -watt transmitter, 
at the left, and a powerful receiving set. A power -amplifier is 
included in the equipment, - as well as an auxiliary receiver. 

© Herbert Photo. 

Above is a close-up of 2.ABT's 300 -watt transmitter. Notice the fine 
workmanship in both the transmitter and receiving apparatus, in this 
and the illustration at the right. It is said that this station cost in the 

neighborhood of five thousand dollars. © Herbert Photo. 
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In the above illustration of the Autotransformer Receiver, C -1 indicates the variable condensers; C -2 the .00l -µf. fixed condensers; C -3 the grid con- 
denser; L -1 the Autotransformers; L -2, the R.F. choice coils; T -1 and T -2, the A.F. transformers; R -1, the volume control, 0.5 megohms; R -2, 
50,000 ohms; R -3, self- adjusting rheostats; R -4, grid leak; the various sockets marked S correspond to those in Fig. 3, which is similarly numbered. 

An Autotransformer Receiver 
By THEODORE H. NAKKEN 

The use of autotransformers as radio- frequency transformers is a novel idea and the receiver, 
which Mr. Nakken has designed and described, is something new and an interesting circuit for 

experimentation. 

a long time it has been accepted 

FR enerally that radio- frequency ampli- 
cation must be accomplished by 

means of tuned -radio -frequency trans- 
formers. Such radio- frequency trans- 
formers are constructed by placing a small 
primary in close inductive relationship to a 
tuned secondary. Sometimes attempts have 
been made to tune both primary and second- 
ary; but it has been impractical to apply 
such transformers in commercial, or even in 
amateur -built receivers, on account of the 
extremely large number of controls that 
would be necessary to tune such a receiver. 

The generally -known explanation of the 
accurate functioning of such transformers 
lies in the fact, that the primary of the de- 
vice is tuned inductively by the secondary. 
This causes the primary to behave as a 
tuned circuit and to transfer energy of the 
desired frequency, to which the secondary 
is tuned, to the latter. 

EFFECT OF VARYING FREQUENCIES 
However, there are different disadvantages 

in the use of such tuned transformers. When 
we calculate an inductance carefully, and con- 
struct a secondary which should, by itself, 
cover a certain waveband, when in con- 
junction with a given variable condenser, we 
will invariably find that the coil, when used 
with a primary, can not be tuned to as low 
a wavelength as we had calculated. This is 
the reason why most receivers on the market 
completely fail to reach the low -wavelength 
broadcasters. 

Another, even more pronounced, disad- 
vantage lies in the fact, that the coupling 
between primary and secondary decreases 
with the frequency. Hence it has become 

almost universal practice, in commercial 
receivers, not to use a primary in the antenna 
coupling coil; but simply to make one or 
more taps in the antenna tuning coil, to 
which the antenna is directly attached. This 
practice affords, if anything, finer tuning 
and has the great advantage that the coupling 
of the antenna to the tuned circuit is equal 
at all frequencies or wavelengths for which 
the unit is designed; so that no falling off 
in volume at the lower frequencies (higher 
wavelengths) is experienced because of de- 
crease in antenna coupling. 

When one realizes this fact, it will be- 
come apparent why it is that, in so called 
neutralized receivers, there is such a decided 

falling -off of volume from long -wave sta- 
tions ; and good reception, when attained at 
these wavelengths, is clue to the greater 
power used by such stations, rather than to 
the efficiency of the receiver. 

STABILITY VS. EFFICIENCY 

Not only this, but all radio fans are 
familiar with the fact that almost all re- 
ceivers are much more stable at the high 
wavelengths than at the lower ones. Now 
it should be realized that a perfectly stable. 
receiver almost invariably is a highly in- 
efficient one ; because the vacuum tube is 
inherently an oscillator, as we all know to 
our great exasperation. If, their, a re- 

The symbols in the above illustration correspond to those on the circuit and layout diagrams. This 
view of the rear of the set gives an excellent idea of the arrangement of apparatus 
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The three dials, which are seen through the small windows in the panel, are illuminated from the 
rear and are described on page 338. Notice the balanced panel layout. 

ceiver is more stable at high wavelengths 
than at its lower range, it means only that 
at high wavelengths the receiver is less 
efficient. This inefficiency is directly trace- 
able to the decrease in the coupling- factor 
between the primaries and secondaries. 

If this is true, then it must follow that all 
stabilizing devices which may be used, should 
be adjusted for the wavelengths where the 
receiver is most efficient -and this works 
almost invariably to the further disadvantage 
of the high wavelengths. 

This remains true whether so- called 

By the use of an antenna coil of this design, 
the coupling remains constant over the broad- 

cast wave band. 

neutralizing condensers or "lossers," as 
potentiometers and the like are employed. 
If the stabilizers are fixed, they must be 
adjusted for the lower wavelengths. Again, 
this varying coupling- factor is the reason 
why an adjustable balancer or stabilizer is to 
he preferred by far, because it enables the 
user to get at all wavelengths the utmost 
possible results from his receiver. 

Yet, the adjustable stabilizing device in 
any of its forms is an added control, and 
most radio listeners would dislike to con- 

`_` FIL. 
,5wITCH 

CZ 

stantly readjust such an, additional control 
when searching for different stations. And 
this is the reason the receiver here des- 
cribed was designed. No advantages other 
than equal efficiency over the entire wave- 
length range are claimed for it. 

As already mentioned, most manufacturers 
have adopted the practice of direct antenna 
coupling (see Fig. 1.) and the reason for 
this practice is that the coupling remains the 
same over the entire range. It should there- 
fore be advantageous to adopt the same 
coupling method in the successive stages 
of the radio frequency amplifier. 

However, if we were to employ such 
tapped inductances, we would, by the 
ordinary connections, apply the plate voltage 
directly to the grids of our various tubes ; 

and the result would be that the receiver 
would be inoperative, and the tubes very 
soon destroyed on account of the tremendous 
drain on the filament. Now what we desire 
in the radio -frequency coils is not so much 
the plate voltage as the amplified radio - 
frequency currents; and luckily there are 
very simple means of forcing the latter 
through the circuits desired without allow- 
ing the steady plate battery current to pass 
through them. 

THE AUTOTRANSFORMER PRINCIPLE 

In Fig. 2 we have a simple circuit, which 
explains the method used to attain this 
purpose. We see a vacuum tube, the plate 
of which is connected to the "B" battery 
terminal through a radio- frequency choke. 
L 2. Such a choke prevents almost com- 
pletely the passage of any high- frequency 
currents, which for this reason are com- 
pelled to find another path. 

Now while a choke coil, or inductance, pre- 
vents the passage of high- frequency alter- 
nating currents, but freely allows the pass- 
age of direct current, a condenser or capacity 
of sufficient size, while stopping direct cur- 
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rents, offers very little resistance indeed to 
the passage of such alternating currents ; so 
that in our sketch the radio -frequency cur- 
rents, if any are present, will easily flow 
through condenser C 2. From this con- 
denser a lead runs to a tap on the tuning 
inductance L 1. As this inductance, tuned 
by the variable condenser C 1, is connected 
to the second vacuum tube, it will be easily 
seen that its action will be similar to that 
of the antenna coupling coil in Fig. 1, and 
that the coupling between what might be 
termed primary and secondary is constant 
over the entire tuning range. 

If, then, we build a receiver along these 
principles, we will have the assurance that 
an instrument has been constructed that is 
equally efficient over its entire range; and 
this means that once the receiver is stabilized 
it has not suffered in efficiency in one part 
at the expense of another, as invariably the 
case with transformer- coupled radio -fre- 
quency amplifiers. 

MAKING THE COILS 
After these introductory remarks, it will 

be very easy to understand the complete 
diagram of the receiver, which is shown 
in Fig. 3. We see three tapped inductances 
or autotransformers L 1, which are all of 
the same construction. In the receiver 

', W C ¡ 
i 

i 

FIG. 2 

+B 

This circuit shows how plate voltage may be 
supplied to the tube without having it pass 

through the coupling device. 

illustrated "plug -in coils" were used, with 
the winding as it is already provided on these 
coils for broadcast reception, except that 
the primary winding has been removed. If 
the set builder wants to construct the in- 
ductances himself, a very good autotrans- 
former can be made by winding 70 turns of 
No. 26 DCC wire on tubing 2/ inches 
in diameter and 2% inches long. As this 
amount of wire takes a space of 1 13/16th 
inches, this number of turns can be easily 
accommodated. The tap is macle at the 

(Continued on page 438) 

VOLUME CONTROL 
500,000.OHM. POT. 

54 

Ei 

R.F CHOKE 

50,000 OHMS 

-A C -B +A 
R2 

+B90 +B45 -C4.5V. 
Fig. 3. This five tube receiver has, for its radio -frequency transformers, "autotransformers." The small lamps indicated across the filament circuit 

are behind the dials for illumination. 

O 

-C 942V +B 135-180V. 
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Interior view of the Infradyne receiver. The parts are: L -1 first R.F. transformer; C -4, series antenna fixed condenser; L, antenna coil; R -4, self 
adjusting rheostat; C, by -pass condensers; C -5, first detector grid condenser; L -2, Second R.F. transformer; SA, Infradyne amplifier; G, grid 
leak; T -1, second A.F. transformer; R -3, 50,000 -ohm variable resistance; T, first A.F. transformer; C -2, oscillator variable condenser; L -3, oscil- 

lator coupler; R, 30 -ohm rheostat; C -1, R.F. tuning condenser unit; and R -2, 10 -ohm rheostat. 

RDIO NEWS takes pleasure 
in presenting to its readers a 

new circuit which, though similar to .g 

the super- heterodyne, has incorpor- 
ated in it some striking features 
that immediately justify the use of 
the word "original." 

The salient point of the Infra - 
dyne is that, instead of making use 
of the "difference" in frequency be- 
tween the local oscillator and the 
incoming signal and amplifying this 
beat, the "sum -frequency" is util- 
ized and amplification carried out 
on the very short wave of 95 
meters, instead of between 3,000 
and 10,000 meters as in the super- 

' heterodyne. The result is total ab- 
sence of interference from long - 
wave transmitting stations, arc 
"mush," stray heterodyning, and 
what is far more gratifying, the com- 
plete elimination of "harmonics," 
which are so prevalent in super- 
heterodyne receivers. A broadcast 
station is never picked up at more 
than one setting on the dials. 

Combined with this circuit are 
two stages of tuned -radio -frequency 
amplification. This advantageous 
tie -up offers a receiver as sensitive 
and selective as one could wish for. 

RADIO NEWS recommends this 
circuit to experimenters and con- 
structors and feels sure that they 
will find it of extreme interest. 

-EDITOR. 
1 .. .11.1, I1.1.11,1W111.11.11U111.1.111.11.1u.11n11.11111.111.1.11.1111-11111,:,1.1,::11.11,1,,,,::,,11111,,,2 

MANY really excellent receivers, in 
the last year or two, have been 
developed. In some of these ex- 
treme selectivity has been the 

aim ; while in others quality of reproduction 
has been emphasized. All of these receiv- 
ers have, however, left something to be de- 
sired ; clearness and purity of tone have been 
perfected at the expense of selectivity, or 
extreme selectivity has been gained with a 

The (nfradyne 
By HERNDON GREEN 

sacrifice of quality. We must grant that a 
receiver offering extreme selectivity together 
with superior reproduction would have a 
most decided appeal to all of us. The writer 
believes that in the Infradyne such a re- 
ceiver has been found. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
The Infradyne is, first of all, remarkably 

selective. It has been easily possible to re- 
ceive with this set at Oakland, California, 
through KGO (a 3,000 -watt station trans- 
mitting on 361 meters from that city) CZE, 
Mexico City, on 350 meters, and KTHS, 
Hot Springs, Ark., on 375 meters. Likewise, 
WLW, transmitting on 422 meters from Cin- 
cinnati, and CFCN, a 435 -meter station at 
Calgary, Alberta (Canada), can be received 
while KPO, a 1,000 -watt station, is in opera- 
tion on 428 meters at San Francisco. 

Of equal, if not greater importance is 
quality of reproduction. In this connection 
it can only be said that this receiver is cap- 
able of well -nigh perfect reproduction, 
the only limitations being those which may 
be imposed by the loud -speaker or audio - 
frequency amplifier used. As large strides 

have recently been made toward perfection 
of these very important parts of every re- 
ceiver any such limitations must necessarily 
be slight. 

A further very desirable feature of the 
Infradyne is quietness of operation. More 
will be said later of the elimination of "back- 
ground noise," which has made this possible. 

SHORT -WAVE AMPLIFICATION 
It is natural to wonder what revolutionary 

departure could have been made from pres- 
ent practice to produce a receiver of such 
merit. The secret of success has been the 
employment of amplification at a constant, 
very short wavelength. The idea is not en- 
tirely a new one; but such amplification has 
heretofore been deemed impracticable, be- 
cause of the difficulty o f controlling energy 
transfer through parasitic tube capacities. 
While a certain amount o f such energy trans- 
fer is not undesirable, lack o f control has 
made the practical use of the method im- 
possible. It has remained for E. M. Sar- 
gent to develop a simple and effective method 
to overcome obstacles which have until the 
present, been insurmountable. 

Interior view of the, Infradyne amplifier, the schematic diagram of which is shown on page 380. 
1 are short -wave transformers, and 2 low- capacity adjusting condensers. 
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The super -heterodyne and the tuned- radio- 
frequency receiver in the latter of which 
provision is usually made for the neutraliza- 
tion of tube capacities) have recently en- 
joyed the greatest popularity. Of these, the 
super -heterodyne has; in the writer's opinion, 
offered the . greatest degree of sensitivity 
and selectivity obtainable. A brief com- 
parison of these circuits with the Infradyne 
will follow. 

COMPARISON OF CIRCUITS 
Let us first consider the fundamental dif- 

ferences in operation between the Infradyne 
and the super -heterodyne. As the result of 
the mixture of a locally- generated frequency 
with a received frequency, two new fre- 
quencies are generated. One of these is the 
difference or "beat" between the received 
and locally -generated frequencies; and the 
other is the sum of the locally -generated and 
received frequencies. It might be well at 
this point to call the reader's attention to the 
fact that both the "sum" and "difference" 
frequencies will be modulated exactly as the 
incoming signal is modulated and their am- 
plification will therefore result in no distor- 
tion of the received music or speech. 

The beat -frequency is that which is ampli- 
fied in the super -heterodyne. It is relatively 
low and has been employed because it is 
comparatively easy to handle. The effect of 
parasitic capacities decreases as the fre- 
quency decreases and, therefore, fewer diffi- 
culties are met in the design of circuits to 
operate at the longer wavelengths. The 
beat -frequency, which has been chosen for 

357 

Rear view of the Infradyne set. The indicating letters correspond with those in the illustra- 
tion on the opposite page, and the diagram below. Note that 199 -type tubes are used in the 

short -wave amplifier and the oscillator. 

normally, two settings of the oscillator dial 
for each station. Because of the value of 
the intermediate frequency chosen for use 
in the super- heterodyne, it is possible in these 
receivers, clue to harmonics generated in the 
oscillator circuit, to receive certain stations 
in as many as six places on the dial. Addi- 
tional interference and confusion have re- 
sulted through production of this relatively 
low intermediate frequency, as a result of 

amplification in the super -heterodyne, has 
usually been in the neighborhood of 50 kilo- 
cycles. Its use has been responsible for sev- 
eral undesirable features common to receiv- 
ers of this type. 

It will be apparent that a difference of 
frequency equal to the intermediate fre- 
quency will be obtained for two values of 
locally -generated frequency. This condition 
will hold when the locally -generated fre- 
quency is 50 kilocycles above the received 
frequency and when it is 50 kilocycles below 
the received frequency. There are thus, 

11-1.0001 OR 
c-4 ME 

81:6 
Ti 

L 

;T 

Front view of the Infra - 
dyne. V is the 'filament 
voltmeter; R -1, 30 -ohm 
rheostat; F the filament 
switch; and J and J -1 the 
first and second stage au- 
dio stage jacks. The 
other letters correspond 
with those in the illustra- 

tion above. 

heterodyning between powerful stations on 
adjacent wavelength bands. 

INTERFERENCE WITH I.F. CIRCUITS 
Reception in these receivers, particularly 

in localities adjacent to long -wave commer- 
cial or government stations, has been further 
marred by direct pick -up by the intermediate 
amplifier circuit of long -wave signals or arc 
"mush." In this connection it will be re- 
membered that many of these stations are 
transmitting on wavelengths very close to 
those to which these intermediate amplifiers 
have been tuned. 

Cs 

SA 

1 L3 

/00./ 

THE INFRADYNE PRINCIPLE 
The "sum- frequency," resulting from the 

mixture of a locally -generated frequency' 
with the received frequency, is amplified in 
the Infradyne. The sum -frequency employed 
is in the neighborhood of 3,200 kilocycles, 
which is equivalent to about 95 meters. The 
special circuit used permits maximum am- 
plification at this frequency and perfect sta- 
bility at all times. There is no tendency for 
circuits tuned to this very high frequency 
to pick up directly signals from local com- 
mercial or government long -wave stations. 
Because of the very high frequency of any 
harmonics, which might be generated .n the 
oscillator circuit, they will not cause confu- 
sion, as in the case of the super -heterodyne. 

A numerical example may serve to make 
this clear. The oscillator will be tuned to 
its highest frequency, when it is adjusted 
for reception of the station having the high- 
est wavelength; and it will be tuned to its 
lowest frequency, when it is adjusted for 
reception of the station having the shortest 
wavelength. We will assume that the high- 
est and lowest wavelengths to be received 
are, respectively, 526 meters and 200 meters. 
526 meters is equivalent to a frequency of 
570 kilocycles. Since the intermediate f re- 
quency to be employed is 3,200 kilocycles, the 
oscillator frequency will be 2,630 kc., whose 
second harmonic is 5,260 kc. This will ob- 
viously not add to any received frequency to 

(Continued on page 380) 
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Complete circuit diagram of the Infradyne, employing a special short-wave amplifier S.A. (diagramed on page 380) and oscillator together with two stages of regular radio -frequency amplification. The indicating letters correspond to those in the illustrations. 
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A New Amplifier and "B" Supply Unit 

E 

E 

1 

F. 

By ARTHUR H. LYNCH and R. R. MAYO 
It is a well -known fact that resistance- coupled amplification is one of the best types for obtain- 

ing good quality of reproduction. With an amplifier of this type is combined a `B "- supply unit, 
making the combination one of great utility. 

THE name of Arthur H. Lynch 
is well known to readers of 

RADIO NEWS. When broadcast- 
ing first started in this country, 
RADIO NEWS published a great 
number of articles from his pen. 

Mr. Lynch will be well remem- 
bered for carrying through the 
three International Radio Broad- 
cast tests. He is a radio authority 
of note, having designed a number 
of meritorious radio devices for 
broadcast purposes. 

R. R. Mayo, who collaborated 
with Mr. Lynch in the preparation 
of this article, has specialized on 
power - supply devices for a long 
time. 

The staff of RADIO NEWS has 
made a thorough test of the power 
unit described here. It is an excel- 
lent device that will give satisfac- 
tion wherever used. -EDITOR. 

THERE is at present but one practical 
method of securing well -nigh perfect 
audio quality. This calls for the use 
of a radio -frequency amplifier which 

does not tune sharp enough to cut side bands, 
and thus eliminate all the high audio notes 
and let only the low or bass notes come 
through; a radio -frequency amplifier which 
does not produce gain so excessive as to 
bring in all the local disturbances, generally 
known as "man -made static" ; a radio -fre- 
quency amplifier that does not overload the 
detector ; an audio -frequency amplifier with 
substantially straight -line- frequency charac- 
teristics and which will not be overloaded, 
when natural or full volume is being obtain- 
ed; and a loud- speaker capable of good re- 
production, when connected to a high quality 
audio output. 

It is the purpose of this article to describe 
the construction and operation of a lamp - 
socket- operated audio- frequency amplifier, 
which not only gives exceptionally fine qual- 
ity, but does so without resorting to the use 
of the high plate voltage employed in some 

power amplifiers. A device of this type com- 
plies with the rules of the National Board 
of Fire Underwriters in that the effective 
value of the voltage of each of the high- 
voltage transformer is under 
250. 

POWER- AMPLIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

The last audio stage of any amplifier for 
broadcast reception should be of the so- called 
power -amplifier type, for at least two good 
reasons; to prevent overloading and to de- 
liver enough actual power in watts to the 

Fig. 4. The bottom view 
of the unit. Notice the 
constructional details of 
the metal base and sides. 
The condensers, Cl and 
C2, are placed beneath 
the base so that there will 
be no crowding of appar- 
atus above. The simplic- 
ity of the cabled wiring 

is apparent. 
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fiers. In fact the first -stage audio amplifier 
in most sets is poorer than the second. Thus, 
as a signai of poor quality is being supplied 
to the power amplifier, in such cases a poor 
signal naturally results. It is the opinion 
of the writers that, if for no other reason 
than this, an external power supply and audio 
amplifier should be designed to work direct- 
ly from the output of the detector tube of 
any radio set to which it may be connected; 
and thus replace the previous amplifier. Such 
construction also permits the use of the am- 
plifier with sets designed especially for the 
purpose, such as the two -tube (radio -fre- 

loud -speaker to operate it properly. As an 
amplifier of this type is not economically 
operated from batteries, the only practical 
thing to do is to construct it for lamp- socket 
operation. It is then but a small step fur- 
ther to use the same apparatus for simul- 
taneously supplying the necessary "B" cur- 
rent to the rest of the radio set. In fact, the 
unit illustrated and described here has been 
used to supply the plate voltage for a super- 
heterodyne and has performed in a most sat- 
isfactory manner. 

If the radio set with which the power 
amplifier is to be used has a high -quality 
first -stage amplifier, then of course the ex- 
ternal amplifier -power unit need supply but 
an additional stage of amplification. There 
are, however, very few sets in use at pres- 
ent with high -grade first -stage audio ampli- 

R2 T2 

Fig. 3. Although there is much apparatus in a comparatively small space, by the arrangement 
used there is no crowding. The figures correspond to those on the schematic diagram and the 

list of parts. 

W 
quency amplifier and regenerative detector) 
Browning -Drake. 

USE OF LOWER VOLTAGES 
By the use of the new UX -171 or CX -371 

tubes as a power amplifier, more than suffi- 
cient power to operate properly any loud- 
speaker at normal volume, and sufficient 
grid bias to prevent distortion due to over- 
loading, is readily obtainable with the rela- 
tively low plate voltage of 180. If the 
larger UX -210 tube had been employed in- 
stead, a plate voltage of over 400 D.C., 
which is unsafe to have where anyone may 
accidentally come in contact with it, would 
have been required. 

Not only is the higher voltage unsafe, but 
it is also more difficult to reduce to the 
lower values required to operate the remain - 
i. g tubes, more likely to puncture the filter 
condensers, and is not obtainable from A.C. 
by means of the compact, long -lived and in- 
expensive double -wave rectifier tube. 

Resistance coupling has been employed in 
the audio amplifier in order to insure the 
best of quality. The coupling or grid con- 
densers are of high capacity in order to se- 
cure good amplification of even the very 
low notes of the musical scale. 

QUALITY OF RESISTORS IMPORTANT 

The use of metalized- filament or other 
equally good resistors is essential, if the best 
of quality and permanent results are to be 
obtained from a resistance -coupled amplifier. 
When the impregnated -paper grid -leak type 
of resistor is employed, not only is the am- 
plifier likely to be noisy, but the ohmic re- 
sistance of the various units will be found 
to change gradually with use; so that after a 
few months the quality becomes noticeably 
poor. Tlms, for the best of results, the 
resistors used in a resistance -coupled ampli- 
fier must be silent in operation and perma- 
nent in value. 

An interesting experiment, which may 
prove to be very enlightening to some readers 
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The three amplifier tubes and the rectifier tube, together with the other apparatus, make this not 
only an excellent amplifier, but a "B" eliminator as well. 

who are interested in securing noiseless re- 
sistors for radio use, is readily performed 
by connecting a resistor mounting and a 45- 
volt "B" battery in series across the input to 
a good audio amplifier. Different resistors 
are then inserted in the mounting and the 
resulting noises noted. It is quite obvious 
that in a test of this nature it is essential 
that all batteries as well as the amplifier it- 
self, be in a noiseless condition. 

There is another interesting experiment 
easily performed, which also very conclu- 
sively demonstrates the inferiority of some 
types of leaks. The ohmic value of the re- 
sistance of several units of both types is de- 
termined. Current is then passed through 
them for a few minutes and, after they have 
had sufficient time to cool off again, their 
resistance is measured. Those of high qual- 
ity only will have the same resistance upon 
cooling as before being so used. 

Filament current, for the high -A tubes in 
the first two resistance -coupled stages, is 
obtained from the battery which heats the 
filaments of the radio- frequency and detector 
tubes in the set. Self -adjusting rheostats are 
used with each of the high -A tubes to do away 
with unnecessary controls, and insure long 
tube life without the use of an expensive 
voltmeter. Filament current of the last audio, 
or power amplification, stage is obtained 
from the special 5 -volt winding, with center 
tap, on the power transformer. The "B" 
current is obtained by means of a Raytheon - 
type double -wave tube, which is supplied 
with high voltage A.C. by the same trans- 
former that heats the filament of the UN -171 
power tube. The pulsating D.C. output of 
the rectifier tube is passed through a two - 
section filter, comprising two choke coils and 
a condenser block. This voltage is supplied 
to the plates of all three audio tubes. Lower 
plate voltages for the detector and radio -fre- 
quency amplifier tubes are obtained by means 
of the two variable resistors mounted on the 
small control panel. These resistors are by- 
passed with suitable condensers, to prevent 
undesirable coupling between the plates of 
the various tubes. 

An output device, consisting of an im- 
pedance and a 4 -uf. condenser, is connected 
ill the plate circuit of the last audio tube for 
several reasons. First, to secure better 
quality; second, to protect the speaker from 
damage; third, to protect anyone from a 
shock by contact with the exposed parts of 
the jack or speaker terminal ; and fourth, to 
prevent danger of a fire, clue to possible poor 
insulation employed in the extension cord. 

NOVEL METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION 
A rather novel, practical and exceedingly 

attractive method of construction is used in 
the amplifier shown in Fig. 2. It is strong 
mechanically, fireproof, easily constructed, 
and less expensive than a panel and cabinet. 

In addition, the enclosed construction pre- 
vents all danger of a fire, due to short cir- 
cuits, or of shock to anyone, who might 
otherwise touch an exposed high voltage 
lead. The perforated brass top and sides 
provide adequate ventilation. The wiring is 
also greatly simplified because of the brass 
base, which serves as a common ground con- 
nection to all transformer and condenser 
cases, as one of the filament leads, and as 
the negative side of the filter system. The 
heavy line in Fig. 1 indicates the lead which 
the brass base replaces. 

Not only is the entire amplifier -power sup- 
ply completely shielded by the brass case, 
so that it will not interfere with the proper 
functioning of a highly sensitive regenerative 
detector circuit when the amplifier and set 

'are placed along side of each other; but, in 
addition the shielding of certain of the com- 
ponent parts, such as the chokes, power 
transformer and condenser blocks, with in- 
dividual metal boxes, prevents these units 
from picking up stray magnetic flux from 
the power transformer. Besides acting as 
inter -unit shields, the metal cases greatly fa- 
cilitate the assembly of the complete ampli- 
fier, as the process resolves itself, to a cer- 
tain extent, to the mere placing of a number 
of small boxes within a larger one. 
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The writers wish to express their appre- 
ciation for the suggestions and assistance 
given them by James Millen in the construc- 
tion of the model amplifier illustrated. 

BUILDING THE BASE 

The first step ill the construction of the 
amplifier -power -supply unit is the hollow 
brass base, which is made from a piece of 
flat brass plate 21 x 10 x 1/16 inches, set 
ill a frame made of one -inch angle brass. 
In order to obtain a neat bend at the cor- 
ners, two cuts are made with a hack saw in 
the top part of the angle, as shown in Fig. 
5. The side of the angle is then held in a 
vise and a square bend made. The corner 
is tapped gently with a hammer while bend- 
ing, to secure a neat job. Care should be 
taken not to scratch the brass with the vise 
or the hammer. If the cuts in the upper 
side of the brass strip have been carefully 
made, the top of the corner will just close. 
If the edges do not meet, then the work has 
been carelessly done; but with a little more 
effort and some practice perfect corners will 
soon result. A poor corner on the base is 
of no great importance as it is not exposed 
to view ; and by practicing on the corners 
of the base, very little difficulty will be had 
in securing a neat top. Any small irregu- 
larities in the cuts macle at the corners may 
be readily concealed by filling with solder 
and then filing smooth. 

Another frame of one -half inch angle 
brass, with horizontal side clown, is made 
and placed on the top of the base. The base 
plate and two angle frames are then properly 
lined up, squared at the corners, and clamped 
together. A series of holes are then drilled, 
about three inches apart, around the entire 
edge of the base, for the 6 -32 round head 
machine screws that are to hold the three 
pieces together. 

ASSEMBLY OF PARTS 
After the brass base has been completed, 

the various parts should be placed upon it in 
the manner shown in Fig. 3. It will he 
found that such an arrangement of the dif- 
ferent parts will result in short leads and 
simplified wiring. When the parts have been 
arranged in their proper positions, the loca- 
tions of the holes in the base for mounting 
and for leads to pass through are marked. 
The parts are then removed and all of the 
marks center -punched. 

(Continued on page 426) 

Fig. 2. All that is necessary for first -class reception of radio concerts. The amplifier and "B" 
eliminator on the right magnify the signals from the loop receiver on the left. 
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The "Excelsior" Receiver 
By SYLVAN HARRIS 

In the receiver described in this article, there has been incorporated ate balanced- bridge system 
of radio -frequency amplification and a new type of audio -frequency amplifier. The reproduc- 

tion of signals is indeed excellent. 

WE have tested many receiv- 
ers in RADIO NEWS Lab- 

oratories, but here is a real receiver 
for those who want one that has 
extreme sharpness. This set has a 
razor -like sharpness, and it is pos- 
sible to cut out stations less than a 
mile away, and bring in DX sta- 
tions operating on a differential of 
only a few meters. 

In addition to this, the set has ex- 
cellent quality, and gives a truly 
remarkable amount of volume -too 
loud to be listened to comfortably 
with full power at close range. 

.0,00000000.000 ,I11111. 000,10101001111.:10.100101- 

IT is the ambition of all of us to have 
in our possession the "perfect" radio re- 
ceiver, but of course, we are all forced 
to admit that there is small chance of 

our ever coming upon anything in this life 
that is perfect. Yet are all aware that cer- 
tain admirable features are attached to each 
of many receivers ; so the thought arises, 
"Why not take some of these points of in- 
dividual merit from the various sets and 
combine them together into a single receiver? 
Then we will have something that is a de- 
cided improvement over what was before 
available." 

We make no claims here that the receiver 
to be described in this article is the "per- 
fect" receiver. It is, however, as good as 
one can build at the present time; and has 
very admirable characteristics with regard 
to selectivity, sensitivity, and quality of re- 
production. 

As everyone who is interested in radio 
knows, every radio receiver is composed of 
three important elements ; viz., the radio - 
frequency amplifier, the detector, and the 
audio -frequency amplifier. 

The selection of the radio- frequency am- 
plifier depends upon several things : the first 
of these things is reliability of operation and 
stability ; the second is selectivity ; the third 
is sensitivity. None of these features can be 
considered to the exclusion of the others. 
Under the heading "reliability of operation 
and stability" must be included "freedom 
from the tendency to oscillate or regenerate"; 

O 

for it is evident that any receiver which 
oscillates badly is undesirable, and any re- 
ceiver which regenerates is more or less un- 
stable under different conditions. 

The selection of a radio -frequency am- 
plifier which does not regenerate or oscil- 
late is likewise tied up with the idea of sen- 
sitivity and selectivity. It is possible to build 
an ordinary cascaded radio- frequency am- 
plifier which does not regenerate or oscillate; 
but unless special means are employed for 
preventing these faults the receiver must 
possess plenty of resistance or a few ab- 
sorption circuits, and as a consequence will 
be more or less broad in the tuning and not 
as sensitive as it might be. 

BALANCED RADIO FREQUENCY 
These ideas lead us at once to the "bal- 

anced" circuits which employ the bridge 
system of balancing or "neutralizing ". The 
next problem is to choose the proper neu- 

We have learned by sad experience that on 
account of the capacity existing between 
coils coupled together, or even the capacity 
of a single coil by itself, the inductances of 
these coils do not remain constant with fre- 
quency. We are forced, therefore, to ex- 
clude from the bridge circuit all inductances, 
and to choose that bridge arrangement which 
employs only capacities in its various arms. 
The capacity of a condenser does not vary 
with frequency so we are safe in making 
this choice. 

The choice of the radio- frequency ampli- 
fier, under these considerations, necessarily 
goes to the isofarad system, which was de- 
scribed in detail in the December, 1925, and 
February, 1926, issues of RADIO NEWS. This 
system permits easy neutralization at any 
wavelength or frequency, and remains bal- 
anced thereafter at all wavelengths or fre- 
quencies within a very wide range. The 

The under side of the sub -panel of the Excelsior receiver, showing 
densers used in the bridge circuit. 

tralizing system. From our past experience 
we have come to realize that the bridge sys- 
tem required is one that, when once bal- 
anced, will remain balanced at all fre- 
quencies. Some of the systems that have 
been used could be balanced very nicely at 
any one wavelength or frequency, but were 
decidedly out of balance at other wave - 
lengths or frequencies. 

For a bridge system to remain balanced 
at all frequencies, it is necessary to have, in 
each of the arms of the bridge, elements 
which remain constant at all frequencies. 

the various balancing con- 

complete diagram of the isofarad radio fre- 
quency amplifier is shown in the first two 
stages of the complete wiring diagram given. 

The choice of this kind of system enables 
us to build the tuned circuits to be very ef- 
ficient. In cases where complete neutraliza- 
tion is not obtained it is impossible to de- 
sign the coupling coils properly ; for as we 
begin to approach a good design for these, 
the circuits go into oscillation. The efficiency, 
which this receiver can be designed to have, 

' is evidenced by the necessity of using the 
radio- frequency chokes to furnish a leakage 

IMPEDANCE UNITS 

--IF-- 

L _J 

o 
L.S. 

--o 

--0 B+135 
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At 

O 
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o 8+90 

The circuit shown above employs a bridge system of balancing, using only capacities in its various arms. The dotted lines about the A.F. amplifier 
stages indicate shielding. 
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path to prevent overloading of the grids of 
the R.F. amplifiers. In other words this re- 
ceiver is designed to get out of the R.F. tubes 
all that is in them. 

SPECIAL DETECTOR TUBE 
The detector tube chosen for this combina- 

tion receiver is the well -known B -6 detector, 
designed by Harold P. Donle, which was de- 
scribed in detail in the May, 1926, issue of 
RADIO NEWS. This is a very sensitive detec- 
tor, and will not regenerate or oscillate. It 
is not critical with respect to plate voltage, 
but requires a by -pass condenser in the plate 
circuit, as shown in the wiring diagram. 

DONLE IMPEDANCE COUPLING 
The audio- frequency amplifier chosen for 

this set is one that fulfills many of the re- 
quirements of A.F. amplifiers. This system 
was also invented by that prolific radio in- 
ventor, Mr. Donle, and was described by him 
in detail in the June, 1926, issue of RADIO 
NEWS. A brief description of this system is 
also included in the article entitled "Types of 
Audio Amplifiers," by the writer, in this 
issue of RADIO NEWS. The outstanding feat- 
ures of this amplifier include a very fine fre- 
quency- characteristic, freedom from the 
tendency to overload, and higher amplifica- 
tion than can otherwise be generally obtain- 
ed without a sacrifice of quality. 

The coupling device used in this audio am- 
plifier comprises two coils on a single rec- 
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In the hree shielding cylinders are the R.F. transformers; and at the right is the new audio - 
frequency amplifier. 

plifier is built in the form of a unit, which 
includes the three complete coupling devices 
-coils and condensers. This arrangement 
facilitates the assembly of the receiver and 
simplifies the wiring. 

NEUTRALIZING ADJUSTMENTS 
The adjustment of the receiver is done 

very simply. The two neutralizing conden- 

tangular core, each of the windings having 
the same number of turns. The coupling is 
further assisted by the coupling condenser, 
which, contrary to the usual purpose, does 
not act as a blocking condenser. A blocking 
condenser is not required in this amplifier, 
for a leakage path for the grid charges is 
furnished by the low- resistance winding on 
the output side of the coupling device. It is 
this that prevents overloading of the ampli- 
fier and consequent distortion. 

As seen in the illustrations, the audio am- 

The three tuning controls 
have the same dial read- 
ings; this being due to the 
"balanced- bridge" circuit 
employed in the radio -fre- 

quency amplifier. 
Photos by courtesy of 
Walbert 0ffg. Co. and 

Alden Mfg. Co. 
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nal disappears, balancing the first stage. The 
adjustment is not very critical, so that it is 
an easy matter to obtain a good balance. The 
second stage is then balanced in exactly the 
same manner, after removing the paper or 
tape from the filament prong of the first tube 
and applying it to the filament prong of the 
second tube. 

When the circuits have been thus balanced 
it will be found that the set does not oscil- 
late or regenerate under any conditions. High 
voltages can be applied to the radio- frequen- 
cy tubes, if so desired. 

We suggest that our readers try out this 
combination receiver. They will find it to be 
all that is claimed for it; it is simple to build 
and operate, is stable under all conditions 
and very sensitive, and it reproduces with a 
high degree of quality, due to lack of over- 
loading and the absence of regeneration. 

sers, nearest to the R.F. plates, are screwed 
down tight, to the position of maximum ca- 
pacity, and then are unscrewed two complete 
turns. The first tube is then removed from 
its socket, and a piece of paper or adhesive 
tape fastened to one of the filament prongs; 
so that when the tube is replaced in the socket 
it will not light. In. general any of the local 
stations can then be tuned in and will come 
in very loud. 

After this the first resistance -shunted neu- 
tralizing condenser is adjusted until the sig- 
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IT is against the policy of RADIO NEWS to publish the names of manu- facturers or of makes of instruments in connection with the apparatus described in these pages, but this information will be gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 
here, address a letter to the READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosing 
stamped return envelope. The names and addresses of the manufacturers will be given free of charge. -EDITOR. 
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LIST OF BROADCAST STATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
(Continued from page 331) 

Radio 
Call BROADCAST STA. 

Letter Location 3 3 
WMC, Memphis, Tenn 499.7 
WMCA, Hoboken, N. J 340.7 
WMRJ, Jamaica, N. Y. 227.1 
WMSG, New York. N. Y. 302.8 
WNAB, Boston, Mass. 230.2 
WNAC, Boston, Mass. 430.1 
WNAD, Norman, Okla. 254 
WNAL, Omaha, Nebr 258 
WNAT, Philadelphia, Pa. 250 
WNAX, Yankton, S. Dak 244 
WNBH. New Bedford, Mass. 248 
W N1, Newark, N. J. 348.6 
W NO X, Knoxville, Tenn. 268 
WNRC, Greensboro, N. C. 223.7 10 
WNYC, New York, N. Y 526 1000 
WOAI, San Antonio, Tax 394.5 2000 
WOAN, Lawrenceburg. Tenn 282.8 500 
WOAW, Omaha, Nebr 526 1000 
WOAX, Trenton, N. 7 240 500 
WOC, Davenport, Iowa 483.6 5000 
WOCL, Jamestown, N. J 275.2 15 
WODA, Paterson, N. J 391.5 500 
W01, Ames, Iowa 270 750 
WOK, Homewood, Ill. 217.3 5000 
WOKO, Peekskill, N. Y. 233 50 
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa 508.2 500 
WOOD. Grand Rapids, Mich. 542 1000 
WOP, (Airplane .. 300 100 

500 
500 

10 
500 
100 

500 
50 

500 
100 
250 
150 
100 

Radio 
Call BROADCAST STA. 

Letter Location 
m 3i 3 a3 

WOO, Kansas City, Mo 278 1001 
WOR, Newark, N. 3 405.2 500 
WO RD, Batavia, Ill 275 5000 
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo 440.9 500 
W OW F, Edgewocd, R. I. , 440.9 500 
W O W L, New Orleans, La. 270 10 
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind 227 500 
WPAK, Fargo, N. Dak. 275 100 WPAP, eliffside, N. J. 360 100 WPCC, Chicago, Ill 258 500 
WPDQ, Buffalo, N Y 205.4 517 
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J. 299.8 5000 WPRC, Harrisburg, Pa 215.7 100 
WPSC, State College, Penna 261 500 
WQAA, Parkesburg, Pa 220 500 
W QAC, Amarillo. Tex. . 234 125 
WQAE, Springfield, Vt 246 50 
W QA M, Miami, Fla. .... ....... 203 500 
WQAN, Scranton, ra 250 100 
WQAO, Cliffside, N. J. 360 100 
WQJ, Chicago, Ill 447:5 500 
WRAF, Laporte. Ind 224 100 
WRAK, Escanaba, Mich 256.3 100 
W RA M, Galesburg, Ill 244 100 
WRAV, Yellow Springs, Ohio 263 100 
WRAW, Reading. Pa 238 30 
W RAX, Gloucester City. N. J 268 500 

Radio 
Call BROADCAST STA. 

Letter Location 
á d 3 á3 

WRBC, Valparaiso, Ind.... 278 100 
WRC, Washington, D. C 460.5 1000 
WRCO, Raleigh, N. C 212 100 
WREC, Whitehaven. Tenn 10 
WREO, Lansing, Mich 8:..5 500 
WRHF, Washington, D. C 256 50 
W R H M, Minneapolis, Minn 212 50 
WRK, Hamilton, Ohio 270 100 
W R M, Urbana, Ill 273 500 
WRMU, Richmond Hill, N. Y 236 180 
WRNY, New York, N. Y. 

- 
374.8 500 

W R R, Dallas, Tes 246 500 
WRST, Bay Shore, N. Y. 215.7 150 
WRVA, Richmond, Va 256 1000 
WSAI, Mason, Ohio 325.9 5000 
WSAJ, Grove City, Pa. 229 250 
WSAN, Allentown, Pa 229 100 
WSAR, Fall River, Mass 254 100 
WSAX, Chicago, Ill 268 100 
WSAZ, Pomeroy, Ohio 244 50 
WSB, Atlanta, Ga 428.3 1000 
W S BC, Chicago, Ill. 209.7 1000 
WSBF, St. Louis, Mo 273 252 
WSBT. South Bend, In. .. 275.1 500 
WSDA, New York, N. Y 263 250 
WSKC, Bay City, Mich 261 100 
WSM, Nashville. Tenn 282.8 1000 

Radio 
Call BROADCAST STA. 

Letter Location 3a3 
WSMB, New Orleans, La 319 500 WSMH, Owosso, Mich 210 20 
WSMK, Dayton, Ohio 275 500 WSOE, Milwaukee, Wis 246 500 
WSRO, Hamilton, Ohio 252 100 
WSSH, Boston, Mass. 261 100 WSUI, Iowa City, Iowa 483.6 500 
WSVS, Buffalo, N. Y 218.8 50 WSWS, Wooddale, Ill. 275.1 1000 WTAB, Fall River, Mass 266 100 
WTAD, Carthage, Ill 236 50 
WTAG, Worcester, Mass..... 545.1 500 WTAL, Toledo, Ohio 
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio 
WTAP, Cambridge, Ill 
WTAQ, Eau Claire, Wis 
WTAR, Norfolk, Va 
WTAW, College Station, Texas... 270 500 
WTAX, Streator, Ill 231 50 
WTAZ, Lambertville, N. J. 261 15 WTIC, Hartford, Conn..... 475.9 500 
WWAE, Plainfield, Ill 242 500 
WW1, Detroit, Mich 352.7 1000 
W W L, New Orleans, La 275 100 

252 100 
389.4 3500 

242 50 
254 1000 
261 100 
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A "Five -In -Two" Receiver 
By CLYDE J. FITCH 

In the July, 1926 issue of RADIO NEWS there was a detailed description of the new type of 
vacuum tube developed by Dr. Siegmund Loewe of Berlin. We are now pleased to offer an 
article showing the practical application of Dr. Loewe's "tubes within tubes" in a broadcast 

receiver. 

íCl 

C3 

Interior view of the "five -in -two" receiver. L -1 and L -2 compose the aerial coupler and C -1 the 
aerial tuning condenser. L -3, L -4 and C2 compose the tuned-radio-frequency amplifier stage 
interposed between the output of the first tube A and the input of the second tube B. R -1 and 
R -2 are the filament rheostats and C -3 the regeneration condenser. The battery terminals at the 

rear are all indicated. 

II Ill. II 

R ADIO NEWS is happy to pre- 
= sent to our readers, for the first 

time in any magazine in America, a 
complete set built with the new 
multiple German tubes. The two 
special tubes shown in this set actu- 
ally replace five tubes. 

Excellent results have been ob- 
tained with this set, built in 
RADIO NEWS Laboratories. 
While the tubes in question are not 
cheap ones, the market price of 
them being, at the present time, 
about $8.00, still the chances are 
that in the future such tubes could 
be produced at a considerably lower 
price. 

It would mean a great economy 
in set building, and the set itself 
would of course function better, 
because all vital parts are contain- 
ed right inside the tube. The parts 
being in a vacuum, there will, of 
course, not be any deterioration 
due to dust, air and moisture. 

Whether this is a step in the 
right direction, and whether tubes 
of this kind will prevail in the 
future, we are not prepared to state, 
although we are inclined to believe 
that future developments will be 
along such lines. 

The tubes at the present time 
are not on the American market, 
being manufactured exclusively in 
Germany. 

amplifiers, both radio and audio, are also 
completely housed and wired within the glass 
envelopes of the tubes. Thus, the radio set 
builder has only two tubes to wire, although 
he gets the results of a five -tube set. And, 
furthermore, he gets a resistance -coupled am- 
plifier, long known to be the best for qual- 
ity reception, that is completely wired within 
the evacuated tube and unaffected by atmos- 
pheric conditions. It is through the efforts 
of Dr. Siegmund Loewe, o f Berlin that 
these marvelous tubes were developed and it 
is hoped that they will soon be generally 
available in this country. 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUBES 
Although a detailed description o f these 

tubes was published in the July, 1926, issue 
of RADIO NEWS, a brief resumé of their 
internal construction will no doubt be of 
interest to those who do not have this issue 
handy. There are two types of tubes. The 
one used for the radio -frequency amplifier 
comprises two sets of double -grid tube ele- 
ments within one bulb. These two sets are 
coupled to each other by a resistance.. 
This resistance, the grid condenser, and the 
grid leak are within the bulb. Ordinarily a 
resistance -coupled radio- frequency amplifier 
is very poor, due- to the distributed capaci- 
ties of the connections; but in this case good 
amplification is obtained, because very small 
connectors are employed. The internal con- 

THE continued improvements and re- 
finements in radio apparatus make it 
easier and easier for the radio fan to 

build his own set. In this "Five -In- 
Two" Receiver, not only have we five tubes 
combined in two, but the resistance -coupled 
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Panel view of the receiver. 
showing the aerial tuning 
control C -1, the R.F. con- 
trol C -2, the filament rheo- 
stat knobs F -1 and R -2. 
and the filament switch 

SW. 

nections of this tube are shown in the sche- 
matic diagram, Fig. 1, in which they are 
included ill the circle, A, at the left. Note 
that double -grid tubes are employed, of the 
type which is quite popular in Europe. 

The tube used for the detector and two - 
stage resistance- coupled amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 1 as the circle B, at the right. In this 
tube three sets of standard single -grid tube 
elements are employed. Thé coupling - re- 
sistances, grid leaks, and grid condensers 
are also sealed in the bulb. The illustra- 
tion, Fig. 2 shows the internal construction 
of this tube. Note that the elements used 
for the detector, are _somewhat larger than 
those of the other two and that its filament 
is connected directly' to the four -volt fila- 
ment battery; whereas the filaments of the 
other two units are connected in series to 
the same battery. A -filament rheostat is 
included in the circuit (outside of the bulb, 
of course) to regulate the current for all 
three filaments. In Europe the standard fila- 
ment voltage is four, whereas in this country 
six is the standard voltage. The experi- 
menter who uses these tubes should there- 
fore be careful not to connect them to á 
six -volt battery. 

THE RECEIVER 
The set shown in the various illustrations 

gave exceptionally good results on broad- 
cast reception. 'l'he instruments were 
mounted on a 7 x 18 inch composition panel 
attached to a 9 x 17 inch composition base- 
board with panel brackets, as shown. The 
antenna coil Ll -L2, mounted at the left on 
the baseboard, may be of the standard type 
used in tuned -radio- frequency receivers. 
This coil connects to the input of the radio - 
f requency tube as shown in the diagram. 
The output of this tube connects to a tuned 
radio- frequency transformer L3 -L4, which 
is of similar construction to the antenna 
coil. Thus we have, in the first tube, one 
stage of resistance- coupled amplification and 
one stage of tuned -radio- frequency amplifi- 
cation. The small condenser C3, connected 
between the input grid of tube B and the 
tap on the antenna coil L2, is installed to 
produce a small amount of regeneration. 
By the use of this condenser the signal 
strength is considerably increased ; it is of 
the type ordinarily employed for balancing 
circuits such as the neutrodyne. This con- 
denser is connected to the tenth turn from 
the bottom of coil L2. 

Tube B as stated above, comprises a de- 
tector and two -stage audio amplifier. Usual- 
ly a grid condenser and grid leak are used 
with a detector tube ; but in the circuit sup- 
plied by Dr. Loewe with the tubes none are 
shown. We therefore have omitted the grid 
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condenser and the leak in our diagram, and 
operated the detector tube by applying a 
negative bias on the grid. It was found in 
the course of the experiments that by con- 
necting the grid return lead to the negative 
side of the filament, as shown in Fig.1, suf- 
ficient grid bias for good detection was ob- 
tained. If, in some cases, a greater bias 
is required, the filament end of the coil, L4, 
may be connected to the negative "C -" bat- 
tery binding post. The experiment was 
tried of connecting a grid condenser and 
leak between coil L4 and the grid terminal 
G1 of the tube, but it did not improve results. 

The A, B and C battery voltages used, 

Fig. 2. This tube (B in the illustrations) 
consists of a detector and two stages of re- 
sistance- coupled audio -frequency -amplification. 

which gave the best results, are indicated in 
the diagram Fig. 1. It may be advisable, 
when using different tubes, to try various 
"B" battery voltages until the best combina -. 
tion is found. Note that the two inside grids 
of tube A are connected together, and also 

363 

A rear view of the completed receiver. Tube A is the two -stage R.F. amplifier. Tube B is the 
detector and two -stage audio amplifier. The other letters correspond with those in the illustra- 

tion on the opposite page and the circuit diagram below. 

connected to a positive "B" battery terminal 
of 18 to 22% volts. The plates of this tube 
are connected to a `B" battery of 60 to 90 
volts. As a rule, the lower the plate volt- 
age, the lower the inside grid voltage should 
be. The best values can be found by trial. 

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE 
In view of the fact that the amplifiers and 

tubes are all self- contained in two glass 
bulbs, there is little additional apparatus re- 
quired for the set. All the parts are clearly 
shown in the illustrations. In addition to 
the tubes with their special six -prong sock- 
ets, we have the two filament rheostats, 
filament switch, two .0005 -gf. variable con- 
densers, two tuned -radio- frequency trans- 
former coils and a small condenser used for 
regeneration. The eleven binding posts for 
the battery and loud- speaker connections are 
mounted on the rear of the base board. 

'While no tests were made with this set 
on distant reception, exceptionally good loud- 
speaker results were obtained on many local 
stations. The quality of the reproduced 
music was unusually good due; of course, 
to the use of the resistance -coupled audio 
amplifier. The selectivity was very good, 
despite the use of the resistance -coupled 
radio- frequency amplifier. Whether or not 
these "Tubes Within Tubes" will become 
very popular, remains to be seen. The disad- 
vantage is obvious ; if one filament burns 

L L2 

out the entire tube must be discarded ; but if 
they can be manufactured on a quantity 
basis, to sell at a moderate price, this dis- 
advantage will not be very serious. 

Comparative sizes of a 201 -A type tube (right) 
and the Loewe multiple tube (left). 

-t5 

o 
L.S. - 
+B 135 

o+ß 60-90 

o+B I8-22z 

B 

I+A 4v. 

-o -A 
S W. +C 

o c 

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the "five -in -two" receiver. Note that the two tubes are coupled through the tuned -radio -frequency transformer com- 
posed of coils L -3 and L -4 and the condenser C -2. The first stage of R.F. amplification is resistance -coupled. 
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Tes of Audio Amplifiers 
BY SYLVAN HARRIS 

An exceptionally valuable article covering the characteristics of all existing forms of audio fre- 
quency amplifiers, together with a technical explanation of their operations. 

THUS far in this series of articles 
dealing with amplifiers (which began 
in the June, 1926, issue of RADIO 
NEWS) we have not considered the 

nature of the amplifiers themselves, but have 
devoted our attention solely to what ampli- 

drop across the resistance is RI. In other 
words if the current is 0.2 ampere and the 
resistance is 1,000 ohms, the voltage drop in 
the resistance is 0.2 x 1,000, or 200 volts. 

It is evident that the voltage drop be- 
tween any two points (a, b) on the resistance 

In other words we can start out, with a 
battery having a voltage V, of 200 volts, and 
get any voltage we want by simply moving 
the variable contact on the resistance. The 
voltage V, would then be related to the orig- 
inal voltage V, by 

Fig. 2. An audio amplifier of the resistance -coupled type. The voltage drop across the resistance R is large. Tic voltage drop across the imped- 
ance Z in Fig. 3 is considerably less and the potential on the plate of the first tube is consequently higher. The same is true of the grid voltages 

as applied across the resistance c-d (Fig. 4). 

fers are supposed to do and what they are 
supposed not to do. The present article, 
therefore, begins the second part of our 
study of amplifiers. We will now consider 
the amplifiers in a general manner, indicat- 
ing the reasons for the various elements of 
which they are composed, and for the sev- 
eral circuit arrangements; and we will point 
out the extreme similarity of operation in 
all the different types. 

Surprising as it may seem at first to the 
uninitiated reader, we begin the discussion 
with what is commonly known as the "poten- 
tiometer," but which, it is recommended by 
the Institute of Radio Engineers (Report of 
Committee on Standardization for 1926), 
should preferably be termed the "voltage 
divider." In accordance with this recom- 
mendation, this instrument is so designated 
here. 

RESISTANCE AND VOLTAGE 

The most common form of voltage divider 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 as a simple resistance 
connected in series with a source of elec- 
trical energy. A current, of the value I, 
flows through this resistance, which has a 
value R, so that by Ohio's law the voltage 

R is proportional to the value of the resist- 
ance between these two points, with a given 
current flowing. In other words, if the re- 
sistance between points a and b is 
half the total resistance of R, then the volt- 

In this simple circuit the current in the re- 
sistance R is measured by the ammeter, I. The 
variable resistance or "voltage divider" per- 
mits the voltage, V2, across C and D to be 

varied. 

age drop between a and b is half the voltage 
drcp across the total resistance R. In the 
above example, if the resistance, between a 
and b, is 500 ohms, and the current in R is 
0.2 ampere, the drop between a and b is 0.2 
x 500 or 100 volt,. 

vs =itv 
There is a very important point that must 

not be forgotten, however, and that is that 
the circuit to which the terminal points c 
and d are connected should not take any cur- 
rent from the system, for the above relation 
to hold. If current is taken by a circuit con- 
nected to c and d, the voltage relations be- 
come more complicated ; in any case, how- 
ever, the general rule applies, viz., by in- 
creasing the resistance between a and b the 
voltage delivered by the voltage -divider is 
likewise increased. 

On the other hand, if the circuit to which 
c and d are to be connected takes an appre- 
ciable amount of current, the voltage drop 
will not be as high as if no current at all 
were taken by this circuit. This can be 
easily understood by remembering that the 
greater the current through the resistance 
R, the greater will be the voltage drop be- 
tween any two points on it. Any current 
taken away from R, therefore will cause 
this voltage drop to be lowered. 

(Continued on page 418) 

The impedance amplifier of Fig. 5 employs also an impedance in the grid circuit. This is superior to a resistance in that high voltages cannot ac- 
cumulate on the grid and block the action of the tube. The arrangement of Fig. 6 is the same as that of Fig. 5 except that both impedances are 

on the same core. An "auto transformer" coupling arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. 
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A Uniaue Nine -Tube Superheterodyne 
BY MARK HINDER 

fl Superheterodyne receiver employing four stages of intermediate frequency amplification of 
special design. The extra stage increases the sensitivity of the set perceptibly. 

THE confusion in broadcasting con- 
ditions, and the concentration of 
many powerful broadcasting stations 
in a comparatively small area, in and 

about congested cities, will necessitate an 
extremely selective receiver. Within the 
building possibilities of an amateur, the 
superheterodyne is practically the only cir- 
cuit which will satisfy this requirement. The 
characteristics of the superheterodyne cir- 
cuit are so well known today, that it will 
not be necessary to describe here the prin- 
ciple of frequency change and cascade ampli- 
fication of the intermediate wave. 

Most experimenters have found it difficult 
to use more than three stages of intermediate 
frequency amplification in superheterodyne 
circuits. The average receiver of this type 
does not comprise more than one tuned stage 
and three untuned stage transformers; as 
the builder will hardly be able to find trans- 
former units whose peak amplification 
factors will match. 

FIVE I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
Selectivity without sacrifice of tone was 

the principal thought in the design of the re- 
ceiver to be described, which is a successful 
attempt to incorporate two tu: ed stages of 

365 

An interior view of a completed superheterodyne of this design. Note the extreme simplicity. The tuning and oscillator condensers can be seen on the front panel. 

external field; the tuned -stage (air -core) transformers of this receiver are designed to 
be at a right angle .to the iron -core transfor- 
mers, so that their fields will not interfere with the latter. 

The oscillator of this receiver is of a very well known type. Regeneration of the first detector is accomplished by a midget 
condenser. The windings of the oscillator 

-: 
intermediate frequency in the circuit. It was 
found that passing of highly- amplified inter- 
mediate- frequency signals through a .second 
filter improved selectivity. 

Nevertheless, more than three stages of 
intermediate frequency tend to oscillate, and 
to higher amplification of long waves will 
cause distortion. Intermediate- frequency os- 
cillation can be avoided either by shielding, 
or placing the units sufficiently apart. How- 
ever, an intermediate- frequency transformer 
with a sufficiently heavy iron core has a small 

0005 ME 

C 
P 

I/ I/ 111.111M717/11111111111:111 11/.7 

Front view of the receiver. 
The two large dials are the tuning controls. The two 
rheostat knobs and the 
volume control knob line 
the lower part of the panel. 
Photos by courtesy of High 

Frequency Laboratories. 

coil are of a special basket -weave type of 
very small dimensions, in order to keep its 
field as small as possible, and to avoid direct 
pickup of local stations. It was carefully 
designed for an output suited to the loop 
signal- strength. The 116 turns of No. 28 
DCS wire will cover the wavelength of 
195 -575 meters, when tuned by a .0005 -tsf. 
variable condenser. The primary coil of 
this oscillator coupler serves as a pickup 
coil, and is very closely coupled. 

Two filter stages assure extreme selectiv- 

w-12 T w-12 T W-12 

ity for the receiver. The three iron -core 
intermediate - frequency transformers are very 
broadly tuned. However, it is necessary 
that the voltage amplification factor of these 
units be uniform, as the four intermediate - 
frequency tubes are operated from a com- 
mon rheostat. The tuned transformers, of 
course, have to be very closely matched. The 
primary is tuned with a mica condenser. 
They operate best at a frequency of 37 kilo- 
cycles. This is the most favorable for avoid- 
ing interference. 

AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER 
Although the transformer -coupled audio - 

frequency amplifiers have suffered criticism 
in recent years, this was largely due to some 
products with unfavorable frequency charac- 
teristics. Resistance and choke -coil coup- 
ling was preferred in many cases. However, 
the amplification of two stages of audio -fre- 
quency with transformer coupling, using 3:1 
ratio transformers, is about 50% higher than 
that of three stages of either resistance or 
choke -coil coupling. Besides, the `B" bat- 
tery drain is lower. 

Regarding uniform amplification of fre- 
quencies, it is comparatively simple to design 
a transformer with 90% uniformity over the 
entire audible waveband. In this receiver a 
very small transformer is incorporated, with 
the greatest possible number of turns of very 
fine wire and a comparatively heavy iron 
core of very thin laminations. It is thus 
possible to obtain a high primary- and -second- 
ary impedance. The capacity effect of the 

(Continued on page 444) 
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The circuit diagram of th s nine -tube uperheterodyne, I 14-volt dry -cell tubes are indicated in the intermediate -frequency amplifier stages; though 201 -A tubes may be used, in which case all filaments should be connected in paralleL 
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A Sub -Paneled Four -Tube Receiver 
By HY. BAYER 

For the enthusiast who wishes a compact receiver, it would be well if he were to consider the 

one described in this article. The sub -panel is used to full advantage. 

THE era in which the home con- 
structor thought of a receiving set in 
terms of cubic yards of space oc- 
cupied by the installation has ended, 

fortunately. The sub -panel is one of the 
most important of the ideas which brought 
it to its close. A sub -panel, mounted 
a few inches above the bottom of the cabi- 
net, provides mounting room for twice as 
many instruments as were possible under 
the old methods ; and greatly simplifies as 
well the problems of arrangement and of 
wiring. 

This principle of construction has been 
employed by the manufacturers of most of 
the best sets now on the market commer- 
cially. Its use is reflected in all of the 
best amateur installations, as well. 

The receiver to be described in this article 
was designed primarily with sub -panel con- 
struction in mind. The result is unusual 
simplicity of assembly, which makes it a 
practical task even for the beginner who 
never before has attempted to make any 
kind of apparatus. 

The instruments used are of standard 
manufacture and can be obtained easily at 
any well- stocked store dealing in radio parts. 
Coils of standard manufacture also have been 
employed; but for the experimenter who 
wishes to make as much of the set as pos- 
sible from raw material, directions will be 
given for coils of similar design. 

DETAILS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR 
The antenna coupler is wound on a tube 

2% inches in diameter and 2/ inches long. 
The primary consists of nine turns of Litz 
wire, No. 20 -38. Spaced at a distance of 
half an inch, the secondary is wound with 
55 turns of No. 26 D.S.C. wire. Care 
should be taken that both coils are wound 
in the same direction. The primary and 
secondary of the inter -stage transformer are 
of the same dimensions and number of turns 
as the antenna coupler. But the transformer 
carries, in addition, a tickler coil consist- 
ing of 30 turns of No. 28 D.S.C. wire on 
a tube 1% inches in diameter and 1% inches 
long. This tube is mounted on a shaft, con- 

trolled by a knob on the front panel, and 
can be varied 90 degrees. 

The sub -panel may be macle from any 
good insulating panel material ; although a 
hard- rubber one will be easier to work, as 
large holes must be drilled for the sockets. 
It measures 4x164x?-6 inches, and is sup- 

and expense of adapters. This feature will 
be appreciated by those who wish to have 
a set, which can be used at home with 
standard tubes and large batteries, but which 
can also be used as a portable receiver 
with dry cells for the filament and a smaller 
size "B" battery. 

No. 1 is the 7x18 panel; 2 and 6, variable condensers; 3 and 5, rheostats; 4, 3 -coil tuner; 7, an- 
tenna coil; 8, ,supporting brackets; 9, balancing condenser; 10, 11, 13, ánd 16, tube sockets; 12 

and 14, A.F. transformers; and 15, 4 x 16% sub -panel. 

ported by brackets of the same material, 
2 inches high and 6i4 inches long. These 
may he made at home ; but it would hardly 
pay, as they can be obtained ready -made for 
a very reasonable sum. 

The new UX sockets are used, making 
it posible to employ either storage- battery 
or dry- battery tubes without the bother 

Four holes, each Il inches in diameter, 
are drilled in the sub -panel to accommodate 
the sockets. Their location may be seen 
in both of the views. No exact dimensions 
for spacing any of the instruments will be 
given, as the exact arrangement will depend 
upon whether or not each builder Uses a 

(Continued on page 378) 
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The small variable condenser in the plate circuit of the first tube is used for balancing in this excellent four -tube receiver. 
l 
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Methods of Oscillation Control (n Stabilized 
Receivers 

By LEON L. ADELMAN* 
There are numerous ways of controlling oscillation in a receiving circuit but they are not all 
good. Most of the existing methods are reviewed in this article. This material should be of 

particular interest to the set builder. 

THE control of self -oscillation in radio 
receivers has been a serious problem 
to radio experimenters and engineers. 
As a result of the extensive research 

work which has been done, several methods 
have been evolved, some meritorious, others 
not very good. 

J 
TICKLER FEED BACK CIRCUIT 

FIG. I 

TUNED PLATE 
REGENERATIVE 

FIG 2 

CLOSE- COUPLED R.F. AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 3 

GRID 
RESISTANCE 

FIG. 4 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are conventional circuits 
addicted to oscillation. Fig. 4 shows how os- 
cillation can be controlled by the use of a vari- 

able resistance. 

There are two distinct classes of receivers 
in which oscillation control is of paramount 
importance. The first is the regenerative 
type; the second, the tuned -radio- frequency. 
Of these oscillation control is most impera- 
tive in the latter class, because there are more 
tuned- radio- frequency receivers in existence 
today than sets of any other type. 

Tuned -radio -frequency receivers have been 
by far the most popular with manufacturers 
as well as with those who build their own. 
The reason is that it is possible to contrive 
so many various combinations with but few 
and simple changes. Again, there are many 
different modifications of this type of receiv- 
er:; and for the layman to exercise good 
choice in the selection of a receiver, it is 
necessary that he should be well versed in the 
qualifications and outstanding features of 
each circuit. Thus, in order to understand 
thoroughly what factors must be taken into 
consideration, the requirements of a receiver 
must be clear in one's mind. 

Chas. Freshman Co., Inc. 

REQUIREMENTS OF A RECEIVER 
First, the circuit must be of such design 

that no matter in what position the tuning 
dials may be, there will be no manifestation 
of what is commonly known as "squealing," 
or howling noises, that so often upset the 
peace. 

Second, a high degree of amplification 
must be obtained at all wavelengths, and not 
at only the lower wavelengths, as with so 
many of the ordinary variety of tuned- radio- 
frequency receivers. 

Third, the quality of reproduction must be 
unblemished -true and harmonious tonal 
quality should be predominant, and all notes, 
overtones and harmonics should be present 
in the output of the loud- speaker. 
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Fig. 17. Mounting the tuned -radio -frequency 
transformer on the rear of the variable con- 
denser provides an absorption factor great 

enough to prevent oscillation. 

Fourth, the ease of tuning, and the corres- 
ponding degree of selectivity or sharpness, 
should be in accord with the idea that any 
member of the family, from the 6- year -old 
to grandfather, should he able to tune in any 
station, without the slightest semblance of 
trouble. 

Fifth, the general appearance as well as 
cost of upkeep and replacement must be and 
are considered by the prospective purchaser 
or builder. 
OSCILLATION CONTROL IN REGENER- 

ATIVE SETS 
Reference to Fig. 1 shows the common 

two -circuit or three- circuit regenerative re- 
ceiver, also known as the "tickler-feedback 
circuit." A close study of this circuit re- 
veals that the proximity of the tickler coil 
to the tuned grid circuit will affect, not only 
the volume of an incoming signal, but also 
the quality, the selectivity, and the sensitiv- 
ity, and to some extent, create a variation in 
tuning. Unless the tickler coil is of proper 
size and construction, these changes are 
abrupt and very irregular, and invariably 
cause trouble in the reproduction of the sig- 
nal. 

It is necessary, in this type of circuit. to 
couple the tickler coil to the grid coil rather 
closely at the higher wavelengths and to 

loosen gradually the coupling as the tuning is 
changed for the lower wavelengths. This is 
done in order that maximum amplification 
may be obtained on the entire band of wave- 
lengths from 200 to 575 meters, the broad- 
cast band. If the tickler coupling is not 
varied, trouble from self -oscillation will oc- 
cur and be manifest either as a howl or in 
badly distorted music or speech. 

In Fig. 2, we have another regenerative 
circuit, a bit easier to control, so far as os- 
cillation is concerned. This type of receiver 
is called the "tuned -plate regenerative cir- 
cuit." It will be seen that, in order to obtain 
maximum amplification on all wavelengths, 
it will be necessary to vary the condenser in 
the plate circuit. With this system a much 
finer variation in regeneration can be ob- 
tained; and thus the circuit can be brought 
very close to the oscillation point where, as 
we all know, maximum amplification can be 
obtained. 

A study of Fig. 3 which leads us on into 
(Continued ose page 410) 

FILAMENT 
RETURN 

RESISTANCE 

FIG. 5 

PLATE 
RESISTANCE 

FIG 6 

POTENTIOMETER 
STABILIZATION 

FIG.7 

FIG 8 

REVERSED 
FEED BACK 

SHUNT 
RESI STOR 

FIG. 9 

Figs. 5 and 6 show methods of controlling 
oscillation with variable resistances; Fig. 7, 
by a potentiometer; Fig. 8 by counter E.M.F.; 

and Fig. 9, by damping. 
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MUST GET TIRESOME 
Sticky report from the 

New York Sun of June 29: 
" his ears GLUED to 
the RECEIVING TUBES'.' 
Why on earth anybody 
should want to listen to 
concerts with tubes stuck 
to his head is something we 
cannot comprehend, but 
maybe he wasn't listening 
at all. Maybe he was try- 
ing to get rid of family in- 
terference. 

Contributed by C. A. Brockaway. 

THE ANZAC POWER SUPPLY 
Latest war news from the 

Melbourne (Australia), 
Argus of May 27: "In ((KAMERAD, 

these circuits both the plate L 

and the inner grid are con- 
nected to the positive side ck,_d 

of the filament FIGHTING 
BATTERY." Forward, me 
brave battery, up and at 
that filament! Shoot when 
you see the glow of its 
tubes. 

Contributed by 
Elias Spielvogel 

HERE'S A NEW ONE 
An innovation in clicks, 

as set forth by the Radio 
World of June 26: It says 
that one should distinguish 

between the pro- 
nounced charging click and 
the LOUD SHIRT -CIR- - CUIT click." Hey, Ma, 
what happened to that old 
silk shirt of mine with the 
red, green and yellow 
strips? I want it for the 
blooper. 

Contributed by Frank E. Mitchell 

vouR sHIRr is so 
]LOUD R 

'MUSIC 
HEA 

MUSIC 

- CL/CH ? oóod 

WHERE'S YOUR TICKET? 
Alarming news from the 

Sesquicentennial City, as 
set forth in the Philadel- 
phia Inquirer of June 27: 
It uses a TICKET feed- 

back form of regeneration 
Whether this var- 

iety of ticket is that sold by 
the speculator or given 
away by the Police Dept. 
we are not informed. \Vhat 
is your guess? 

.WHERE IS YOUR TICKET? 
WELL YYAN'T REGENERATE 
WITHOUT IT IN PHILLY 

Contributed by O. lasso 

POOR PUSSY! 
Cruelty to animals relat- 

ed in the North-Western 
Daily flail, Barrow, Eng- 
land, of June 22: "- 
tracing ink reproductions 
on a CAT SURFACE by 
radio." We sympathized 
with the feline members of 
the fancily when they con- 
tributed their whiskers, but 
we think that this is carry- 
ing the joke too far. 

Contributed by 
C. A. Oldroyd 

GET BEHIND ME, SATAN! 
Devilish data from the 

Hartford. Conn., Daily 
Times of July 24: `You 
can see that in either case 
the, magnetic FIEND 
around these coils of the 
TRANSFORMEN is sub- 
ject to a high rate of fluc- 
uation." We inquire won- 
deringly if the coils of this 
instrument have sufficient 
resistance to the fiend. 

Contributed by 
George L. Remand 
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THE LATEST GADGET 

Announcement from the 
Springfield, Mass., Repub- 
lican of May 2 "In prac- 
tice you often utilize this 
effect by turning up the fil- 
ament WHEOSTAT." Ev- 
idently there were thou- 
sands of receivers " using 
these instruments during 
the International Tests last 
January. Do you remem- 
ber! Whee!! 

Contributed by 
Chas. S. O'Regan 

WHERE THE ROARS 
Healthy wallop from the 

Cincinnati Enquirer of 
June 6: "About 300 per- 
sons, including the Crosley 
sales force, will attend this, 
the fourth of the ANIMAL 
conventions." We trust 
that none of the salesmen 
were the refreshments at 
this unique gathering. 

Contributed by 
Brace Cline 

COME FROM 

PAGE MR. SHUBERT 
Possible source of talent 

for our stages, as told in 
the July 4 issue of the 
New York Herald -Tribune: 

if the resistances are 
overloaded ACTING will 
result." At the next try -out 
for any play we humbly 
suggest that a few resis- 
tances be overloaded, we 
suppose with ginger ale, 
and see how they compare 
with actors. 

Contributed by 
Ernest De Keukelaere 

MY SET ACTS LOADED -1 
PLEASE RUSH,j 

2 

F you happen to see any humorous mis- 
prints in the press we shall be glad to 
have you clip them out and send to us. 

No RADIOTIC will be accepted unless the 
printed original giving the name of the news- 

`__ paper or magazine is submitted with date 
and page on which it appeared. We will pay 
$1.00 for each RADIOTIC accepted and 
printed here. A few humorous lines from 
each correspondent should accompany each 
RADIOTIC. The most humorous ones will 
be printed. Address all RADIOTICS to 

Editor RADIOTIC DEPARTMENT, 
c/o Radio News. 

.1.1,1.1:::1::1:::::: 111::: ::::::::1111::::1::::.:::::::: : 1II:M:: 11::,,:::, ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

BEAT THIS FOR STRENGTH 
In the July issue of 

Radio News Magazine there 
appeared an advertisement 
telling how "an extension 
cord -will move your speaker 

S 1 front roost to roost or to 
porch and lawn." That's 

n what we call some extension 
- -- cord. We hope that it 

won't drop the set when it 
is staggering down the front 

------ steps to the lawn. 
Contributed by 

Wm. B. Taylor 

WITH FITFUL KEROSENE 
Another source of rev- 

enue for Socony is seen in 
this discovery reported by 
the New York Telegram 
Radio section of June 26: 
"In the recently exploited 
A.C. tubes the filament has 
given away to, or, rather, 
has become an OIL heater 
coil." Instead of rigging 
up an eliminator, all we 
have to do is go to the fill- 

, ing station and ask for a, 

quart of oil. 
Contributed by A. Jacob 

ADDITION TO THE DAILY DOZEN 
On July 9 the Boston. 

Post ran this health item: 
" -this type of flicker is ¡( apt to be of the long- period 
type and explains the type 

- where you have TO- HOP 
UP AND DOWN to keep 
the volume where you want 

,. it." This is not the flicker 
we would recommend to 
the tired business man. 

Contributed by 
A. Israel 

DX AXLES FOR FORDS 
A new use for that long 

distance receiver as di- 
vulged in an advertisement 
in the Denver Post of July 
18: "Want distance radio 
set for rear Ford axles." 
It is questionable whether 
distance radio axles could 
hold all speeds and reverse 
without any fading. 

Contributed by 
Carl C. B u benzer 

AS IT'S DONE IN ENGLAND 
Startling item from 

Wireless Magazine, Lon - ;^ don, of July 10: "At last, 
60 -volt batteries 21/ each, 
CHARGE YOURSELF, 
NO ELECTRICITY 
NEEDED, just acid." We 
can not see the advantage 
of filling oneself with acid 
and we also wonder 
whether the first charge of 
21/ would be the last. 

Contributed by 
Leslie Goldberg 

IT'S SO -EASY 
Pressing advertisement 

in the Chicago Tribaae of 
July 21: "Five -tube At- 
water Kent radio in TWO 
TUBE walnut console 
$100." From our research 
department we have the in- 
formation that a hydraulic 
press is used with a pres- 
sure of 54,6731/ tons to 
do this little trick. 

Contributed by 
De. Franklin W. Otto 

HAND IT BACK TO THE BROADCASTERS 
Nóvel combination de- 

scribed on page 56 of the 
Standard Radio Company's 
catalog for 1926. In speak- 
ing of a receiver it says: 
"The new "D" coil with 
which it is equipped is a 
tuned radio TRANSMIT- 
TER mounted on the same 
shaft of the condenser." 
Tell it to the boys at the 
stations. 

Contributed by 
F. Daniels 

THEY'RE TOASTED! 
In the June issue of the ¡tpaaTION RADIJ WAVES 

Radio Review aid Call i JELL DONE 

Book we find mention made 
of "the GRILL COIL of 
the oscillator." We assume 
that when the radio waves 
meander into the antenna 
that they have to he broiled 
before they are any use to 
the rest of the amplifiers. 
Got any done on this? 

Contributed by 
Sam Miirtin 
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EVERY month RADIO NEWS presents in this convenient form a selection of circuit diagrams, with constructional and other data, on standard hook -ups. 
which the editors have tried and found to give excellent results. Every radio experimenter should preserve these for their reference value, as they are 
selected to cover the complete range of radio apparatus, from the simplest to the largest and most complicated. Requests for special or additional advice 

and information should be addressed to the I WANT TO KNOW Department of RADIO NEWS. (A charge of 25 cents is made for answering each ques- 
tion which requires a reply by letter.) 

Handy Reference Data for the Experimenter 
A REMARKABLE FIVE -TUBE SET 

Circuit No. 184. This is the diagram 
of a very efficient five -tube set, using 
what are commonly known as "figure -of- 
eight coils." Another distinct feature of 
this receiver is that operation ou a loop 
or with aerial and ground is entirely pos- 
sible. The simplicity of the arrangements 
and wiring is obvious from the figure, 
and it is easy to construct. 

Oscillation is controlled by means of a 
non- inductive variable resistance, as 
shown, with a range from zero to 200,000 
ohms. 

The coils may be wound in a self -sup- 
porting manner, the turns being held to- 
gether by celluloid which is supplied in 
liquid form, or on pairs of 2% -inch insu- 
lating tubes. Each unit consists of two 
cylindrical coils, the turns of which are 
wound from one to the other and back, 
crossing in the centre at each turn, so 
that they are thus united. Half of the 
wire is wound on each form, so that two 
are needed to constitute one primary - 
and- secondary winding. The primaries 
consist of a total number of 18 turns, 
and the secondaries of 76 each; or 9 and 
38 turns on each form. 

In addition to the three R. F. trans- 
formers, described above, there are need- 
ed for this receiver: 
I Composition Panel, 7x24 inches, and 

baseboard, 8T/,x23; 
3 Variable Condensers, .00035 -µf., S.L.F.; 

and clockwise vernier dials; 
5 Vacuum Tubes and Sockets; 
2 A.F. Transformers 2:1 ratio; 
1 Grid Condenser, .00025 -µf., with mount- 

ing and 3- megohm Grid Leak; 
2 Fixed Condensers, one .001 -µf., one .5- 

µf.; 
I Rheostat, 6 -ohm; 
1 Variable Resistance, 0- 200,000 -ohm; 

LOOP. 0 

.0005 ME- 
SINGLE 
CIRCUIT 

JACK 

C. D LT. 

S 

A- At B- Bt 
o 

221-45 V. 8+90V. 
The Regenerative Interflex simplified. The filament control jacks are omitted, and a single- circuit 

jack is connected directly to the final output. A filament switch turns the tubes on or off. 

1 S.C. Jack and one S.- T. -S. -P. Switch; 
8 Binding Posts, Buswire, Spaghetti, etc. 

With an aerial and lead -in which 
should have a combined length of 75 to 
100 feet, plug in the loud speaker and turn 
the rheostat and high- resistance controls 
almost completely to the right. Turn the 
dials, keeping them in step, until a sta- 
tion whistle is picked up. Then turn 
back the high- resistance control to the 
left until the whistle stops, and adjust 
all condenser dials until the station comes 
in best. Log these readings for future 
reference. After you have the set thor- 
oughly logged and are familiar with its 
tuning, you need never make it whistle. 
You then have but to set the dials to the 
proper readings and turn the volume 
knob until the reception is at its best. 

3 MEG. :00025 MF 

For loop operation, connect the two out- 
side terminals of the loop to the ground 
and loop binding posts of the set, from 
which the aerial and ground have already 
been disconnected. Open the loop switch 
so that the first or antenna coil is dis- 
connected, and the first condenser is tun- 
ing the loop instead. This dial will, of 
course, have a somewhat different set- 
ting for a given station than when the 
aerial is in use; but the second and third 
dials will show the same readings as 
before. 

The loop must, of course, be pointed 
approximately toward the station desired, 
some variation being occasioned at times 
from the exact compass point; and in 
tuning out an interfering station, the di- 

00035 

2 M F. 

BY- PAST 

MF 
.00035 

MF. 

0- 22v0y0,,0000 OHMS 

T 

Y 

o 
A- A+ 

6 OHMS 

o o 
g- 6+45 13+90 

A standard 5 -tube tuned -R.F. receiver, employing the "figure-8" type of inductance. A variable resistance, connected in series with the R.F. "B+" 
supply controls the oscillations within the receiver. 
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rection of the loop must be varied care- 
fully. More careful adjustment of the 
dials is necessary when tuning the set 
with the loop. 

A SPECIAL REGENERATIVE 
INTERFLEX RECEIVER 

Circuit No. 185. RADIO Nrws has re- 
ceived numerous requests for a three -tube 
Regenerative Interflex circuit diagram in 

which the filament- control jacks are omit- 
ted. The filament -control jacks, it is claim- 
ed, complicate the construction and wiring of 
the receiver, and sometimes their incorrect 
use results in burnt -out tubes. Herewith 
is presented the standard Regenerative Inter- 
flex circuit, from which we have eliminated 
the filament- control units and substituted in 

their place an ordinary filament switch. 
The constructional data for the three - 

circuit Flexo -Coupler are as follows: 
P has 8 turns No. 22 DCC wire on a 

3 -inch tube. 
S has 42 turns No. 22 DCC wire 

wound on the same tube with P, but / -inch 
away. 

T is an ordinary 25 -turn honeycomb coil. 
More complete specifications in detail will 

be found in the article entitled, "The Regen- 
erative Interflex Receiver," published in the 
December, 1925 issue of RADIO NEWS, or in 
the RADIO NEWS Amateur's Handibook, vol. 
2. 

EXPERIMENTER'S TWO -TUBE 
RECEIVER 

Circuit No. 186. An unusually selec- 
tive two -tube receiver employing a stage of 
tuned -radio- frequency amplification, crystal - 
detector rectification, and a stage of audio - 
frequency amplification, all of which are 
combined in a novel manner, serves to pro- 
duce a combination for the experimenter, 
which will prove most satisfactory as re- 

1 

C4 

ROTOR 
WINDING 

mnIMmmrmmrtmmmmi. mnmmnnmmnmmim 

A simple small receiver 
that has both the desir- 
able features of selectivity 
and quality. The output 
of this receiver is suffi- 
cient to fill a room, al- 
though if greater volume 
is desired a one -step au- 
dio amplifier can be con- 

veniently connected. 

gards both selectivity, clarity, and volume, 
considering the number of tubes employed. 

Inductance L -1 consists of 45 turns of No. 
22 DCC or DSC wire wound on a 
3 -inch form. The coil may be of either the 
tapped or fixed variety. If taps are desired, 
then the tens and units system may be 
employed ; i.e., a tap taken off every tenth 
turn for the first forty turns, and a tap 
taken off every turn after the fortieth, (for 
the next five turns). The variable con - 
densers are .0005-AL The audio -frequency 
transformer should have a step -up ratio of 
approximately five -to -one. The crystal de- 
tector may be either carborundum or galena. 
Carborundum will be found slightly more 
stable in actual operation. Best results will 
be obtained when vacuum tubes of the stor- 
age- battery type (201 -A or 301 -A) are em- 
ployed. The values o E the rheostats indicated 
on the schematic diagram are for such 
tubes. C 3 is an .00l -q. fixed condenser. 
L 2 is constructed exactly like L 1. 

Varying the capacity of C 1 serves to 
tune in different wavelengths or stations. 
C 2 is more of a volume control, although it 
helps in the selection of a station. If too 
violent regeneration, or whistling and 
"squealing" as the layman calls it, is ob- 
tained, then the plate voltage or "B" battery 
should be reduced. The correct working 
voltage will be found somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 67/ to 90. 

A SIMPLIFIED RADIO RECEIVER 
Circuit No. 187. The óbvious advan- 

tage of resistance -coupled amplifiers is extra- 
ordinary quality or distortionless amplifica- 
tion, and the reasons for it need not be ex- 
plained in detail. Numerous articles on this 
method which completely cover the subject 
may be found in the last few issues of RADIO 

NEWS. All circuit constructors must be 
aware of the superiority of this method of 
amplification over the transformer- coupling 
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method, in regard to quality of reproduction. 
The usual hiss or roar, which distorts recep- 
tion and which is so often found in the 
ordinary amplifier, is always lacking in a 
perfectly -designed and constructed resistance- 
coupling unit. 

This particular circuit is that of a novel 
five -tube receiver employing a stage of tuned- 
radio-frequency amplification to obtain se- 
lectivity, and four stages of resistance-coup- 
led radio -frequency amplification. A switch- 
ing system is incorporated for regenerative 
purposes. This serves as a volume control, 
and increases or decreases the receptivity of 
a receiver. 

The following are the parts necessary for 
the construction of this set: 

1 Variocoupler ; 

1 .0005 -µf Variable Condenser, (C 1) 
preferably of the straight- line -frequency: 
type; 

1 .0001 -,uf. Variable Condenser (C 4) ; 

3 .0001, -µf. Fixed Condenser (C 2) ; 

1 .00025 -ref. Fixed Condensers, (C 3) ; 

4 Resistances, 50,000 ohms each (R 1) ; 

4 Resistances, 100,000 ohms each (R 2) ; 

1 .001 -µf. Fixed condenser (C 5) ; 

2 Switch levers; 
1 7x18 panel; 

10 Taps 
4 Switch stops; 
5 Rheostats, 15 -ohm if the 201 -A or 

301 -A tubes are to be employed. 
Honeycomb coils may be substituted for 

the variable coupler, a double- honeycomb 
coil mounting being employed for this type 
of coil. If this feature is used then a wave- 
length range of from 100 to 25,000 meters 
may be covered. Changing the values of 
the coils employed in the primary and second- 
ary circuits, is all that is necessary. The 
values of the resistances and condensers in 
the resistance -coupled stages remain the 
same over the entire wavelength range. Ap- 
proximately 150 volts "B" battery and 
storage- battery type tubes are required to 
obtain maximum efficiency. 

Should loud- speaker reception be desired, 
a three -stage resistance- coupled audio ampli- 
fier is recommended, with a power tube in 
the last audio stage. A UX-112 may be 
satisfactorily employed for this purpose, in 
which case 135 to 150 volts will be found 
sufficient plate voltage for the entire re- 
ceiver. Approximately 9 volts "C" battery, 
for the last audio stage only, will be found 
to give the most efficient results, and clari- 
fied reception. 

The 201 -A or 301 -A type of tubes are 
recommended for the other stages, with the 
possible exception of the last tube illus- 
trated in this diagram. A UX 200 -A or 
CX 300 -A will be best suited for detection 
purposes. 

+22%2V. 

T _1Io1'IO1OIO . 

-"8"150V. + 

This particular type of circuit may be constructed by those desirous of reception that is free from noises. Resistance -coupled amplifiers are known 
for their ability to amplify without in any way contributing to the disturbance created by "atmospherics." 
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BATTERY INSTALLATION FOR 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

It is nothing short of a nuisance to have 
the "A ", "B" and "C" batteries strung out 
on top of the table on which you do your 
experimental work. They get in the way; 
and being where they are, which may be on 
the left side of the table one evening and the 
right side the next, they are apt to be short - 
circuited by mistake. 

A simple and effective battery -connector ar- 
rangement for experimental work. The 
weights on pulleys underneath the table keep 

the wires down when not in use. 

The idea of placing them on the shelf 
under the table appealed very much to the 
writer so he went about determining just how 
practical it would be. The experiment end- 
ed up by boring small holes through the 
rear of the table and running flexible leads 
from the batteries up through them. Thc 
clips on the ends of the leads prevent the 
wires front dropping through the holes, in 
addition to serving their usual purpose. In 
front of each hole is marked the nature of 
the lead coming through it and the respective 
voltage. 

Later on the writer instituted a system of 
weights and pulleys. as shown in the accom- 
panying sketch. so that when he has finished 
with a lead it will snap hack out of the way. 

Contributed by .lames Stintson. 

A METAL BASEBOARD WHICH 
SIMPLIFIES WIRING 

It is of the utmost importance nowadays to 
have the wiring in a rcce ver as simple as 
possible, if the best of results are to he had. 
hurthermore, the less the amount of actual 
wire employed the better. 

,I iIoTwrvrvcirtnv _ ro: 

;°: 'OS- CONNECTIONS ' 
- 

1-,w 
;g- 

c 

---4- 

r "i 
.~1- ̀  - - 

A-CONNECTIONS ^p 
w -- 

_ 
-_ 

-=- Y 

- o y 

A three section metal baseboard that takes care 
of the common "A" and "B" connections. 
Connections to the metal are best made with 

bolts. 

The layout of apparatus and wiring can be 
greatly simplified by using a sectional metal 
baseboard as shown in the accompanying 
sketch. 

Obtain a piece of copper or brass sheeting 
of the correct dimensions for the set you are 
to build and cut it into three sections, mak- 
ing two of them about ate inch wide; the 
third or center section will probably then be 
4 or 5 inches wide. Now procure three 
pieces of insulating material, thick enough 
to provide sturdiness and ;4 -inch longer than 
the metal baseboard is wide. The metal 
sheets should be fastened to these insulating 
strips and % -inch spacing left between each. 

The apparatus is mounted on the center 
metal section. 

All the "A+" and "B -" connections are 
made to the metal section to the rear, "A -" 
connections to the center section, and the 
"B+" connections to the front section of 
metal. 

With this arrangement, it is possible, by the 
proper layout of apparatus, to have very 
short leads and at the same time actually 
provide a better path for the currents. 

It is best to employ insulated wire in con- 
nection with this baseboard, so that there is 
no chance of a short circuit. 

Contributed by Robert DI. Anderson. 

JOINING BUSBAR LEADS TO 
TERMINAL SHAFTS 

Some fans will have found it difficult to 
make a neat and strong joint when soldering 
busbar leads to terminal shafts. The busbar 
should be centered on the stem end (A) ; 

bet it is difficult to hold it steady in that 

TERMINAL SHAFT 

METHOD USUALLY 
ADOPTED 

BUSBAR 

UPPER PART OF 
TERMINAL 

ENLARGED 

END OF BUSBAR _ 
SECTION 

LIES IN GROOVE 

FILED IN END 
OF TERMINAL 

SHAFT B 
SOLDER - 

C 

A much better connection to a terminal screw 
can be made by filing a groove. as shown, and 

soldering the bus -bar into it. 

position while manipulating the soldering 
iron with the other hand, 

The following method makes it, however, 
quite simple, and incidentally, greatly in- 
creases the strength of the joint. The end 
of the terminal shaft is filed down, at the 
center, with a thin file. used narrow edge 

All published Wrinkles, not winning 
prizes, will be paid for at the rate of two __ 

dollars each. 
The next list of prize winners will be pub - _ 

lished in the November issue. 

on (B). The depth of the groove may be 
about 1/16 of an inch; the thickness of the 
file should be about the same as the thick- 
ness of the busbar. 

The shallow groove locates the busbar 
definitely and the finished joint will be quite 
flush. The solder will now bind the busbar 
to the shaft on three sides (C) ; and even 
a severe strain will not break this type of 
joint. 

Contributed by C. A. Oldroyd. 

CHEAP AND EFFICIENT GRID 
CONDENSER 

Since the capacity of a grid condenser is 
very small, it is a simple matter to make 
one at home front almost any material avail- 

WIRE SOLDERED TO TUBE 

J' 

CLOSELY WOUND INSULATED WIRE 

BRASS 
TUBE 

A simple grid condenser, composed of a cop- 
per or brass tube wound with insulated wire. 
The tube forms one plate, the wire the other. 

able. Two copper or aluminum plates, 
mounted very close to each other, foret a 
condenser of sufficient capacity to be used in 
the grid circuit of a vacuum -tube detector. 

However, one of the simplest types can 
be made front a section of brass tubing, 
about 1% inches long, closely wound with 
No. 24 or 26 insulated wire. The tube acts 
as one plate of the condenser, the closely- 
wound wire as the other ; while the insult, - 
tion functions as the dielectric. A condenser 
of this type is shown in the accontpanyin:; 
illustration. Care must he taken that the 
wire does not conte in direct contact with 
the tube; be sure the insulation on the win; 
is perfect before winding it on the tube. 

Contributed by Edmund C. Woodard. 

WHEN WINDING COILS 
When winding coils and using silk or cot- 

ton- covered wire which has been bought on 
reels, it will often be found that it is lift 
an easy matter to stop the wire from kink- 
ing, and also make it run smoothly on to the 
former with an even tension. 

The little device shown in the accompany- 
ing sketch makes matters easy and a very 
neat result can be obtained. 

The porcelain pulleys are of the ordinary 
(Cno'nued ore page 416) 

This device not only keeps the wire taut while 
winding, but also straightens it. 
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LABORATORIES¡ 
1922 

RADIO manufacturers are invited to send to RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES, samples of their products for test. It does not matter whether or not 
they advertise in RADIO NEWS, the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES being an independent organization, with the improvement of radio appar- 
atus as its aim. If, after being tested, the instruments submitted prove to be built according to modern radio engineering practice, they will each be 

awarded a certificate of merit, and a "write -up" such as those given below will appear in this department of RADIO NEWS. If the apparatus does not pass 
the Laboratory tests, it will be returned to the manufacturer with suggestions for improvements. No "write -ups" sent by manufacturers are published on these 
pages, and only apparatus which has been tested by the Laboratories and found to be of good mechanical and electrical construction is described. Inasmuch as 
the service of the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES is free to all manufacturers whether they are advertisers or not, it is necessary that all goods to be 
t.:sted be forwarded prepaid, otherwise they cannot be accepted by the Laboratories. Apparatus ready for the market or already on the market will be tested 
for manufacturers, as heretofore, free of charge. Apparatus in process of development will be tested at a charge of $2.00 per hour required to do the work. 
Address all communications and all parcels to RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES, 53 Park Place, New York City. 

VARIABLE CONDENSER VACUUM TUBE 
The vacuum tube shown was sub- 

mitted to the RADIO NEWS LABORA- 
TORIES for test, by the Myers Radio 
Tube Corp., 1890 East 40 Street, 
Cleveland, Ohio. It is of the high- 

type. It was found to be excellent 
both as detector and amplifier. It is 
particularly adaptable to audio am- 
plifiers of the resistance- and im- 
pedance- coupled type. 

The variable condenser shown was 
submitted to the RADIO NEws LABOR- 
ATORIES for test, by the Wirt Com- 
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., and found 

to be of very good construction. It 
has a maximum capacity of .00035- 

µ AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1441. 

TOROIDAL COIL 
The coil shown was submitted to 

the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for 
test, by the Russell Fraser Wire Co., 
Maspeth, Long Island, N. Y. It has 
a toroidal winding and therefore, a 

consequent lower distributed capac- 
ity. These inductances are adapt- 
able to any type of tuned- radio -fre- 
quency circuit. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1494. 

UNIVERSAL SOCKET 
The universal socket shown was 

submitted to the RADIO NEWS LABO- 
RATORIES for test, by the Klosner 
Radio Corp., 1022 E. 178th St., New 
York City. It is designed to take all 

present types of TX vacuum tubes, 
and has been found to be of very 
good construction. - 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERT1Fi CAT E 
OF MERIT NO. 1429. 

GLASTOR RESISTANCE 
UNIT 

The resistance unit shown was 
submitted to the RADIO NEws LABO- 
RATORIES for test, by the Doyen Ra- 
dio Corp., Newark, N. T. The effec- 
tive element is a metallic substance 

á 1111f?I 

which is fused into a glass rod. The 
resistance value was found to be 
very accurate and free from any va- 
riation. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MI LIT NO. 1473. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1495. 

CRYSTAL SET AND HEAD- 
PHONES 

The set and headphones shown 
were submitted to the RADIO NEws 
LABORATORIES for test, by the C. 
Lorenz A. -G., Berlin-Tempelhof- 
Lorenzweg, Germany. It is found to 
be very efficient. The set employs 
a semi -adjustable crystal detector and 
inductance coil, and a small compres- 
sion- type variable condenser. Small 
jacks are provided in the side of the 
case for two pairs of headphones. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1475. 

RESISTOR UNIT 
The resistor unit shown was sub- 

mitted to the RADIO NEws LABORATO- 
RIES for test, by Arthur H. Lynch, 

"Ëw álsi_ "r i ïi71llllll 

Inc., Fisk Building, Broadway and 
57th Street, New York City. These 
resistors, which employ a metallic 
substance as an element. were found 
to be very accurate and impervious 
to climatic conditions. These units 
come in various resistance values. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1427. 

SOUND -ABSORBENT PAD 
The sound -absorbent pad shown 

was submitted to the RADIO NEws 

I.AEORATORIES for test, by the Wood 
Conversion Co., Cloquet, Minn. The 
pad shown herewith is made of bal- 
sam wool and will effectively damp 
any mechanical vibration, when plac- 
ed underneath a radio set or a loud 
speaker. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1471. 

RADIO LAMP AND LOUD 
SPEAKER 

This combination electric lamp and 
horn loud speaker was submitted to 
the RADIO NEws LABORATORIES for 

test, by the Faries Mfg. Co., Decatur, 
111. It is very attractive in appearance 
and has fine tonal qualities. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1368. 

GEM -JAC 
The Gem -Jac shown was submitted 

to the RADIO NEws LABORATORIES for 
test, by the Chicago Telephone Sup- 
ply -Co., Elkhart, Ind. This small 
jack is of original construction, and 

takes up very little space behind the 
panel. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1478. 

FIXED CONDENSER 
The fixed condenser shown was 

submitted to the RADIO NEws LAB- 
ORATORIES for test, by the - Tobe- 

Deutschmann Company, Cornhill, 
Boston, Mass. It is designed for 
use in "B" battery eliminator cir- 

cuits, and will stand excessively high 
voltages. The capacity is 4 -1/f. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT No. 1467. 

POWER- AMPLIFIER TUBE 
The tube shown was submitted to 

the RADIO NEws LABORATORIES for 

test, by the Van Horne Company, 
Franklin, Ohio. This tube passed 
all tests. It is provided with four 
binding posts, so that it can be placed 
in the last -stage amplifier of any set 
without the necessity of changing any 
of the wiring. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1337. 

DRY -CELL "B" BATTERY 
The battery shown was submitted 

to the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for 

MN 

test, by Wireless Dry Cells, Ltd., 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. This 45 -volt 
"B" battery was found to be made 
of excellent materials, and tests 
proved it to have a long life. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1452. 

VARIABLE CONDENSER 
The variable condenser shown 

was submitted to the RADIO NEws 
LABORATORIES for test, by the Pacent 

Electric Company, 91 Seventh Ave., 
New York City. This variable con- 
denser is of the straight -line -fre- 

quency type; its mechanical and 
electrical design is very good. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1323. 
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DRY -CELL "B" BATTERY 
The dry -cell "B" battery shown 

was submitted to the RADIO NEWS 
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LABORATORIES for test, by the Stand- 
ard Electric Novelty Company, 19 
Bond Street, New York City. It was 
found to he made of very good ma- 
terial and to have a long life. It is 
of the 45 -volt type. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1474. 

VACUUM TUBE 
The vacuum tube shown was sub - 

mitted to the RADIO NEWS LARORA- 
TORIES for test, by the Van Home 
Company, Franklin, Ohio. This 

tulle was found to have exception- 
ally good characteristics, and stood 
up well under all tests. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1337. 

VACUUM TUBE 
The vacuum tube shown was sub- 

mitted to the RADIO NEws LABORA- 
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; OR] ES for test, by the Van Home 
Co., Franklin, Ohio. The tube has a 
split base, with a sponge -rubber ring 
interposed, which effectively absorbs 
mechanical vibrations. The tube can 
be used either as a detector or an 
amplifier. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1500. 

DOUBLE -DUTY BATTERY 
CHARGER 

The double -duty battery charger 
shown was submitted to the RADIO 
NEws LABORATORIES for test by the 
Acme Electric and Manufacturing 
Company, 1444 Hamilton Avenue, 

Cleveland, Ohio. This charger em- 
ploys a large rectifier tube and can be 
used for charging storage "A" or 
"B" batteries. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1445. 

JACK SWITCH 
The Jack Switch shown, submit- 

ted to the RADIO NEWS LABORATOR- 
IES for test, by the Bono Mfg. Co., 
426 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill., 
provides a convenient means for 
switching from one to another stage 
of audio -frequency amplification. 
The telephone plug is inserted in a 
hole through the center of the con- 
trol knob. This device passed all 
tests satisfactorily. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1517. 

"B" ELIMINATOR AND 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

The "B" Eliminator and power 
amplifier shown, submitted to the 
RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for test, 
by the General Radio Co., 11 Wind- 
sor St., Cambridge, Mass., contes 
in kit form. Aside from the single 
stage of power amplification, the 
eliminator unit is capable of supply- 
ing "B" current for all of the tubes 
in the set with which it is used. 
This device passed all tests satis- 
factorily. 
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AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1505. 

TRICKLE CHARGER 
The "Konite Recti -Trickler" or 

Trickle Charger shown, submitted 
to the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES 
for test, by the Konite Corp., 25 -27 
West Broadway, New York City, 
is a comparatively new form of rec- 
tifying device; no tube is employed. 
It proved to be satisfactory on test. 

erg 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1522. 

AUDIO -FREQUENCY TRANS- 
FORMER 

The Audio -Frequency Transform- 
er shown. submitted to the RADIO 

NEws LABORATORIES for test, by Sil- 
ver- Marshall, Inc., 110 South Wa- 
bash Ave., Chicago, Ill., employs a 
heavy iron core and high- imped- 
ance windings. It gave excellent 
results on test. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1518. 

PLUG -IN "B" ELIMINATOR 
The "B" Eliminator shown, sub- 

mitted to the RADIO NEws LABORA- 
TORIES for test, by Silver -Marshall, 
Inc., 110 South Wabash Ave., Chi- 
cago, Ill., comes in kit form. It 

is designed for use with a Raytheon 
tube; the voltage range is front 
zero to 300. It gave excellent re- 

suits on test and was found to pass 
no hum. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1519. 

TAPPED INDUCTANCE 
This tapped inductance, submitted 

to the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for 
test, by the - (Remler) Gray R Dan- 
ielson Mfg. Co., 260 First St., San 
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Francisco, Cal., is designed for use 
in the Infradyne circuit. It was 
found to be of excellent construction. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT No. 1573. 

SOCKET 
The Socket shown, submitted to 

the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for 
test, by the Insulating Company of 

_- merica, Inc., 59 Warren Street, 
New York City, is very simple in 
construction and consists primarily 
of the four prongs which can easily 
be riveted into holes in a sub -base. 
The mechanical construction was 
found to be excellent. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1520. 

RADIO JACK 
The Radio Short Jack shown, 

submitted to the RADIO NEws LAB- 

ORATORIES for test, by the Carter 
Radio Co., 300 S. Racine Ave., Chi- 
cago. Ill., is of unique construction 
and takes but little space behind the 
panel of a radio set. The mechani- 
cal and electrical construction is ex- 
cellent. This jack is supplied in all 
standard types. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1545. 

AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLI- 
FIER 

The "Tru- Phonic" Audio- Frequen- 
v Amplifier, submitted to the RADIO 

NEws LABORATORIES for test, by the 

Alden Mfg. Co., 52 Willow St., 
Springfield, Mass., is a unit as 
shown, comprising three stages of 
audio -frequency amplification em- 
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playing a new form of coupling sys- 
tems. The unit can be attached to 
any forni of radio set. It gave ex- 
cellent results on test. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1548. 

FACE PLATE 
The Face Plate shown, submit- 

ted to the RADIO NEws LABORATOR- 

SES for test, by the Alden Mfg. Co., 
52 Willow St., Springfield, Mass., 
is to be used in conjunction with 
the "NaAId" triple- condenser un't. 
It is easily attached to the radin - 
receiver panel. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1549. 

TIP JACK 
The Tip Jack shown, submitted 

to the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES for 
test, by the Carter Radio Co., 300 

S. Racine Ave., Chicago, Ill., can 
be easily mounted on the panel of 
any radio set. It is designed to take 
the cord tips of any type of head- 
phone or loud -speaker. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEW ì 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1547. 

FIXED RESISTANCE 
The fixed resistance shown, sub- 

mitted to the RADIO NEWS LABORA- 
TORIES for test, by the Tobe- 
Deutschmann Co., Cornhill, Boston, 
Mass., employs a metallic composi- 

® 
tion enclosed within an evacuated 
tube, so that it cannot be affected 
by .climatic conditions; it conies in 
all standard resistance values. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1506. 

CAGE ANTENNA AND 
GROUND 

The Cage Antenna and Grovud 
shown, submitted to the RADIO NEWTS 
LABORATORIES for test, by the Radio - 
Kraft Mfg. Co., 503 F. W. B :aun 

Bldg., Main St., at Pico, Los An- 
geles, Calif., conies as a complete 
assembly. A good grade of stranded 
copper wire is employed, together 
with copper hoops which space the 
wires. 

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS 
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT NO. 1543. 
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Meurs $2» j 
The "Ham" Meets the "Egg" 

By "BILL" SCHUDT, Jr. 
E had just moved into the new 
house, and it was a bright warm 
Saturday afternoon. I was busily 
engaged in erecting a mast. in the 

back yard to support my thirty -foot antenna. 
I had gone as far as placing a few guy 

wires, when a rather enthusiastic voice joy- 
ously remarked: 

"Oh, are you putting up an aerial ?" 
"Yeah," I replied, "who told you ?" Hav- 

ing fastened the third guy securely I turned 
to view my new acquaintance. 

He was a clear boy, for all the world like 
Harold Lloyd -shell -rimmed eyeglasses and 
all. 

Evidently my short, if not curt, reply 
took him by surprise, for he hesitated mo- 
mentarily before replying in a meeker tone: 

"No one told me. I have a radio, too! 
In fact I may be able to give you a few 
tips on just the correct methods to pursue in 
putting up that aerial. I've been experi- 
menting with the new science for a long 
time now. Let's see; it must be pretty 
nearly two years since I built my first set." 

I eyed him rather suspiciously and thought 
to myself that at least I was going to have 
a lot of fun with this "expert" giving me 
"hints for beginners." 

"Oli," I replied, "That is, indeed, very 

"Oh, are you 
putting up an 
aerial?" 

"Yeah," I re- 
plied, "who told 
you?" 
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kind of you. Know anything about Hertz 
antennas ?" 

"Why -er, no I don't. The 100 -foot kind 
is the best though," he stammered. 

Four more guys having been properly 
placed, I proceeded to measure off the 
proper length for my aerial -when my newly 
acquired assistant politely told me that if I 
didn't make that aerial a good bit longer I 
wouldn't be able to get much distance. 

"In fact," he continued, "anybody will tell 
you that and I can prove it to you." . 

I really don't know why the warm weather 
affects me, but it sloes, and it was acting 
unusually well on this clay for I had stood 
this bird's lingo long enough. 

"Say, listen, 'Big Boy.' Be-fore you go 
any further with this aerial job I want to 
make a few things more than clear to you. 
First, this aerial is for a transmitter. The 
transmitter will operate on forty meters. I'm 
not going to, nor do I want, to receive dis- 
tance or any music whatsoever on it. Fur- 
thermore I'm one of those terrible people 
you read about, an AMATEUR!" I was 
yelling at him now and he was listening to 
every word with marked interest, so I con- 
tinued: "Awl, if you think you can help 
me, c'mon up to the shack and hitch the 
`soup jars' together so we'll have a nice 
peep -peep note when we get on the air." 

"An Amateur ?" he howls at me, "and 
you've got a. transmitting set too? You 
know, I've always wanted to see a sending 
set." 

"Well, hike up a coupla flights of stairs 
with me and you can see all the transmit- 
ting stuff that yours truly has collected since 
the advent of the jumping -flivver spark coil." 

By this time I had all of the guys tight- 
ened and the aerial in place and was on my 
way toward the house. My friend remained 
in the rear and suddenly bursts forth with 
an Indian sort of howl: "Hey, aren't you 
going to put up more wire than that? That 
thing doesn't look to me as if it would work." 

"Well, maybe it won't," I said cynically: 
"Come on in and we'll see." 

As I opened the door of the shack he im- 
mediately darted into the room ahead of me, 
as though after a million dollars. Getting 
to the center of the room he stopped short, 
and with a disappointed look in his eyes, 
demanded impatiently : 

"Where's the sending set ?" 
"Right there to the left of that big switch," 

I remarked casually: "See the two induc- 
tances?" 

"What, that mess of apparatus is a send- 
ing set ?" says my "pal:" "Why my super- 
heterodyne is much larger." 

"Really !" I replied : "Well that's gonna 
be aw fully tough on my grandchildren. 
Whether you believe it or not, that mess, or 
conglomeration of junk that you see held to- 
gether with an occasional wire here and 
there is My Transmitter !" 

"Oh, I believe you, all right, but I expected 
to see a real transmitter," he mutters. 

(Continued on page 394) 
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Conducted by Joseph Bernsley 
THIS Department is conducted for the benefit of our Radio Experimenters. We shall be glad to answer here questions for the benefit of all, but we can 

publish only such matter as is of sufficient interest to ail. 
1. This Department cannot answer more than three questions for each correspondent. Please make these questions brief. 
2. Only one side of the sheet should be written upon; all matter should be typewritten or else written in ink. No attention paid to penciled matter. 
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. This Department does not answer questions by mail free of charge. 
4. Our Editors will be glad to answer any letter, at the rate of 25c. for each question. If, however, questions entail considerable research work, intricate calcu- 

lations, patent research, etc., a special charge will be made. Before we answer such questions, correspondents will be informed as to the price charge. 
Mr. Bernsley answers radio questions from WRNY every Thursday at 8:15 P. M. 
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The I Want to Know Department can not 
undertake to supply picture diagrams of cir- 
cuits; the schematic diagrams, which are 
standard in their use of symbols, are made 
as plain as possible and full information is 
given with them. When a picture diagram 
of a given circuit is available elsewhere, we 
will supply this information on request. 
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THE ARKAY RECEIVER 
(Q. 2188). Mr. L. K. Riley, Geneva, N. Y., 

asks as follows: 
Q. 1. A friend of mine is obtaining wonderful 

reception with a small four -tube receiver, which 
he says is termed the "Arkay" receiver, and which 
was described in some radio section of a newspaper. 
I wonder if you can furnish me with any data 
or information concerning the construction and 
wiring diagram of this receiver? I am very much 
interested, due to its high efficiency, and would 
like to construct one similar to that of my friend. 

A. 1. The Arkay receiver, to which you refer, 
was described in the Newark Sunday Call, and the 
following is a reprint of the description of this 
receiver. All the necessary information is included. 

"A stage of radio frequency, detector, and two 
stages of audio- frequency amplification are em- 
ployed in this circuit. No 'trick' wound coils 
are employed. Single -layer inductances which can 
he constructed at home are ample. The two dials 
may be logged and after a short time the owner 
should be able to pick up many stations through- 
out the country. The set is quite selective and it 
has been possible during the tests to log DX 
through a great many locals. 

R. -F. Input Circuit 
"Unlike the majority of tuned- radio- frequency 

receivers of the neutrodyne type which make use 
of an `untuned -primary' coil underneath or along- 
side of a secondary, the improved Arkay circuit 
employs a tuned primary coil directly coupled to 
the antenna circuit through a series condenser. In 
this manner a greater amount of radio -frequency 
current is obtained front the antenna than with 
the untuned primary coil. The latter system is not 
as efficient as the former, clue to the losses which 
occur in coupling. The single -circuit idea appears 
to have considerable merit, and actual comparisons 
seem to favor this form of tuning for R.F. work. 

"Radio fans who were owners of single -tube 
`single- circuit' receivers will recall the remarkable 
distances covered with this type of set, compared 
with a receiver malting use of a coupler having 
separate primary and secondary windings. The 
former outfit, while not much on selectivity, cer- 
tainly took the prize for sensitiveness. This 
circuit employed as a R.F. amplifier carries with 
it the efficient qualities of the one -tube set. 

"The following is a list of parts required to 
complete this set: 
1 Panel 7 x 14 or longer; 
1 Baseboard to suit panel; 
5 Binding Posts; 
2 Variable Condensers, .0005 -0.; 
4 201 -A Sockets; 
2 Audio Transformers; 1:6 and 1:2; 
1 Self- adjusting Rheostat, % ampere, and mount- 

ing; 
4 201 -A Tubes; 
1 Grid Condenser, .00025 -15f., and 5- megolun leak; 
1 .002 -10f. Fixed Condenser; 
2 3 -inch Tube Forms, 4% and 3% inches long; 
1 Binding -Post Strip; 
2 30 -ohm Rheostats; 
1 Single-jack Filament Control or cut -off switch; 
6 Lengths of busbar wire; 
2 4 -inch Dials. 

Making the R.F. Coil 
"The radio -frequency coil is easy to make and 

consists of a single layer of wire wound on a 

cardboard or bakelite tube; the lighter the tubing, 
the better. The coil employed in the set was 2% 
inches in diameter and 5 incites long. As it may 
be difficult to get tubing of this size, it is suggested 
that a 3 -inch tube be used in its place. Start 
about half an inch from one end of the tube and 
wind 60 turns of No. 22 DCC wire, taking a tap 
or loop at this point. Continue winding, taking 
another tap at the 80th turn, completing the coil 
at the 100th turn. Make sure to leave about an 
inch of wire at the beginning and end of the 
coil for connections. The coil should be mounted 
above the baseboard of the set on blocks of wood 
or by means of small brass rods; its end should 
point toward the front panel and be placed at the 
right of the baseboard. 

"This coil is tuned by means of a .0005 -µf. 
variable condenser, which is mounted on the panel 
a little to the left of the end of the coil. The 
taps are used for different aerials. No switch is 
employed for the taps, as this proper point will be 
determined by trial. 

Secondary Coil 
"The secondary coil has three separate windings. 

On one end is the R.F. 'reversed coil'; in the 
center is the secondary, which takes up most of 
the space; and on the remaining end is the detec- 
tor- plate 'soil, T. The secondary coil, as well as 
the two smaller coils, are all wound with No. 24 
DCC wire. A quarter of an inch separation is 
left between each winding on this form. 

"Starting one- quarter of an inch from one end 
of a 3 -inch tube, whirls should be 3% inches long, 
wind tightly 14 turns of wire, snaking provision 
at the beginning and end for holding the wires in 
place. Two small holes will be satisfactory for 
holding the start and finishing wires. Leave at 
least an inch of wire for connections. 

"Then skip about one- quarter of an inch and 
in the opposite direction wind the secondary of 
45 turns of wire. Leave another quarter of an 
inch and wind in the same direction the detector - 
plate coil of nine turns. This completes the en- 
tire inductance. 

"The secondary coil is mounted at right angles 
to the radio -frequency coil and at least five inches 
away, so that the fields of the two coils will not interfere. Back of the secondary coil is the 
.0005 -1cf. variable condenser. 

"The coil may lie mounted on the condenser 
end -plate, provided the condenser has an insulated 
form. (The condenser used is a .0005 -10f. straight - line wavelength type, with a hard -rubber end plate). Or the coil may be supported by means of 

I-.0005 MF 

the busbar wires which connect to its six terminals. 
"Keep all wires out of the end fields . of the 

secondary coils. Do not run wires through the 
coil or across the ends. Run them away from 
the windings rather than parallel or too close. 

Four Binding Posts 
"Battery binding posts are mounted on a small 

panel to the rear of the baseboard. There are four 
in number; the "A -" is also ground. The antenna 
post is mounted on a separate small panel away 
from the battery and ground binding posts. This 
connection is brought out on the side near the 
.0005 -0. antenna tuning condenser, and run to 
the rotor plates. 

"The by -pass condenser, .002 -of., is connected 
between the detector plate coil winding and the 
"A -" battery wire. The .00025 -uf. grid con- 
denser is mounted close to the detector tube 
socket, underneath the secondary tuning coil. 

"A single- circuit jack with filament control 
can be employed for the output, or a `cut -off 
switch' may be mounted on the panel, for ex- 
tinguishing the filaments. The two audio trans- 
formers are mounted at right angles to each other. 
The shielding will allow them to be placed close 
together in case the set is tirade compact. The 
baseboard is 9 inches deep." 

HERALD -TRIBUNE FIVE -TUBE SET 
(Q. 2189) Mr. N. R. Porter, Miami Beach, Fla., 

aslcs: 
Q. 1. The New York Herald -Tribune published 

some time last summer an unusually selective five - 

tube radio receiver which impressed me very 
much. I am desirous of constructing this set, 
but llave lost the description of this receiver. 
Have you the information available, or do you 
keep files of other radio publications? 

A. 1. The article to which we think you refer, 
is entitled "A Select Five -Tube Radio Receiver." 
and was published in the Herald- Tribune's Radio 
Section. The receiver is unusually selective and, 
we believe, will prove interesting to circuit seek- 
ers. We are, therefore, reprinting practically the 
entire description including all the necessary con- 
structional details. 

"There is nothing particularly new in this cir- 
cuit, which is the old Weagant, with a few varia- 
tions. The set originally was designed for local 
reception only, but one local did not come in very 
well, so a stage of radio -frequency amplification 
was added. A location in the center of Manhat- 
tan was selected for a test. In this particular 
spot the locals have a habit of overpowering 

each other at tines. Several other sets had been 

II 

.0005 
MF 

.002 MC 

Q. 2188 
The Arkay receiver, a very efficient and sensitive 4 -tube set, incorporating a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification, the tuner of which is extremely novel, and a detector stage combining regeneration, besides the usual two stages of audio -frequency amplification. 
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+A -B G7 135 V. Q. 2130 
The schematic wiring diagram of the Kellogg R.F.L. receiver. This set combines many desirable features which are very popular with the broadcast 
listener; the most important of which are four stages of tuned- radio-frequency amplification before a detector, and two stages of audio frequency 

amplification. A power tube is used in the last audio stage, using the voltage shown. 

tried out previously, sets which had been boosted 
as being ultra- selective, but which usually had 
brought in two stations at a time. The result 
of the test with the Weagant circuit was very 
satisfactory, all the locals being easily separated 
and the selectivity being close enough without any 
cutting of side bands. The volume was ample 
and the quality equal to any set the author has 
heard. The set is compact, the panel being 7 x 21 
inches, and the baseboard 12 x 20 inches. The 
length of the panel is only 21 inches, making it 
shorter than the average for a set using this 
circuit, which is about 26 inches. The arrange- 
ment of parts also is quite different, the result 
being a shortening and more direct running of 
leads and a more efficient placing of parts. 

"The coils are of the ribbed type of hard - 
rubber tubing, recommended for its high electrical 
efficiency. There are . twelve ribs running length- 
wise of the tube, spaced equally around the cir- 
cumference. The turns of wire, touching only the 
tops of the ribs, leave a space under the coils 
and provide practically an air core. The antenna 
coil was wound on a 3 -inch tube, 3 inches long, 
with No. 22 D.C.C. wire, fifteen turns for the 
primary coil (L1), and forty -six turns for the 
secondary (L -2). The number of turns for this 
coil may vary, depending upon the length and type 
of aerial used. The aerial used with this set was 
about seventy -five feet in length. If a shorter 
aerial is used, fifty to fifty -four turns may be 
required. The spacing between the primary and 
secondary is not critical; from one -eighth inch to 
one -quarter inch works equally well. 

Construction of Coils 

"The R.F. coil form is 3 inches in diameter, and 
6 inches long, as it performs a three -fold duty - 
that of supporting the R.F. primary, the R.F. 
secondary and the regenerative coil. The R.F. 
primary coil (L3) is composed of twenty turns 
of No. 22 D.C.C., the R.F. secondary coil (L4) 
of forty -six turns of No. 22 D.C.C., and the re- 
generative coil (L5) of twelve turns of No. 30 
D.C.C. The spacing between the R.F. primary 
and the R.F. secondary must be two inches; or 
slightly more may prove even better. This may 
seem to be a great distance to separate the two 
coils, but the coupling seems more than ample. 
The selectivity of this circuit is, no doubt, due to 

l Lz 
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the extremely loose coupling of the primary and 
secondary. The regenerative coil (L5) is spaced 
about one -eighth inch from the secondary. 

"To obtain a variable capacity of .0002 -Af. maxi- 
mum for the regenerator, a larger condenser can 
be used by removing a number of the rotor plates. 
In this case, a .00035-AL condenser was used, after 
removing four rotor plates, which brought the 
capacity down to what was estimated at approxi- 
mately .0002 -Af. 

"The inductance forms can be fastened directly 
to the baseboard with a wood screw, or elevated 
a half inch or so on S- shaped strips of brass. 

"The set should ordinarily tune from 200 to 526 
meters smoothly and with equal volume. How- 
ever, several sets that were built were found a 
little tricky on wavelengths under 300 meters - 
that is, there was a tendency to spill over and 
difficulty in balancing. This tendency was cor- 
rected by making use of the Rice system of neu- 
tralization, which consists of an inductance and a 
neutralizing condenser. These parts are indicated 
in the diagram to show their location; but need 
only be used if difficulty is experienced on the 
low wavelengths. There is, however, only one 
chance in a hundred of their being required. The 
coil. L6, is composed of the same number of turns 
as the R.F. coil, and is wound directly over the 
R.F. coil, L3, in this manner. 

"Solder one end of the wire to the side of the 
R.F. coil marked "B + 67" and bring the wire 
diagonally across the R.F. coil and wind in the 
same direction as the winding on the R.F. coil; 
then fasten the twentieth turn to the neutralization 
condenser. The other side of the condenser leads 
to the grid of the R.F. tube. To operate, tune in 
one of the lowest stations you can get (where the 
squeal seems the lowest), and turn the condenser 
plates in or out, as the case may be, until the 
squeal just stops. The set should then tune from 
200 to 526 without a whistle. The neutralizing 
condenser may be any suitable type procurable; 
a midget can be used. 

"The tube in the last stage may be a 201 -A if 
the horn type of loud -speaker is used. However, 
if the builder intends to use a cone speaker, he 
will require a great output voltage to properly 
vibrate the cone. The use of a UX -171 power 
tube is suggested here as a suitable means of pro- 
viding the necessary power without distorting the 

A.F. T. 
.006 ME 

signal. A self- adjusting rheostat of one -half am- 
pere capacity must be provided for this type of 
tube. 

"The choke and large condenser shown in the 
diagram can be used or not as the builder sees fit. 
The choke can be a standard commercial instrument 
designed for this purpose. The choke and con- 
denser take up little space, and can be placed on a 
little shelf in the corner of the cabinet on the audio 
side of the set. When the 171 power tube is used, 
the choke -condenser output circuit must be em- 
ployed. - 

Parts Required 

1 Cabinet, 21 in. long and 12 in. deep; 
1 Baseboard, 7 in. x 20 in. wood. Brass strip, 

x 1/16; 
1 Panel, 7 x 21 x 3/16 in.; 
2 Variable Condensers, .0005; 
1 Variable condenser, .0002; 
5 201 -A tubes; 
2 Rheostats; 
2 Sockets; 
3 Sockets, gang, bakelite; 
2 Tubular Forms, 3 x 6 in. and 3 x 3 in. for 

coils; 
1 Grid Leak, variable; 
1 Grid Condenser, .00025; 
3 Self- adjusting Rheostats and mountings; 
1 Audio Transformer; 
2 Resistor Couplers; 
4 Resistances, .05, .25, .1 and 2.0 megohms 
2 Coupling Condensers, .006; 
12 Binding Posts; 
1 Terminal Strip, 154 x 4 x 3/16 inches; 
1 Terminal Strip, l5. x 8 x 3/16 inches; 
3 Dials; 
1 Filament Switch; 

lb. No. 22 D.C.C. wire; 
lb. No. 30 D.C. wire; 

Miscellaneous, such as screws, wire for connec- 
nections, etc." 

KELLOGG R.F.L. RECEIVER 
(Q. 2190) Mr. W. D. Bridge, Scranton, Pa., 

asks: 
Q. 1. I would like to construct the Kellogg 

R.F.L. receiver, but lack the necessary construc- 
tional data, especially the condenser and coil values. 
Can you furnish me with the desired information, 

(Continued on page 432) 
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fil -90 V. 22 -45 V. Q. 21 $9 
A composite 5 -tube set, whose peculiar features are a combination to make up a set that will be noted for its performance. It consists of a neutra- 
lized tuned RF stage, a modified Hartley type of detector, one stage of transformer- coupled audio-frequency amplification, and two stages of resist- 

ance- coupled audio- frequency amplification. 

CHOKE 

L.5. 
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7Tube Set 
Sinpiebial Radio 

Wonderful offer direct from the factory! The world's greatest radio. 
A perfect working, single dial control, 7 tube receiver. And just to prove our claims, we will ship it to your home for 30 days' free trial. Test it under all conditions. Test it for distance, vol- ume and tonal quality - and if you are not convinced that it is the best single dial set you ever heard, return it to the factory. We don't want your money unless you are completely satisfied. 

O 1IIIII IIIII IIIII® IIIII IIIIISIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIRIIIII 11111NIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIlllll ®III 

BIG PROFITS 
TO AGENTS AND DEALERS 
Our Agents and Dealers make big money r selling Metrodyne Sets. You can work all w or part time. Demonstrate the superiority 
of Metrodynes right in your home. Metro - 

N dyne Radios have no competition. Lowest 
O wholesale prices. Demonstrating set on 30 

days' free trial. Greatest money - making VI 
1_ opportunity. Send coupon below -or a let- - ter --for our agent's proposition. 
®11111011111011111011111 ®IIIII ®111110IIIII011111® lull011111011111e11111011111 ®Illlü 

Retail Price 

$75 
Completely Assembled 

Big Discounts 
to Agents and Dealers 

Metrodyne Super-Seven Radio 
A single dial control, 7 tube, tuned 
radio frequency set. Approved by 
America's leading radio engineers. Designed 
and built by radio experts. Only the highest 
quality low loss parts are used. Magnificent, 
two -tone walnut cabinet. Artistically gilded 
genuine Bakelite panel, nickeled piano 
hinge and cover support. All exposed metal 
parts are beautifully finished in 24-k gold. 

30 
Days' FREE Trial 

Metrodyne Super -Six 
Another triumph in radio. Here's the new 1927 model Metro - 
dyne 6 tube long distance tuned radio frequency receiving set. Ap- 
proved by leading radio engineers of America. Highest grade low 
loss parts, completely assembled in a beautiful walnut cabinet. 
Easy to operate. Dials easily logged. Tune in your favorite station 
instantly on same dial readings every time. No guessing. 

Mr. Howard, of Chicago, said: "While five Chicago broadcasting stations were on the air I timed in seventeen out -of -town stations, including New 
York and San Francisco, on my loud speaker horn, very loud and clear, as though they were all in Chicago." 

We are one of the pioneers of radio. The success of Metro - 
dyne sets is due to our liberal 30 days' free trial offer, 
which gives you the opportunity of trying before buying. 

MAIL THIS 
COUPON ear 

or send a postal or letter.Get our 
proposition before buying a radio. 
Deal direct with manufacturer - 

Save Money. 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2161-71 N. California Ave. 4 Dept. 107 Chicago, Illinois 

Easiest set to operate. Only one small 
knob tunes in all stations. The dial is electric- 
ally lighted so that you can log stations in the 
dark. The volume control regulates the recep- 
tion from a faint whisper to thunderous volume, 
1,000 to 3,000 miles on loud speaker! The Met. 
rodyne Super -Seven is a beautiful and efficient 
receiver, and we are so sure that you will be 
delighted with it, that we make this liberal 
30 days' free trial offer. You to be the judge. 

Mail COUPON Below! 
Let us send you proof of 

Metrodyne quality 
F. L. Warnock, Greentown, Ind., writes : "I received the Met - 
rodyne in good shape and am more than pleased with it, Got 
stations 2,000 miles away." 
C. J. Walker, Mariposa, Calif., writes: "Received my Metro- 
dyne Single Dial set O. K. I believe that these one -dial sets 
are going to be excellent sellers. I had no trouble in tuning 
in stations enough to satisfy anyone, so you will please send 
me another set." 
Roy Bloch, San Francisco, Calif., writes: "Very often we 
travel from New York to the Hawaiian Islands quickly - 
from station to station -by means of the little tuning -knob 
which operates the electrically- lighted dial. The Metrodyne 
Single Dial Set is much easier to operate than any radio set 
I've ever seen." 
We will send you hundreds of similar letters from own- 
ers who acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest radio 
set in the world. A postal, letter or the coupon brings 
complete information, testimonials, wholesale prices, 
and our liberal 30 days' free trial Offer. iissso ® ®ilasa ®® ®ss®e®®11111c 

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2161 -71 N. California Ave., Dept. 107 
Chicago, Illinois 
Gentlemen: 

Send nie full particulars about Metrodyne 6 tube 
and 7 tube sets and your 30 days' free trial offer 

Name 

Address 

If you are interested in AGENT'S prop-F-1 
osition, place an "X" in the square 14. I 
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condoner 
The Country's 

,4 L 
Foremost 

Radio Engineers 
Have Acclaimed 

METRLINU 
S LT STRAIIGHT INE 

Here at last is the final con- 
denser acclaimed by both am- 
ateurs and experts as the 
ONLY condenser embodying 
new and vitally important im- 
provements over old type con- 
densers- solving forever, the 
tuning evils of the past. 

Makes Any 
Set a New 
Set -in 15 
Minutes 

Separates All Stations 

on All Wave Lengths 

METRALIGN SLT is 
the only condenser com- 
bining Straight Line 
Capacity, Straight Line 
Wave Length and 
Straight Line Frequency, 
eliminating the faults 
and retaining the ad- 
vantages of each type - 
the result is a perfect 
tuning unit. 

METRALIGN S L T 
spreads stations so even- 
ly over the dial that all 
stations on all wave 
lengths can be quickly 
and easily tuned in or 
out and accurately 
logged. 

FREE 
We have prepared a most 
comprehensive booklet on 
tuning. It is written in 
simple language and tells 
all you want to know about 
condensers. Write for a 
copy today. 

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENT 
CORPORATION 
477 Br'dw'y New York City 

A Sub -Paneled Four- 
g 

g Tube Receiver 
(Continued front page 366) 

I., .. 
Coati.laiaed roan 

,,,,,,, .,,, 
complete set of instruments identical with 
those chosen by the writer. It is not neces- 
sary that he do so, but in case of doubt it is 
the safest thing to do. 

If the same sockets used by the writer 
are chosen, they will mount flush with the 
top of the sub -panel, as shown in the 
illustrations. The midget condenser, used to 
stabilize the radio frequency stage, needs 
no adjustment after it has been set at the 
proper point. It is placed, therefore, on the 
sub -panel with the other fixed instruments. 

LIST OF PARTS NEEDED 
The parts required for this receiver 

follow: 
1 Front Panel, 7x18 inches, of Formica, 

Bakelite, Condensite, or similar material, 
1 Sub -Panel, 4x16/ inches, of hard rubber, 
1 pair Hard Rubber Brackets, 
1 Antenna Coupler, 
I Interstage Transformer, R.F., with tickler, 
2 Variable Condensers, .0005-q., 
1 Variable Condenser, .000045 -iaf., 
2 A.F. Transformers, both low ratio (or 

one low, one high), 
2 Vernier Dials, 
1 Pointer Knob, 
1 Rheostat, 6 -ohm, 
1 Rheostat, 20 -ohm, 
4 UX flush -mounting Sockets, 
1 Single closed- circuit Jack, 
1 Filament Switch, 
1 Fixed Condenser .001 -µf., 
1 Fixed Condenser .00025 -sf., with grid -leak 

clips, 
1 Fixed Grid -leak, 2- megohm, 
10 Engraved Binding Posts. 
Approximate cost $40.00. 

It will simplify construction if the sub - 
panel and the instruments it bears are as- 
sembled separate from the rest of the set, 
and the front panel with its instruments in 
the same way. Do all possible wiring be- 
fore fastening the two together. This will 
simplify greatly the final wiring job. 

OPERATION 
The set is balanced, as has been men- 

tioned, by the small variable condenser which 
acts as an energy shunt in the plate circuit 
of the first tube. It short- circuits enough of 
the energy, which would normally be fed 
back to the grid through the grid -plate ca- 
pacitance of the tube itself, to suppress the 
tendency which the tube has to oscillate. 

Radio News for October, 1926 

To adjust this, tune to a station of low 
wave -length with the small condenser at zero 
position, and the tickler at zero coupling. It 
will probably come hi attended by a shrill 
whistle. Now adjust the balancing con- 
denser until the whistle disappears and the 
signals come in clearly. Do not set it at 
a higher value than is necessary to kill 
oscillations. If you do, it will decrease 
signal strength unnecessarily. When a point 
is reached at which the set is free from 
oscillation over the whole tuning range, 
the balancing condenser may be forgotten 
until tubes are changed. 

The rest of the tuning operations are the 
same as with any similar set. The two 

A panel view of the completed receiver. The 
center knob is the regeneration control; the 

large dials are the condenser controls. 

dials should run approximately in synchron- 
ism, and must be tuned simultaneously. The 
six -ohm rheostat controls all of the am- 
plifying tubes. Once the balancing condenser 
has been set this rheostat may be adjusted 
by turning it up as far as possible without 
making the set squeal. The detector rheostat 
may prove a bit more critical in adjustment. 
The tickler knob acts as a volume control. 
It should never be turned far enough to 
make the set squeal. 

j T is against the policy of RADIO j NEWS to publish the names of manu- 
facturers or of makes of instruments in 

connection with the apparatus described in 
these pages, but this information will be 
gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 
here, address a letter to the READERS' 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosing 
stamped return envelope. The names and 
addresses of the manufacturers will be given 
free of charge. -EDITOR. 

HOW ABOUT THE "I- DON'T- 
KNOWS ?" 

Since the year 1922 4,263,486,246,000 
radio questions have been asked of clerks 
in radio stores. Two of these were 
answered correctly, the answer in each 
case being "It is possible. " -Zeh Bouck 
in New Yorls Sun. 

Showing the apparatus and wiring on the under side of the sub -panel. The numbers correspond 
to those in the illustration on page 366. 
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The New Balkite Charger 
with both Trickle and 
high charging rates 

MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A 
low trickle charge rate and a high rate 
for rapid charging. Can thus be used 
either as a trickle or as a high rate 
charger. Noiseless. Large water capac- 
ity. Rates: with 6 -volt battery, 2.5 
and .5 amperes; with 4 -volt battery, .8 
and .2 amperes. Special model for 25- 
40 cycles. Price $19.50. West of Rock. 
ies $20. (In Canada $27.50.) 

Balkite Trickle Charger 
MODEL K. With 6-volt "A" batteries 
can be left on continuous or trickle 
charge thus automatically keeping the 
battery at full power. With 4 -volt bat- 
teries can be used as an intermittent 
charger. Or as a trickle charger if a re- 
sistance is added. Charging rate about 
.5 amperes. Over 200,000 in use. Price 
$10. West of Rockies $10.50. (In Can- 
ada $15.) 

A New Balkite "B" at $27.50 
Balkite "B" eliminates "B" batteries 
and supplies' '13" from the light 
socket. Noiseless. Permanent.Employs 
no tubes and requires no replacements. 
Three new models. Balkite' B " -W at 
$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less re- 
quiring 67 to 90 vo!ts. Balkite' B " -X 
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity 30 
milliamperes at 135 volts -$42. Balkite 

B " -Y, for any radio set; capacity 40 
milliamperes at 150 volts- $69. (In 
Canada: "l3"-W $39; "B"-X $59.50; 

B " -Y $96.) 

Balkite Combination 
supplies automatic radio power 

When connected to your "A" battery 
supplies automatic power to both "A" 
and "B" circuits. Controlled by the fil- 
ament switch on your set. Entirely au- 
tomatic in operation. Can be put either 
near the set or in a remote location. 
Will serve any set now using either 4 
or 6 -volt "A" batteries and requiring 
not more than 30 milliamperes at 135 
volts of "B" current -practically all 
sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50. (In 
Canada $83.) 
All Balkite Radio Power Units operate 
from 110.120 volt AC current with 

models for both 60 and 50 cycles. 

Operate your 
radio set from the 

light socket 
Either with a Balkite Charger 

and Balkite ̀ B' or with the new Balkite 
Combination Radio Power Unit. 

Now you can operate your radio set from the light 
socket. Merely by adding the new Balkite Radio 
Power Units - either by adding a Balkite Charger 
and Balkite "B," or by adding the new Balkite Com- 
bination Radio Power Unit. 

In either case the result is the same -light socket oper- 
ation, maximum convenience, and smooth, silent power. 

Balkite Light Socket Power is noiseless. There is 
no hum. It is never low and never runs down, but is 
always exactly what is required by the set. It is per- 
manent. Balkite Radio Power Units are permanent 
pieces of equipment. They employ no bulbs, and have 
nothing to replace or renew. They cannot deteriorate 
from either use or disuse. Other than a negligible 
amount of household current their first cost is the 
last. With sets of high current requirements their 
use is highly desirable for the saving alone. They re- 
quire no changes in your set. 

Over 600,000 radio receivers -one of every ten - 
are already Balkite equipped. Equip yours with Bal- 
kite and convert it into a light socket receiver. Know 
the pleasure of owning a set always ready to operate 
at full power. 

Listen to the Balkite Radio Symphony Concerts with Walter Damrosch 
and his New York Symphony, Saturday nights 8 P. M. Eastern Standard 
Time beginning October23. Stations: WEAF, WEEI, WGR, WFI, WCAE, 
WSAI, WTAM, WWJ, WGN or WLIB, WCCO, KSD, WDAF, WOC. 

F EEL 

Bal 
Radio Power Units 

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., North Chicago, Illinois 
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Shielded Six 
The Shielded Six is one of the 
highest types of broadcast re- 
ceivers. It embodies complete 
shielding of all radio frequency 
and detector circuits. The qual- 
ity of reproduction is real-true 
to the ear. 

Behind the Shielded Six is com- 
petent engineering. It is sensi- 
tive. Day in and day out it will 
get distance -on the speaker. It 
is selective. Local stations in 
the most crowded area separate 
completely -yet there are but 
two dials to tune. 

These features - its all -metal 
chassis and panel, its ease of as- 
sembly, and many others -put it 
in the small class of ultra fine 
factory built sets, priced at sev- 
eral times the Six's cost. 

The SM -630 Shielded Six Kit - 
including all specified matched 
and measured parts to build this 
remarkable receiver - p r i c e 
$95.00. 

The 633 Essential Kit -contains 
4 condensers, 4 R.F. transform- 
ers, 4 coil sockets, 4 stage shields 
and the link motion -all labora- 
tory matched -price $45.00. 

Clear and complete instructions, 
prepared by S -M engineers, go 
with each kit -or will be mailed 
separately for 50c. 

220 & 221 Transformer 
S -M 220 -the big, husky audio 
transformer you hear in the fin- 
est sets -the only transformer 
with the rising low note charac- 
teristic that means real quality - 
not only on paper -but when 
you hear it-- $6.00. 

S -M 221 is an out - 
p u t transformer 
that will bring out 
the low notes on 
your present set. 
It eliminates 
blasting for prac- 
tically all good 
speakers - $6.00. 

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 
848 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A. 

= The Infradyne 
(Continued from page 357) 
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produce the intermediate frequency; it will 
beat with a received frequency equal to 
8,460 kc. (or 5,260 kc. plus 3,200 kc.), to 
produce the intermediate frequency. How- 
ever, a frequency of 8,460 kc. is equivalent 
to a wavelength between 35 and 36 meters, 
which is, of course, far below the broadcast 
band. 

Let us next consider the shortest wave- 
length to be received. 200 meters is equiva- 
lent to 1,500 kc. In this case the oscillator 
frequency will be 1,700 kc., the second har- 
monic of which is 3,400 kc. This will like - 
wise not add to any received frequency to 
produce: the intermediate frequency. It will 
beat with 6,600 kc. to produce the intermedi- 
ate, or sum -frequency ; but 6,600 kc. is equiva- 
lent to about 45.5 meters which is also far 
below the broadcast band. Any given sta- 
tion is therefore received at only one place 
on the oscillator dial. 

It will also be readily apparent that there 

00011 MF 00011 NTF 
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This is not to convey the impression that 
more than two stages of such amplification 
are never used. There are on the market 
two or three commercially -made receivers 
employing up to as many as four stages of 
tuned - radio- frequency amplification. Such 
sets are very carefully laid out and contain 
elaborate shielding, which the average set 
builder is by no means equipped to make. 
Their cost, which is high, also places them 
well beyond the reach of most of us. 

R.F. AMPLIFICATION 

In the Infradÿne, two stages of tuned - 
radio- frequency amplification, operating at 
the received signal frequency, are employed 
ahead of three stages of amplification at the 
very high sum -frequency heretofore describ- 
ed. All of these stages can be operated at 
maximum efficiency and there is no tendency 
toward undesirable reaction between the 
lower- frequency and highest- frequency am- 
plifiers. The receiver can therefore be kept 
perfectly stable at all times without the use 
of any of the "losser" methods of control 
now used in radio -frequency sets. The high - 
frequency stages can be quite broadly tuned, 

00011 MF. 00011 MF. 

0005 ME 

00011 MF 

.00011 MF 

000111MF 
IaG 

Ó ,y 

F. 

° T 
00011 ME 

A- ¿A+ b5+ 
The circuit diagram of the Infradyne short -wave amplifier. There are four coupling transformers 
and their attendant fixed and variable condensers, the latter employed for peaking the transformers 

and stabilizing the circuits. 

is no opportunity for confusion to result 
from the production of the intermediate fre- 
quency by heterodyning between powerful 
stations on adjacent wavelength bands, as 
there is in the case of the super -heterodyne. 

SELECTIVITY AND SENSITIVITY 
PROBLEMS 

Having discussed the fundamental dif- 
ferences between the Infraclyne and the 
super -heterodyne, let us consider the matter 
of selectivity, or sharpness of tuning. The 
super- heterodyne is generally dependent for 
its selectivity upon one transformer stage, 
tuned to respond to a narrow band of fre- 
quencies, and upon the natural selective qual- 
ities of the loop antenna with which it is 
used. Here it might be mentioned that the 
amount of energy picked up by a loop is 
exceedingly, small ; if it were possible to ob- 
tain with this type of receiver, when using 
an antenna, selectivity equal to that obtained 
with a loop, it would be desirable to use the 
antenna, because of the greater energy pick- 
up. Occasionally two, or even four sharply 
tuned stages are used in a super -heterodyne. 
This practice often results in poor reproduc- 
tion of speech and music, clue to cutting off 
of the extreme voice and music frequencies, 
and in instability, so that the set is diffi- 
cult to handle. 

Tuned -radio- frequency sets usually depend 
for their selectivity upon not more than two 
stages of radio- frequency amplification, func- 
tioning at the frequency of the received sig- 
nal. Were it possible to employ successfully 
more than two stages of such amplification 
the sensitivity and selectivity of these re- 
ceivers would undoubtedly be considerably 
increased. In the usual type of set such an 
attempt may result in uncontrollable insta- 
bility, because of stray coupling between 
stages. 

as any very slight loss in selectivity, which 
might result from this practice, is more than 
compensated by the additional sharpness of 
tuning obtained in the two low frequency 
stages. 

Incidentally, it will be recalled that a cir- 
cuit can, at high frequencies, respond to a 
fairly broad band of frequencies and still 
be tuned quite sharply with respect to wave - 
length. For instance, 90 meters equals 3,331 
kc. ; but 3,321 kc. and 3.341 kc. equal re- 
spectively 90.35 and 89.8 meters. A circuit 
tuned sharply between 89.8 and 90.35 meters 
will therefore still pass freely a band 20 
kc. wide. This permissible slight broadness 
of tuning of these circuits results in com- 
plete response to the full range of music 
and voice frequencies. Music and speech 
are, therefore, not distorted in the radio - 
frequency amplifiers, but reproduced just as 
they are received. 

For the benefit of those who are interested 
in this receiver and desire some details of 

F CORRECTION 
The kit of parts manufactured by 

the Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co., of Chi- 
cago, and especially designed for 
their patented Counterphase circuit 
was illustrated in the article "Kits 
of Parts for the Set Constructor" 
on page 224 of the September issue 
of RADIO NEWS and described 
as "parts for a 6 -tube Neutrodyne 
set" We wish to correct this er- 
roneous statement. The Bremer - 
Tully Counterphase is original and 
is not to be confused with the Neu - 
trodyne circuit. 

II 11111(11111111111.111111.11111 
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"They last twice as long as 
the smaller Batteries 

of equal voltage" 
"THAT'S a pretty broad statement, 
Tom. Won't you have to make it 
conditional on the number of tubes in 
the set or the use of the new power 
tubes ?" 

"No, sir ! Under the same operat- 
ing conditions -whether you use four, 
five tubes or more, whether you use a 

power tube that uses up to 135 volts, 
the Eveready Heavy -Duty No. 770 or 
the even longer -lived Eveready Layer - 
bilt No. 486 will last twice as long as 
the smaller sized 45 -volt batteries." 

"Well, they ought to, they cost 
more." 

"Yes, about a third more -but last- 
ing twice as long, they cost much less." 

"Your arithmetic is good, Tom, but 
if that's so, when I bought my set why 
did the dealer equip it with the smaller 
Eveready 772's? Why didn't he put 
in the Eveready Heavy -Duty Bat- 
teries?" 

"He probably thought he was doing 
NOTE: A "C" battery gives a quality of reception 
unobtainable without it and greatly increases the life 

f your "B" batteries. 

you a favor -making your first invest- 
ment cost you a little less. That little 
difference looks like a lot to a good 
many folks who are buying their first 
set, equipped with tubes, loud speaker, 
`A' and `B' batteries and everything." 

Heavy -Duty batteries last twice as 
long as the smaller batteries of equal 
voltage. Eveready Heavy -Duty Bat- 
teries are the great contribution that 
the world's foremost electro- chemical 

LEFT - Errr- 
eady Layer Lilt 

No. 486. 

RIGHT- Err, - 
eudy Dry Cell 
Radio `3" 
Battery, 1V,, 

colts. 

EVEREADY 
Radio Batteries 

-they last longer 

laboratories has made in "B" battery 
economy, dependability and satisfaction. 

Dry "B" batteries give a noiseless 
current, pure D. C. (direct current), 
the kind that is essential if you prize 
pure tone. 

Send for booklet, "Choosing and 
Using the Right Radio Batteries," 
which we will be glad to send you 
upon request. This booklet also tells 
about the proper battery equipment for 
use with the new power tubes. There's 
an Eveready dealer nearby. 

Manufactured and guaranteed by 

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC. 
New York San Francisco 

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited 
Toronto, Ontario 

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour - 
9 P. M., Eastern Standard Time, through 
stations: 

WEAr -New York wsAI Cincinnati 
wJaE Providence wrsii Cleveland 
wEEI Boston wwj Detroit 
wrAG Worcester went Chicago 
wrr Philadelphia woe Davenport 
wGR Buffalo Ifinneapolis 
wcsE Pittsburgh l St. Paul 

EsD St. Louis 
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Radio Ops See 
Foreign Lands 

Radio operators on ships 
have marvelous opportunity 
for travel and adventure. 
They earn good pay -in ad- 
dition to board and sleeping 
quarters. 

Study at home now for a 
voyage next summer. 

Radio Institute of America 
-world's oldest radio school - offers Home Study Courses 
that qualify you to pass the 
U. S. Government Commer- 
cial or Amateur License ex- 
aminations. 

Radio Institute of America 
instruction is the finest ob- 
tainable at any price. 

RADIO INSTITUTE 
OF AMERICA 

formerly Marconi Institute 
Established in 1909 

324 Broadway, New York City 

Mail coupon for complete 
description of course. 

r- CUT HERE 
Radio Institute of America (l) 
324 Broadway, New York City 

Please send me full information about your 
Home Study Course of radio instruction. 

I am interested in the complete course in- 
cluding code instruction. 

I am interested in the technical course 
without code instruction. 

Name 
Address 

7 

construction, the following information is 
presented. 

It will be noticed, in the illustrations show- 
ing the interior of the set, the radio -fre- 
quency transformers shown are of the tor- 
oidal type. As this type of coil is rather 
difficult for the home constructor to wind, 
and single -layer solenoid inductances will 
function as well if placed at right angles 
to each other, data is given for their con- 
struction. Wind a primary of 15 turns on 
a 3 -inch insulator tube and a secondary of 
50 turns, using No. 24 D.C.C. wire. This 
data will suffice for the two radio -frequency 
transformers. For the antenna coil 50 turns 
of the same wire is wound on a 3 -inch form 
with a tap at the 15th turn, which is con- 
nected to the antenna as shown in the dia- 
gram. The secondary of each of these coils 
is shunted with a 23 -plate variable conden- 
ser (.0005 -µf.) 

The tapped inductance, which is the oscil- 
lator coupler; consists of three coils wound 
on a tube P/2 inches in diameter and about 
2 inches long. These coils are of 14, 14 and 
8 turns respectively, all wound in the same 
direction with No. 24 D.S.C. wire. There 
should be a space of 1/16 inch between the 
two 14 -turn coils, and 3/16 inch between the 
14- and the 8 -turn coil. Commencing with 
the 8 -turn coil, the terminals should be num- 
bered from 1 to 6; 1 being the outside and 
2 the inside of the 8 -turn coil, 3 the terminal 
of the middle coil nearest the 8 -turn coil, 4 
the other end of the middle coil, 5 the in- 
side terminal of the second 14 -turn coil and 
6 the outside terminal of this coil. 

It has been mentioned that the amplifier is 
a high -frequency combination; and those who 
have done some work on the short waves 
will realize that the units of such an ampli- 
fier must be most carefully made, if it is to 
function at maximum efficiency. The trans- 
former secondaries are wound on a 1% -inch 
ribbed form, and consist of 35 turns of No. 
28 D.S.C. wire. In the output transformer 
the secondary consists of 28 turns of the 
same wire. The primaries are wound inside 
of the secondaries and consist in each case 
of 20 turns of No. 28 D.S.C. wire. 

The various capacities used throughout 
this amplifier, it need hardly be said, should 
have the exact values indicated. It would 
be well to follow as carefully as possible 
the illustrations showing the arrangement of 
the apparatus in this amplifier ; as a slight 
deviation from the design will tend to un- 
balance the whole system. 

QUIET OPERATION 
The writer has made the statement that 

quieter operation is obtained in the Infra - 
dyne through the reduction of "background 
noise." Much of this noise is due to direct 
pick -up of signals by the intermediate am- 
plifier circuits ; and it has been shown that, 
because of the value of the intermediate 
frequency chosen, this difficulty is eliminated. 
In addition, noises originating in the circuit 
itself, many of which are due to mechanical 
vibration at audio frequencies of the radio - 
frequency tubes or their associated wiring, 
are suppressed by the high -frequency ampli- 
fier. Not only does the elimination of back- 
ground noise result in quieter and more en- 
joyable reception, but the improved ratio of 
signal -to- background strength makes possi- 
ble more satisfactory reception from very 
much greater distances. 

CALIBRATION 
Of most decided importance to the owner 

of any radio receiver are ease of calibration 
and control. In the Infradyne, the antenna 
circuit and two initial radio -frequency stages 
are tuned by means of a single dial: A 
cle \er method of balancing these tuned cir- 
cuits has eliminated any broadness of tuning, 
which might have resulted from this simpli- 
fication. A second dial controls the fre- 
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From 
Atlantic to Pacific 

From 
Canada to South America 

Registered U. S. Pat. Ott. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Have Made Finer Radio 

Reception Possible 
HERE is no interference from powerful 

ITIlocal broadcasting stations possible with 
these units. They can be used under the 
towers of a super power station and 
they still will assure selection of broad- 
cast concerts at choice. 
HEY combine tremendous power with a 

T.faithful tonal quality not obtainable with 
other transformers. 

Fr1HEY amplify the weakest signals to the 
Wutmost loudspeaker volume. 

HEY are independent of confusion in 
I 

M 
'broadcast conditions. 
HEY will operate with all types of 

I 'standard tubes. 
HEY are all that the most critical set - 

IT'builder could desire, unsurpassed for 
quality, clarity and volume. 

No. H.210 Transformers 
No. H.215 Transformer 
No. F.320 Transformer 
No. L.425 R.F. Choke 
No. L.430 R.F. Transformer 

$8.00 
8.00 
8.00 
5.50 
5.50 

Remember 
The Name H. F. L. 

Insist 
On H. F. L. Units 

HIGH FREQUENCY 
LABORATORIES 

131 N. Wells Street 
Chicago. Illinois 

WANTED : RADIO EXPERTS 
$60 to $100 A WEEK TO START: 

Everywhere men who know radio are wanted. 
Manufacturers, distributors, dealers, broadcasting 
stations, want competent men. Big salaries paid. 
Bright future in this fast -growing business. 
OUR ENGINEERS WILL. TRAIN YOU 
Note is the time to make the big money in radio. We 
will train you for those big -Pay jobs. A thorough._ prac- 
tical course in radio prepared by radio's great engineers. 
Get this training now at no cost to you. 

WE GIVE TRAINED MEN POSITIONS 
We give all Ambu- trained radio men a chance to make good 
at big pay. Our plan enables you to start right in making 
money, either working for us or in your own business. 

Radio Set FREE: EveryAmbustudent is 
given an Ambu five -tube 

radio set FREE: Get stations from 40 to 550 meters. 
Write at once for special offer 

AMBU ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
263111 Prairie Avenue Chicago, Illinois 

EVERYTHING IN RADIO 
AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SETS OR PARTS. 
Prompt and Honest Service. Write for Prices. 

Mail Order Only. 
ALL RADIO COMPANY. 417 North Clark St.. Chicago 
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Your Set Is As Good 
As Your Parts 

No doubt about that. If you know radio you know how im- 
portant your Grid Leaks are. Use Electrad Metallic Leaks. 
New -totally different. No carbon, paper, varnish, fiber. The 
metallic resistance element is fused to the inside of a glass tube. 
Capped with the exclusive Electrad ferrule. Paraffined under 
high vacuum. 
Six points of superiority : Noiseless, Constant, Accurate, Non - 
hydroscopic, Non -inductive, Unvarying under any weather or 
working conditions. Greater current -carrying capacity with- 
out over -heating or change of resistance. 
Make this test -try these leaks in your own set. Hear the im- 
provement in reception. Sizes 5000 ohms to 10 megohms. 
Price U. S. 60c., Canada 85c. 

, -' \, I 

\ To-Id 

the 
T' 

Use ELECTRAD Certified Condensers 
Without hesitancy we claim the Electrad 
Condenser to be without equal. Here is 
sured by rigid binding at six points. Sheet 
ing iron can't hurt it. Certified electrically 
teed to remain within 10% of calibration. 
types. Prices U. S. 30c to 75c, Canada 45c 
at all good radio stores. 

Certified Six -Point Fixed 
why : Uniform pressure in- 
copper, not tinfoil. Solder - 
and mechanically. Guaran- 

Standard capacities. All 
to $1.50, in sealed packages 

a 0 

II II Íii 1 

® IS 

ELECTRAD Certified By -Pass Condensers 
Prevents B- voltage fluctuation. Gives undistorted amplification. Each 
condenser certified electrically and mechanically, tested at 1000 volts. 
Maximum working voltage 250 A.C. Has low power factor, low radio 
frequency resistance and negligible D.C. leakage. Don't take substi- 
tutes. Get the Electrad Certified. If your dealer can't supply you, let 
us know. Prices U. S. 60c to $3.75, in Canada 85c to $5.25. 

ELECTRAD Certified Lead -In 
Copied and imitated, but the quality never approached. 
Triple -ply insulation full 10 inches long, covered wit 
water -proof webbing. Fahnestock clips, all connections 
riveted and soldered. Fits under locked windows and 
doors. Bend to any shape. Saves walls, and window 
and door trim. Price U. S. 40c, Canada 60c, at all good 
radio stores. 

i 

For perfect control of tone and volume use the Electrad 
500,000 ohm compensator. For free hook -up write 

428 B'way, New York City. 
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1 
yrveer 
to yoUi 

and perfect 
tone too 

Power detector 
tube to replace 
Type 200 and 
201 -A. Doubles 
volume and dis- 
tance. 

Ask your dealer for the largest 
line of radio tubes in the world. 
Sonatron offers 25 distinct 
types -a tube for every pur- 
pose. To obtain maximum ef- 
ficiency from your set use 
Sonatron tubes. 

Sonatron Amplifier, complete with 
three, Red, White and Blue tubes - 
$20.00. Can be attached to any set 
in one minute. One year guarantee 
for greater distance, increased 
volume, fidelity of reproduction, 
and true tone. 

SONATRON TUBE COMPANY 
Chicago New York Newark Detroit 

and Windsor, Ont., Canada 

quency generated by the local oscillator. It 
has been shown that one setting only of this 
dial is obtained from each station. Calibra- 
tion of the receiver is, therefore, but a few 
minutes' work ; and control has been simpli- 
fied to the greatest extent consistent with 
efficient operation. 

Although the Infradyne calls for the use 
of ten tubes it is, nevertheless, economical in 
operation. The first cost occasioned by the 
additional tubes is more than justified by the 
many advantages which have been enumer- 
ated. The receiver has been designed to 
accommodate the new power tubes and the 
further improvement in quality which they 
offer has therefore been made available. 

The receiver operates best with a very 
short antenna. In order to take advantage 
of the extreme selectivity of which the set is 
capable, one only 15 to 25 feet in length 
should be used. The writer has found the 
15 -foot wire to be more satisfactory, and has 
been able to cover a 1,500 -mile radius with 
this arrangement. 

Reception over long distances and with 
more than ample volume is easily possible 
with an antenna of the picture -moulding 
variety ; so that the set is well adapted to use 
in crowded districts, where space is at a 
premium and room for an outside antenna 
is not available. 

In recapitulation, we have a receiver which 
offers extreme selectivity with perfect repro- 
duction; which is capable of really enjoyable 
reception of distant stations ; which is scien- 
tifically designed to employ readily available, 
standard parts and which is, withal, easily 
controlled and attractive in appearance. 

1171..111- 11111111111$.111:111111111:111111111:11111111111,11111,,,Iiiilli111111111,1111111111111111, 

LIST OF PARTS 
1 Infradyne Amplifier (SA) ; 

1 Triple Variable- Condenser Unit 
(C -1) ; 

1 Variable Condenser, .00035 -4. 
(C-2); 

1 Tapped Inductance (L -3); 
2 30 -ohm Rheostats (R, R1); 
1 Set of 3 R.F. Transformers (L, 

L1, L2); 
2 Vernier Dials; 
7 UX tube Sockets; 
1 Self- adjusting Rheostat, 112 type 

(R -4) ; 
2 Self- adjusting Rheostats, 201 -A 

type (R -4); 
1 Self- adjusting Rheostat, 6 -v. 199 

type (R -4) ; 

1 10 -ohm Rheostat (R -2) ; 

1 50,000 -ohm Variable Resistance 
(R -3) ; 

3 Rheostat Dials; 
1 Filament Switch (F) ; 

1 Single closed- circuit Jack (J) ; 

i Open- circuit Jack (J -1) ; 

1 0 -5 D.C. Voltmeter (V); 
1 Megohm Grid Leak (G) ; 

1 2- Megohm Grid Leak (G -1) ; 

1 .0001 -4. fixed Condenser (C -4) ; 

2 1 -4. fixed Condensers (C) ; 

2 .0005 -iof. Condensers (C -3) ; 

1 .00025 -,of. Fixed Condenser (C -5) ; 

9 Binding Posts; 
1 Panel, 3/16 x 7 x 30 inches; 
1 Baseboard, % x 10 x 34 inches; 
2 Audio -Frequency Transformers 

(T & T -1). 
Approximate cost, $75.00. 

IT is against the policy of RADIO 
NEWS to publish the names of manu- 
facturers - or of makes of instruments in 

connection with the apparatas described in 
these pages, but this information will be 
gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 5 

here, address a letter to the READERS' 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosing 
stamped return envelope. The names and 

g addresses of the manufacturers will be given _ 
free of charge. -EDITOR E ' 

E 
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The Speaker That Satisfies 
To secure the best . reproduction from 
any set a speaker of proper design must 
be used. The BURNS is capable of 
Teaching the full range of tones with 
amazingly pleasing results. A trial will 
convince you. 

At Your Dealers Or Write Direct 
Manufacturer 

veil/lei-term electric Cpmpemy 
State & 64th Sts., Chicago 

Ask About The BURNS "B" Eliminator 

NOW -ANY SET CAN GET 

LOW WAVE 
Stations -Amateurs 

Experience a new radio thrill! 
Explore the short waves on which 
super -power stations are experi- 
menting daily and amateurs are 
talking from all parts of the globe.l 
Enjoy a new radio delight with the 

SUBMARINER 
Converts Any Set Into 
a Low Wave Receiver 
Gets the Short wave Experi- 
ment Stations broadcasting on 
41 meters, 63 meters, etc., 
and a wide band of Amateurs' 
Stations. 
Price, $15. No extras needed. 
Anyone can attach in ene min- 
ute, ready to operate. 

Everywhere - 
a Sensation! 

No jumble of stations in the low waves -no disagreeable 
noises. Ideal for summer reception. Hear KDKA talking 
to Europe. Listen to an A. R. R. L. operator speaking to 
Australia! The low -waves abound with new wanders and 
strange voices from far -off places. The SUBMARINER 
brings them all to you. Send for this marvelous new in- 
strument today. Sent post- 
paid upon receipt of $15, or 
C.O.D., plus postage. State 
type of detector tube in your 
set. Money back if not de- 
Iighted. Order at once. 

ORDER DIRECT 
MONEY -BACK 
GUARANTEE 

J. M. P. MFG. CO. 
Dept. 115 -X Milwaukee, Wisc. 

I 

FREE!- 
Radio Catalogue 
Radio Parts of 

the Best Quality 
1. Right Prices 
2. Quick Delivery 
3. Dealer Cooperation 
4. Complete Stock 
5. National Advertising 

CHICAGO 
RADIO APPARATUS 

415 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 
Dept. RN 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS - $2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C. 
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(PATENTED) 

Stanford Model: Completely 
encased in mahogany $35. 

9he speaker with 400,000 friends 
THE first loud speaker ever made was a ]v[agnavox 
-a wonder for its day. Since then Magnavox has 
made and sold 400,000 loud speakers, keeping 

constant pace with all advances in sound amplification. 
The new ,Magnavox cone speaker has been pró- 

nounced the ultimate. It reproduces the entire tonal 
scale with original tone values unimpaired. This new 
cone is made under exclusive Magnavox patents -the 
same marvelous reproduction cannot be secured from 
any other speaker- cone or otherwise. 

Enjoy the prestige of owning the most advanced 
loud speaker. Magnavox dealers are continually dem- 
onstrating it. Operates with and improves any set. 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY> Oakland, California 
R. S.Williams & Sons, Ltd.,Toronto, Distrs. for Canada [not inc. Br. Columbia] 

FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY OF ,MAGNAVOX 

H. R. H. 
The Prince of Wales 

speaking to a large au- 
dience at San Diego in 
1919. Note the Magna- 
vox amplifying equip- 
ment. Even before the 
days of popular broad- 
casting Magnavox speak- 
ers were recognized as 
pre- eminent for clear, 
powerful reproduction. 
They have steadily main- 
tained this position. 

((«IÍÍ(ÍÍÍü 

Magnavox Cone Speaker, Cor- 
nell model, covers entire to- 
nal scale. Artistic non -reso- 
nant metal finish, two toned 
mahogany base, $22.50. 

56N © 1926 

PROGRE -SS IN 1ZADIO 
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Dubilier Condenser Type 
907 -Capacities 0.1 to 

2.0 mfds. 
Price $.60 to $1.75 

"By- Pass" was the name origin- 
ally given to small paper condens- 
ers by Dubilier. This name de- 
scribed their functions -such as 
shunting radio frequency currents 
around high resistances, and their 
use in amplifier circuits. 

But now the clumsy old "By- 
Pass" condenser is out of date. The 
high voltages used in radio today 
along with sub -panel construction, 
demand a condenser of higher elec- 
trical efficiency and more compact 
size. 

In the new Type 907, Dubilier has 
made a compact all- purpose con- 
denser with a working voltage of 
160 volts D.C. With improved 
soldering lug terminals and mount- 
ing feet, Type 907 will give more ef- 
ficient service in smaller space for 
every purpose for which the old 
"By- Pass" type of condenser has 
been used. 

For long life at high voltages in- 
sist on Dubilier Paper Condensers. 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION 

*Working voltage means more 
than "test voltage ". It is the volt- 
age at which a condenser may be 
safely used in continuous operation. 

"Echoing Silence" 
(Continucd frattt pagc 345) 

,00,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,,,,,,,,,....,,,,.,,,,.,,,,l,,..l ,.,,,,1,1,,,,,,,,,,,,11,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.1,,,,. 

the invention will be sold only on a royalty 
basis and will not be disposed of outright. 

"I must hasten to complete the descrip- 
tion of my change in the receiver. My first 
rebroadcasting results were made by means 
of a single piece of wire across the output 
terminal posts, intended for the loud speak- 
er on usual sets. I then experimented and 
found that up to a certain point the longer 
the wire between these posts the greater was 
the appreciable volume. The final result 
was the construction of this' piece of ap- 
paratus which, as you will note, resembles 
an unusually- shaped loop aerial, but is in 
reality the set's loud speaker. To say that 
I merely placed a wire across the output 
posts and the set spoke, is of course cutting 
a long story short, for actually I experi- 
mented every evening for several months 
before I was rewarded with even a tiny 
squeal. Then followed many hours of dis- 
couraging tests and changes and tests 
again, the squeal growing in volume until 
everyone in the neighborhood was protest- 
ing. The neighbors' objections first informed 
me that I was producing audible waves that 
had the penetrating property of radio waves, 
and gave me the necessary nerve and en- 
thusiasm to continue in my experiments. 

"There is little more than I can tell you 
without giving away the secret, so being 
the host, I suggest that we spend the re- 
mainder of the evening in seeing what en- 
tertainment we can pull in out of the air." 
As he turned to tune the set he indicated a 
chair behind me. "Better sit down and take 
a load off your feet." 

For the first I realized that I had been 
standing all this time and that I really had 
tired myself in maintaining a strained atti- 
tude ever since entering the la,,lloratory. 
With relief I sank into the indicated chair, 
at the same time turning my eyes to the old 
man in his comfortable rocker. His grizzled 
chin was sunk upon his .breast, his pipe 
still tightly clamped bet\veen his jaws, and 
his audible breathing indicated that our 
wordy barrage had really been more than 
he could comprehend. 

Needless to recite the several hours I sat 
there drinking in the melody from voice 
and instrument, singing and playing in dis- 
tant cities here and there ; enough to say 
that when my host finally opened the 
switch, stopping the sibilant but not un- 
pleasant hiss which seemed to fill the air 
between the broadcasting periods, I could 
hardly realize that more than a few min- 
utes had passed. The first selection had for 
a short while aroused the old man from his 
slumbers, but even in his sleep half- smiles 
flickered across his face in time with the 
heart- bursting melodies. 

"Why do these vibrations seem to pene- 
trate so deeply into our senses ?" I asked as 
I rose to go. 

"Probably for these reasons," he started 
to explain. "It is my belief that every un- 
dertone,and overtone which our physical ear 
has been unable to handle, and which are 
especially abundant in every voice and musi- 
cal sound, is faithfully handled by the radio 
broadcasting apparatus ; and would be 
faithfully reproduced to our hearing sense, 
were it not for the relatively clumsy distor- 
tion of present -day loud speakers and the 
limitations of our physical ear. My dis- 
covery has made a short cut, eliminating 
the loud speaker and the ear, so that the full 
range of vibrations are hurled direct at our 
appreciative auditory nerves. No doubt 
there are many -higher frequencies present in 
the radio wave, to which even our sensitive 
nerves are insensible." 
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Save Your 
Set From 

Lightning 

You never know what lightning will do and 
any radio set which is without the protection of 
a lightning arrester is at the mercy of a storm. 

The National Board of Fire Underwriters 
specify that an approved Radio Lightning Ar- 
rester must be used with all out -door aerial 
installations. 

Protection is easy. Insure your insurance 
and save your set with a WIRT LIGHTNING 
ARRESTER (listed as standard by Under- 
writers' Laboratories). The cost is a trifle. 

THE WIRT LIGHTNING ARRESTER is 
an approved air -gap type, made of bakciite giv- 
ing ample insulation, with brass terminals 
moulded in bakelite, far enough apart so that 
there is no leakage. A "petticoat" of bakelite 
shields the Arrester from water and dust. Hand- 
some and rigid. Lasts a lifetime. Easy to in- 
stall. Full directions on box. 

Don't wait for a warning from the elements - 
it may be too late then. Install the WIRT 
LIGHTNING ARRESTER -now. 

When you install your 
WIRT LIGHTNING 
ARRESTER, get a 
WIRT INSULATOR 
and prevent leakage 
along your lead -in wire. 
It keeps the wire at the 
proper distance. pro- 
vides perfect insulation. 
and prevents hear and 
tear on the wire by pre- 
venting sagging a n d 
swaying. 

The Wirt Lightning Arrester is listed as standard 
by Underwriters' Laboratories. 

WIRT LIGYTNING ARRESTER 
WIRT INSULATOR 

$1.00 
.35 

Sold by Leading Radio Dealers 

Hwr OM PAT 
PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA 

Makers of Dim -A -Lite 

ATENTS 
If you have an intention and desire to secure a 

Patent. send for our Evidence of Invention Blank 
and free guide book. "HOW TO GET TOUR 

PATENT." Tells Our Terms, Methods. etc. Send model 
or sketch and description of your invention for INSPEC- 
TION and INSTRUCTIONS. 

No Charge for the Above Information 

RANDOLPH & CO., Dept. 459 Washington, D. C. 

Makes Summer Ratio ae Reception a Pleasure 
ANTEH ÑA It gives a maximum 

of volume. minimum ^"'..- of static and sharper 
tuning. Place it anywhere -even under the 
carpet. Sent prepaid for $4. Write for com- 
plete information. 

FISHWICK RADIO COMPANY 
132 Central Parkway & Elm. Cincinnati. O. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS -$2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C. 
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leAMNIA, 

7Vhy the 6xperts Choose the 

METALLIZED 

Fixed Resistor 

Right On 
the Button %' 

Glenn H. Browning uses and endorses the 
Lynch Metallized Resistor. 

In describing the construction of experi- 
mental receivers, amplifiers and power 
units, it is significant that such authorities 
as Laurence M. Cockaday (Popular 
Radio) Herman Bernard (Radio World) , 

E. M. Sargent, G. M. Best (Radio), and 
many other eminent designers specify Lynch 
Metallized Resistors. 

These men know radio. They realize the 
importance of resistors that will remain ab- 
solutely noiseless, permanently accurate, ef- 
ficient, dependable -and they choose Lynch. 
There could be no greater testimony of the 
true worth of our product. 

PRICES 
.25 to .10 Megohms $.50 

Above .01 to .24 " .75 
.001 to .01 " LOO 

Single Resistor Mounting .35 
Double Resistor Mounting .50 

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, INC., 
FISK BUILDING 

Broadway & 57th St., New York, N. Y. 

Tel. Circle 5471 Ft_44M'='A 

V 

As Great an Advance 
as the Tungsten Lamp 

The old carbon lamp consumed 
more current to give less light. 
Tungsten, which is metal, 
proved more economical, more 
efficient. It meant more light, 
longer life. Lynch Metallized 
Resistors are warranted abso- 
lutely noiseless, permanently ac- 
curate, dependable! 

AmAtvWVVV1owww,w. 

A concentrated metallized de- 
posit one- thousandth of an 

.inch thick upon a glass core 
gives conductive. non- arcing, 
silent, resistance that wins in 
the acid test of time. 

Dealers -Write Us! 

,vv:vw,:,,vw, wwvwwwwnvnwNnNwnnn . 
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Brines 
Your et 
UpTo Date 
The only real advance claimed 
by the makers of this year's best 
sets is improvement in tone per- 
formance. This improvement can 
be made in your present set by 
simply adding the Centralab 
Modu -Plug. This modernizing 
device makes your reception equal 
in tone performance to that of the 
latest high -priced receivers. 

Modu -Plug is warranted by Cen- 
tral Radio Laboratories, makers 
of variable resistances for sixty - 
nine manufacturers of leading 
standard sets. 

Centralab Modu -Plug replaces 
the loud speaker plug. Gives any 
degree of tone volume from a 
whisper to maximum by simply 
turning the small knob on the 
plug, without adjustments of 
other controls. Modu -Plug 
matches the speaker impedance to 
the output impedance of the set. 
Reduces interfering noises. Clar- 
ity and faithful reproduction 
equal the latest developments in 
perfected performance. 

$2.50 at your dealer's, or 
mailed direct on receipt 

of price. 

Central Radio Laboratories 
19 Keefe Ave., 'Milwaukee, Wis. 

Centralab Radiohm permits 
clear. true -tone reception 
by holding the sensitive re- 
generative position which 
immediately precedes the 
oscillation point, without 
distortion or loss of selec- 
tivity. A standard unit on 
leading sets. Retail price. 
$22.00, at your dealer's or 
from us. 

"You young fellows sure - do believe in 
climbin' the high mountains," came from the 
old man's rocker, as he twisted his head 
back and forth and rubbed his arms and 
knees, for the purpose, as he explained, of 
"gettin' out the kink." 

"Before leaving," I said enthusiastically, 
giving voice to certain plans which had been 
rapidly formulating in my mind, "I'd like 
to make you a little proposition. I've got 
business in Springfield tomorrow evening 
and the next day, but will cut it as short 
as possible and speed on up to a very close 
friend's farm, located about fifty miles 
north of Springfield. He's really an old 
chum of mine, is decidedly well off financ- 
ially, and is ready any time for any new 
venture I may sponsor, having come out 
pretty well in the past of several deals I 
brought to him. His dad is one of the 
directors in a large radio manufacturing 
corporation in Chicago; and if he and his 
dad knew what I know they'd walk a hun- 
dred miles to get in first and highest bid 
on your discovery or invention. 

"You don't know me any better than I 
know you, but under any circumstances I'd 
be ready to vouch for their absolute inte- 
grity. They'll do the square thing by you, 
shoulder all the responsibility of floating the 
venture, and I can assure you you'll never 
have a kick -back out of it. My proposition, 
which I must admit is decidedly brassy from 
practically a total stranger to you, is for 
you to fend off all prospective buyers of 
your invention who may show up between 
now and the twentieth of this month, when 
I expect to return with my chum and his 
dad. In other words, I'm asking you to give 
me a ten -day option without a deposit -but 
wait, I'll give you my check for a hundred 
dollars to show you I'm positive they'll 
bring this matter to a conclusion to your 
entire satisfaction." 

I jerked out my check -book and fountain 
pen, but paused. in surprise as I noticed the 
bewildered look upon his face. 

"My knowledge of business with its op- 
tions, contracts, and the like is very limit- 
ed," he began slowly, doubt and uncertainty 
seeming to measure his words. "I don't 
wish to offend you by not seeming to enter 
into the spirit of your proposition ; but 
there are several matters which I did not 
and can not explain to you just now which 
forbid my entering into any negotiations 
for this discovery. I am just on the verge 
of definitely proving to myself whether or 
not I have here a peculiar combination of 
elements which can or cannot be duplicated. 
Although we may say that this is my own 
invention there are several factors involved 
which I have been unable to calculate or 
comprehend ; and until such time as I can 
definitely put these constants on paper and 
duplicate my efforts and results in another 
receiver, I am unwilling to enter into any 
future plans for marketing the idea." 

Considering his words for a moment, I 
said, "Nevertheless I will plan on return- 
ing on the twentieth with my friend and his 
father. If nothing else comes of their visit, 
they will at least have experienced a thrill 
from your receiver such as they have never 
had before, and by which I am sure they 
will feel amply repaid for their time and 
trouble." 

With these words I reached for my hat, 
shook his hand heartily, and with the old 
neighbor trailing behind me, left the house. 
At the corner, shaking the old man's hand, 
I thanked him for the great good turn he 
had done me, and bidding him good -night 
hurried to my hotel and room. Although 
I composed myself for sleep a dozen times 
I found it impossible to control the dart- 
ing thoughts in my mind. My nerves were 
still tingling from my evening's experience 
and it was not until dawn flushed my bed- 
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Greater Distance 
Finer Selectivity 
Greater Power 

with 

FilnifPRERD-SENSITIVEI 

INDUCTANCE UNITS 

TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY KIT 

$ 12e00 
Replace your present inductances with this 
Aero Coil Tuned Radio Frequency Kit. 
It will positively improve the performance 
of your receiver. Special patented Aero 
Coil construction eliminates radio fre- 
quency losses. You will notice instantly, 
a tremendous improvement in volume, 
tone and selectivity. 

This kit consists of three matched units. 
The antenna coupler has a variable 
primary. Uses .00035 condenser. Coils 
are uniformly air spaced. No dope is 
used. Consequently they tune into reson- 
ance on a "knife's edge." 

FREE with each kit 
Eight page color circuit, layout and 
instruction sheet for building the 
super -sensitive 5 tube Aerodyne Re- 
ceiver packed with each kit. Get 
yours TODAY from your nearest 
dealer. 

Aero Products, Inc. 
Dept. 105, 1772 Wilson Avenue 

Chicago, Ill. 

CARTER 
"SHORT" .ZACK TIP J?.CK 

Open circuit .. 25e ea. 
Closed circuit .. 30e ea. 
Fits any Plug. Wide 
terminals. Easy solder- 
ing. Heavy insulation. 

rung springs. 

lac ea. 
\i tut in .size. Sturdy 
Nickel plated. Hoary 
contact spring. Carter 
quality. 

In Canada: Carter Radio Co.. Limited. Toronto ^" p edle q r3 Rb.Gaa+ L1`T.,`I . V 

Í _ 
i5ivJIC3AÚ"° 

FOR BETTER R:1 DIO REPRODUCTION 
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The Radio News "Auto- Former" 
receiver, equipped with MAR-CO 
illuminated controls. Contrast 
these glowing spots of light with 
clumsy dials. 

389 

air-trigger tuning response 
flashes in the spotlight of beauty 

MAR-CO Illuminated Controls, 
$3.50 each 

MAR -CO 4" vernier dials, [fit 
any set} nickel plated $2.50 

gold plated $2.75 

New MAR -CO rheostat dial 75c 

Two-thirds 
actual size 

The receiver you equip with 
MAR -CO controls differs from 
any dial operated set. 

In micrometer fineness of 
control -in swift certain re- 
sponse-in utter absence of 
"play " - the new MAR -CO 

illuminated control is ap- 
proached only by the celebra- 
ted MAR -CO dial. Perfection 
of gearless "friction- drive" is 
yours only with MAR -CO 

tuning. 

Searching action, in keeping 
with 1927 brodcast condi- 
tions.... 

- flashing beauty ... in step 
with 1927 standards of 
set design ... . 

- these advanced features 
distinguish your MAR -CO 

equipped set. 

c 
illuminated 
CONTROLS 

Any set you build, or remodel, 
can have MAR -CO controls. Scales 
read o to ioo, or ioo to o, as 
desired. Packed with each control 
is a special MAZDA bulb which 
runs on your regular "A" battery 
or on a separate "C" battery. 
The template, also included, re- 
duces the panel mounting to a 

simple zo- minutes' diversion. The 
instruction booklet illustrates 15 
standard makes of condensers fit- 
ted to MAR -CO controls. Send now 
for your copy. Martin -Copeland 
Co., Providence, R. I. 

o 

[D] Adseable 
Bezel foi panel 

[Al Template 

á, d 
dÌlrifiespan 

[B] Swatch 
consols lamp 

[C] Spenal 6 volt 
ff Maada lamp 
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SNAY! 
Poly Claro -Plug Improves 
Your Loud Speaker's Tone 

Almost Beyond Belief 
Chases the scrapes, rasps 
and other extraneous 
noises from your loud 
speaker; modifies static; 
broadens the range, boom- 
ing in the bass and high 
tones ; improves the tone 
quality of even the most 
inexpensive loud speaker. 

Merely plug into the 
loud speaker jack and push 
phone plug into sleeve 
provided. For sets with - 

out-jacks, attach to bind- 
ing posts -simple, easy, 
quick. Try one on your 
set today. Sold with 
money back guarantee. 

Polyplugs Can't Be Tugged 
or Jarred Loose! 

The loudspeakercord criss- 
crosses through Polymet's 
exclusive tension slot. Now 
just try to loosen that posi- 
tive contact by tugging or 
jarring - not a chance in 
the world! Automatic, 
quick, easy. Demonstrat- 
ing the fact that it pays to 
buy the best! 

Poly Plug, Genuine 
Bakelite . . . 50c 

E -Z Plug, Compo- 
sition . . . 35c 

Trice $1.50 

Move Your 
Loud Speaker 
to Any Room, 
Porch or Lawn! 

Exclusive tension slot construction assures posi- 
tive contact - the only connector with this 
important feature. Entirely automatic. No 
screws to fuss with. Instantaneous connection. 

Connector only . 

With 20 ft. Cord . 

With 25 ft. Cord 
With 35 ft. Cord . 

With 50 ft. Cord . 

. 35c 

. $1.25 

. 1.50 

. 1.75 

. 2.00 

Over r so receiver and power unit manufacturers 
specify Polymet Products as standard equipment. 
THEY KNOW ! At good dealers everywhere. 

Write today for illustrated descriptions of all 
Polymet products. Sent FREE on request. 

Polyniet Manufacturing Corporation 
599A Broadway - New York City 

"World's Largest Manufacturers 
of Radio Essentials" 

POLYMET 
PRODUCTS 
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room wall that I finally fell into dream - 
filled, fitful slumber. 

Two days later I relieved my mind to my 
churn by a full recital of all I had seen and 
heard at the home of the young radio in- 
ventor. He was visibly impressed by my 
words and manner and expressed himself as 
more than willing to take the matter up with 
his father at once. Little persuasion in turn 
was necessary to get the manufacturer inter- 
ested in a new departure in the radio field. 
On the morning of the eighteenth he ap- 
-peared - at the farmhouse door, a special 
directors' meeting having made it necessary 
for him to remain in Chicago until evening, 
and then drive all night in his car to be with 
us on schedule. 

While it was our intention to leave that 
morning for Springfield, reach there around 
noon and be at our destination before night- 
fall, circumstances arose in my chum's agri- 
cultural affairs which made it impossible 
for us to get away before early afternoon. 
As a result we did not reach Springfield be- 
fore five o'clock; and to attempt to make 
our destination that night would put us 
three hours after dark and make necessary 
a very tiresome and tedious drive over 
country roads which were none too good. 
We therefore decided to stay at a hotel 
that night and continue on odr way the first 
thing in the morning. 

To make sure that young Stebbins would 
be at borne on the following clay, I wired 
him the time we expected to arrive and 
added that he need not bother with answer- 
ing my telegram unless lie would be un- 
able to see us as originally planned. Hav- 
ing no doubt that all was in order, I sug- 
gested after dinner that we go -up the street 
and take in a show I had -seen advertised. 

I must admit that I myself obtained little 
entertainment from the performance, as 
my mind was busy with the morrow and 
what the results of our journey would be. 
But as my friends appeared to be enjoying 
it, we remained until the end and it was 
close to midnight before we returned to our 
hotel. 

As the desk clerk gave me my key he also 
handed me a telegram, stating that it had 
been received shortly after we went out. 
Frankly, I was afraid to open it, and my 
fingers trembled as I tore the thin yellow 
envelope. Instinct told me that the mes- 
sage it contained would be disappointing, and 
that my plans and our mutual hopes would 
be for nought. Slowly I unfolded the 
single sheet, and as I read I seemed to hear 
the roar of castle walls falling around my 
throbbing ears. 

"DO NOT COME PREVIOUS RE- 
SULTS HAVE FAILED AND FUR- 
THER DUPLICATION NOW SEEMS 
IMPOSSIBLE WRITING YOU FULLY 
ABOVE ADDRESS TONIGHT." 

"Well, boys," my chum's father broke out 
as soon as he had read the message, "guess 
that lets me out. I didn't build up too many 
hopes on this matter, but I must say I al- 
lowed myself a few prophetic dreams on 
the strength of your enthusiastic descrip- 
tions, and I'm really disappointed in the 
way things have turned out.- However," 
with brusque good nature, "can't be helped 
now. I've got a long drive on the back 
track ahead of nie tomorrow, so I'll have 
to be turning in." 

As he turned to nie and took my hand, I 
said, "I'm sorry I dragged you away from 
your work on this fruitless trip, but if you 
had been through my experience you would 
not wonder that I was so anxious to have 
you foster what appeared to be a marvelous 
step forward in our pet science." 

"Yes, from what you have told me, I envy 
you your experience. But still I can't help 
but believe that what the young genius has 
once accomplished will some day again be 
duplicated; if not by himself, then by some 
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to 
SOlder 

crnis` Vá y 
Indispensable 
for all solder - 
ing work. Simple - Speedy - 
Economical 

Pat. 
Applied 

For 

75 
COMPLETE 

Press -to - Feed 
Electric Soldering Iron 
One hand does the work of two. Speeds up radio 
set construction. Far better than a .blow torch. 

Solder will not melt until it reaches soldering 
point. Porcelain insulations prevents heat from 
entering handle. 

AGENTS -DEALERS -JOBBERS 
This newly invented electric soldering iron offers 
big money making opportunity. Order a sample 
today $3.75. Discounts in quantities on request. 
Write to. 

ILLINOIS STAMPING & MFG. CO. 
220 N. JeffersonSt., Dept. 11, Chicago 

YOU AINT HEARD NOTHIN YET! 
Until You've Listened Through 

T RECT FIERT LEBN ITE THE 
EM SUPR EaI 

THE POWERFUL NEW 

MULTIPOINT FIXT DETECTOR 
15e 

Post 

Paid 

15e 

Post 

Paid 

Latest Scientific Acheivement in CrystaWom 
This wonderful new mineral is soft and pliable as Tinfoil, yet rugged 

as steel; stands any voltage and is most stable for reflex circuiti. 
Added Range and Volume for Crystal Sets 

THE KEY TO QUALITY AND VOLUME RECEPTION 
Order today ! your Dealer or direct from 

PALMER & PALMER I s ,7* 
Manufacturera a the famous MULTIPOIRT LIREaI 

DEALERS AVRITS FOR OATALOa AND DISCOURT. 

KENNEDY t, KENNEDY 1442 Ponge St., Jaral;, Ont Exclusive Canto Disiri!e!cr 

Most amazing battery value 
ever offered! A genuine World 
6-Volt Radio "A" Battery with 
25 ampere capacity for only C B. D. $5.00! Just the thing for Trickle 
Charger. Famous World Qual- SeadNo ity assured. Equipped with 

6 -Volt 
Storage 
Radio "A" 
Battery 

.00 

Solid Rubber Case Money 

an assurance against acid and leakage. Order Now. We ship same day -by express C. O. D. subject to your exami- nation on arrival. Extra Offer: 5% discount for cash to full 
with order. ACT TODAY! 

o r 1 d WORLD BATTERY CO. 
Dept. 110, 

'STORAGE BATTERIES 1219S.WabasbAve.,Cbicago 

jKAs WEAFs W6NsWJSy KtiJsKCTOsKFAFX W.T`Tf3Éj 

ATENTS P 
WRITE for our Four 
Guide Books and "REC- 
ORD OF INVENTION 

BLANK" before disclosing inventions. Send 
model or sketch and description of your inven- 

tion for our INSPECTION and INSTRUC- 
TIONS FREE. TERMS REASONABLE. Elec- 
trtcaï and Radio Cases a specialty. 

VICTOR - J. EVANS & CO. 
919 NINTH ST., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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Ce Tubes 
t by Test" in the Laboratory 
t by Performance" in the Home 
side of CECO is like other tubes. It is the "know ` 
he care, the scientific skill built into the INSIDE that 
CECO tubes different and superior as detectors, as 

amplifiers. Repeated testing at every stage of manufacture the and insures the quality of every CECO Tube. 
TS 

Wonderful New Tube Developments 

Type 

Fil. 

The out 
how ", t 

makes 
amplifie 
protects 

Two 

MICONSICia 

tkr 0n1; 1M14111h!I U111111111W 

TUBES 
MAKE ANY '' 

GOOD RECEIVER 

BETTER 

Vol.. 

Woo "D" 
For Halt -Wave 

Rcetiner 
Give specifications 

Tille "E" 
Fil. Volts, a 

Fil. Cur...125 
P. Vol.. 135 

Power Amplifier Dry 
Cell 

List, $2.50 
Type "F" 

Fil. Vola, 5. 
Fil. Cur.. .5 

P. Vol.. 90 -180 
Power Amplifier 

Storage 
List. $5.00 
1Toe "G" 

Fil. Volts 5.0 
b'll. Amp., 0.25 
P. Vol., 90-180 
High Mutual 
List. $2.50 T "H" 

Fil. Vola. 5.0 
Fil. Anw.. 0.25 
P. Vol., 07 -90 

Special Detector 
List. $2.50 
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Patentee 

Quick, Easy, 
Positive Connections 

Quicker, easier and surer than bind- 
ing posts. Lock fast to panel and 
never loosen. Hold battery lead 
wires and phone tips securely -re- 
lease instantly. No tops or parts 
to lose. Heavily nickel plated. 
They are used as standard equip- 
ment on many of the finest sets. 

25C pair 
Firmly grip all wires from No. 11 

to No. 24 B & S gauge. Three 
sizes, for all panels. TYPE A 
(Standard) for 3/16" to / " pan- 
els. TYPE B (Special) for pan- 
els, cabinet walls and partitions 
from 5/16" to %" thick. TYPE 
C (Special) for panels up to /" 
thick. 

Ask your dealer for Union Radio 
Tip Jacks or write for Circular C. 

Identification Tags 
Hard, red fiber ovals with stamped 
designations. Thread them on your 
wires -they save time in tracing 
leads. Complete set of 9 tags only 
10c. 

TO ALL BRANCHES OF THE 
TRADE 

Send for illustrated circulars and 
sample of these fast -selling radio 
products, and details of our at- 
tractive proposition. 

iUNION«RADIO- CORPORATION' 
124 ^- SUS SEX ./AVENUE..4- NEWARK --N.J. 
NEW .' YORK - OFFICE -40-.EAST-.34',"- tS1REET. 

other experimenter in the same field. I 
shall be grateful if you will take the time 
to let me know the final outcome of the 
matter. 

My chum took my hand in a friendly 
grasp and squeezed my arm in sympathy. 
"Pm driving back with my Dad in the 
morning as far as the farm," he said. 
"Here's luck to you and the young scient- 
ist you've discovered. Come out and tell 
me all about it just as soon as you're at 
liberty again. And come prepared to spend 
that. month's vacation with me that we've 
been planning on so long." 

I followed them to the elevator with my 
eyes, and smiled somewhat wanly as they 
turned and nodded to me and then rose from 
my view. 

Thanks to an efficient postal system, the 
letter was delivered to me by the first 
morning's mail, and I was soon in possession 
of all the disappointing facts. Needless to 
take your time in quoting Stebbins' letter 
in full; the facts, as briefly as possible, are 
as follows: 

The heart of the unique reproducing ap- 
paratus had been a crystal, similar to that 
used in ordinary crystal receiving sets. Cer- 
tain peculiarities of this particular crystal 
specimen had baffled him, however ; and the 
day after I visited him he had wrapped it 
carefully and sent it to a firm of metallurg- 
ists in Springfield for analysis. On the 
strength of their report he had hurried to 
that city and obtained from the same supply 
house who had furnished him with the orig- 
inal crystal,- several other samples of the 
same substance which he carried personally 
to the same metallurgists for a similar test. 
The results of the latter tests were a source 
of disappointment; as was the test of every 
other specimen he was able to obtain from 
the wholesale house, completely exhausting 
their stock of this particular variety in his 
efforts to obtain a duplicate of the original 
crystal. 

The report of the metallurgists, in brief, 
had been that the specimen he had s ubmit- 
ted had responded very strongly to a test for 
radio- activity, indicating that the rarest of 
elements, radium, had entered into the com- 
position of this certain metallic c rystal. 
To the best of their knowledge, radi um or 
any other radio-active elements, had never 
before been known to occur in combi nation 
with this metal. Tests of all rem aining 
specimens for radio- activity met wi th no 
positive response; so that they were forced 
to regard as a freakish composite th e first 
crystal he had submitted to them. 

Sadly disappointed he returned to his 
home, convinced that for the time 'bei ng he 
would have to be satisfied in opera ting a 
unique set, which could not be dup licated 
until such time as similar results co uld be 
obtained from some other method. But 
when the crystal was once more ad justed 
in its place he was surprised to fin d that 
the expected results did not mate rialize. 
For forty -eight hours he worked st eadily, 
taking time only to eat and drink but 
failed miserably in obtaining the faintest re- 
broadcasted sound. 

Finally, removing the crystal once more 
from the set, he decided it was fairl y pos- 
sible that in testing it the chemist ha d held 
it in his fingers ; under which circum stances 
the natural body oil would have coated its 
sensitive surface with a positive ins ulation. 
Tired in body and mind, he reached for a 
bottle of benzine; determined th at. if 
thoroughly cleansing the crystal pr oduced 
no better results, he would get some much- 
needed sleep and take up the problem later. 

Placing the crystal in a small earthern 
crucible he poured over it a generous por- 
tion of the liquid -when with a hiss a small 
cloud of vapor arose which. as it cleared 
away, disclosed the dust -like particles of 
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Thousands Use These 
Ingenious 

TRANSMITTER 
UNITS 

Here's a marvel of Engineering design -a 
practical miniature transmitter, used by 
thousands of radio fans and experimenters 
for amplification purposes. 
It is a most novel unit, having hundreds of 
uses. Every amateur should have two or 
three of these amplifiers in his laboratory. 

A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS 
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With each unit is mailed an eight -page instruc- 
tion pamphlet containing suggestions for innum- 
erable uses. 
Our supply is limited; avoid disappointment by 
ordering today. The coupon below is for your 
special convenience. 

SPECIALLY PRICED 
While they last- 95C (or Two for $1.75) per unit 

THE PRESS GUILD, 
66 -R West Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find 95c/$1.75 for which send me postpaid 
one /two amplifier units as advertised. 
Name 

Address 

City, State M--------------------------- 
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RAYTHEON 
ANNOUNCES 

89Z 
MORE 

POWER 

Greater 
Reliability 

in 
Radio Power 

Light Socket Power for Filament and Plate of 
Type 199 Tubes Now Pradical 

OUR years ago the scientists in the 
Raytheon Laboratory tackled the 

problem of using alternating current as a 
supply for radio power. After three years 
of research the well -known Raytheon, 
Type B, was developed. In the one 
short year since this tube was introduced 
the B -power market has been revolu- 
tionized, and the Raytheon equipped 
B -power units today are unquestionably 
the leaders in quality. 

Raytheon, Type B, the 60 milliam- 
pere tube, remains the standard for reg- 
ular B -power service. 

Now these same engineers have per- 
feted the next logical step toward a. c. 
operation -a new and exceptional recti- 
fier for a new and exceptional service. 
Raytheon, Type BH, has a rated capacity 
of 85 milliamperes, more than enough 

to supply the 60 milliampere current for 
the filaments of Type 199 receiving 
tubes connected in series. Here is a 
wonderful opportunity for the home 
constru &or to obtain complete a. c. op- 
eration. Think of it,bothAand B power 
from a single rectifier! Leading radio 
magazines will carry detailed informa- 
tion on how this may be accomplished. 

The new cube has been rated 200 
volts output. This is just what has been 
needed for the new power amplifiers 
using the UX -171, tfie latest develop- 
ment in quality reproduction for the 
home. This unit will also be described 
in articles by radio authorities, and 
complete factory -built B -power units 
of this type are now available at radio 
dealers for those who require the extra 
power. 

One last word on Reliability to those 
who are not already familiar with 
Raytheon and the Raytheon policy. 
Complete power units, equipped with 
Raytheon tubes, are manufactured by 
Companies selected for their excellent 
engineering and production facilities. 
No others are authorized to sell Ray- 
theon rectifiers or to use the trademark 
word RAYTHEON. Hence, by making 
certain that you are purchasing a genu- 
ine Raytheon unit you are not only 
assured of the utmost in reliable recti- 
fication, but also that the Qnit has been 
carefully designed for the service for 
which it is intended. You will find 
a variety of prices and styles to meet 
every requirement. 

Raytheon is the Heart of Reliable 
Radio Power. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
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LEARN 
ELECTRICITY 
,iii the "Great Shops j 

COYNE 

In 12 
WEEKS 

Earn $60 
to $200 a Week 
Get in the field that offers you the BIG-PAY -BE 
AN ELECTRICAL EXPERT. Coyne is not a Cor- 
respondence School. Everything is practical. No 
hooka or useless theory. You do actual work on our huge 

boutlay 
of electrical apparatus-everything from door- ells to power plants -everything to make you a $60 to 

$200 a week EXPERT. A Coyne trained man can take 
his place here n the electrical old. Learn in 
Chicago, the Electrical Center of the W orld. 
You Don't Need Education or 
Experience cD 

1e 
gives youteducatnannd 

training is practical and casÿ to understand. 
work. 

Free Railroad Fare and Radio 
and Auto Course FREE! 

-Right now I am including a free course in Radio. 
Also complete court Auto, Truck and Tractor 

Elecctricityta ddS 
Storage Batteries and I'll pay your rail - 

Earn While You Learn -We help stu- 
dents to secure part time jobs to earn a good part of their 
living expenses while training and assist them to a big 
pay job on graduation. 

SEND COUPON NOW! 
pon't delay a minute -send that coupon right 
pow for myY_big free catalog and full particulars of spe- 
ç l offer. No obligation on your part at all. ACT NOW! 

COYNE Electrical School 
li. C. LEWIS. President 

Dept. 76.77 1300 -10 W.-Hats wn St 
CHICAGO, 
ILLINOIS 

Get my 
Big Free 
.Book 

Address - 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADI O NEWS. - $2.50- a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, 
N. Y. C. 

what had -once been a sensitive crystal now 
disintegrated and scattered over the bottom 
of the- dish. - 

His grief mounting almost to speechless 
rage, he glared at the bottle that had done 
the mischief. In raised letters on its side ap- 
.peared the unmistakable and startling legend 
-I-LSO,. Close to the point of nervous ex- 
haustion, his fingers had strayed at the criti- 
cal moment; and, - instead of the intended 
benzine bath, he had poured into the crucible 
a quantity of pure, undiluted, sulphuric acid. 

Bút life was not all disappointment for 
the young inventor. It developed that my 
chum's father was a director of the same 
factory whose salesman had stolen young 

'Stebbins',` first invention. Within a short 
time the salesman was seeking a new con - 
nection, the corporation paid my friend a 
substantial bonus as amends for past neg- 
lect, and the royalty returns were trans - 
ferred to his account. 

An enthusiastic welcome is always ex- 
tended to me at the Stebbins home ; and he 
now feels free to confide in me any and all 
of his latest discoveries, without fear that 
the fruit of his efforts will be purloined. 
With the income he is deriving from his 
first invention Ile has added considerably to 
his laboratory equipment ; and, when last I 
saw him he was still busy experimenting 
and seeking the illusive "vibration of 
silence." 

11 11 .11111111111111111111:11111111111111.11111111111131111111111111111 

The "Eiarn" Meets the 
"Egg" 

(Continued front page 374) 

"Say, for the :lof `of Mike, that's real. 
What'you want -it to do, get up on its front 
paws and ;walk around the room and roll 
over on its back ?" was my retort, and in 
quite furious and indignant manner, too. 

"It ,may be real but it isn't like the -ones 
I saw in pictures. They all were on great 
big black panels and stood as high as this 
room. 

At this point I devoted several minutes 
to explaining that the set he macle reference 
to was for 600 -meter work and a commercial 
product. Mine, I told him, was home -made, 
but worked. 

"How far do you get with it ?" he queried. 
. "France, Great Britain, and all over the 
United States and Canada," I replied 
proudly. 

This didn't seem to impress him at all, 
since he was interested in the result of my 
opening a package which contained the new 
five -watt bottle. 

Carefully I. removed the packing and 
brought forth the little giant, then insert- 
ing it in the socket I looked -back at the boy 
friend and remarked: 

"'Tis she ! That's the one that does the 
trick on forty meters !Ii 

"You have to have a license to operate 
that thing, don't you ?" was his next interro- 
gation. 

This appeared to be a good place to put 
on the old brave, indifferent act, and I says, 
"Yeah, you're supposed to have one, but 
mine is for the other town. Anyhow it 
doesn't permit me to operate on this wave- 
length." 

"Aren't you afraid of getting caught do- 
ing that ?" said he. 

"Oh, no !" I declared emphatically : "I 
should worry about the radio inspector ! 
He'll never know the `dill' ! You see what 
he doesn't know won't hurt him much -" 

Not giving him a chance to ask any fur- 
ther foolish questions, and to change the 
trend of the conversation, I asked him casu- 
ally whaf his line of business was. 

"I'm the new radio supervisor for this 
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BIG 
SUMMER 

OFFER 
sO VALUE $ 

..FOR.. 
This is the biggest opportunity of 

the year. 

To the readers of RADIO NEWS 
we have arranged to offer a big re- 
duction in the famous Consrad Pat- 
tern's and E. I. Co. Books; mil- 
lions of these have been bought by 
Radio Fans. They are recognized 
and sold by the best Radio stores 
and Newsdealers. 

We offer any $2.00 worth of these 
books and patterns you may select 
for $1. 

Think of it $2 for $1. Just check 
$2 worth from the list below and 
send $1 with the coupon and we 
will mail you the materials at once. 

LARGE ORDERS ACCEPTABLE IN THE 
SAME PROPORTION. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 
NOW! 

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc., 
64 Church St., New York. N. Y. 

Gentlemen: -I enclose $1, please send me the 
items checked below. (Items checked not to ex- 
ceed $2 worth.) 

E. I. BOOKS, regular price 25c 
No. 1. Tips for the Radio Constructor. 

t] No. 2. How to Make Practical Radio Receiv- 
ers.' 

No. 3. Radio Questions Answered. 
No. 5. Loud Talkers and How to Build Them 
No. 6. How to Tune Your Radio Set. 

El No. 7. One Hundred Radio Hook -ups. 
No. 8. All About Radio Parts. 
No. 9. History and Operation of Vacuum 

Tubes. 
No. 10. The Neutrodyne and All About It. 
No. 11. How Radio is Received. 
No. 13. Reflex Radio Receivers. 
No. 14. The- Super- Heterodyne, Theory and 

Construction. 
CONSRAD PATTERNS, regular price 50c 
No. 2. How to Make a Two -Stage Amplifier. 
No. 4. How to Make a Reinartz Receiver. 
No. 5. How to Make a Reflex Receiver. 
No. 6. How to Make a Cockaday Receiver. 
No. 9. How to make the S. T. 100 Receiver. 
No. 11. How to Make a Five -Tube Cockaday 

Receiver. 
No. 12. How to Make a Portable Receiver. 
No. 13. How to Make a Harkness Receiver. 
No. 15. How to Make a Low Loss Receiver. 
No. 16. How to Make the Tropadyne Super - 

adio. - 

A. Radio Map of the U. S. on Cloth. - 

B. 20 Radio Diagrams and Hook-ups. 
C. All About Aerials and Their Construction. 
D. Radio Amateurs' Practical Design Data. 

RN-10 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE 
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BOSCH RADIO 

THE CRUISER 
5 tubes -$100. 

If you want radio without petty interferences, radio of truer, finer selectiv- 
ity, radio of easy operation -then the new Bosch models will fully satisfy 
your requirements. The Bosch Amborada is a seven tube receiver com- 
pletely Armored and Shielded against interferences and has tonal range from 
a whisper to dance volume. It successfully and instantly separates "close in" 
stations without whistling or blurred reception. Two controls only: one for 
station selection and one for volume. Ample room is provided in the hand- 
some Early American period Amborada cabinet for all batteries, chargers or 
power units -perfect radio and quality in furniture is embodied in this 
receiver. The Cruiser is a completely armored and shielded five tube re- 
ceiver of Unified -Control, single station selector for 
powerful stations and two dial advantages for 
"Cruising the Air." The Bosch Radio Line fulfills 
every radio requirement, five, six, seven tube receiv- 
ers, two cone type reproducers, famous NoBattry 
"B" Power Unit and other radio equipment. Every 
receiver, every item in the line is Bosch Precision 
built, ahead of the industry, and you can prove it 
for yourself, just visit a Bosch Radio Dealer. We 
will tell you his name upon request. 

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP. 
Main Office and Works: - Springfield, Mass. 
Branches: New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco 

Manufactured under patent applications of the American Bosch Magneto C rporation 
o Tr.,' .i aborátories Inc. 

The AMBOBADA -7 tubes -$310. 
All .vices slightly hinter. Colorado. nest -Canada 
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EVERY NOTE 
LEAVING THE 
MICROPHONE 
REACHESYOURá 
SPEAKER 
AMPLIFIED 
EVENLY 
by they 

Jefferson 
Concertone 

/ I ' e \\\ 
:the/filed t clrcultr.rpeci j 
JifFERSON Onterfone, 
(AL -2 EALED)AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS 

Because they do not lose, distort or "blast" 
any notes (from the lowest to the highest au- 
dible to human ears), the new large Jefferson 
"Concertone" Transformers are being used 
in latest circuits. 

Not only do they make programs sound 
wonderfully natural and life -like by amplify- 
ing all tones equally; they also increase sens- 
itivity and improve distance reception. Ideal 
for use with power tubes because of heavily 
insulated extra large cores and windings. 
Each "Concertone" is sealed against moisture 
in a 34 " long x 23 " high metal case -con- 
venient for double -decking. 

Make your set a 1927 model in quality 
of tone by installing a pair of "Concertones. T 

$6 each -at your dealer's. 
Send For Latest Literature 

Other Jefferson Guaranteed Radio Products in. 
eludes "Star" A.F. Transformers, $2.75, $3; Tube 
Rejuvenators, $7.50; Tube Testers (for dealers, 
experimenters) $8. $9. Tube Chargers (described 
below). No. 280 Tube Charger with large socket 
only, $3.50; No. 285 Tube Charger with small socket 
only, $3:50. 

l' 4 
' 

II 

lath outremovinseyour 
tuberfrom the fet --- 
KEEP TUBES LIKE NEW-CHARGE 
THEM MONTHLYondALLAT ONCE 

Tubes gradually weaken with use, as do batteries. Once 
a month attach Jefferson Tube Charger to light socket and 
e 'tuned with set for 10 minutes. Keep 201 -A or 1 -199 
type tubes like new -at full efficiency. Rejuvenates flui- 
dram tubes. Improved reception with longer life of tubes 
and batteries will be worth many times the price to you. 
Cuarantttd. 

Jefferson Tube Charger, $3.50 
!flakes it easy to regularly charge tubes, all at once. to 

your set. at home. Enjoy top-notch reception every night. 
Get one from dealer today. 

Jefferson. ,trip 14fg. Co. 
.r9est mamifacttirers °t)+¡,; of small transformers 

541 SO. GREEN ST. ^^'-o CHICAGO,ILL.U.S.A. 

district," he coolly stated, taking a piece of 
pink paper from his inside coat pocket! 

NOTICE TO HAMS 
Editor, RADIO NEWS: 

I should be pleased if you would call at- 
tention to the fact, through the medium 
of your valuable journal, that I should be 
pleased to forward cards to Irish experi- 
menters from amateurs in your country. 
Cards should be addressed to the Station, 
c/o "Irish Radio Journal," 34, Dame Street, 
Dublin. 

NV. R. BIRNE, 
Managing Editor, Irish Radio Journal. 

CALLS HEARD 
A. G. WEYNTON, "CESCA," CRANBROOK 
AVE., CREMORNE, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 

laao, laci, lado, lbgm, lbgq, lcntx, lhra, 1pi, 
2agq, 2bx, 2uo, 3bk, 31w, 3ww, 4ag, 4iz, 4xj, 4xt, 
aq, Saab, Sakt, Salta, 5amn, Savf, Sd1, 5dq, 5gc, 

Srk, Sww, 5yd, 6aij, Galr, 6anm, 6bao, 6beh, 6bhk, 
6bjn, 6b1s, 6boo, 6bgt, 6buc, 6bwi, 6cor, 6dat, 6eb, 
6.x, Ghv, 6ih, 6jn, 6ky, 6mb, 6oi, 6pr, 6sv, 6ts, 
6tx. 6ukm, 6xam, 6zv, 7pu, 7r1. 7vr, 7wa, 7xf, 
8adg, 8bhm, 8bon, 8bpl, 8gz, 8nz, 9bhx, 9bwo, 
9bvh, 8bzi, 9che, 9c1j, 9clr, 9cpq, 9cv, 9cxc, 9dau, 
9dez, 9dng. 9eas, 9ect, 9eek, 9eii, 9etf, 9kg, 9kv, 
91n1í, 9xi, KFUH. 

hufxj, huwyi, hu6axw, hu6bdl. 
c2rc, c4gt, f8kf, g2od. 
jizq, m4v, m9a. 
pi3aa, pilhr. 
All cards gsl'cl card for card ; time. grit, qso, 

qsh, qss, can be given on request. Calls above 
heard between May 16 and 28, 1926. 

L. F. STROBEL, 680 YALE STREET, AKRON, 
OHIO, 8BSR 

40 Meter Band 
6abg, 6abx, 6afg, Gafs, haft*, 6ahp, 6aji, 6ajm, 

Gakw, Gann, Gano, 6bab, 6bam, 6bdw, 6bhw, 6bih, 
6bil, 6bpg, 6hq, 6bur, 6cae, 6cbj, 6cc1, Gcco, 6cey, 
6cis, 6cix, 6ckv, Gclp, Gclt, 6csd, 6css, 6csu, 6csw, 
6cto, Gcur, 6cuw, 6daa, Edam, 6dau, 6dax, 6dh, 
6d1, Gfz, 6hu, 6kg, 61a. 6nx, 6p1, 6qs, Grp, 6sb, 
Gttf, 6vr, 6vz, 6xi, 7aek, Ica, 7cs, 7df, Teo, 7jf, 
7ps, 7uj. 

ENGLAND: 2nm, 2od, 2qb, 2wj, 51f, 5ma, 
51st, 5rz, Ssz, Gox, 6rm, Gyu. 

FRANCE: 8bf, 8dk, 8eu, 8gi, 8nk, 8yor. 
ITALY : las, 1er, lgw, lrnt, loo. 
SPAIN: Ar24, 
BELGIUM: 4yz. 
PORTUGAL: 3gb. 
CHILE: 9tc. 
SO. AFRICA: A4z. 
HAWAII : (tcicf, fx1. 
AUSTRALIA: 2hk, 2cg, 2cs, 2cls, 2jw, 21o, 

2sw, 2tm, 2yi, 3bd. 3h1, 3kb, 3wm. 3yx. 
NEW ZEALAND: lax, lig, lac, 3af, 3ak, 4a1. 
BRAZIL: lab, las, lib, 2ah. 
MEXICO: laa, lk. 
CANADA: lam, lar, ldd, lei, 4ac, 4dc, 4dw, 

4fv, 5go. 
PORTO RICO: 4kt. 
MISCELLANEOUS: Age, b9, ca, fw, ntt. 

A. G. HECKER, CAMP STREET, TEMORA, 
NS.W., AUSTRALIA 

UNITED STATES: 1pl, Iii, ]pr, lem, Iwr, 
liq, lrg, lyb, lte, laa, laep, lcmp, lhb, ]ht, 
laao, 1íx, lcx, lbs, ]ka, Iha, 1px, lahg, laaj, 
lcmx, Ibzc. ter, Ilp, Thad, lazd, laxa, lhux, 
2agq, 21u. 2agt, 21z, 21i, 2zv, 2qi, 2ai, 2kr, 2huy, 
2xaf, 2aff, 2bbx, 2cxw, 2cgj, 2gy, 2aq, 2re, 2ds, 
2af, 2hg, 2acs, 2ahm, 2xbf, 2kg, 2aim, 3jw, 3wo, 
31wa, 3jwa, 3kw, 3s1, 3ac, 3bw, 3ju, 3ef, 3sc, 
Sot, 3qt, 31d, 31ív, 4gt, 4tm, 4rm, 4ate, 4fu, 4oa, 
4eco, 4si, 4cm, 4f1, 5et, Suk, 5aj, Sagl, 5zai, Snq, 
Skin, zloty, Sagn, Sazk, Snj, Srfb, Sew, Sagz, 5akz, 
5ms, Sagu, Sux, Saav, Saab, Sad. Sza, Sasw, 
6dah, 6ji, 6aji, 6km, 6awt, 6bhz, 6chs, 6cej, 6za, 
Gcgw, 6rw, 6bjx, Gar, 6cso, 6et, 6cg, 6cto, 6bur, 
Gri, 6bao, 6an, 6agk, 6cí, 6bmw, 6bsz, 6nx, 6ut, 
dank, 6hcf, Gjp, 6uar, 6ot, 6xad, 6crs, 6cub, 6hgo, 
Gcom. 6agn, 6bih, 6fa, 6xbj, 6af, 6hgc, 6akz, 6dao, 
61i, Gcsw, 61j, 6hm, 6ha, 6hkv, 6aii, 6hq, 6cgo, 
6bil, 6azk, 6vr, 6tz, 6apk, 6aqp, 6cuk, 6zhe, 6dn, 
Gaoi, 6hjj, Gahq, 6íx, 6ew, 6cmg, 6uc, 6gad, iodai, 
6htm, 6ccy, 6uf, 6sk, 6chx, 6kb, 6oi. 6ji, 6bmg, 
dctd, Ghm, 6bwi, 6jn, 6dhe, 6boo, 6d1, 6hj1, bac, 
dcvp, dcgk, Edam, 6aiv, 6cgn, 6am, 6hqt, baps. 
d.sy, 6ahp, 6alt, 6bon, 6akm, 6aak, 6bav, 6js. 
71y. 711z, 7cq, 7ya, 7ak. lay. lit, 7aek, Tou, 7df, 
7xf, lek, 7aaj, 71q, Bak, 81g, 8do. 8don, 8cyi, 
Rpl. 8ca, Sbc, Sry, 8ct, 8gz, 8chk, 8akf, 8aj, 
Ssftt, Ber, Sena, 8hf, 8dns, 8alf, 8bnh, 8hce, 8eq, 
Ssf, 81íp1. 8clti, 8xe, 8kw, 8dgo, 8eh, 8dem, 911, 

9ded, 9eli, 9ax, 9c1c1, 9ack. 9akf, 9ccg. 9cgn, 9bht, 
9bby, 96bj, 9cxx. 9uq, 9ado. 9xn, 9aci. 9dk, 9bn, 
9dnc, 9ek. 9uc. 9cca, 9zt, 9bpy, 9ck, 9dvr, 9bbh, 
9,1ve, 9dng, 9dkv, 9apm, 9eez, 9bdf, 9bta, 9ehj, 
9kd, 9hb, 9gx. 9ih, 9ab, 9biz, 9dwp, 9bmx, 9cmp, 
9bwo. 9hqu. 9wi, 9cpq, 9fj, 9dau. 

KDKA. KGO. WMAQ, WOR, KFI, KEL, KET, 
NEF, WIZ, NPG, NPL. 
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World 
STORAGE BATTERIES 

at .Cos t 
LIMITED 

TIME OFFER! 
Fora limited timeonly, genuine 
World Storage Batteries can be 
gotten at actual cost. Every 
cent óf profit has been cut out 
in order to keep our full factory 
organization busy during the Bond 
slack season. Prices below are in Writing 
lowest in history. 

World Batteries are nationally 
known for dependable. long 
wearingperformance. Solid 
Rubber Case prevents acid 
and leakage. 

Send No Money! 
Just state battery wanted and we 
will ship same day order is received, 
by Express C.O.D. subject to exam - 
inktion.on arrival. 5% discount for 
cash in full with order. Send your 
order now and get your World Bat- 
teries at actual manufacturing cost. 

2-Year 
Guarantee 

.Approved 
and Listed as 

Standard 
bg Leading 
,/luthoriii,s 

including Radio 
News Laborator- 
ies, Popular sci- 
ence Institute of 
Standards. Popu- 
lar Radio Labora- tories, Radio 
Broadcast Labo- 
ratories. Rauio In 

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY I 

The Home, and 
1219 So. Wabash Avenue Y 

Leh., lne. 
Dept. 10 Chicago, 1R. 

Solid Rubber Caso 
Radio Batteries 

G -Vo.t, 100 -Amperes 
510.50 

6 -Volt, 120 -Amperes 
$12.50 

o. Volt. 140 Amperes 
013.2a 

KDKA WSBC 

Solid Rubber Caso 
Set your Radio Dial Auto Batteries 
for tito new 1000 w. e Vol. 11 Plata 
World Storage >1:0.t0 Batt cry Station 6- Volt. 13Plate 
W S B C Chicago. $12.00 
Interesting pro- 12 -Volt 7 - Plato g graos evaotght. $15.25 

W EAF KYW 

LIGHTS 
YOUR 
DIALS 
f or easy ad just - 
ment at night or 
in the shaded 
radio corner 
with this new, 
handy and 
beautiful radio 
lamp. 

OIAL1TE 
Portable Radio Lamp 

Ornamental as well as useful. Supplies the 
right amount of light for easy dial reading and 
adjusting. Handsomely designed. Has heavily 
weighted base. Old gold finish. Comes 
equipped with 6V bulb, switch and 5?/., feet 
of insulated wire. Simply attach to "A" bat- 
tery and DIALITE is ready for service. It 
serves as a trouble finder, too. 

AT ALL RADIO DEALERS 
If your dealer cannot supply you, send $2.00 
and we will ship direct, postage prepaid. 
Money back if not satisfactory. 

ACCESSORIES MFG. CO. 
2314 -29 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Special Library of Information 
on 

RADIO PATENTS 
and 

TRADE MARKS 

JOHN B. BRADY 
Patent Lawyer 

Ouray Building 

Cable address: 
RADIOPAT 

Washington, D. C. 

Telephone: 
Main 4806 
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No Tubes to Buyer 
No Acid to Spill 

Lamp - Socket Reception 

Harmless 
solution 

Solution 
level 

always 
visible 

These knobs reg- 
ulate voltages 

Only four con- 
nections to 

make 

Plug can be left perma- 
nently in light socket 

The Willard 
Selling Plan 

for 
Radio Dealers 

Your local Willard Serv- 
ice Station will act as your 
jobber on Willard Radio 
Products, 

This means a quick source 
of supply for strictly fresh 
material which you can 
turn over to your customers 
in the pink of condition. 

Your local Willard Serv- 
ice Station also assumes 
the responsibility for serv- 
ice, if needed. 

Months of operation 
have proved that this plan 
is effective, and profitable 
for all concerned. 

Willard Radio Products 
will be advertised exten- 
sively this fall. Doubles 
and full -pages in The Sat- 
urday Evening Post and 
other leading publications. 

The Willard"B" Power Unit 
Here's a "B" Power Unit that does a real job in any 

radio set. 

Its specially designed low- resistance filter cuts out hum 
while you are receiving and keeps it out during pauses in 
broadcasting. 

No tubes are used, for this very different Unit rectifies the 
current from your lighting socket by means of a harmless 
solution which will not damage furniture or carpets. Conse- 
quently a safe Unit to place in the finest radio cabinet. 

Delivers ample current for all types of radio sets up to and 
including those of ten tubes, as well as sets using power tubes. 

Operates economically on any 110 -volt, 50 -60 cycle, alter - 
natilag- current circuit. 

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A. 

Have your local Willard 
Service Station explain the 
details of this practical 
plan for advertising and 
selling radio products. The 
advertisements are signed: 

Sales and Service through 
The Willar d Battery men 

and their 
Authorized Radio Dealers 

Appropriate signs and 
window cards will identify 
you as an Authorized 
Dealer. Booklets and other 
valuable selling helps will 
be furnished. 

Your Nearest Willard 
Service Station is Your 
Nearest WillardJobber 

397 
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Use the 
Handsome 

Bodine 
De Luxe 
Loop 

rw 

To Tune Out 
Interference 

The artistically balanced, hand rubbed, solid walnut 
frame and lustrous silk winding of this beautiful loop 
harmonize with the finest furniture. It is very com- 
pact. yet highly efficient for its size. Equipped with 
lack which may be mounted in top of cabinet, to elim- 
inate all exposed connecting wires. 
Improves tone quality by tuning out interfering 
stations. Designed for regular loop sets, but can be 
used with many aerial sets with slight changes. Write 
for directions for converting aerial sets into loop sets. 
Ask your dealer to show you the beautiful Bodine 
DeLuxe Loop. 

Bodine Basket' Folding Loop Weave 
Very popular because of its 
remarkable ability to pick 
up long distance signals. 
Specially designed wires 
do not sag. Loop holds its 
shape in service. Folds 
very compactly -ideal for 
camping. Calibrated dial 
permits logging. Ask your 
dealer about the Bodine 
Basket -Weave Folding 
Loop. the loop that is 
different. 

Bodine Ergh; R.F. Transformer 
The dream of set builders. 
Readily improves tuned 
radio frequency circuits. 
Makes them sensitive and 
selective. Improves tone 
quality. Write for data on 
Bodine Twin -Eight Hook- 
up which utilizes Twin - 
Eight coils. 

Mail the Coupon 

CANADA: 2ki, 3aa, 4gt, 4bd, 9ck. 
JAPAN: laa. 
SAMOA: Npu, 6zac. 
JAVA : Pkx, ane, andir, anf. 
GUAM: Npn. 
PORTO RICO: 4sa, 4r1, 4je. 
MEXICO: lk, 9a. 
PHILIPPINES: Ihr, Id], lau, 3aa, cd8, npo, 

neqe. 
CHILE: leg, 9tc. 
CHINA: geft, NPJ. 
RABAUL: vjz. 
RUSSIA: rrp., IRAQ, ldh. 
FRENCH INDO- CHINA: 8qq, 81ót. 
PALESTINE: 6yx, 6zk. 
SOUTH AFRICA: a3x. 
FRANCE: 8M, 8ee, Fw, Fnk. 
HOLLAND: peon, pell. 
ITALY: lax, ide. 
SPAIN: ear2i. 
ENGLAND: 2nm, 21z, god, 2kf, 2sz, 2cc, 3nn. 

51f, Ssz, 6uz. 
IRELAND: Snj. 
GREENLAND: wap. 
ANTARCTIC: age. 
SHIPS: XRRL, GEE, NEDJ, NLMM, NDF, 

KFUH, NVE, NRY, NIS, NLJ, NIFJ. 
UNKNOWN: NOEN, NEQQ, de8ssc, BAM, 

ylbk, mjh, 2bg. 

F. J. HINDS, 3337 OAK PARK AVE., BER- 
WYN, ILL., 9APY 

laae, lahb, lajp, (lane), Ichl, lckm, (2adk), 
2aiz, 2cjj, 2cyh, 2tlx, 2wc, 3clo, 3o1, (4aa), 4cu, 
(4dt), 4f1, 4it, 4wg, Sabi, 5agu, Sajm, Saki, 
(5apq), 5aty, 5aua, 5awf, 51m, 5jd, 5qj, 5qk, 5yb, 
6aao, 6abg, 6aij, 6bil, Echo, 6crz, 6ct, 6ctn, 
(6cuw), 6dbl, 6ka, 61r, 7dd, 7fj, 7f1, 7jf, 8dhx, 
8dkn, (8e1), 8eu, 8tif, But laa, laci, lak, laof, 
lask, lawe, 1bhb, lbsd, fbz, lcjr, lcklt, lcmg, 
Icoe, Idb, Irm, (lue), lza, 2aev, 2afv, 2a1, (2bm), 
2cty, 2ez, (2oj), 3aal, 3apm, 3bnu, 3bwt, (3hu), 
3qi, 3tr, 3vi, 4cm, 4it, 4iz, 43e, 411, 41t, 4og, 4rm, 
(4rz), 4wu, 5aaq, Sabi, (Sabz), Sada, Sade, 5ahr, 
5alz, 5a pi, (5apq), Sagx, 5atx, 5avv, 5ft, 5hn, Shp, 
Spi, 5 h, 5 z, Sul, Svv, Swk, 6akm, 6akt, 6ano, 
6bjv, 6b1s, 6bvg, 6cmx, 6cof, 6crs, 6crz, 6dag, 6í1b1, 
6hm, 6kg, 61r, (6nw), 7afo, 7aib, Icy, 7dd, Teo, 
7gv, 7jf, 71u, (7mz), 7n1, 7no, Toy, (7uq), (8acz), 
8aul, (8ayp), (8hfg), 8bhm, 8cmm, (8cyd), 8dbb, 
8dno. (Edon), (8dqa), (81j), (8rv).8uf. 

CANADIAN: (c -3dh), c -3ni, c -3qs, c -4cc, 
c -4ea. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Fw, c -6za, wir, wiz, wqo. 
NAVY: Nfv, nism, nkf, nle, noeg, nsg. 
ARGENTINA: Lpz. 
ENGLAND: G -6tm. 
SWEDEN: Srd. 
CANADIAN: 3oh. 
MISCELLANEOUS: Wiz, (wyf). 
Heard on both 40 and 80 meter bands during 

July, 1926. 
laap, lair, lajp, lans, 1xf, 2amd, 2axq, 2cua, 

2th, 3ain, 3cva, 4aah, 4cj, 4dd, 4dy, 411, 4mi, 4rm, 
4ry, Saad, 5api, Sag, Sagt, 5ask, 5avf, 5di, Sent, 
5kc, 51g, Spi, Swi, 6a1r, 6api, 6cwk, 6daq, 6dp, 
6xi, 8ahc. 8ayp. 8brc, 8cbr, 8daq. 

PORTO RICO: 4rn. 
CANADIAN: 3el. 
MISCELLANEOUS: kio, naw, npg, wnp. 
Card for Card, Gang. How about it? 

HELPING THE FARMER 
A radio bill has passed the Senate in time 

to give the farmers some relief from static 
next winter. Indianapolis News. 

"REBROADCASTING" 

Radio News for October, 1926 

STOP 
GUESSING! 

The wave length of stations 
are changing! 

THE "SUPERUNIT" SET 
TESTER will tell you wave 
length of any signal which you 
receive. It also can be used to 
test a set. Indispensable to 
service men and DX fans. 

This Tester operates from 
110 volts A.C. without any bat- 
teries. Sold by up -to -date deal- 
ers everywhere. 

Hanscom Radio Devices 
Dept. B 

WOONSOCKET, R. I., U. S. A. 

Quality Radio Cabinets 

BETTER HOMES CALL FOR BETTER 
RADIO CABINETS 

You can save hundreds of dollars by installing 
your set in one of these Beautiful Cabinets. 

MAKE $100 LOOK LIKE $1000 
Write for new 1926.27 catalog 

THE WIRTHMORE COMPANY 
910 Wirthmore St., Rockford, Ill. 

MAKES TUNING EASY 
RADEX Tuning Charts show wave length your 
set is tuned to as dials are turned, show where 
to set dials for every station in America and 
identify programs received without announce- 
ment 

Broadcasting Map and Air -Line Distances 
Only 25c, coin or stamps. 

RADEX, P. O. Box 143 -W, Cleveland, Ohio 

Insure your copy reaching you each-. month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS - $2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park PL, N.Y.C. 
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Why Risk Having an 
Orphan ®n Your Hands? 

5.47,:;:SS:%17ì4y? 7D) Çg5' .7170 

N orphan radio set, like an orphan automobile, is 
íone whose maker has gone out of business -leaving 

no one to guarantee the set's performance -or the 
owner's satisfaction. When considering a radio, give as much 
thought to the maker and his ability as you do to the set. 
Will that company still be in business to guarantee your 
radio enjoyment in 1927, 1928 -and the years that follow? 

Kellogg Switchboard E3 Supply Company has taken its place 
as an important and, above all, permanent factor in the radio 
industry. Kellogg has been a master builder of superior 
telephone equipment for 29 years -it is now a six million 
dollar institution manufacturing both telephone and radio 
receivers -its past history and present stability are ample 
assurance that it will still be in business, and back of the 
Kellogg set you buy, whenever it may be necessary. 

Heavily shielded around and between the coils, Model 507 
receiver has all of the selectivity inherent to three stages of 
radio frequency amplification. For simplicity, four tuning 
elements are controlled by one knob. It is an exceptionally 
powerful set and the full, round quality of its flawless repro - 
duction is all that you would expect from master builders 
of telephone equipment. Either model 507 or Model 508 
is a solid dignified piece of furniture, both the cabinet 
and front panel being of the finest piano finished walnut. 

Write for folder fully describing these receivers. 

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. 
Dept. 1 -J, 1066 West Adams Street, Chicago, 111. 

Kellogg receivers are licensed under application for letters 
patent of Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc. (R. F. L.) 

Dealers and Jobbers inquiries invited. 

Model 507.6 tube reèeiyir. Kelloe e 

development of the sensational n 
RFL circuit. The acme of Seiectiv. 
II and Musical Reproduction. 

Model <.0S. the 6 tube Kellocc 
RFL in a. beautiful t.amnt con- 
sole, equipped with the Kelloec 
new. lone air column .pea +or. 
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Haxnnia.rlund's New Creation 
7he"M I D LI N E "Condenser 
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Watch for the handsome 
new Hammarlund 

"VERNITUNE" DIAL. 
A revelation in accurate, 

effortless tuning. 

T HE new Hammarlund "MID - 
LINE" condenser makes its bow 

with the claim of superiority over any 
other type ever produced. 

Experience (yours and ours) is re- 
sponsible for its many excellent fea- 
tures. "Straight- line -capacity" crowd- 
ed the low waves ; "Straight-line-f re- 
quency" crowded the high waves; 
"Straight- line -wave- length" merely 
compromised between the two. But 
the Hammarlund "Midline" retains 
the important advantages of these ear- 
lier types without any of their disad- 
vantages. . 

All of the tried and true Hammar- 
lund features are included : soldered, 
non -corrosive, brass plates with tie 
bars ; rib -reinforced aluminum alloy 
frame ; minimum dielectric ; one -hole 
mounting with anchoring screw ; 

bronze clockspring pigtail ; friction 
brake. In addition, there have been 
added ball and cone bearings and a 
full- floating rotor shaft. This shaft sup- 
ports no weight ; it may be entirely re- 
moved, or it may be adjusted for coupling 
to other condensers in tandem, or for 
mounting a variable primary coil. 

The "MIDLINE" is much more 
compact and even stronger and more 
beautiful than previous Hammarlund 
models. 

The better dealers will have it soon. 

3ß'c, EQJL Raldl,,a 

ammarlund 
P R EC/S/ON 

PRODUCTS 
HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO. 

424 -438 W. 33d STREET, NEW YORK 

11111114PMPAPI 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW MAGAZINE? 

For Men and 
Women who want 

to become 
Independent 

The Magazine 
of Opportunities 

Earn a Second 
Income 

25c ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

Radio News for October, 1926 

"Ether Fleas" 
. 

(Continued from page 327) 
V. 1,.11,11,1,,,1,,,,,,,11,1111,,,,,,11,,,,,,,11111,,,11111,1 

them by idle and fatuous women listeners ; 

and when they step before the microphone, 
another time, perhaps they will assume just 
a little more gravity and give the program 
itself just a little more of the considera- 
tion it deserves. 

Radio -Fr equencv 
Amplification 

(Continued front page 342) 

To the manufacturer -your engineer 
should be able to answer all of these ques- 
tions by actual numbers. To the amateur 
builder -the designer of the set you wish to 
build should give you a list of actual parts 
uged, physical dimensions of spacing, solu- 
tions .to the - problems brought out in this 
article, and gain per stage and over -all gain 
in actual figures. 

The answer to all of our questions and 
statements is .tó be found in the .proper u.e 
of the tube voltmeter ; a description of which 
may be found, for one place, in Van Der 
Bijl's "Thermionic Vacuum Tube." It has 
been said that the tube voltmeter is not an 
accurate means of measurement. Certainly 
it is not, if improperly used; but inasmuch 
as it is, if properly used, and is accepted as 
an indispensible necessity in the best labora- 
tories of the world, it would seem that the 
decision must be in its favor. 

Most certainly the writer feels that the 
days of guess work, and "tests" by listening 
to broadcasting, are about over so far as 
radio is concerned. Of equal importance with 
the above are the subjects of shielding and 
its imperfections, neutralizing, confining the 
fields of coils by the use of an iron core 
rather than by the use of shielding or closed 
field coils, and last but not least, the use of 
the double -grid tube to eliminate tube feed- 
back with its complications. This last he 
hopes to write upon in an early article. 

TUNING IN ON SCHOOL 
Many boys and girls on farms within 

the radius of 100 miles from Rochester, 
N. Y., are going to school every day 
by listening through their radio receivers. 

() 

"I Can.! cz-en get Pittsburgh!" 
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Remler 
Infradvne 
Amplifier 

I 8 Specified by 
Sargent for the Infradyne Receiver 

HE REMLER No. 700 Infradyne Amplifier is a product of advanced 
radio research. It retains every advantage of multi -tube amplification T 

at a fixed frequency and eliminates undesirable features present in other 
receivers of this general type, 

All parts are made and assembled with the same care and precision which 
have marked REMLER items since their inception. 

Inductance Coils and Condensers are designed and constructed to meet the 
exact requirements of this circuit. REMLER New and Improved Sockets in- 
sure absolutely clean and positive tube contacts. Maximum efficiency of op- 
eration is obtained by scientific arrangement of parts and wiring, which pre- 
vents energy leakage. 

Controls are substantially mounted on a Bakelite panel. The Amplifier is 

enclosed in a polished and lacquered copper case, which acts as an effective 
shield, thus eliminating direct signal pick -up by the transformer windings. 

E. M. Sargent's Infradyne article, reprinted from 
Radio Magazine, together with a special two -color 
descriptive folder, will be mailed free upon request. 

Price 

$2500 

REMLER 
TWIN -ROTOR 
CONDENSER 

$5.00 complete 

E 4isi ER 
GRAY and ) DANIELSON Manufacturing Company. 

260 First Street 

REMLER REASONS 

WHY 
3 Reception is free from long - 

wave commercial station in- 
terference common in the 
past to ultra- sensitive re- 
ceivers. 

2 Objectionable features due 
to harmonic generation are 
eliminated. 

3 Reception on one setting 
only of each dial. 

4 Sensitivity is fully equal to 
that of any known receiver. 

5 Extraordinary Selectivity. 
6 Only 135 volts "B" re- 

quired. Can be used for 
months on heavy duty dry 

7 Exceptionally quiet opera- 
tion on both local and dis- 
tant stations. 

8 Will bring in stations which 
would be lost in the "noise" 
level on any other receiver. 

- San Francisco, Calif. 
Chicago 

REMLER 
IMPROVED 

SOCKET 
$.50 

New York _ 
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ANISCO 
FOR EXCELLENCE 

N EW! 
AMSCO Announces new apparatus 
of new electrical and mechanical 
perfection for the new Radio year 
of 1926 -27. 

ALLOCATING CONDENSERS 
Spread the stations with engineering precision 

METALOID GRID GATES . Superseding grid leaks 

METALOID RESISTORS . Stable, Silent and Sure 

RESISTIVE COUPLING AMPLIFIER UNITS . 

Most Compact and Efficient 
AMSCO FILATROLS Perfected Automatic Rheostats 

AMSCO FLOATING SOCKETS Non- mticrophonic at last 

AMSCO TOM THUMB RHEOSTATS . . 
The midgets for giant performance 

Ask your dealer or write for particulars 

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
Broome &Lafayette Streets, N. Y. C. 

Exhibitors: New York and Chicago Radio Shows 

SAVE g25 
Buy direct from our factory 

'16 "B" ELIMINATOR 
A.C. 

D.C. 
"USING 201A, 301A OR RAYTHEON TUBE 

We invite comparison with all 
others 

Delivers up to 150 volts. IO to 30 mille am- 
peres, variable controls on amplifier and de- 
tector outlets. Additional amplifier outlet 
and control $2 extra. 
NO HUM! NO TRANSFORMER HEATING! 
10 days trial. Money returned if desired. 

*Send postal for descriptive circular 
U -FLEX TUBE REJUVINATOR $4.00 

25 cts. extra for parcel post. 
U -FLEX Mfg. Co No. 1 S. 39th St., Phila., Pa. 

a i i i w a a i i a w w w i i p w i Rg 

THE PERFECT GRID LEAK 
ó / Provides a noiseless range ei 

of grid leak resistance from % 
IA to 10 megohms. Assures °w 

most effective grid .é 
leak resistance ww 

value for all tubes. °i 
Small grid cönden- 
ser(0.00025) is sep- i 
arate. Metal parts iw 

nickel plated. One ti 
hole mounting. ` ` 

`e 
mi 

ii 
aln-Thartge co. i i Electric Controlling Apparatus ®e 

Z287 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee. Wie. 
°á deedwe °a .. di i dd w° sua ®ed á°dé wwq 
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A RADIOPTIMIST 

STANDARD- FREQUENCY 
TRANSMISSIONS 

The Bureau of Standards will continue its 
standard - frequency transmissions from its 
station, WWV, .Washington, until October; 
those from 6XBM, Stanford - University, 
have been discontinued. 

These transmissions are of definitely an- 
nounced frequencies and are for use by the 
public in standardizing frequency meters 
(wavemeters) and transmitting and receiv- 
ing apparatus. The transmissions are by con- 
tinuous -wave radiotelegraphy. The signals 
have a slight modulation on high pitch which 
aids in their identification. A complete fre- 
quency transmission includes a "general 
call," a "standard frequency signal," and 
"announcements." 

The "general call' is given at the beginning 
of the 8- minute period and continues for 
about 2 minutes. This includes a statement 
of the frequency. The "standard frequency 
signal" is a series of very long dashes with 
the call letters (WWV) intervening. This 
signal continues for about 4 minutes. The 
"announcements" are on the same frequency 
as the "standard frequency signal" just 
transmitted and contain a statement Cif the 
frequency. An announcement of the next 
frequency to be transmitted is then given. 
There is then a 4- minute interval while the 
transmitting set is adjusted for the next fre- 
quency. 

The signals can be heard and utilized by 
stations equipped for continuous -wave recep- 
tion at distances within about 500 to 1,000 
miles from the transmitting station. In- 
formation on how to receive and utilize the 
signals is given in Bureau of Standards Let- 
ter Circular No. 171, which may be obtained 
on application from the Bureau of Stand- 
ards, Washington, D. C. Even though only 
a few points are received, persons can obtain 
as complete a frequency meter calibration 
as desired by the method of generator har- 
monics. 

SCHEDULE OF TRANSMISSIONS 
Frequencies in kilocycles. 
(Approximate wavelengths in meters in 

parentheses) 
Eastern standard time Sept. 20 Oct. 20 
10 to 10.08 p. m 3.000 550 

(100) (545) 
10.12 to 11120 p. m. 3.300 630 

2 10.24 to 10.32 m. 
(91) 

3,600 
(476) 

730 
(83) (411) 

10.36 to 10.44 p. m. 4,000 850 
(75) (353) 

10.48 to 10.56 p. ni 4,400 980 
(68) (306) 

11 to 11.08 p. m 4.900 1,130 
(61) (265) 

11.12 to 11.20 p. in 5,400 1,300 
(56) (231) 

11.24 to 11.32 P, m 6.000 1,500 
(50) (200) 
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Many a 
radio evening" 

depends on this moment 
7 

ij 
Ì r 

THE moment you pay for a radio battery, you pay for some- 
thing more than "just a battery." You are investing 
your money in many evenings of radio pleasure ... or dis- 
appointment. You must get a battery that will give you 
trouble -free service and good, clear radio reception. 

Prest -O -Lite Storage Batteries, made especially for 
radio use, have back of them more than twenty years of 
manufacturing experience. They are honestly made, 
only the finest materials go into their construction. They 
have been perfected in the world's largest electro- chemi- 
cal research laboratories. 

When you select a Prest-O-Lite "A" or "B" Storage 
Battery you are certain of getting real battery value. 
You are certain of getting batteries that can be depended 
upon to deliver their rated ampere -hour capacities. This 
lengthens the time between charging and assures good, 
clear reception. 

Prest -O -Lite Batteries are attractively priced from 
$4.75 up. So that it is no longer necessary to take a 
chance on batteries of unknown make. There's a man 
who sells them near you. 

THE PREST -O -LITE CO.,INc. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

New York San Francisco 
In Canada: Prost -O -Lite Company of Canada Ltd., Toronto Ontario 

w w w 

Send for free booklet . 

"What every owner of a radio should know about storage batteries" is a 
little booklet which every radio fan will find interesting and helpful. It 
is crammed full of hints that will bring surprising radio results -and save 
you money. It's yours for the asking, without obligation. 
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STORAGE BATTERIES FOR 
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ONocHoR 

Wall Model 
$25.00 

Back View 
Showing 

Rugged Con - 
1 struction 

A Wholly New 
and Different Conception 

IS is the Cone Speaker that took New 
England by storm. Surpassing all pre- 
vious Sonochorde successes, the 1927 

models sell on sight and hearing to those who 
demand highest quality in both tone reproduc- 
tion and beauty of appearance. Sonochorde is 
not "just another Cone," but an entirely new 
and ingenious creation, scientifically correct, 
with over 16 exclusive features only found in 
this Cone masterpiece. 

Send for the complete Sonochorde Story 

Hastings Electric Sales Co. 
42 Binford Street, South Boston, Mass. 

BOUDBTTB MANUFACTURING CO., SONOCHORDE MPGRS., CHELSEA, MASS. 

Piano Lamp 
Style $35.00 

Read 
"AMAZING STORIES" 

The Magazine of Scientifiction- Something 
New, Novel, Interesting -Don't miss 

the Big October Issue 

25c -ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

s 
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Wired Radio and Rs 
Applications 

ww 
(Continued front page 325), 

, , 

energy for actuating the loud- speaker which 
protruded from the top of the cabinet. 

By a novel arrangement, the "A and " "B" 
current for the two vacuum tubes was sup- 
plied directly from. the 110 -volt line. Thus, 
the wires were not only acting as the car- 
rier for the programs, but supplying the cur- 
rent for operating the receiver, making the 
use of batteries unnecessary. 

The fundamental wiring arrangement of 
this set is shown in Fig. 1. It will be noted 
that the primary coil of the coupling trans- 
former is connected directly across the 110 - 
volt line, but with the variable condenser in 
series with one of the leads. This coil and 

1.10 -VOLT LIGHT LINES 

PRI. 

VARIABLE CONDENSER 

p SEC 

COUPLING COILS 

(CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 

FIG. I 

T 
Circuit diagram of the receiving set, showing 

how it is connected to the light line. 

condenser compose a tuned circuit; and when 
adjusted to any one of the çarrier- current 
frequencies, will induce a current in the sec- 
ondary coil of the coupling transformer, 
whence it passes through the detector -tele- 
phone circuit. There is no response in the 
telephones unless the tuned circuit is adjust- 
ed or brought into resonance with one of the 
frequencies being employed for the trans- 
mission of the programs. 

The wired -radio transmitter employed was 
similar in most respects to the usual type 
of space -radio broadcast transmitter, and had 
the power of 500 watts. The output was 
fed into the 2,300 -volt power line through a 
bank of low- capacity high- voltage condens- 
ers. The operating frequencies were in the 
vicinity of 40,000 cycles (7,500 -meter wave- 
length), the most appropriate frequency to 

POWER LINES 

TO WIRED RADIO 
TRANSMITTER 

p 
POWER LINES 

(B) 
ANTENNA 

WIRES 

FI G. 2 

TO WIRED 
RADIO - 

TRANSMITTER 

The two methods commonly employed for coupl- 
ing carrier- current apparatus to power lines. 

employ in connection with the transmission 
lines. 

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED 

The most difficult problem which has been 
encountered in the application of carrier -cur- 
rent telephony to power -transmission lines is 
that of efficiently connecting the carrier -cur- 
rent equipment to the power -line conductors. 
Two methods have been found satisfactory, 
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Samson e/ludio Units 
are capable of uniform and faithful amplifica- 
tion well in excess of the most exacting broad- 
cast requirements. 

Their range extends from the lower fundamentals 
through the higher harmonics enabling them to reproduce, 
with equal clarity, the dull rumble of the tom -tom or the 
thin shrill of the flute. 

This ability to reproduce the harmonics or higher 
multiple frequencies is what gives tone -color or back- 
ground to sound -is what permits the listener to dis- 
tinguish notes of the same pitch but from different 
instruments -results not possible with audio units which 
cut off at comparatively low frequencies. 

RAENIBE 
o 

In a word -with a loud speaker of corresponding range - 
Samson Audio Units 

insure the sort of radio you've hoped to hear -the quality of radio that 
will make you think you've been translated from a broadcast listener to 
one of an audience which is listening, firsthand, to a speech or to music. 

For 1926 -27 the Samson Electric Company offers eleven different 
audio units: 
Symphonic Transformers $9.00 
Push -Pull Input Transformer Type X 5.50 
Standard Transformers Type HW -A3 Ratio 2 -1, 3 -1, 6 -I 5.00 
Dual Impedance Type D lDonle Design) 5.00 
Output Impedance Type O 5.0D 
Push -Pull Output Impedance Type Z 5.00 
Plate Impedance Type P 4.50 
Grid Impedance Type G 4.50 
Audio Frequency Choke Type No. 3 3.00 

Our book -"Audio Amplification " -already accepted as a manual of audio 
design by many radio engineers- contains much original information of greatest 
practical value to those interested in bettering the quality of their reproduction. 
Sent upon receipt of 25c. 

SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Main Office, Canton, Mass. Factories at Canton and Watertown, Mass. 

Manufacturer, 
Since 1882 
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PROP, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Ferbend Electric Co. 
Dear Sirs: No doubt you will 
be interested to know that 
we have installed your "B" 
Eliminator on eight differ- 
ent eight tube Super -Bet- 
ercdynes, and that every one 
is giving complete satisfac- 
tion. (Signed) 
National Electric Company 

Hawkesbury, Ont., Canada. 
Ferbend Electric Co. 
Gentlemen: I am pleased to 
inform you that I received 
the FERBEND "I3" Elim- 
inator and after giving it a 
fair trial ans glad to say it 
has exceeded all my expect- 
ations. I must say it was 

-money well spent. 
(Signed) Will Dooley. 

Naugatuck, Conn, 
Ferbend Electric Co. 
Dear Sirs: My FERBEND 
"B" Eliminator has been 
doing fine is-arts since last 
December. After seven 
months use will say that I 
am very well pleased with 
it. (Signed) 

Frank S. Lobdell. 

Lincoln, Nebr, 
Ferbend Electric Co., 
Dear Sirs: I have found your "B" 
Eliminator to be very satisfactory 
and the results obtained were even 
better than the more expensive - 
which I had been using, as it was 
free from all hum. I also found that 
it made the reproduction through the 
loud speaker fully 50% clearer. I 
am more than satisfied with the ma- 
chine. (Signed) H. W. Bradley 

COMPLETE 
nothing else to buy 
Replaces "B" Batter- 
ies. Operates Direct 
from Electric Light 
Socket. 

i 
FE,BENI3 
ELIMINATiOR 

Many careful buyers choose to adopt a policy of "watchful waiting." This is often true in the purchase of an apparently better, but yet- to -be- proved, automobile. The same holds good for many other commodities. And Radio. With the original announcement of the good Ferbend B" Eliminator and its amazing low price of $12.50, many there were who chose to wait. They wanted 
to be convinced. True, thousands bought at the start and they are the ones who now tell you what 
to expect. Lack of space alone prevents us from publishing the hundreds of fine testimonials from 
satisfied users. They are all in our files open to public inspecton at any time. A few reproduced here. 

The Ferbend "B" Eliminator successfully passed the rigid Laboratory 
tests of Radio News, Popular Radio and Radio Broadcast. It is a Proved 
Radio necessity, and a great one. 

IF'ERSEND 

ufacturrespathe famous 
Ferbend WAVE TRAP 
-the instrument which 
Imo been widely Imi- 
tatedbutneverequalled. It is the only original 
end genuine. Priced at 

S13.50 

Ask Your Dealer -or Send Direct 
If you prefer, we will make shipment direct to you upon recept of price, 
or C. O. D., if desired. Use for 10 days to convince yourself -if unsatis- 
factory, write us within that time and purchase price will be refunded. 
Use the coupon now. 

Ferbend Electric Co., 425 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 

MAIL TRIS COUPON TO -DAW 
FERBEND ELECTRIC CO., 425 W. Superior St., Chicago 

Seed at once. Payment enclosed Send C. O. D. Send Literatur 

Name 

Address 

[ 

I I 

City State 
I .sa -s- -emana naaysvsvasi 

Read 
"AMA-ZING STORIES" 

The Magazine of Scientifiction - Something 
New, Novel, Interesting -Don't miss 

the Big October Issue 

25c ma ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 
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in each of which the connecting medium is 
capacity. In one of these high- voltage 
coupling condensers are used as the connect- 
ing medium, with a protective ground, as 
shown at A in Fig. 2. In the other arrange- 
ment the capacity is obtained by stringing, 
parallel to the power -line conductors, two 
so- called antennae extending for perhaps 
1,500 feet along the transmission line. The 
carrier equipment is connected to the two an- 
tennae and the carrier currents are trans- 
ferred to the power -line conductors through 
the medium of the capacity between the an- 
tenna wires and the adjacent power -line con- 
ductors. This arrangement is shown at B 
of Fig. 2, A carrier -current telephone 
coupling panel, wherein high voltage con- 
densers are employed, is shown in the illus- 
tration of Fig. 3. The upper part of the 
panel contains the chokes, the lower part of 
the panel the two intermediate high -voltage 
coupling condensers and the protective de- 
vice. 

Another early difficulty experienced was 
what has been termed "night effect." It 
was found that the signal intensity dropped 
considerably in the night -time; this being due 
to the short- circuiting effect on the various 
feed lines as the myriads of electric lights 
were turned on which naturally, altered the 
resistance of the wires. 
OVERCOMING VARIATIONS IN THE LINES 

Coupled with this were losses, due partly 
to the loss in the transmission conductors 
themselves and partly, as explained previous- 
ly, to the shunting loss due to connected 
power apparatus. To obviate these difficul- 
ties, one company has adopted a full metal- 
lic circuit, using two of the power -line con- 
ductors as the two sides of the telephone 
circuit, similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. 
This arrangement is so decidedly superior 
from every standpoint to the more commonly 
employed arrangement of a ground return 
circuit, that it will undoubtedly become the 
standard arrangement for all carrier current 
systems: 

Open sectionalizing switches introduce a 
substantial obstacle to carrier transmission 
over power lines. Another difficulty is of- 
fered when there is a change in the voltage 
of the transmission line. At such a point, 
the transformer or auto- transformer em- 
ployed to effect the change acts as a barrier 
to the carrier -frequency currents. Fortu- 
nately, however, by means of a comparative- 
ly simple arrangement, known as a "by -pass 
antenna," the currents can be effectively 
transferred around such a barrier, although 
a considerable loss is incurred. 

For the purpose of obtaining satisfactory 
operation under adverse conditions and to 
combat the effects heretofore mentioned, the 
equipment of one company has been designed 
to include an emergency power amplifier. 
Normally the power required for satisfac- 
tory transmission on most installations is in 
the order of one watt. The emergency am- 
plifier increases the power to about fifty 
watts. 

A typical carrier -current telephone trans- 
mitter and receiver control panel is shown in 
the illustration, Fig. 4. It includes the oscil- 
lator tube, which generates the carrier fre- 
quency, the modulator tubes and a power am- 
plifier for emergency use. This particular 
unit is designed expressly for use in con- 
nection with power transmission lines. 

USE IN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
LINES 

Telephone and telegraph lines are exten- 
sively employed for the transmission of car- 
rier- current telegraph and telephone com- 
munications, aside from the regular traffic 
handled. 

The ordinary telegraph employs a range 
of frequencies extending from 0 to 100 
cycles per second. The ordinary telephone 
requires the range from 200 cycles to 2,000 
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The New Amplification 
A revolutionary principle sets a 
new standard for reproduction 

THE achievement of reproduction so perfect that the 
music itself is reborn and lives again has been the 

goal of radio progress since radio began. To achieve - 
The human voice with diction crisp and lifelike. 
The flute, its high notes pure and flawless. 
The organ with all its deep throated resonance. 
The piano without the flatness of a gong, but each 
note in ringing clarity; each cord mellowed by the 
overtones blending in perfect harmony. 
The full symphony orchestra, no longer the pale 
thinness of a single sound, but an ensemble of instru- 
ments with the individuality of each so distinct that 
the themes of everyone can be followed: The violins 
as they weave their delicate pattern against the back- 
ground of the whole. The bass viols as they pursue 
their lone and solitary air. 

Applause, no jumbled roar, but the clapping of 
hands. 

THIS has been a goal as baffling 
and as elusive as the hidden notes 
themselves. And yet, these are 
some of the demonstrable results 
accomplished by the Na -Ald Tru- 
phonic Coupler. 
The Na -Ald Truphonic Coupler is 
a new instrument ; new in prin- 
ciple, new in design and new in 
construction. It is neither a resis- 
tance, transformer or impedance 
coupling, but a new differential 
system, invented by H. P. Donle, 
balancing transformer and imped- 
ance action in such a way as to pro- 
duce amplification precise, undis- 
torted and at a volume hitherto 
thought impossible. 

The complete Na -Ald Truphonic 
Audio amplifier is installed on any 
set by simply slipping in the special 
adapter and tubes and connecting 

the loud speaker. Maximum power 
tube volume may be safely em- 
ployed as an output unit for the 
protection of the loud speaker is 

Na -Ald Truphonic Coupler 

included. Individual couplers or 
complete amplifier assemblies are 
supplied for the set builder. 
Words can't convince you of the 
performance of this remarkahte 
little device. A demonstration will. 
Call at your dealers and he will 
gladly give one. 

Price complete amplifier ready to attach $20.09 
(includes battery leads, sockets, output unit for protecting loud speaker with power tubes, 

connecting adapter.) 

Individual Truphonic Coupler or Output Unit $5.00 per stage 
Complete amplifier parts for set builders $20.00 

(3 couplers, output unit, sockets, battery leads, catacomb) 

For complete information write- 

THE ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. K -20 Springfield, Mass. 

i`den Processed 

NA-ALO 
/01"I 

Sockets Dia!s--"*"*.f 

Na -Ald Localized Control 
Tuning Unit 

FROM station to station with the touch 
of but three fingers of one hand. From 
one program to another as easily as 
turning the pages in a book. This 
amazingly simple tuning device re- 
duces the complications of tuning to a 
single motion and leaves you free to 
wander thru the air at will. All three 
condensers operated at one opening in 
the panel. All can be moved together. 
Each can be moved separately. Simple 
and exact tuning results. 

Price Quadruple $16.00 
Triple 10.00 
Double 8.00 

Na -Ald 481 -X S Cushion 
Mount Socket 

IMPROVED amplification demands a 
cushion mount socket if microphonic 
disturbances within the tube are to be 
removed. The Na -Ald 481 -X S Cush- 
ion Mount Socket by means of a per- 
fected resilient mounting, floats the 
tube and gives complete protection 
against lateral as well as vertical 
shocks. The only socket on the market 
with this feature. Fits all tubes. 

Price 50c 

Na -Ald Connectoralds 
THE improved tone and quality of the 
new UX power tubes 171, 112 and 120 
can now be had on any set without the 
need of rewiring for the additional B 
and C batteries required. Na -Ald Con - 
nectoralds function as adapters and, 
at the same time, provide cables for 
attaching the B and C batteries with- 
out affecting the rest of the set. 

Price 120 Conuectorald ... $1.25 
Price 112 Conuectorald... 1.50 

moo/ 
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REPRODUCER 
Built by the makers of Bosch Radio Receivers and Bosch Electrical 
Equipment, the Bosch Ambotone Reproducer has a mellowness of 
tone that is only rivaled by an old violin and a clear natural reproduc- 
tion which is outstanding in radio today. This distinctive cone re-, 
producer has the mellowness of a wood instrument, and is absolutely 
accurate in reproduction over the full range of orchestral music and 
the human voice. Nothing is lost to the Bosch Ambotone; nothing 
blurred or distorted, not even the bass notes so commonly lost in 
radio reproduction. The Ambotone will give you the most fron 
your receiver. Attractive in appearance it will improve your radios 
corner. Ask your Bosch. Dealer to demonstrate the Ambotone. 

Bosch Ambotone $27.50. Bosch dealers also have an art 
pedestal which is sold separately at $11.50. Ask to see it. 

All prices slightly higher, Colorado, west and in Canada. 

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. BRANCHES : NEW YORK - CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO 

Investigate 
Our 
Trial 
Offer 

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL 
18 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 

FALL TERM SEPTEMBER 13 
Send for Free Catalog 

Positions 
Secured 
Licensed 
Graduates 

NEWEST 1927 EDITION 
Shows the latest circuits, the newest develop- 
ments in radio at startling kw prices. Get 
the parts you want here and save money. /tYOOI-OPS 
The best in parts, kits, complete fac- n 

- 
e 

tory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled same day re- 
ceived. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 
of one or more radio fans. 
BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St., Chicago, U.S.A. 

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS 
Before disclosing your invention to 
anyone send for free bisais form 
"EVIDENCE OF CONCEPTION" 
to be signed and witnessed. 

LANCASTER & ALLW INE 
Reg. Pat. Attys. in II. S. and Canada 
270 Ouray Bldg., Washington. D. C. 
Originators of the form "Evidence 

of Conception" 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -$2.50 a year 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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or more. Commercial equipment in opera- 
tion at the present time utilizes frequencies 
between the ordinary telephone range and 
about 30,000 cycles. Frequecies of ten thou- 
sand cycles per second or over are high 
enough to act as "carriers" of telephone cur- 
rents. In the use of carriers a very narrow 
band is all that is required for each tele- 
graph channel ; but a broad band is necessary 
for each telephone channel as the band must, 
in the latter case, be of sufficient width to 
include the entire band of speech frequencies. 
Thus, it is apparent that more channels are 
provided for the telegraph than for the tele- 
phone. - 

In either case, of course, it is necessary 
to employ a different frequency for each 
channel. Thus, an ordinary open -wire line, 
such as is used for telephonic communica- 
tion, is used with this equipment to transmit 
frequencies from about 5,000 to 30,000 cycles 
per second. This permits multiplex opera- 
tion by utilizing different portions of this 
range for separate and independent messages. 
The same holds true of multiplex telegraphy 
except that the frequency range employed 
is considerably lower. In 'both cases, gen- 
erators for each of the separate frequencies 
are connected to the line at the sending sta- 
tion. The currents from them are separated 
at the receiving station by selective circuits, 
each of which discriminates against all cur- 
rents except those of frequencies within a 
particular narrow range. 

A typical commercial carrier current tele- 
graph installation is shown in the illustration, 
Fig. 5. There is one testing panel and four 
panels for both sending and receiving, upon 
each of which are mounted an oscillator, am- 
plifiers, demodulator, selective circuits, and 
relays, for one duplex carrier -current tele- 
graph channel. 

A carrier- current telephone installation is 
shown in the illustration of Fig. 6. There 
are four sending and four receiving panels, 
upon which is mounted equipment such as 
modulators, demodulators, amplifiers, and se- 
lective circuits, for four carrier -current tele- 
phone channels. There is also one testing 
panel and one low- or voice- frequency panel 
containing the necessary apparatus for asso- 
ciating the four sending and receiving car- 
rier current channels with the regular open - 
wire line. 

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF CARRIER - 
CURRENT SYSTEMS 

It is evident that both carrier- current tele- 
graph and telephone systems have a great 
commercial value, when it is considered that 
not only does the system allow the use of 
telegraph, telephone and power lines for 
other than their normal functions, but also 
provides means for handling an enormous 
amount of traffic ; for as many as forty sepa- 
rate telegraph messages can be transmitted 
over one set of wires. Naturally this spells 
rapidity, and rapidity its an important factor 
in the business world where "expedite" is a 
by- word. 

Carrier -current systems have proved of 
considerable value in connection with power 
transmission as they provide a fool -proof 
means of inter -communication between the 
central power house and the numerous sub- 
stations where instant contact is of prime 
importance for giving orders. 

Carrier -current telephony will no doubt be 
employed by all railroads in the future, so 
that passengers will be in a position to com- 
municate with their homes or places of busi- 
ness. It has already been tried out and 
proved quite successful. (See RADIO NEWS 
for June, 1926, page 1636.) Antenna wires 
were placed on the roofs of the cars, parallel 
to the railroad telegraph wires which run 
alongside the tracks. It is apparent that this 
method of pick -up is identical to that illus- 
trated in the diagram B (Fig. 2), except 
that the antenna wires in this particular case 
are not stationary. 
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ere's sound sense 
in quiet charging- 

Clear, full, volume in your reception is the only way in which 
your Rectigon "makes itself heard." All because of the wealth of 
pep it packs into your batteries. But you'll never hear a peep 
from a Rectigon, itself, while it's doing its charging job. Not a 
murmur -not a bit of fuss. It's so quiet it wouldn't disturb the Lsnooze of the lightest sleeper. Rectigons are popular for home 
charging because they do away with even the slightest annoyance 
and bother. 

when you keep batteries lively with 
e westinghouse 

Re ctigoii 
Batter. harger 

No acids, no chemicals -no 
moving parts- nothing 
to spill or burn. No 
muss, no worry. You'll 
have no spoiled rugs, 
no ruined clothing. 

Saves its cost in short order - 
Count the dollars spent 
in a few trips to the serv- 
ice station and you'll 
hotfoot it for a Rectigon, 
for the good it does your 
pocketbook as well as 
your batteries. 

Snaps on in an instant -Just 
plug into the light socket, 
snap on the terminals. 
Saves service station 
bother. Spares interrup- 
tions caused by absent 
batteries. 

Charges both "A" and "B" 
batteries -Keeps both 
packed with power. Bulb 
is used for "B" battery 
charging and it is en- 
closed, like all other 
parts, in metal, safe 
from accident. (Recti- 
gon charges automobile 
batteries, too.) 

Perfect safety for your set- - 
If you tune in while 
you're charging there'll 
be no harm either to set 
or batteries. Nor will 
batteries be discharged 
if anything happens to 
the current while your 
Rectigon's attached. 

No Storage Battery Radio 
is Complete 

Without a Rectigon 

THE RECTIGON'S a superb Westing- 
house product. Things you can't see, 
like extra heavy insulation, things you can see, like the 
durably enameled case -all are of highest quality. 
Westinghouse also manufactures a complete line of radio 
instruments, and Micarta panels and tubes. 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. 

Tune in on KDKA - KYW - WBZ - KFKX 
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Now 

PRICE 
Complete with 

Raytheon Tubes 

$3750 

B BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
Do away with troublesome, expensive, bulky batteries, with 

acid, with stained carpets, with a dead radio just when you want 
it most. Install the KINGSTON B Battery Eliminator, and 
forget your battery troubles forever. 

The Kingston Eliminator is compact, trim, handsomely finished 
in black and nickel, and guaranteed not only to remove the battery 
nuisance, but to deliver clearer tone and increased volume. A trial 
will convince you. 

With the Kingston three different voltages are obtainable at 
the same time, each tap adjustable over a wide range, making any 
desired voltage from 5 to 150 possible and harmonizing perfectly 
with your own set. The Raytheon tube is used as a rectifier. The 
Eliminator operates without noise or vibration and will not heat, 
contains no acid or solution, is no trouble to operate and the oper- 
tion cost is so low as to be negligible. It will not get out of order. 

At Your Dealer's 

Kokomo Ellecitric Company Kokomo. rtatana 

I iaY éaaaie é s awi 0 s iiiii ó aaaad á f°artl 

a 

aó 

PERFECT LAMENT AMENT CONTROL 
as 

Provides complete 
noiseless filament con- a'° 

trol for all radio tubes a 
withoutchange of con- ;a ¡,`III nections. Metal parts ° 
are nickel plated. One a 
hole mounting. Self 7. 
contained switch opens aé 
battery circuit when 
desired. a 

Electric Controlling Apparatus 
$a 287 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. aa 

:2a3+1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1%%%%%%%:: 

611@n-BaactEY co. 

Radio Books 
AND 

Pattern s 
Books, Patterns and 

Diagrams on every 
important radio circuit 

Write for circular 

The Consrad Co., Inc. 
64 Church Street, New York 
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Whether carrier -current telephony will be 
actively employed for "broadcasting" enter- 
tainment to "electric -light customers" re- 
mains to be seen. That is dependent upon 
the public, as well as upon the enterprise o f 

the public utilities. Certainly, it would be 
a convenient arrangement, and might well 
compete with the phonograph which still 
holds the upper hand. 

Methods of Oscillation 
Control 

_ (Continued front page 367) _ 
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the tuned -radio -frequency classification of 
circuits, will show the reason why this type 
of receiver is hard to control and to prevent 
self -oscillation. The close coupling that ex- 
ists between the plate coil of the first tube 
and the grid coil of the second tube is re- 
sponsible for what is known as inter -stage 
coupling. This coupling may be varied in 
two ways : first, by having the ratio of both 
coils vary from unity, or thereabouts to a 
high ratio, such as 100:1; and second, by 
placing a variable condenser across the plate 
coil (of the first tube) which is commonly 
known as the primary. However, if the 
coils are such that the mutual coupling be- 
tween them is nearly unity, and there is a 
variable tuning condenser across the grid 
coil, the plate coil will be similarly affected 
and the condition will resolve itself into the 
saute as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, 
we will have a tuned -plate regenerative cir- 
cuit which, however, may cause trouble by 
the creation of self -oscillation. 

OTHER METHODS OF CONTROL 
Engineers long since found that by 

reducing the number of turns in the primary 
coil, sel f-oscillation could be readily control- 
led; but they also found that there ensued a 

BY-PASS 
STAB! LIZAT ION 

FIG: II 

FIG. 12 SHADING SHIELD 

FIG. 13 

ABSORPTION 

Four stabilizing arrangements making use of 
inductances or capacities. The "counter -E.M.- 
F." arrangement shown in Fig. 10 is quite effi- 

cient. 
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Double your stations_. 
Penetrate interference- 

Cut through locals by adding Penetrola 
to your present radio set 

Penetrola transforms your old radio set into a powerful up -to -date re- 

ceiver. It gives greater range and volume and real selectivity. It stops 

radiation and "blooping." It is easily attached and operates with any set. 

Hitherto, if you have wanted greater range and 
power than your radio receiver could deliver, 
there was nothing to do but discard your old set 
and buy a new one. 

This is no longer necessary. Now you can add 
Penetrola -the unique radio "booster " -to the 
receiver you already own. Provided you have a 
fairly good set to begin with, the resulting com- 
bination is a powerful up -to -date receiver that in 
most cases will out -perform any set on the market. 
It will add more in performance than many times 
its cost in a new set. 

Penetrola increases range and power. It pene- 
trates distance and interfere: re and gives real 
selectivity. In many cases it will double and triple 
the number of stations received. 

Here' s an instance : WCAL and WCBD could 
not be separated on a certain receiver.They came 
in together at 47 on the dial. On the audibility 
meter WCAL showed a signal strength of 35, 
WCBD a signal strength of 29. Penetrola was 
added. WCAL jumped to a signal 
strength of 2,000whileWCBD went 
to zero. WCBD was entirely elimi- 
nated, while WCAL came in with 
signal strength increased 57 times. 

Endless similar instances could be 
quoted from letters received from 
the thousands of satisfied Penetrola 
users. 

Penetrola increases clarity and 
quality of reception also. It makes 
operation near the oscillation point 

PRI 

unnecessary. It stops your set from radiating and 
"blooping." It stabilizes reception. 

Penetrola is not a wave -trap. It is the first step 
of amplification of the most advanced radio set 
on the market -the Walbert Isofarad. Penetrola 
makes this new and revolutionary circuit avail- 
able to those who already own a radio set. Con- 
nected between the aerial and the receiver, it 
selects and amplifies signals before they reach the 
set. In effect it brings the station you want close 
to your receiver and rejects all others. 

Penetrola can be added to your set in a few 
minutes. It requires no changes, no other ad- 
ditions, and no extra batteries. It uses a standard 
radio tube. It is a permanent investment, for it 
will operate with any type of set -either the one 
you own now, or any you may buy in the future. 
And no matter how fine a radio receiver you now 
own, Penetrola will improve it. 

Add Penetrola to your set now. Practically all 
dealers have it. If, however, you are unable to 

obtain it, write to us direct. Satisfac- 
tion is guaranteed or your money 
will be refunded. 

CE 

Prices dig 
W f 

htly higher 
Rocki est o es 

and in Canada 

Penetrola is manufactured by the makers of 
the Walbert Isofarad Receiver -the most ad- 
vanced radio receiver on the market. If you 
do not already own a radio receiver, let us 
tell you about the Isofarad with Penetrola 
built -in. 

If your dealer can't supply you Mail the Coupon - v 
If you are mechanically minded build Penetrola 

a - 
yourself. Kit ofessential parts, not includingsome 
common parts procurable from your dealer, and 

complete instructions -$15. 

Walbert Manufacturing Company, 911 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 
Walbert of Canada, Ltd., London, Ontario 

Walbert Bnetrola 

Walbert Manufacturing Company 
911 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 
Gentlemen: 

Enclosed please find check or money order for 
$35 for which please send me one Walbert Pene- 
trola. If at the end of 7 days it does not perform 
to my entire satisfaction I will return it and you 
will refund my money. 

Loop type Outdoor aerial type 
(Check which type of set you own) 

Send me complete information about the Wal- 
bert Isofarad receiver without obligation. 

Name 

Address 

RN 
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Unipower (shown at left) in Stromberg.Carlson No. óo2 

In less than 3 MINUTES ! 
Install this rich, per- 
manent radio power 

LSS than 3 minutes! Just hook 
two wires to your set, plug 

into a light socket -and 
Unipower is connected. Then 
forget it! Sit back and quit fret- 
ting about "A "battery inconven- 
ience. Feel the keen pleasure of 
undisturbed, uninterrupted 
radio reception that only 
Unipower can give. 

Three simple motions in three 
minutes! Yet the results are 
immediate and permanent. 
Gone at once are the worries 
caused by "A" battery failure. 
Unipower's rich power assures 
continuous reception - always 
of clearest tone and quality. 

Gone, too, the fuss and 

trouble always associated with 
"A" batteries. No longer the 
tracking in and out of dirt - 
bearing battery men -or lugging 
to and fro of acid -staining stor- 
age batteries. Never, as before, 
will you be without the use of 
your set for whole days at a time! 
Or even hours! 

Unipower is a miniature pow- 
er plant, carefully designed to 
furnish radio "A" power from 
the light socket. It keeps your 
set at full power always -even 
under unusual conditions 
caused by overwork or neglect. 

Your dealer will show you 
the Unipower most ideal for 
your own set and conditions cf 
use. Or we sh all gladly mail you, 
free, complete descriptions of 
all Unipower models. Gould 
Storage Battery Company, Inc., 
250 Park Avenue New York. 

ower 
Trade Mark 

RADIO "A" POWER THAT CANNOT FAIL 

Reserved for the 

CAMFIELD RADIO MFG. CO._ 

829 Harrison Street 
Oakland California 

FREERADIO GUIDE 
NEWEST 1927 EDITION , ' 

Shows the latest circuits, the newest develop- 
ments in radio at startling lore prices. Get 
he parts YOU want here and save money. 

Jff00AUPS The best in parts, bits, complete fac- ' n -- a 
ory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled same day re- 
eived. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 

one or more radio fans, 
BARAWII( CO., 542 Monroe St., Chicago. U.S.A. 

H. F. L. 
NINE IN 

LINE 
All parts in stock. Dealers write for Discounts. 

FREE - Catalog upon request showing 
79 other lines. 

SNURE RADIO C0.,15-19 S. Wells, Chicago 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -$2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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marked drop in both the sensitivity and the 
volume output of the receiver. It was neces- 
sary, therefore, to find more satisfactory 
remedies for this bugbear. 

One of the first attempts employed was 
the introduction of a "series variable grid - 
resistance," also known as a damping resist- 
ance. This offered a solution to the problem, 
but indeed a very unsatisfactory one; for, 
although it did control self -oscillation, it 
rendered the circuit very insensitive. Fig. 
4 shows how the device was incorporated. 

In Fig. 5, can -be seen the same resistance 
ill the grid return circuit; this position be- 
ing preferable, for the reason that any ad- 
justments macle would not be affected by so- 
called "hand capacity." But this circuit too 
bad all the earmarks of the previous one, and 
hence has been discarded as obsolete. 

The sanie effects have been obtained 
through the scheme depicted in Fig. 6, where 
the series variable resistance is placed in the 
plate circuit of the tube. 

One of the first steps that really gave 
proof of real merit was the circuit of Fig. 
7, in which "potentiometer stabilization" has 
been used. By its use, the grids of the radio - 
frequency amplifier tubes can be biased with 
a potential varying from a maximum positive 
value to a maximum negative value, depend- 
ing upon the terminal volts of the "A" bat- 
tery supply; for a six -volt battery, of course, 
being plus six to minus six volts. In this 
way, a circuit can be very conveniently 
regulated from a condition of maximum sen- 
sitivity to one of maximum amplification and 
a happy medium arrived at, on all wave- 
lengths between the extremes of the broad- - 

cast range, with the assurance of good re- 
production. 

But radio fans soon tired of the additional 
controls, which presented a complication of 
matters, and longed for a receiver that need- 
ed no split -hair adjustments, which could be 
depended upon to give maximum amplifica- 
tion without distortion over the entire broad- 
cast band without further unnecessary com- 
pensations, either in tuning or amplification 
control. 

NUMBER OF CONTROLS 
An outcropping of further research pro- 

duced the "reversed feed- back" circuit of 
Fig. 8. Though this circuit gave quality re- 
production, it has the undesirable feature of 
adding two controls rather than simplifying 
the operation of the circuit. 

As time went on, it was thought that fixed 
resistances might be of use in some position 
in the circuit where their use would not af- 
fect the circuit's sensitivity. Thus, in Fig. 
9 is seen the "shunt- resistor" method of con- 
trolling oscillation, the value of the resist- 
ance being chosen for a fixed position of the 
tickler coil when the grid circuit is tuned to 
the lowest wavelength. 

However, since the transformer ratio of 
the tuned -radio- frequency transformer varied 
more or less proportionately with the wave- 
length, creating a condition of maximum sen- 
sitivity and amplification at the lower wave- 
lengths but affording no appreciable amplifi- 
cation at the higher wavelengths, radio -fre- 
quency transformers were made the subject 
of intense experimenting. Small diameter 
air -core and iron -core transformers, as well 
as large diameter transformers using various 
ratios from unity to one to a hundred, were 
tried out. 

A happy medium was found by using a 
relatively large transformer, with which 
fairly good amplification could be obtained 
and the circuit safeguarded against self -os- 
cillation. Improvements and modifications 
were made, one of the circuits being that of 
Fig. 10, which is known as the "bucking- coil" 
method of stabilization. This circuit, al- 
though giving good results, was superseded 
by that shown ill Fig. 11, which employs "by- 
pass stabilization," although -it too incorpor- 
ates an additional control. 
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cycoull Note 
a Difference w 
When GVanorne 
tubes are used 
throughout your set 

Improvement in your reception is 

entirely up to you equip your set 

with Van Horne Tubes throughout 
-then tune in distant stations with 
the same ease as you do nearby ones 

-then listen to the radio programs 
just as they are being broadcasted. 

There will be a new tone quality -a 
surprising richness and softness of 

tone that means many hours of radio 
happiness. 

(Then too- theyll last 
clear thru the season 

S O C T O B E R 
EMBER e: 

the Van` arne Guarantee 
Because of the individual care in the mak- 
ing and testing of each Van Horne Tube a 
very liberal guarantee is possible. 
Should the user find any Van Horne Tube 
unsatisfactory for any reason it will be 
immediately replaced. This broad guar- 
antee fully protects the user -insuring the 
best possible reception. 

These Two Unusual Tubes 
Will Make a World of 

Improvement in Your 
Reception 

FOR ALL BUT THE LAST 
AUDIO STAGE 

Van Horne Cushion Base Tubes 
In every receiving set there is vibration. While 
barely perceptible it builds up through the vari- 
ous stages of the set resulting in howling, un- 
natural tone quality and otherwise spoiling re- 
ception. 

The reason the Cushion Base Tube makes such 
a wonderful improvement in reception is because 
the tube is "Cushioned." This means that all vi- 

bration is absorbed, giving an un- 
usual softness and fullness of tone 
of reception that follows the elim- 
ination of vibration. 
To improve recept'on order your 
set from your dealer today. 

FOR THE LAST AUDIO SOCKET 
Van Horne Adapted Mogul 

5 VCX Power Tube 
The Mogul 5 VCX is a double capacity power 
tube -specially to carry all of the signal to the 
speaker without distortion or loss of signal qual- 
ity. 
Because it can be used in your set without a 

change in wiring it is an addition 
that you should make for that in- 
crease in volume and improvement 
in reception that is absent when an 
ordinary tube of unsufficient capac- 
ity is used. 
Ask your dealer to demonstrate this 
remarkable tube to you. 

THE VAN HORNE CO., INC., 
1001 CENTER STREET, FRANKLIN, OHIO 

J 
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Majestic Standard -B 
Current Supply 

Especially adapted for sets having 
not more than seven 201 -A tubes, 
or, six 201 -A plus one 135 -15!) 
volt power tube. Popularly priced 
for the average set. Improves tone 
-better reception. 
Price 532.50 
West of Rocky Mountains $35.00 

Majestic Super -B 
Current Supply 

Capacity 1 to 13 tubes, including 
the use of 135 -150 volt power 
tubes. Complete with switch to 
control current from light socket. 
Price $35.00 
West of Rocky Mountains, $37.50 

Majestic Master -B 
Current Supply 

Rating 60 mils at 150 volts. Par- 
ticularly . adapted for lìallial° 25, 
28 and 30 and super heterodynes. 
Will operate all power tubes, also 
the new super power tube UV -171 
(180 volts). Unequalled for sets 
having a very heavy current draw. 
Price $42.50 
West of Rocky Mountains, $45.00 

Constant Dependable B Power 

Direct fromYour Light Socket 

is Nowa Reality in Majestic Units 

The day of better radio reception is 
here. Improved tone quality, greater 
volume, and more reliable all- around 
service are now made possible by 
Majestic B Power Units. They attach 
direct to your light socket saving you 
constant bother and attention. No 
acids to spill. No "hum." Reliable, 
unvarying power at an average cost 
of about one -tenth cent an hour ! Ec- 
onomical, powerful -lasts as long as 
any receiver. Fully guaranteed, 

ajestic nt u) n 

delivers pure direct current -From your light socket 

Their low purchase çost and the say- 
ings they bring to you make them an 
investment that soon is repaid. Don't 
delay -see your dealer at once or 
write for free literature. 

DEALERS: If you are not yet equip- 
ped to get your share of the Majestic 
business, see your jobber or write 
direct giving us his name. 
New York Show Booth No. 10, Section "B" 
Chicago Show Booth No. 6, Section "F" 

GRIGSBY - GRUNOW - HINDS COMPANY 
4572 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

The Magazine of Scientifiction: 

AMAZING STORIES 
Master, intriguing stories by H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, etc. 

25c -ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

SEE RADIO GUIDE. 
NEWEST 1927 EDITION 

Shows the latest circuits, the newest develop. =4T 
monts in radio at startling low prices. Get 1 EST 
the parts YOU want here and save money. floc avS /I 
The best in parts, kits, complete fac- is r 

tory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled same day re- 
ceived. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 
of one or more radio fans. - 

BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St.. Chicago, U.S.A. 

The ADVANCE fixed 
CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
Super- tested for sensitivity and 
permanent setting of gold point. 
Positively fixed. Finest construc- 
tion. 85,000 now in use and giv- 
ing perfect satisfaction. $1.50 -at 
dealers or by mail prepaid. Send 
name of nearest dealer with re- 
mittance. 

ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.. 
1260 W. 2nd St., Los Rngeles, Cal. 
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The "shading -shield" method of Fig. 12 
has been used with fair success and allows a 
lower transformer -ratio to be used, thus giv- 
ing slightly better amplification. In Fig. 13 
can be seen the "closed- circuit damping coil," 
which absorbs energy from the tuned circuit, 
thus increasing its resistance at the lower 
wavelengths ; and as the wavelength is in- 
creased, the inherent amplification falls off 
safely to a point below that of oscillation. 
In Figs. 14 and 15, which are -variations of 
the preceding circuit, a Series resistor has 
been placed in circuit with one of the damp- 
ing coils and a variable condenser in the 
other. Circuit 15 represents the most de- 
sirable arrangement of this type of stabiliza- 
tion, although it toa presents the undesirable 
additional control. 

FOUCAULT METHOD 

The problem has resolved itself into the 
creation of a circuit which will give a higher 
degree of amplification over the entire band 
of wavelengths, and at the same time be safe- 
guarded against self -oscillation under no 
matter what conditions. In the search for a 
solution, engineers came upon the principle 
described by Foucault when the famous 
French scientist was investigating the effects 
of "eddy currents" and "hysteresis" (flow of 
magnetic force) in electromagnetic appara- 
tus. 

They realized the potency of such a prin- 
ciple if applied to radio engineering design, 
for, as they knew from previous experience, 
when eddy currents are produced in various 
metals, the result is a manifestation of heat, 
the amount of which depends entirely upon 
the amount of current dissipated as loss. It 
was correctly conjectured, therefore, that the 
external field of a coil could be so regulated 
that by placing in its proximity a fixed metal 
shield the result would be a uniformly-stabil - 
ized circuit. 

Thus, in Fig. 16 cats be seen a clever 
method of accomplishing this end. The 
metal end of the variable condenser has been 
placed close to the end of the inductance 
coil, so that the magnetic field created by 
self -oscillation is quickly dissipated in the 
metal end plate. 

Fig. 17 shows this more clearly. There 

bAMPED ABSORPTION 

CIO 

FIG. 14 

TUNED ABSORPTION: 

FIG. 15 

AUTOMATIC 
STABILIZATION 

FIG. 16 

Figs. 14 and 15 both employ a separate oscil- 
latory circuit which tends to absorb energy 
from the main tuning circuit. Fig. 16 is a very 
efficient arrangement, employing the "Foucault 

effect." 
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Send for this guide to Radio 
prices and Radio quality. All of 
our vast resources and radio experience have 
been utilized to assemble for you in one gigan- 
tic institution, the best and newest things in radio. 
The Randolph catalog is indeed the radio market place of 
the world -a masterpiece of merchandising that befits our 
house -the largest exclusive radio mail order house in the world. 

What Our Catalog Contains 
Over 2,000 items -from the most beautiful, fully equipped console model radio 
set, down to the smallest part or tool for the set builder -kits, parts, and supplies of every 
conceivable type and style. All beautifully illustrated and interestingly described. And to 
give this book added value, we have included radio data that makes it an invaluable text 
book for every lover of today's most fascinating and most wonderful achievement -RADIO. 

Radio Sets 
In this great radio market place you will 
find table model sets and console types with 
built -in loud speakers; the newest ampliphonic 
console sets; new Spanish period consoles; five, 
Six, seven, and eight tube sets. with three dial, 
two dial, and the newest and most popular sin- 
gle simplified control. All sets are assembled in 
beautiful, genuine mahogany and walnut cabi- 
nets in a choice of latest types and designs. 

S Tube sets as low as $24.90 
Latest 1927 Models 

All Randolph sets are sold at amazingly low 
prices. No matter what kind of set you want - 
no matter how little you want to pay -you can 
select YOUR SET AT YOUR PRICE from the 
Randolph catalog. 

Radio Kits 
A great array of kits for the set builder! 
These include all well -known circuits, ap- 
proved and adopted by the world's fore- 
most radio engineers -all classes of radio 
frequency, Super Heterodyne, and every 
other approved, popular circuit. 

Radio Parts and 
Supplies 

The Randolph catalog also contains a most 
complete line of "B" Battery Eliminators. in- 
cluding the famous Raytheon Eliminators ; the 
latest type of Loud Speakers, Cone Speakers, a 
complete line of quality "A" power units - in 
fact, you will find listed in this wonder book 
every part that goes into the construction of a 
radio set, or any accessories you desire, at prices 
that mean a substantial saving to you. 

Free Radio Service 
Everyone has need for radio service. The 
average man has no time to keep up with the 
rapid developments of radio. We employ Radio 
Engineers who have made radio their life work. 
Their expert advice and helpful suggestions 
solve every radio problem of our customers. 

Our Guarantee 
Every article in our catalog is based on careful iaboratory analyses and tests. We guarantee to back up every item in our catalog with our own as well as manufac- turer's assurance of quality. 

YOU MUST HAVE THIS BOOK 
Space limitations here prevent our telling you more about the Randolph Catalog. Simply fill out and mail the coupon -or you may send a postal or letter -and this truly remarkable Radio book will come to you ABSOLUTELY FREE. MAIL THE COUPON NOW. -- Randolph Radio Corporation 
180 North Union Avenue 4 Dept. 11 Chicago, Ill. 

frIhylesaveiuNonP 
Because we handle radio exclusively 
and sell a tremendous volume of 
everything in Radio, we can concen- 
trate our buying power for the ben- 
efit of our customers. 
Volume purchases regulate prices. 

We command rock bottom prices from 
manufacturers, and in many cases we con- 
tract for entire factory output of exclu- 
sive products. You will benefit by our 
great volume of purchases and sales, by 
securing anything you may want in radio 
at a substantial saving. 

This Coupon Brings the,: Great RADIO Book FREE 
RANDOLPH RADIO CORPORATION 
180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 11 
Chicago, Illinois 

Send me- free -your 84 -page, 1927 Radio 
Book. 

Name____ 

Street and No. 

R. F. D. Box 

City State______ -_ 
OM IN 
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94eCHELSEA 
hip hoi, fcSfx 

Easily one of the real sensations of the year, the 
Chelsea Truphonic Six must be seen and heard to be 
appreciated. Built by one of the oldest radio manu- 
facturers, noted the world over for its reliable products, this 
Chelsea receiver incorporates the new truphonic circuit, called 
the greatest radio contribution of the season. The circuit is fully 
shielded. Since a power tube may be used in the last stage, 
tremendous amplification and a tone stability wholly new is now 
obtained. 

ask Your Dealer To Demonstrate This Remarkable `Value 
Or Write Us 'Direct 

CHELSEA RADIO CO., CHELSEA, MASS, 
Other Chelsea Sets $26.00 and $50.00 -each a leader in its class. 

Send for details. 

A RADIO EDUCATION -IN 5 VOLUMES 
THEORY, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

LEARN AT HOME 
These five component parts of a complete Radio Instruction Course are outlined in five 
volumes that contain not merely the essentials as so many books do, but more, they con- 
tain all that any modern up -to- the -minute textbook on any subject would cover. They are 
in themselves a COMPLETE radio education teaching every possible portion of Radio science. 
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches, handsomely bound and illustrated with charts, diagrams, 
descriptions of equipment, etc. 
SEND NO MONEY for these books. Just forward your name and address and mention you 
wish "the Radio Reading Course'. We send you the books at once. On receipt of same 
you pay the postman $1.97 plus a few cents postage and then they are yours. 

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc., 64 Church St., New York, N. Y. 

F 
NEWEST 1927 EDITION 

£Th.,vs the latest circuits. the newest develop- 
ments in radio at startling low prices. Get 
the parts you want here and save money. H00/PUPS 
The best in parts, kits, complete fac- n- e 
tory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled same day re- 
ceived. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 
cf en. or more radio fans. 
BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St.. Chicago, U.S.A. 

COIL WINDINGS 
Audio -B Eliminator -Bell Ringing Trans. 

TELEPHONE RINGER- CHOKE- 
IGNITION -CONTROLLER & SPECIAL 

SOLENOID WINDINGS 

Easton Coil Co. P. O. Box 237 
Easton, Pa. 
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are no small compensating controls either 
for sensitivity, amplification or tuning. . 

Three tuning controls afford a maximum 
amount of amplification, selectivity and vol- 
Imle without the necessity for further adjust- 
ment. The peculiarities of the circuit are 
such that no self -oscillation can take place; 
yet the amplification at all wavelengths is 
very high and does not vary. This method 
by far eclipses those which employed addi- 
tional and complicated controls. 

Radio Outlets = 

(Continued from page 344) 

bottom piece in the case assembly for passing 
the wire to be attached to the jack terminals. 
A quarter -inch hole is adequate. 

WIRING THE OUTLETS 

When you are ready to mount the "outlet" 
and wire it up, separate it into the two logi- 
cal parts and mount the back of the case 
on the molding. Then, before attaching the 
front of the case, draw the two leads from 
the receiving set through the hole that you 
have drilled, in either the top or the bottom 
piece of the case assembly; and connect these 
two wires to the sleeve and tip terminals of 
the jack, which is attached to the front of 
the case. 

When you have done this you are ready 
to attach the front of the case to the part 
that is already mounted on the wall. When 
this last operation is completed the completed 
unit should present a very pleasing appear- 
ance and also be quite serviceable and very 
convenient. 

From the foregoing description you have 
probably noted that the general scheme is to 
have all the output jacks connected in parallel. 
This means that when loud speakers are 
plugged in at two different points they will 
be in parallel. 

It may so happen that you prefer the 
double type of "outlet." If such is the case, 
the following list of required apparatus will 
be of interest to you. 

a111,m1.;1.,,n1 1111111111111111111,1,:11111111111,llmIMIM, .,,,-:.-..-,n,l,,MILIMP11" 

2 Single -or double- circuit jacks ; 

2 Composition pieces, 4x1 3/4x/ in- 
ches; 

2 Composition pieces, 4x1 /x% in- 
ches; 

2 Composition pieces, 1 /xl /xT' 
inches; 

1 Brass strip, 5x /x1e inches; 
14 / inch and 2 7/32 inch, No. 4/36 

flat -head brass machine screws. 

Radio Wrinkles 
(Continued fron, rage 371) 

type obtainable from any radio or electrical 
dealer. 

The pulleys are fixed upon a board 9 x 
24 inches wide, each reel being 6 inches 
apart, while leaving plenty of room for the 
wire reel. It will be found in practice that 
a small wooden clamp at each end to hold 
the wire taut will be useful when finer 
wires are being used. 

CLEANING AERIAL WIRE 
An outdoor aerial will become heavily oxi- 

dized within the space of a year. This oxi- 
dation reduces the over -all efficiency of the 
aerial system; and should therefore be 
cleaned off every six months or so. 

Here is a simple and effective way of doing 
it. Purchase twenty -five cents' worth of mu- 
riatic acid, and mix it with three parts of 
water in a large earthenware dish. Coil the 
aerial wire into a roll and place it in the 
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The New Karas Equamatic 
Five Tube Sensation 

Now Being Featured By Radio Broadcast 
FULFILS in an extremely simple manner a very desir- 

able and HIGHLY IMPORTANT FUNCTION that 
our foremost radio engineers have been striving to ac- 
complish ever since the advent of radio broadcasting. 

THE EQUAMATIC SYSTEM AUTOMATICALLY 
provides a CONTINUOUS MAXIMUM and an abso- 
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lutely EQUAL TRANSFER OF ENERGY between pri- 
mary and secondary inductances at all wave lengths by 
a coupling system unique to radio engineering practice - 
it also ELIMINATES the overlapping of electrostatic and 
electromagnetic fields with their harmful, broadening 
and distorting effects. 
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Pure Tone -Great Volume 
The result of the EQUAMATIC SYSTEM from five tubes is a 
clean, clear, pure and powerful signal -equal in VOLUME to the 
usual six and seven tube sets -sharpness and SELECTIVITY 
equal to the superheterodyne -SENSITIVITY equal to a regener- 
ative circuit -and a PURITY of tone equal to a crystal detector. 

How It Works 
In the EQUAMATIC SYSTEM the primary 
coils are attached to the shafts of the conden- 
sers -and are adjustable in their relation to 
both the condenser shafts and the secondary 
coils. The primaries are also ENTIRELY 
SEPARATED from the secondaries. The sec- 
ondaries are adjustable to any angle in rela- 
tion to the primaries and also as to their de- 
gree of coupling with the primaries. The pri- 
maries are AUTOMATICALLY, constantly 
and CONTINUOUSLY varied -at a definite, 
everchanging rate of variation -with the 
turning of the condenser dials. 
This POSITIVE, AUTOMATIC action pro- 
vides the ABSOLUTELY EXACT amount of 
coupling -at every wave length setting -nec- 
essary to deliver to the secondary coils EX- 
ACTLY the amount of energy required to 
cause the tubes to constantly operate at their 
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. 

The Reason for It 
In order to keep radio tubes CONSTANTLY operating at their 
highest efficiency -just under the oscillation point -it is ABSO- 
LUTELY necessary to continuously maintain an EQUAL TRANS- 
FER OF ENERGY between primary and secondary coils. In order 

to maintain this equal transfer of energy every wave length set- 
ting must have a DIFFERENT AND EXACT coupling between 
primaries and secondaries. To secure PERFECT reception every 
successively longer wave length requires a greater transfer of 
energy- therefore a correspondingly greater degree of coupling 
-than the preceeding shorter wave length. The problem has 
been to provide this exact and constantly varying coupling by 

some simple mechanical means. 
The EQUAMATIC SYSTEM solves this prob- 
lem -does it POSITIVELY, SIMPLY and AU- 
TOMATICALLY and does not resort to ANY 
losser methods whatsoever. 
On account of the extremely high efficiency 
of this system the reception from a home 
built five tube KARAS EQUAMATIC receiv- 
ing set is as nearly perfect as radio reception 
can be with present day knowledge. 

Easy to Build 
A manual of complete diagrams and instruc- 
tions for building this five tube KARAS 
EQUAMATIC receiver in complete detail is 
included with each set of KARAS EQUA- 
MATIC coils. (This manual will be sent sep- 
arately upon receipt of I Oc to anyone inter- 
ested.) The placing of every part and every 
wire connection is clearly explained. Even though you may never before have built a set you can proceed without hesitation, confident of successfully constructing as effi- cient a receiving set as can be made. To build this powerful, sweet toned, long range receiver, you will need the Karas parts 

listed on the accompanying coupon. 
*Licensed Under King Patents Pending 

Order Through Dealer or Direct on This Coupon 
The Karas apparatus essential to the construction of the five tube 
EQUAMATIC receiver is carried by nearly every good radio parts dealer 
in most cities. Secure the parts from your dealer. If he is out of them 
order direct from us using this coupon. Send no money. Just hand the 
postman purchase price plus a few cents postage. 

KARAS ELECTRIC CO. 
Manufacturing Plant: N. Rockwell St. 

Offices: 1027 Association Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
1027 Association Building, Chicago, Ill. 

Please send me set of 3 Equamatic Inductance Coils, $12; 3 special 
Orthometric Condensers with extended shafts, $7 each; 3 Micrometric 
-Vernier Dials, $3.50 each; 2 Harmonik Audio Transformers, $7 each: 
2 Equamatic Retard Coils, $1 each; and 3 sub -panel brackets, 70e, 
for which I will pay the postman $60.20 plus postage, upon delivery. 
It is understood that I have the privilege of returning any of this 
apparatus for full refund any time within 30 days if it does not prove 
entirely satisfactory. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

1f <,ou send cash with order we will shin these parts postpaid. 
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PRICE TYPE C- ILLUMINATED DIAL $3.00 

Send for Bulletin 109 -RN 

Visit our exhibits at New Madison Square Garden, New York, Sept. 13th -18th, and 'vt the Coliseum, 
Chicago, Oct. llth -17th. 
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VELVET- VERNIER DIAL 
TYPE C - ILLUMINATED 
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THE NEW NATIONAL VELVET VERNIER DIAL. TYPE C HAS AN ILLUMINATED 

SCALE BRILLIANTLY LIGHTED BY A SMALL, CONCEALED LIGHT, AND EITHER 

TURNED ON SEPARATELY WHEN NEEDED,'-;OR CONNECTED TO 

THUS ACTING AS A TELL - 

WHEN THE TUBES 

IT HAS EVERY 

`WHICH HAS 

TYPE A AND 

UNIVERSALLY` 

RATIO (-,-1 TO -20.1, 

A.DJUSTER;EASILY READ 

ON PANEL WITH ORDI- 

THE FILAMENT SWITCH, 

TALE TO SHOW 

TYPE B DIALS SO 

POPULAR VARIABLE 

WITH NEW AND BETTER 

SCALE- EASILY MOUNTED 

NARY DRILL AND SCREW DRIVER' ONLY- HEAVY BAKELITE 

CASE; WEARPROOF AND DISTINGUISHED IN APPEARANCE ; - AND FINALLY - -- 

THE NATIONAL VELVET ACTION FOR HAIRLINE TUNING' ACCURACY- RETAIN- 

ING THESE QUALITIES° UNCHANGED NO MATTER HOW LONG IT IS USED 

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

110 BROOKLINE STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASS., W. A. READY, PRESIDENT 

BE SURE YOU GET GENUINE NATIONAL PRODUCTS 

Ilt 

Just the Book You Wanted 

"RADIO 
» AMATEURS' HANDIBOOK 

RADIO NEWS,, No. 1 (Fourth Printing) 

Chock full of radio constructive and instructive articles from cover to cover. Written by 

foremost radio authorities, in plain everyday language which everyone can understand. 
Sections include articles on Receiving Sets and Sundry Apparatus, Transmitters and Ac- 

cessories, Radio Theory, Vacuum Tube Data, and Practical Hints for the Amateur. A 

book which also serves as a ready reference and should find a place in the library of every 
amateur. It contains 224 pages and over 375 illustrations, diagrams, and photographs, 
bound in a multi -colored heavy hoard. On sale at all leading radio stores. If your dealer 
cannot supply you, send a dollar bill and the book will be forwarded to you postpaid. 

Price 50c 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 53 Park PI., New York 
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dish. Leave it there for about an hour and 
stir the solution three or four times every 
fifteen minutes or so. Next prepare a strong 
solution of soda and water in another large 
dish and place the roll of wire in this to neu- 
tralize the acid. Let the wire remain in 
this solution for about ten minutes ; then take 
it out and scrub off any remaining scales of 
oxidation with an old tooth brush. You will 
find the wire to be in the same clean condi- 
tion as when purchased. 

Contributed by Fred. W. Davey. 

Types of Audio 
Amplifiers 

(Continued froid page 364) 
I 01.1.11111111111111111111111111.111.1111111.1.1111111,11111111111.,1111111111.11111,111.1111illililliiiiiiiilltimill 11111 _ 

AUDIO COUPLING DEVICES 
Now, let us consider what is required in 

an audio -frequency amplifier. We have two 
electron tubes to be joined together in such 
a way that the voltage developed in the out- 
put (or plate) circuit of one is transferred 
with as little loss as possible to the input 
(or grid) circuit of the other tube. The 
voltage developed in the output of a tube 
can be utilized only by causing part of it to 
appear in some resistance or impedance ex- 
ternal to the tube. Thus in Fig. 2 we have 
shown a resistance R connected in the plate 
circuit of a tube in series with the "B" bat- 
tery. A current I flows in this circuit so 
that, in accordance with our study above, 
the voltage drop across the terminals of this 
resistance is RI. 

But this is not the total voltage developed 
in the plate circuit of the tube. It must not 
be forgotten that there is a high resistance 
existing within the tube between the plate 
and filament, which is determined by the de- 
sign of the tube, and which we cannot 
change. Suppose this resistance is rp. The 
voltage drop in it will then be rpl, for the 
same current flows through it as flows 
through the external resistance R. The to- 
tal voltage developed in the plate circuit is, 
therefore, the sum of the internal and ex- 
ternal voltage drops, of which the only por- 
tion we use is the external drop. The volt- 
age between the points a and b (Fig. 2) is 
a fraction of the total voltage, and this 
fraction is 

R 
R rp 

In other words, this fraction expresses the 
part of the total voltage in the plate circuit 
which is available, and it is to our interest to 
make it as large as is practically possible. 
This is done by using large values of R, that 
is, by making the external resistance as large 
as possible. We can never hope to transfer 
the total voltage developed in the plate cir- 
cuit of the tube to the points a and b (or to 
the input of the succeeding tube), for this 
would require that the resistance be infinite. 

RESISTANCE- CAPACITY COUPLING 

The next point we have to consider is the 
manner of connecting the points a and b to 
the succeeding amplifier tube. The connec- 
tions cannot be made directly to the grid and 
filament of the latter tube; for in that case 
there would be impressed on the grid of the 
second tube a very large positive bias, due 
to the "B" battery. This bias must be re- 
moved; otherwise there would be a large 
grid current in the second tube which would 
cause distortion and other ill effects. It is 
removed by placing before the grid a block- 
ing condenser C, which presents infinite im- 
pedance to the continuous (or direct) volt- 
age, but which allows the alternating signal 
voltages to go through. 

However, by adding this condenser to the 
circuit we have allowed the grid of the sec- 
ond tube to "hang up in the air." In other 
words, the grid is `free" to collect a con- 
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Now you can afford the best in RADIC 
Sold on t e Clark fifty -fifty plan 

hilf cash m m h alf trust 

BST -5 
5-ply walnut 
vernier piano 
finish cabinet 

Send $20 only 

NEW 
MODEL 
Shielded 
Receiver 

$40. 
New model cabinet base 21" long by 8" wide, height 91/2", top 21" by 6 ". 

THIS highly sensitive, powerful and selective BST -5 radio receiver has all up- to -the- 
minute improvements. Heavy aluminum automobile type chassis, shielded against stray currents and distortion. Flexible grip, Universal type sockets, eliminating microphonic 

noises Has provision for battery eliminator and any power tube. Fahnestock clips on sub - panel for adjusting C battery, has voltages for power tube. Efficient on either long or short 
aerial, including indoor aerial. This BST -5 sets a new standard for true tone values and 
selectivity. This BST -5 gives greater volume than many six tube sets and consumes less 
current. 

28 Stations in 32 Hours 
Mr. E. H. Thiery, Tax Collector, New Hartford, Conn., writes: "I am well pleased with my BST. In three hours and a half on Wednesday night I got the following stations: WTIC, WJZ, WGY, WBZ, WPG, WNAC, WMSG, WEEI, KDKA, WAAM, WEAN, WSAR, WJBI, WMAC, WLWL, WJAR, WAHG, WBNY, WEAF, WNJ, WCSH, WSAN, WHK, 

WMCA, WRVA, WHN, WHAR, WWJ. 

Top inside view showing compact aluminum shielded in- 
destructible chassis. 

Our Offer: -Send us your check or post office 
money order for $20.00, one -half its price, try out 
the BST -5 in your own home for ten days, then 
either send us the other $20.00, making $40.00 in 
all, or return the set and we will return your $20.00 
-no questions, no argument. 

Bottom inside view showing improved foolproof curkoid 
coils and rigid construction, with complete harness for 

simple installation. 

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO., 
141 West 45th Street, New York City. 
Gentlemen: -Ship me one BST -5, $40.00 Radio Set, for which I enclose $20.00 on account. I am to test it out for ten days in my 
own home and if satisfactory I will then send you the balance of 
$20.00; but if not satisfactory to me I will return the set at the end 
of the ten days' trial and you are to return my $20.00 immediately 
on receipt of the set without question. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
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Free! *Free! 
One Genuine, regulation Size 

VALET Auto -Strop Razor 

With every five months' subscription to 

RADIO NEWS we are offering free- 
one genuine regulation sized Auto - 
Strop Razor. 

SEND $1 Today and get Radio News 
for five months and one Razor free. 

Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 
Dept. R.N. 10 

53 Park Place - New York, N. Y. 
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IN MANY receivers one may experience 
excellent "tone quality." With 
FERGUSON you are conscious of 

something more: a degree of fullness that 
gives you each note from every instrument 
in perfect timbre. Not mere music, but the 
sou/ of the artist seems to cone into your 
living room. 

One Tuning Control -Calibrated in 
Meters gives you, in a moment, the prog- 
ram to suit your mood. 

Complete shielding of all tuning ele- 
ments gives this 6 -tube Receiver its marked 
selectivity. 

See, hear, compare! 
is 

J. B. FERGUSON, INC. 
225 West 57th Street 

New York, N.Y. 

The FERGUSON 
Model Ten $110.00 
With table,asshow'n, 147.50 

(Ten per ent increase e..r 
of the Rockies) ) 

No Seasonal Models- 
Continually Developing Refinements 

The Gold Standard of Radio Receivers 

LAVITE RESISTANCES 

,. 117NIIIIIIN181kIhphWluEtlit. 

AEROVOXproduánare used let' oler 
200 of Amedca'siGdà_ Manufacntr s_ 
.AEROVOX Fixed Condeeserrere V. 
,pro.ediryMlTe'd YaleUeriversitiee 

AEROVOX WIREIE55 CORP.. 
589.491.493 B oomeSn,íi\`esvYork_ 

F, E RADIOoGUIDE_` 
NEWEST 1927 EDITIN 

Shows the latest circuits. the newest develop- C4' 
ments in radio at startling low prices. Get 

f 
tFSrl 

the parts you want here. and save money. 1/00X-OOS /, 

The hest in parts, kits. complete fac- 
tory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled sanie day re- 
newed. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 
of one or more radio tans. 
BARAW I It CO., 542 Monroe St., Chicago, U.S.A. 
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siderable number of electrons and acquire 
quite a large ' negative bias. This is not a 
good thing ; it is almost an axiom in radio 
that a tube should never be operated with a 
"free" grid, as the circuits become unstable 
and almost anything is likely to happen. 

To avoid the "open" or "free" grid we 
must provide a "grid leak" ; in other words, 
we must place a leakage path in the circuit, 
over which these electrons trapped on the 
grid may flow away from the grid to the 
filament whence they came. The addition of 
this leak resistance to the circuit completes 
what is generally known as the resistance - 
capacity- coupled amplifier, and is shown in 
full in Fig. 2. This is the simplest type of 
amplifier, from all viewpoints; it is simple 
to construct, the cost is relatively low, and 
the electrical analysis is much simpler for 
this than for any other known type of am- 
plifier. The detailed analysis of the circuit 
will be undertaken in a succeeding article of 
the series. 

IMPEDANCE COUPLINGS 

The most general type of amplifier 
coupling device (other than the transformer 
type) may be represented by the circuit of 
Fig. 2, in which the various paths of the am- 
plifier network may include complex im- 
pedances rather than pure resistances. In 
other words, it is possible to vary the am- 
plifier circuit of Fig. 2 by replacing the pure 
resistances with certain combinations of re- 
sistances, inductances and capacities. 

For instance, if we replace the resistance 
in the plate circuit external to the tube (R 
in Fig. 2) by an impedance coil (Z in Fig. 
3) we will have what is generally known as 
the impedance -coupled amplifier. The same 
general principles apply to this type of am- 
plifier as to the resistance -capacity coupled 
amplifier, as far as the voltages are con- 
cerned, with the following exception : in the 
resistance- capacity coupled amplifier the volt- 
age ratio (defined in previous articles of the 
series) is practically independent of the fre- 
quency, provided the blocking condenser C is 
sufficiently large. 

In the impedance -coupled amplifier the 
effect of the blocking condenser remains as 
before, but added to this is the effect of the 
varying impedance at various frequencies. 
At low frequencies the blocking condenser, 
in both types of amplifiers, tends to reduce 
the voltage ratio ; at the lower frequencies, 
from about 200 cycles per second clown, pro- 
ducing the effects studied in our previous 
articles. In the impedance- coupled amplifier, 
the impedance in the plate circuit acts in the 
same manner, thereby accentuating the effect . 

if the impedance is not large enough. The 
use of the impedance, however, permits 
smaller "B" battery voltages to be used ; as 
the impedance generally has relatively love 
resistance to the direct voltage, but of course 
has an impedance to the alternating signal 
voltages which depends upon the frequency 
of these voltages. 

We have said before, that it is necessary to 
make the resistance R of Fig. 2 as high as 
practically possible, in order to make the 
voltage ratio as high as possible. The same 
is true of the impedance Z in Fig. 3. There 
is a practical limit to which R may be in- 
creased, however, for very large plate- circuit 
resistances require "B" batteries of rather 
high voltage. The impedance Z, of Fig. 3, 
however, has relatively low direct- current re- 
sistance, so that it may not be necessary to 
use such high voltages ; provided, of course, 
that the resistance of the impedance coil is 
kept low. The inductance of the coil must 
he kept as high as practically possible, for 
a high inductance will keep the voltage ratio 
high throughout the greater part of the 
range of acoustic frequencies. 
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1926 
EDITION 
No.16 

300 
Illustrations 

8 -Page 
log book of 
all U. S. 
Broadcast 
Stations 

BUY 
FROM RADIO'S OLDEST 
MAIL ORDER HOUSE 

WE are the oldest established, exclusive 
radio mail order house in the country. 

Our motto is "Quick Shipment." All orders are 
shipped within 24 hours. Quick, prompt, cour- 
teous service. We carry a larger variety of 
radio parts and findings than any other radio 
house in the country. 

" RASCO HAS IT " 
It you are in need of certain small radio 

parts that other radio and mail order houses do 
not bother to carry, get the Rasco parts cata- 
log, and you will find them there, anything 
from a screw to copper ribbon and tele- 
phone diaphragms, as well as thousands of 
other small radio findings. Just to mention 
a few: 

Lugs, nuts, dials, vernier dial, jacks, plugs, 
every kind of knob, cords, panels, screws, 
sliders, washers, selenium, tinfoil, switches, 
crystals, cap nuts, Litz wire, cord tips, brass 
rods, resistances, name plates, spring binding 
posts, switch parts, metal ribbon, carbon balls, 
binding posts, all types, switch points, switch 
levers, lock washers, carbon grains, ground 
clamps, metal pointers, insulated tubing, low 
melting metal, antenna connectors, bus bar 
wire, as well as thousands of other articles. 

We carry the Largest Variety of Small 
Radio Parts in the World. 

THE NEW RASCO CATALOG No. 16 Fal owingnSHookups All Armstrong Circuits: These important circuits are explained clearly, all values having been given. Just to name a few of the Vacuum Tube circuits f -The V.T. as a , i;/ detector and one -step amplifier; Super Regenerator; one -step radio frequency' am- /J".r plifier and detector; three -stage audio frequency amplifier; short wave regenerative circuits; 4 -stage radio frequency amplifier; radio and audio frequency amplifier; in- ductively coupled amplifier; all Reflex Circuits. This catalog is crammed full of small parts and radio findings, literally thousands of them. In addition there is much useful .information contained herein. 

If you will paste this coupon on a 
post card and mail today, we 
will be pleased to send you our 
new Catalog at once. 11 

RADIO SPECIALTY CO. 
98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

1 RADIO SPECIALTY CO., R.N.-10-'21 198 Park Place, New York 
You may send me, without charge or obligation,' your NEW !CATALOG No. 16. (Write on margin if you desire.) 

I1áme 

I Street 

1P. o. Cbtte __.--.-. 
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xo YAEY 
Radio 
Con veni ence 

Automatic Relay 
Undoubtedly the greatest advance in radio 
convenience, satisfaction and economy ever 
offered to the set user. 
The Relay is for the set using a trickle charg- 
er and B eliminator or either. The relay 
automatically cuts off the trickle charger, cut- 
ting in the A battery and B eliminator when 
the switch or filament control of the set is 
turned on. When the set is turned off, the 
relay automatically cuts out the B elimina- 
tor and A battery, cutting in the trickle 
charger again. Easily wired. 

Absolutely fool proof. The result of experience in design and manufacture 
of relays for over 25 years. Voltage drop negligible. Self- cleaning, silver 
wiping contacts. Handsome enameled metal case, with Bakelite base. 
Brackets for convenient mounting. Approved and will be used by leading 
manufacturers of charging equipment. 

No. 444 Relay Switch, complete with cord and separable attachment plug, 
as illustrated $5.00 

Radio zn Every Room 
Yaxley Radio Convenience Outlet receptacles and plates fit standard out- 
let boxes. 
No. 135 -For Loud Speaker or Head 'Phones $1.00 
No. 136 -For Aerial and Ground $1.00 
No. 137 -For Battery Connections - $2.50 

rM 

*ye 

No. 235 No. 238 

e 
No. 239 

e " 
No. 350 

Also furnish in the following combinations: No. 239 -Combining No. 136 and No. 137 $3.50 
No. 235 -Two No.'s 135 $2.00 No. 350 -Combining No. 135, No. 13G and 
No. 233 -Combining No. 135 and No. 136 2.00 and No. 137 4.50 

Order from your dealer or remit, with his name, to us. 

Write us for complete illustrated descriptive folders, showing many 
hook -ups. 

Jacks 
Jack Switches 
Junior Jacks 

Pilot Light Brackets 
Pilot Light Switches 

Yaxley Mfg. Co. 
Dept. N. 

9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, IIl. 

GEM TUBE 
A Guaranteed Radio Tube 

Within Reach of All 

A tube for a dollar Types 
of $3 value. A 401A `Y 
trial order will 400 
convince you as it 
has thousands of `lg9 
others. . (Blue or 499A Each 
Silver with Bake- 
lite Base). Send With 

Base your orders at once. 
All Tubes 

Orders sent C.O.D. with UV. or 
parcel post UX Bases 

Sl_i Dealers, Write for Discounts 

GEM TUBE CO. 
(Dept. N.) 200 B'way, N. V. City 
220 So. State St., Chicago, Ill. 
Lafayette Bldg., Detroit. Mich. 

Phone Plugs 
Rheostats 

Battery Switches 
Inductance Switches 

Panel Lights 

«RE RADIO GUIDE 
// ÑEW EST 1927 EDITION 

Shows 
mts in 

latest 
at startling loweprices. Gettp- `4TESf ft 

the parts you want here and save money. /00%.UPS /4 
The hest in parts, kits, complete fac- 

tory -built sets and supplies. Orders filled same day re- 
ceived. Write for free copy NOW; also please send names 

er one or more radio fans. 
Chicago, U.S.A. BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St., 

elndrews 
Radio Directory and 

LOG BOOK 
Just what you've al- 

ways needed -only log that 
helps-you get all its possibilities Out 
of your set. Every station listed 3 ways -by wave lengths, call letters, and cities, al- 
lowing its use with any program anywhere. Users 
tune in obscure stations never heard before. Gives 
you all the information you want about every sta- 
tion. Incorporates Broadcast Station map. Lists 
all stations in U. S., Can., Mex. and Cuba. Always 
up- to-date and authentic as it is checked by latest 
Government Reports. Simple and easy to under- 
stand and use. Each station can be individually 
logged. Sold by radio and news dealers everywhere 
or by mail, postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps. 

THE WAYNE- ANDREWS CO., INC., 
1003 Andrews Bldg. Ft. Wayne, Ind. 

2 

RADIO PANELS 
OF GENUINE BAKELITE 

Cut, drilled and engraved to order. Send rough 
sketch for estimate. Our New Catalog on 
Panels, Tithes and Rods -all of genuine Bake- 
lite- mailed on request. 

STARRETT MFG. CO. 
520 S. GREEN ST. - - CHICAGO 
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The typical transformer -coupled audio -am- 
plifier circuit arrangement. 

GRID -LEAK EFFECTS 

By examining the diagrams on page 364 it 
will be easily understood that the grid -leak 
resistance represents a partial short -circuit 
across the input of the second tube ; in other 
words, the lower this resistance is, the 
smaller will be the voltage drop across it, in 
comparison with the voltage drop available, 
which is that across the points a and b. 

To be explicit, the circuit of Fig. 4 is ex- 
actly the same as that of Fig. 2, as can be 
proven by comparing the two circuits. The 
voltage drop across the points c and d is only 
a portion of the voltage drop across the 
points a and b. The fraction, of the voltage 
across a and b, which is available across c 

and d, is represented by the ratio of the re- 
sistance, cd, to the reactance of the block- 
ing condenser C. 

To keep this fraction as high as possible, 
the impedance between c and d must be kept 
as high as possible. If the impedance, cd, is 
a pitre resistance, the grid of the tube will 
be blocked, or become "free ". Therefore 
there is a practical limit to increasing its 
size, beyond which we may not go. In one 
type of amplifier, shown in Fig. 5, the grid - 
leak resistance is replaced by a grid -leak 
impedance. This impedance is high to the 
alternating signal voltage, but has a rela- 
tively low resistance, allowing the grid 
charges to leak away easily so that overload- 
ing does not generally' occur on strong 
signals. This system was described in the 
June, 1926 issue of RADIO NEWS by Fred A. 
Jewell. 

INCREASING THE VOLTAGE RATIO 

As a further change in the circuit ar- 
rangement, H. P. Donle (see RADIO NEWS 
for June, 1926) has arranged the two im- 
pedances on a single iron core, as illustrated 
in Fig. 6. The two windings have a turns - 
ratio of 1 to 1, and a coupling or blocking 
condenser is used as in the other types of 
amplifiers. The reason for this will be 
studied in a later article, but we may indi- 
cate it here. 

It has been said before that the highest 
voltage ratio possible with an amplifier, us- 
ing a circuit arrangement like those in Figs. 
2, 3 and 5, is . unity. That is, the highest 
theoretical voltage, that can be impressed 
on the input of the second tube, is the volt- 
age drop in the impedance_ or resistance in 
the external plate circuit of the first tube. 
Practically the voltage ratio is less than 
unity, so that there is not only no increase 
in voltage, as the signals pass through the 
coupling device, but there is an actual at- 
tenuation, or decrease of voltage. To pre- 
vent this attenuation Mr. Donle introduces 
into the leak impedance an electromotive 
force, through the mutual inductance be- 
tween the plate coil and the impedance coil. 
This is accomplished by placing them on the 
same iron core. At the same time they are 
so arranged that the capacity between the 
coils is very small. As a result of this, the 
system has many of the advantages of the 
ordinary impedance -coupled amplifiers, with 
the additional advantage of giving higher 
voltage ratios. 
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I11IIIIIIIIIk Dr.T.O' Conor Sloane 
will teakek ,yeou.-- 
CHEMISTRY 

Right in your own Horne 

Good Chemists Command Nigh Salaries 

/ T. O'CONOR SLOANE. 
r A.B., A,M.. LL.D.. Ph.D. 

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and 
t tabor. Forth ri' Treasurer Ameri- 
an Chemleal Society and a nrar- riral chemist with many well known 
achievements to his credit. Not 

only has Dr, Sloane taught chemis- 
try' in the class -room but he was 
for many years engaged in com- 
mercial chemical work. 

Industrial firms of all kinds pay tempting salaries to get the right men. Salaries of $10,000 to $12,000 a year are not unusual for chemists of exceptional abilities. Chemistry offers those who are ambitious and willing to apply them- selves conscentiously the greatest opportunities of any vo- cation. Why be satisfied with small pay and hard, thankless work -learn the profession of Chemistry and your salary will 
depend only upon your own efforts and your own abilities. 

The work of the chemist is extremely interesting. If you 
are fond of experimenting, if you like exciting and fasci- 
nating work, take up Chemistry. To the man who is dis- 
satisfied with his present job, to the young man just deciding 
on his life work, Chemistry holds alluring charms, and count- 
less opportunities. If you want to earn more money, the 
way is open through our course in Chemistry. 

NOW IS THE TIME TO 
STUDY CHEMISTRY 

Never before has the world seen such splendid oppor- 
tunities for chemists as exist today. The war has awakened 
the United States to the-need of trained chemists and chemi- 
cal engineers. Everywhere the demand has sprung up. Ia 
factories, mills, laboratories, electrical shops, industrial 
plants of all kinds, chemistry plays a vital part in the con - 
tinuation and expansion of the business. In every branch 
of human endeavor the need for chemists has arisen. No 
profession offers such alluring opportunities and the next ten years are going to show the greatest development in this science that this country has ever seen. Those who have the foresight and ambition to learn chemistry now will have the added advantages and greater opportunities afforded while the chemical field is growing and expanding. 

You Can Learn At Home 
NO PREVIOUS SCHOOLING NEEDED 

Dr. Sloane will teach you Chemistry in a practical and intensely interesting way. Our home study course written by Dr. Sloane himself is practical, logical and remarkably simple. It is illus- trated by so many experiments that are performed right from the start that anyone, no matter 
how little education he may have, can 
thoroughly understand every lesson. Dr. 
Sloane teaches you in your own home 
with the same individual and painstaking 
care with which he has already taught 
thousands in the class room. He will, 
in addition, give you any individual help 
you may need in your studies. This per- 
sonal training will be of inestimable value 
to you in your future career. 

Experimental Equipment Given 
to Every Student 

We give to every student without additional charge. this 
chemical equipment including fifty [Acres of laboratory appara- 
tua and supplies and thirty -nine different chemicals and re- 
agents. The fitted heavy wooden box seruts not only as a ease 
for the outfit but also as a laboratory accessory for performing 
countless experiments. Full particulars about this special 
fs'attine of our cause are contained in our Rio book "Oppor- 
I Cult trs for Cheuttels.,, 

What Well -Known 
Authorities Say 
About Our Course 
From Hudson Maxim, 

"Dr. Sloane has done a much- needed 
work in a much better way than any- 
thing of the kind has, heretofore, bean 
(hone. 

Dr. Sloane has n remarkable faculty 
of presenting Science for self -instruction 
of the student in such a clear and un- 
derstandable tray as to bo most readily 
grasped and assimilated. 

"I, therefore. unreservedly recommend 
and place my highest indorsement on his 
work." 

From Dr. W. W. de Kerber, "I ran not recnnuntnd your course too 
highly and I congratulate both you and 
Dr. Sloane on same." 

From John A. Tennant, 
"This is something which has long 

been needed. Your long experience In 
the teaching of chemistry . . assurance 
that Ulu course will be practical as well 
as plain to the untrained students." 

What the Students Say: 
"Your course has been worth $50,000 

to my concern." 
"This is just like reading seine fas- 

cinating fiction story." 
"I bare just been made Assistant 

Chemist of my concern." 
"Your course is just wIrd a person 

wants to start In the wonderful science 
of Chemistry." 

"I find that your course is very M- 
t-nesting. I wait patiently for the next 
les stn." 

I find the study of chemistry more 
and more interesting at every lesson and 
you may bo sure that I ant getting into 
studying habit even more titan I ever 
did even in my school days." 

"I like the lessons no much that I hon- 
estly would not sell Mein for many tines 
their price." 

'I am taking this opportunity to express 
my satisfaction with your chemical ltassons." 

"I now have a fine position as ehent'st 
at the Du Pont Dye Works. It was titra 
your rearse alone that I have been so 
successful." 

I have written to different people 
about your course and they speak very 
highly of same." "If I don't learn it isn't your fault for 
I find that your lessons contain a whole 
lot." 

(Name and address on request) 

DIPLOMA AWARDED TO EACH GRADUATE 
Upon graduation each student is awarded our Diploma in Chemistry, cer- 

tifying that he has successfully completed his studies. Your name on this e 
certificate will be a source of pride to you all your life, as well as an aid to ; 

obtaining a position in Chemistry, 

Easy Monthly Payments 
You do not have to have even the small price of the course to start. 
You can pay for it in small monthly amounts or earn it as many others s CHEMICAL 
are doing. The cost is very low, and includes even the Chemistry ¡ INSTITUTE 
outfit -there are no extras to buy with our course. Write us and OF NEW YORK 
let us explain how you can qualify for a trained technical posi- ó Home Exension 
Lion without even giving up your present employment. ' Division 10 

d 66 -R -West B'way 
ó New York City 

Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental Please send me at otee. 
Equipment, we are making an additional special t without any obligation on ter 

offer for a short while only. You owe it to yourself Dart. your free Book ' Opportuni- 
to find out about it. Write today for full infor- tes for Chemists." and full tar- 

o tirula s about the Experimental Equip - mation and free book, "Opportunities for lent given to every student. Also please 
Chemists." Send the coupon right now while tell me about your Plan of payment and 
it is fresh in your mind. Or just write your special 30 day offer. 
your name and address on a postal and 
retail it to us. I 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Ì 
O CITY <T t'l'Id 

ITN- 10 -' -q 

SPECIAL 30 DAY OFFER 

Don't Wait -- Maid the Coupon NOW ! 
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE of NEW YORK, Inc. 

ow -R, WEST BROADWAY Home Extension Division 10 NEW YORK CITY 
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THOUSANDS OF SET BUILDERS LAST SEASON STOPPED 
PAYING FANCY PRÍCES AND BOUGHT OUR 

CABINETS -WHY NOT YOU? 
» 

"PIEDMONT" 

7" x 18" x 10" 
7" x 21" x 10" 
7" x 24" x 10 
7" x 26" x 10" 

YOUR CHOICE 
ONLY $2.65 EACH 
F.O.B. HICKORY. 
Cash With Order - 

No C. O. D. 
We ship by express. 

The price is very low and we shall make only a few cents on each cabinet, 

BUT WE EXPECT TO SELL A LARGE QUANTITY OF THEM. 
Hardwood with mahogany finish. Three coats of the new lacquer finish and 
then rubbed down to a smooth glossy piano -like finish that is very hard and 
durable. Fancy Nickle Plated Hinges. 

Made in hardwood, rubbed 
mahogany finish and Solid 
Black Walnut. 
7 "x13 "xl0" $3.50 $5.00 
7 "x21 "x10" 3.75 5.25 
7'x24 "x10" 4.00 5.50 
7'^x26 "x10" . 4.75 6.25 
7 "x23 "x10" 5.50 7.00 
7' ̂ x30 "x10" 6.00 3.00 

FREE BASEBOARD. 
Full Length Piano Hinge. 

Lid Support. Rubber Feet. 
7% in. depth same prices. 

CASH WITH ORDER, 
F.O.B. HICKORY. 

"IVEYLINE" 

THE SOUTHERN TOY COMPANY, INC. 
FREE CATALOG HICKORY, N. C. 

WELI* 
Instruments 

are Necessary- 

Pattern No. 135 -B 

One of the many 
Jewell Radio instruments 

Jewell instruments set the highest mark in 
meter construction and are available in patterns 
and combinations covering the needs of the en- 
tire radio field. 

Development and research engineers specify 
Jewell instruments. 

Manufacturers insist upon Jewel instruments 
for adjustment of production standards. 

Jobbers and retailers check their various lines 
by Jewell instruments. 

Experimenters- and set builders who demand 
dependable instruments turn to Jewell. 

Send for New Radio Instrument Catalog No. 15 -C 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 
1650 Walnut St. - Chicago 
"26 Years Making Good Instruments" 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News - 
$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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There is another variation of this type of 
amplifier which must be considered. We 
have pased from the simple voltage -divider 
to the resistance- capacity coupled amplifier; 
from this to the impedance- capacity coupled 
type and then to various combinations of 
these. It will be noted that the Donle am- 
plifier bears considerable resemblance to the 
transformer type, although differing consid- 
erably from the latter in its action. We 
shall now pass from the foregoing types to 
the transformer -coupled amplifier. It is in- 
teresting to note this transition from the one 
type to the ;other, since by doing so it is 
possible to understand many things about 
amplifiers which have heretofore troubled 
us. 

THE AUTO -TRANSFORMER 
The impedance coil is generally considered 

merely as an impedance coil, or, as it is 

termed in telephone parlance, a "retardation 
coil." It may very easily and properly be 
considered as an auto -transformer, or as a 
transformer of two windings, in which the 
two have merged together, forming a single 
winding. 

Let us then, take an impedance coupled 
amplifier, such as that shown in Fig. 3., and 
arrange it so that the plate current of the 
first tube flows through only part of the coil 
winding, as shown in Fig. 7. The general 
characteristics of the circuit have not been 
changed, but now, on account of the electro- 
magnetic effects, the voltage ratio may be- 
come higher than unity. We therefore have 
the impedance coil acting as a transformer 
rather than as a voltage- divider ; and the 
voltage ratio of this auto -transformer is, 
very approximately, the same as the turns - 
ratio. That is, if the tapping point, b, is one - 
third the way up the coil, the voltage 
between a and c will be, very approximately, 
three times the voltage between b and c. 

The circuit now possesses the features of 
a circuit employing a two -winding trans- 
former, except that the blocking condenser 
C, is still required in the grid circuit of the 
second tube. We will not now go further 
into the discussion of this type of amplifier, 
except to say that the writer does not believe 
that the full merits of the auto- trans- 
former have been generally recognized. It is 
a well -known fact that auto -transformers 
can be built, with much less wire and 
smaller core, to handle the same power and 
to have the same ratios as two- winding 
transformers. There are other things to 
consider, however, and we will study these 
in a future article. 
STANDARD TRANSFORMER COUPLING 

It is but another step from the one -wind- 
ing transformer, or auto -transformer, to the 
two -winding transformer. This is shown in 
the circuit of Fig. 8. The circuit appears 
entirely different from that of Fig. 7, but 
a glance will show the reasons why. In the 
first place, since the grid (or input) circuit 
of the second tube is not conductively con- 
nected to the plate circuit of the first tube, 
in which the "B" batteries are connected, 
there is no longer any fear of an excessive 
grid_ bias in the second tube due to the "B" 
batteries. This means, therefore, that we 
can remove the blocking condenser. Further- 
more, since the secondary winding of the 
transformer, which is connected to the input 
of the second tube, has relatively low resis- 
tance, there is likewise no longer any fear 
of a "free" grid in the second tube. Conse- 
quently we can eliminate the grid -leak re- 
sistance. And there you are. 

We have now pointed out the similarities 
existing between all of the popular types of 
audio frequency amplifier; ; and have con- 
sidered the reason for the particular ar- 
rangements used. We have not, however, 
gone very deeply into the subject, for there 
remains to be studied the effects of varying 
the many different elements of these circuits. 
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Tone Quality is the Thing 
WITH the passing of the volume and distance fans there enters 
the demand for natural undistorted reproduction -the de- 
mand for a real quality of tone. The trend of radio is toward 

the crystal clear reception that you can get on any set with the Car. - 
borundum Stabilizing Detector Unit. 

It's a Carborundum Detector permanent, rugged and fixed under 
a five pound pressure -no cat's whisker -no adjustment -no possi -- 
bility of burning out. 

By means of a potentiometer and tiny booster battery it is electrically 
controlled to match the receiving conditions of all sets of any type. Gives 
you greater selectivity and distance -but above all quality of tone. 

THE CARBORUNDUM STABILIZING DETECTOR UNIT 
Reg. U. S. Pat. OS. Send for the 1927 Hookup 

Booklet on 6 -tube Shielded 
Set, Improved zoo -mi le 
Crystat Set, Circuits, Etc. 

Made exclusively by 

TI lE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY 
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 

SALES OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES IN 

New York, Chicago, Boston, 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Detroit, 

Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Grand Rapids 
The Carborundum Co., Ltd., Manchester, Eng. 

Improves Any Set 

Dealer or Direct 
$3.50 

IN U. S. A. 

t. 

ì CARBORUNDUM 
DEITCYQ 

The Detector Alone 
$1.50 

Carborundum is the Registered Trade Name used by The Carborundum Company for Sili- 
con Carbide. This' Trade .hark is the exclusive property of The Carborundum Company. 

+ ,.r i5E`xT c.^'`C`al!iS7TC,°.r;ts:' %3,.'"t"ü.r' i tis,@c`R.a.ti: 

The 
Carborundum 

Company 
' Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

Please send free 
r Hook -Up Book D -1. 

IN U. S. A. 
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S TR OLOGY! 

A 
\ 

WRNY 25 Cenra 

denee and 
Invention 

EXPERIME IT R 

THE TRUTH 
ABOUT ASTROLOGS 

OVER $5,000 
IN PRIZE OFFERS 

The high art of hoodwinking 
Mr. Average Man! 

Read The Daring Exposé in October 

3d1 

Ï 
Your horoscope, when read by a (competent ?) astrologist will positively 
reveal some marvelous things for your future life -the planets say so. 
Of course this entirely depends on when you were born -but Science 
and Invention says this is all pure bunk. You ought to know the facts 
about Astrology. Get a copy of October Science & Invention now -from 
your nearest newsdealer -and read the big article on this subject. 

OTHER FEATURE ARTICLES IN OCTOBER 
COULD NOAH'S ARK HOLD 
ALL THE ANIMALS? 

The modern scientific viewpoint is illustrated 
and described in an interesting way. You 
will enjoy it. 

HOW NORTH POLE AIRPLANE 
FLIGHT WAS NAVIGATED 

How Commander Byrd navigated his airplane 
to the North Pole and back, explained with 
simple diagrams by an aeronautical engineer. 

WINTER HOUSE GARDEN 
An interesting and seasonal article by the well - 
known authority on flowers, Dr. Ernest Bade. 

PIPE CONTEST 
What can you do with iron or other pipe and 
fittings? New prize contest will appear in the 
next number. 

HOW TO READ BLUEPRINTS 

A subject which is engaging the attention of 
lucre people than ever before. This article 
will he profusely illustrated with photos and 
diagrams, making the subject as plain as A 
B C. 

MANY MORE BIG ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES 

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO. INC., -53 Park Place, New York 

OCTOBER ISSUE 25c ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 
5- 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,e,,,mm,m,am 
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itc 
Comings 

a perfected 
"A" Battery Eliminator 

that 
actually 

ELIMINATES 
the "A" Battery! 

-It is entirely new in principle! 
-It operates DIRECTLY from the light 

socket! 
-It has no battery to bother with! 
-No acids or liquids to replace! 
-It needs no attention of any kind! 
--It has been thoroughly tested and proved! 
-It will be ready October 1! 

DEALERS - JOBBERS 
This revolutionary new "A" Eliminator is the only one 
of its kind. There is nothing like it. It has no competi- 
tion. It will sell at a price that will permit of legiti- 
mate profits to dealers and jobbers. Distribution will 
be limited to protect trade outlets. Full announcement 
will be made October 1. If you are interested in ob- 
taining full particulars before that date, write immedi- 
ately, or even better, wire. 

THE COOPER CORPORATION 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Radio Division, Dept. N. 

A Book 

THE RADIO 
TROUBLE INDER 

Cnwnto er Inc 
F 

slur w 

200 ILLUSTRATIONS 
SIZE G x 9 INS. 

or every Radio Set user! 
The Radio Trouble Finder 

No matter how much or how little you know of your radio 
receiver, this new "Radio Trouble Finder" book is going to 
be a big help. 

Gives special simple tests by which you can determine 
what is wrong with your receiver. Then for each particular 
fault there is explained the proper procedure for correcting 
it. 

All troubles and their remedies are arranged in simple 
charts so that even the most inexperienced radio user will 
have no trouble in keeping his set at all times in first class 
condition. 

25c -ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 
THE CONSRAD CO., Inc., 64 Church St., New York 
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In other words, although we have the funda- 
mental circuit arrangements, we know noth- 
ing as yet about the values of the resis- 
tances, impedances, capacities, etc. We want 
to get as much amplification as possible. 
This means we want the voltage -ratio of the 
coupling device to be as high as possible. At 
the same time we wish to avoid all effects 
that lead to distortion. 

In other words, all this requires that the 
separate systems be studied in detail ; we 
shall proceed to do so in the succeeding 
articles, which will deal mainly with the 
resistance- capacity -, impedance- capacity -, and 
transformer -coupled types of amplifiers. 
We shall determine what value of capacity to 
use, how high to make the external plate re- 
sistance, what turns -ratio to use in the trans- 
former, and many other important things. 

A New Amplifier and " B" _ 

SuPP[Y Unit 
(Continued front page 359) 

As there are quite a few holes to be 
drilled in the brass base, it is well to keep in 
mind that much time and energy can be 

saved by using sharp drills. It only takes 
a minute or so to sharpen a small twist drill 
with a file. 

Hold the drill in a vise and file away 
from the cutting edges until new and sharp 
edges are obtained. If a new drill and a 
dull drill are simultaneously examined and 
compared, no difficulty will be had in de- 
termining just how to sharpen the old drill. 
The following points should be watched dur- 
ing the process: 

The cutting edges should be lower than the 
trailing edges. 

The point of the drill should be kept in 
the center. That is, both sides should be filed 
equally, so that the drill will not make over- 
size holes. 

The angle of the drill point should be the 
same as that of a new drill. 

The larger holes required in a number of 
places in the base, for groups of leads to 
pass through, may readily be made with a 
small drill and reamer if a large size twist 
drill is not available. Most radio -set con- 
structors have a reamer. 

The three grid condensers, for the resist- 
ance- coupled amplifier, and the output con- 
denser are all contained in one unit, with 
four pairs of leads. This is mounted with 
the leads coming out through the bottom and 
passing directly through four large holes in 
the base plate. The various leads are then 
run under the base in straight lines towards 
the units to which they are to be connected, 
and then brought up through another set of 
holes. Thus much of the wiring is concealed 
and at the same time kept shorter than would 
be possible if it were located above the hase. 

After all the holes have been drilled and 
the burrs removed with a rose bit, the 
various parts are fastened in place with 
short, 6 -32 round head brass machine screws. 
Before mounting the filament resistances, 
however, the spring clips must be removed 
from the fiber base, and the holes at each 
end more deeply countersunk ; so that, when 
again assembled, there will be no possibility 
of the heads of the machine screws protrud- 
ing far enough to cause a short circuit on 
the brass base. 

THE INSULATING PANELS 

Fig. 6 gives the size and location of the 
holes for the two small panels. One, lo- 
cated at the rear of the amplifier, contains 
all the necessary binding posts ; while the 
other, which is located at the front. serves 
as a control panel and is equipped with the 
two plate -voltage and grid -bias controls, in 
addition to the 110 -volt A.C. switch and the 
filament jack. The two panels are held in 
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place, until the top and sides of the metal 
case are assembled, by means of machine 
screws passing through the vertical side o f 
the upper brass -angle frame. 

WIRING 
After the two small panels and all of the 

component parts of the amplifier power sup- 
ply unit are in place, the actual wiring is 
started. The first step is to bend down the 
soldering lug on one of the filament prongs 
of each of the first two amplifier sockets, 
and solder to the brass base. The remaining 
filament prongs on these same two sockets 
are then soldered directly to the lug on each 
of the self -adjusting rheostat mountings. The 
grid and plate terminals of the double- resis- 
tor mounts are connected to the sockets with 
short lengths of bus bar. The flexible leads 
supplied with the grid- condenser block are 
of sufficient length to run under the base to 
the three resistor mounts. The remainder 
of the connections are made with No. 18 
stranded, rubber -covered wire. When run- 
ning the wires under the base, make them of 
such a length that they can be grouped to- 
gether and bound into a single cable, when 
the wiring has been completed, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

POWER -TUBE GRID VOLTAGE 
The rheostat located in the center of the 

front control panel controls, in connection 
with the 50,000 -ohm fixed resistor and the 
1.0 -pf. fixed condenser (located under the 
base), the "C" voltage supply for the last 
tube. As the plate voltage supplied to the 
UX -171 is over 180, the "C" voltage is in 
the neighborhood of 40, negative; and is 
readily varied by changing the resistance of 
the rheostat. The purpose of the fixed re- 

cur OUT TNis PIECE 

-TOP FRAME 

BOTTOM FRAME FIG. 5 

If these directions are followed for the ampli- 
fier -case construction, the finished job will be 
neat and the work required for its completion, 

a minimum. 

sistor and condenser is to form an audio - 
frequency filter circuit, to keep the audio -fre- 
quency component of the plate current from 
passing through the variable resistor and thu 
producing a pulsating grid -biasing voltage. 

COMPLETING THE UNIT 
After the unit has been completely wired 

and perforated brass sides and top are made 
and fastened in place. The perforated brass 
comes in strips 12 inches wide and of any 
desired length. As the sides of the case are 
just six inches high, the material is cut with 
out waste by dividing a strip down the 
center. A frame of flat brass strip 1/ x %- 
inch is soldered to the top and bottom edges 
(on the inside) of the sides in order to stif- 
feu them and prevent buckling. When the 
sides have been placed in position on the 
base, holes are drilled through the sides of 
the upper brass -angle frame, which is at- 
tached to the base, and into the brass stif- 
fening strips that are soldered to the bottom 
edge of the perforated side sheets. Round- 
head brass machine screws through these 
holes will then hold the sides securely in 
place. A hole is cut in the lower rear cor- 
ner of the back, near the power transformer, 
for the porcelain bushing through which the 
flexible lamp cord is brought out. 

The manner in which the side sheets are 
fitted and fastened to the two insulating 
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a e t 
SS Radio 
Accessory 
THE latest development in radio acces- 

sories is the Belden Fused Radio Battery 
Cord, with two enclosed fuses to protect 
the A and B- Battery circuits. 

This remarkable and efficient fused battery 
cord acts as a safety valve for your radio 
set; it protects the batteries from accidental 
discharge, and likewise eliminates the fire 
hazard from crossed wires. 

The Belden Fused Radio Battery Cord 
makes a neat installation by dispensing with 
the usual array of loose wires behind the 
set, and it protects tubes from burn outs. 

Ask your nearest radio 
dealer today for a Belden 
Fused Radio Battery Cord, 
sold only in the Belden 
striped orange and black 
carton. Your set is not 
complete without the pro- 
tection of this essential 
battery cord. It is inexpen- 
sive insurance against fire 
hazard and costly short 
circuits. 

BELDEN 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
2314A So. Western Ave., Chicago 

The A- Battery and 
B- Battery fuses are 
enclosed in a neat 
bakelite cover that 
is easily opened to 
permit inspection of 
the fuses. The fuses 
are not interchange- 
able with eachother, 
nor with automo- 
bile fuses, so wrong 
fuses cannot be used 
accidently New 
fuses can be obtain. 
ed from your dealer 

B.ttey 
Fuse 

LOOK 
FOR THE 
STRIPED 
CARTON 

Radio Battery Cord 
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For Better Results 
build your set with - 

Variable 
High Resistance 

Single Pole Double Throw 

Double Pole Double Throw 

Triple Pole Double Throw 

Five Pole Double Throw 

Resistance Amplifier Unit 
Se 

Fixed Grid Leaks 

Dependable Products 
Endorsed and used by 
leading set builders 

May we send 
you our com- 
plete catalog? 

Write Dept. Ç R. N.) 

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY 
76th ö Greenwood Avenue 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

J d_ 

Antenna Lead -In Insulator 

Interference and 
Static Eliminator 

Audio 
Frequency Transformers 

Push -Pull Panel Switch 

Automatic 
Shock -Proof Phone Plug 

Fixed Condensera 

Fixed Rheostats 

ca 

Adjustable 
Ground Standard 

Resistance Amplifiera Clamp Complete Aerial Kit 
Variable 

Condensers Lightning Arrester 

New 1927 
RADIO CATALOG 

Now Ready 

SENT FREE! 
More than a score of new hook -ups -all the 
latest and best -with specified parts to build 
them -at prices that mean big savings for you. 
And all the latest parts and accessories as ad- 
vertised in current radio magazines. The 
largest, most complete and up -to -date radio 
stock in the world. Yours to choose from in 
this new catalog. Write for your copy. 

Write 

CHICAGO 
STOCK 

DEPT 

509 S. State Street, 

Today! 

SALVAGE 
STORES 

. R. N. 

CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

FREE RADIO GUIDE 
FREE RADIO CATALOG & GUIDE for 

Gives special hook -ups with 

l4rES 
1927. 

illustrations. Shows savings on standard 1100/puPg 

radio parts, complete sets, kits. Be sure 
to get this bhr,fty book before you buy. Write letter or 

postal NOW. Also include name of another fan. 
BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St., CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

"Lighting Fixtures" 
READY TO HANG 

(Direct from Manufacturer) 
Completely wired including glassware 

Send for new Catalogue Na. 27 
(Just reduced prices) 

Special Proposition to Dealers 
ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO. 

STATION R ERIE, PA. 

Radio News for October, 1926 

panels is quite clearly shown in the various 
illustrations and presents no constructional 
difficulties. 

The top consists of another angle -brass 
frame identical in size to the upper of the 
two used in the construction of the base. 
Inside this frame is soldered a panel of 
perforated brass. If the work has been care- 
fully done the top will fit snugly over the 
sides and the complete unit will look just 
like the model shown in Fig. 2. 

The brass angle strips, plates, and per- 
forated sheet may be obtained from any large 
hardware store or metal supply house. 

USING THE AMPLIFIER 
If the set with which the amplifier is to be 

used has a detector jack, then it is a simple 
matter to plug in the amplifier. If not, then 
the method of connecting the input of the 
amplifier to the output of the detector tube 
will largely depend upon the circuit used in 
the set. If the detector circuit is of the non - 
regenerative type, a lead may be run from 
the plate terminal of the detector tube socket 
direct to the lower or P input binding post 
on the amplifier. The upper, or `B + ", am- 
plifier input terminal going to the `B- } -Det." 
supply binding post on the same panel. 

In most cases, however, the most satisfac- 
tory way to connect the external amplifier 
to the set is to disconnect the primary trans- 
former lead marked P from the first audio 
transformer in the set. The other, or "B +" 

CONTROL PANEL TERMINAL PANEL 

io 

4,l 

re RT 

r DU. 

-C 

k 5 I- 4 
FIL 6 

Above are shown data for the drilling of the 
two small panels for the eliminator and am- 

plifier. 

input lead being obtained by connecting to 
the "B+Det." terminal of the "B" supply. 

A double lead must also be run from the 
"A" battery binding posts on the set; or if 
more convenient, direct from the "A" bat- 
tery to the "A" posts on the amplifier. If 
the radio set is equipped with a radio -fre- 
quency amplifier, then a lead must also be 
run from the "B +" R.F. binding post to 
the corresponding post on the amplifier ter- 
minal board. 

A "C" battery of from PA to 3 volts is 
connected to the amplifier "C" posts. This 
grid voltage is for the first two resistance - 
coupled- amplifier tubes. 

OPERATING THE AMPLIFIER 
After the amplifier and radio set have been 

properly connected up, insert the tubes in 
their proper sockets, using 201A or 301A 
type tubes in the radio -frequency amplifier 
sockets and, if desired, in the detector socket. 
The first two audio amplifier tubes are high - 
A; and the last, or power audio tube, is a 
UX -171 or CX -371. A type "BH" double - 
wave filamentless rectifier tube is used in 
the remaining socket. 

Insert the A.C. plug in a lamp socket, or 
other convenient outlet, plug in the loud- 
speaker, to light the filaments of the high- c 

tubes by means of the filament jack, and pull 
the A.C. switch on the control panel. 

Set the two -plate voltage - control resist- 
ors at a high value of resistance (low volt - 
age) and tune in some local station. 

The three controls should then be adjusted 
to their optimum values. If the detector 
voltage is excessive, the detector tube will 
generally go into oscillation very readily and 
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with a loud pop. If, on the other hand, 
the detector voltage is too low, the detector 
tube will not regenerate. Excessive plate 
voltage on the R.F. tubes will generally 
cause undesired oscillation. If the grid -bias- 
ing voltage is too great, negatively, the sig- 
nal received, aside from being distorted, will 
lack volume. Insufficient grid bias in most 
cases results in the familiar "motor -boating" 
characteristic of the rectifier tube, when not 
operated under the proper conditions. 

If a plate milliammeter, with a scale of 
0 -50 or thereabouts, is available it may be 
temporarily connected in the plate circuit of 
the power tube and used as a convenient in- 
dicator for determining just when the proper 
value of the grid bias is obtained. When 
properly adjusted the deflection of the mil - 
liammeter needle, when a strong signal is be- 
ing received, is at minimum. 

There will be no doubt as to the proper 
adjustment once it is obtained, as the broad- 
casting will come in with great volume and 
well -nigh perfect quality. The shrill notes 
of the upper musical scale as well as the low 
notes of the bass will be present in their 
proper proportions, as well as all the over- 
tones and harmonics so essential for full- 
ness, mellowness, roundness, and natural- 
ness of tone quality. 

Perhaps, before concluding, it might be 
well to mention one more point. No matter 
how good the amplifier, if one has a poor 
speaker, the best quality cannot possibly be 
obtained. So, be sure and use a good speaker. 

LIST OF PARTS 
Resistor Assortment (three 0.1- 

meg., one 1.0 -meg., one 2.0 -meg., 
one % -meg., and one % -meg.) ; 

1 Resistor, .05 -meg., R2; 
4 Resistor Mounts, three double, 

one single; 
2 Self- Adjusting Rheostats, 1/4- 

amp. (RI); 
3 UX Tube Sockets; 
1 Raytheon type "BH" Tube and 

Socket (T3) ; 

1 UX -171 or CX -371 Tube (T2) ; 
2 High -u Tubes (T1); 
1._Variable Resistor, 25,000 -o h m 

(R3); 
1 Variable Resistor, 1,000- 200,000- 

ohm (R4) 
1 Variable Resistor, 100 -50,000 -ohm 

(R5) ; 

1 S.C. Filament Control Jack; 
1 Switch, 110 -volt; 
1 Filter Condenser Block, 1 -, 1 -, 

6 -, 2- and 4 -sf. units (as shown 
respectively from left to right on 
the schematic wiring diagram 
(C4) ; 

3 Filter Chokes, 50 -henry (LI); 
1 Grid Condenser Block (three 1.0- 

sf. and one 4.0 -sf. mfd. filter con- 
densers), C3; 

1 Power Transformer, L2; 
1 Transformer Condenser Block, 

two 0.1 -sf. units (Cl); 
1 Fixed Condenser, 1.0 -4. 500 -volt 

type (C2); 
2 Insulating Panels (Fig. 6) ; 
8 Binding Posts; 
Lamp cord and plug, brass as dia- 

gramed, wire, solder, screws, etc. 
Approximate cost, $80.85. 

IT is against the policy of RADIO 
NEWS to publish the names of manu- 
facturers or makes of instruments in 

connection with the apparatus described in 
these pages. but this information will be 
gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 
here, address a letter to the READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosirg 
stamped return envelope. The names and 
addresses of the manufacturers will be given 
free of charge. -EDITOR. 
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PER ECT V LE RESISTOR 

for B- Eliminators 

Bradleyohm -E is a new 
and enlarged Bradley - 
ohm designed espe- 
cially for B- Eliminator 
Voltage Control. The 
extra long columns of 
scientifically- treated 
graphite discs insure 
perfect voltage control 
over a wide range. It 
is made in several 
ranges for various B- 
Eliminator circuits. 

ß A 
PERFECT FIXED RESISTOR 

SDR 

Bradleyunit -A is a 
solid molded resistor 
for radio circuits. It is 
molded and heat- treat- 
edunder high pressure, 
making it impervious 
to moisture. Thesilver- 
capped ends can be 
soldered without affect- 
ing the calibration of 
the Bradleyunit. 

I 
.a,--- 

i:' 1., 

\ 

4 4 

C¡ ° IU 
a' `L. 

' 

I-ipmn 

/umc à:: 
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AreYou Building 
a B-Eliminator? 

iF so, follow the example of 
leading radio engineers and 

use the Bradleyohm -E and Brad - 
leyunit-A for your voltage con- 
trol. 

Most of the well-known factory 
built B- Eliminators are equip- 
ped with Bradleyohms as stand- 
ard equipment. Surely, no better 
recommendation of the relia- 
bility and stability of the Brad - 
leyohm can be asked. 
Build permanent performance 
and high efficiency into your 
B- Eliminator by asking your 
dealer for Bradleyohm -E and 
Bradleyunit -A for your circuit. 

a_en-Bracbr co. 
287 Greenfield Ave., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Use 
e 

Perfect Radio Devices 
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Experimenters, Engineers: Attach Reel Aerial 
insulator to a pole and push pole into ground. 
Bring antenna into house. By changing distance 
and locations of pole, and reeling antenna in or 
out, you can vary antenna as desired. May also 
be used as a permanent aerial. 

Quickly dem- 
onstrate 

your sets in 
apartments, 

houses, hotels, 
offices, hos- 
pitals, etc. 

In a Jiffy 
Anywhere rGi,, °,:eií _ Put UP, 
Change or 

Take Down Your Aerial 
No more hours wa.stcd putting up or taking dozen antennas. No lead - 
ins to solder. No holes to drill. No tangling of wire. 
Carry a 21 -ounce REEL AERIAL in pocket and put up a 100% ef- 
ficient aerial in a few moments -any time, any place- outdoors, in- 
doors. Its hard dessen FLAT copper wire (?h in. wide) can be led in 
under or over window or door chick can be closed tight without harm 
in wire. Aerial can be reeled out or in tei any desired length up to 
100 ft. Unused portion in case does not cause dead -end losses. Place 
case on or near set and connect with cord which plugs into center 
of Reel Aerial. Order today. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
DEALERS, JOBBERS! Write for attractive literature and proposi- 
tion. Use Reel Aerials in making free trial demonstrations. Sell Reel 
Aerials for indoor aerials, portable sets, to travelers and tourists, to 
esporimentbrs and to people desiring highly efficient permanent aerials. 

I SEND NO MONEY, JUST MAIL COUPON 
I 
I You are 

HAWK EYE RADIO GO. Division of Hawkeyei dealing with 
Lit honing Rod Co., Dept. 1410, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. i an old reli- 

Skip me-on your MONEY BACK GUARANTEE -I able firm. 
one Reel Aerial C.O.D. I will pay postman $5 plus! SEND THE 
few rents postage (postage prepaid when money ac- COUPON 
companies order). NOW! 

NAME 

I ADDRESS .. 

Trin33S533 

The best permanent 
aerial known. Reel 
Aerial has same induct- 
ance value as stranded 
copper wire. Being flat 
and smooth it is easily 
cleaned. 

or indoor aerials -can 
be put. up around walls 
or reeled out on floor. 

`' I:. II4'i'''I I r'IÁgla 

i4ËRIA, inu nnoummollmiou nll 

For use in 
halls, theatres, 
laboratories, 

schools. clubs, 
on trains, at 

Illustration is ih size. Reel Aerial we ghs only 21 oz fairs, etc. 

Nickeled case, .t in. dia. fits pocket. Contains 100 ft. % -in. flat copper wire -best antenna known. 

Home of Hurricanes Is Quest 
of Expedition to Greenland 

Natural History Museum's Explorers Will Study 
Weather, Birds and Beasts of Arctic 

bt(oenved 
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Where great achievements and human lives depend upon 
constant and effective operation -where the obligation of 
confidence MUST be met- " ESCO " has been chosen. 

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY 
dlanufacturers of Motors, Generators, Motor -Generator Sets, Dynamotors and Rotary 
Converters for all Radio Purposes. Have you got your copy of Bulletin 237B and ESCO 
" Filter Facts " e ? If not, write for them. 

TRADE " SCO SCO 91 MARK 

211 South Street Stamford, Conn. U.S.A. 

S. O. S. 
HYDROMETER 
Simple- durable -accurate- 

no float to break -balls 
easy to read. 

Swim all three, charged fully 
Sinks the white, charge still right 
Sinks the green, charge is lean 
Sinks the red, charge is dead 

Over four million patented Chaslyn Balls 
used by leading battery manufacturers as 
standard equipment in glass cased batteries 
and power units. Ask your dealer -if he 
can't supply, send seventy -five cents to 

THE CHASLYN COMPANY 
4617 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 

Rubber Covered Insulators 

Neat and efficient, For antenna, ground and 
for lead in wires. Sma'l screw starts readily 
and makes finished job. Great improvement over 
ordinary large, unsightly insulators. They keep 
the wires in place and out of the way. Packes! 
10 in a box, 25c at your dealers or direct from us. 

CULVER- STEARNS MFG. CO. 
Worcester, Mass., U. S. A. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News - 
$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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The Manufacture of Vari- 
able High Resistances 

(Continued front pa9e 341) 

A DIFFERENT SYSTEM OF 
MANUFACTURE 

However, the type of resistance in which 
we are interested is not directly in either 
class, and its method of manufacture is 
rather unique. Briefly, the resistance unit is 
a strip of specially treated fiber held by 
pressure in contact with a wire winding. 
Upon first inspection it would appear that 
the wire winding would short- circuit the re- 
sistance; but the wire is cut in half length- 
wise and therefore acts only as a positive 
contact between the unit and the slider. The 
winding has approximately 150 turns, giving 
as many definite steps of resistance from 
minimum to maximum. 

The manufacture of these rheostats and 
potentiometers is interesting, chiefly because 
of the great care needed in their preparation. 
The first part to be considered is the resist- 
ance unit. As mentioned above this is a strip 
of fiber, equal in length to the circumference 
of the rheostat, and about half an inch wide. 
This strip is impregnated with a special 
preparation, of which the chief constituent 
is graphite. After impregnation these strips 
are tested to ascertain that the coating is 
constant over the entire strip, applying or 
removing some of this coating if needed to 
get this desired condition. In an accompany- 
ing illustration are shown the operators per- 
forming these tests. 

It is absolutely necessary that the wire 
winding be smooth, so that there will be no 
unevenness in the contact made by the slider. 
After this wire has been mechanically inspec- 
ted it is cut in half along the strip, so there 
will be no short- circuiting of the resistance. 
The wire -wound strip and resistance element 
are next placed around a moulded core where 
they are held in place by a bakelite ring. 
The resistance is again checked at this point 
to make sure that there has been no change 
while the strip and wire winding were be- 
ing assembled on the bakelite core. 

This core and ring, enclosing the resist- 
ance, is then assembled on the base, to which 
is attached the slider and its attendant parts. 
After this the rheostat or potentiometer as 
the case may be, is given a final test. 

A NON -INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE 
There are several advantages in this type 

of resistance. In the first place as the re- 
sistance unit is an impregnated strip and the 
wire is used only for mechanical purposes, 
the result is an absolutely non -inductive re- 
sistance. Those readers who have endeavor- 
ed to- wind resistances of this type, using 
ordinary resistance wire, will appreciate 
what a feat such as this really means. There 
are many places in a radio receiving circuit 
where the introduction of resistance is neces- 
sary, but where the least bit of inductance 
will throw the circuit out. The same is 
true in respect to capacity, of which there is 
a certain small amount in some types of re- 
sistances. However, in the resistances here 
described the capacity at maximum resistance 
is only two micromicrofarads. 

This is of extreme importance when the 
variable high resistance is used in radio -fre- 
quency circuits; and great care has been 
taken in the design to keep this capacity at 
a minimum. Any appreciable capacity in the 
unit would hold the R. -F: resistance value 
far below the desired or calibrated D.C. re- 
sistance value. 

USED IN AUDIO AMPLIFICATION 
The uses to which a resistance of this 

character may be put are manifold. They 
are most convenient for adjustable voltmeter 
multipliers, high- frequency rapacity and in- 
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ductance bridges, galvanometer and phone 
shunts and numerous other uses. However, 
it is in radio receivers that the main uses of 
these resistances occur, and it would take 
more space than is available to give to enum- 
erate all the different functions. One of in- 
terest might be mentioned, however, and that 
is the use of a high resistance in the plate 
and grid circuits of a resistance -coupled am- 
plifier. Ordinarily these resistances are fixed 
and of the familiar cartridge type, but as 
there is a wide field for the experimenter 
along' these lines, the use of variable high 
resistances will present him with an oppor- 
tunity hitherto unrealized. Comparatively 
little is known of the various actions and re- 
actions within the instruments making up an 
amplifier of this type, but with variable re- 
sistances of high values much may be 
learned. 

2111 11 . El i11,111111'1111111111:1:1111,11:1,1111M1,11:111ITI. 

40 Non- Technical 
Radio Articles 

every month for the beginner, the layman 
and those who like radio from the non- 
technical side. 

SCIENCE & INVENTION, which can 
be bought at any newsstand, contains the 
largest and most interesting section of 
radio articles of any non -radio magazine 
in existence. 

Plenty of "How To Make It" radio arti- 
cles and plenty of simplified hook -ups for 
the layman and experimenter. The radio 
section of SCIENCE & INVENTION is 
so good that many RADIO NEWS readers 
buy it solely for this feature. 

Radio Articles Appearing 
in the October Issue of 
"Science and Invention" 

Magazine. 
Radio Fan's Home Page. 
How to Build the 3 -Tube Monogram Re- P. 

ceiver, by Joseph Liebowitz. 
Below 100 Meters. 
How to Make a Simple Drum Dial- Adapt- 

ed to any Variable Condenser, by Herbert 
Hayden. 

How to Build a Deaf -Phone with 2- Stage 
Vacuum Tube Amplifier, by A. P. Peck. 

Radio Oracle- Questions and Answers. 
Radio Wrinkles -Illustrated. 
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Radio Set Owners' 
Information 

(Continued from Page 330) 

ally connected in series with those normally 
employed with the set, thereby providing the 
higher "B" and "C" voltages for the power 
tube. None of the original battery connec- 
tions to the set are to be changed. A some- 
what similar connecting arrangement is util- 
ized with the power tubes having the separ- 
ate terminals. Diagrams are provided with 
these tubes. 

THE TANTALIZER 

/ THE GUESTS ARE NOW / YORK IT oC F 
ASSEMBLING AT THE TABLE " TORN T ore! 

THE MENU INCLUDES; CONSOMME, 
BROILED HALIBUT ROAST 

CHICKEN WiTH DRESSING, 
CAULIFLOWER AU GRATIN, 

DEEP ERVIT 
PIE 

[ CAN'TSTAND IT 
WHEN t LOOS AT 
THE HASH WE'RE 
1 GOING TO EAT 

II'ies should be careful what they tune- 
in at mealtimes. 
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Punched and Veri Chromed 
Formica Base Panels 

ON high -grade sets this year punched Formica base 
panels marked in gold by the Veri Chrome 

process will be very widely used. These panels have 
a very attractive appearance and give the interior of 
the set a finished appearance. 
The panels may be had in either high gloss or mat 
finishes. The markings may be either gold or silver. 
For front panels Veri Chrome decoration in much 
greater variety of effects is now available. Some sets 
will have elaborate pictures. Others simple severe 
decoration. Dull satin finished wood effects are 
available. 

FORMICA PANELS FOR KITS 
Veri Chrome decoration has been applied to panels for numer- 
ous well -known kits. These include : Madison -Moore Super- 
heterodyne; Vi c t o r e en Superheterodyne; Bremer -Tully 
Counterphase 5 and 6; Browning -Drake National; General 
Radio Universal Receiver; and L. C. 26 Cockaday. 
Panels in standard sizes are sold in neat trade -marked enve- 
lopes. Special sizes may be had on order. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 
4618 Spring Grove Avenue Cincinnati, O. 

öRMIcTì! 
Made. from Anhydrous Bakelite Resins 
SHEETS TUBES RODS 
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"BELIEVE ME, MISTER, 
YOU HAVE THE GOODS!" 

A radio dealer whose name will be 

furnished upon request quotes: 

"I can show two verifications from 
real foreign stations -and not on Test 
Week either -and have letters out 
now asking for three more! 

"I have the Quadraformer set be- 

side one of the best known makes of 

supers, of which I am the authorized 
dealer, and the Quadraformer outper- 
forms it every time." 

Wonderful reception. Unusual for 
even the Quadraformer; but it does 
show what the Quadraformer will do 
when our simple assembly instructions 
are faithfully followed. 

The fact is undeniable; in every 
section of the country, radio enthus- 
iasts are turnirig to the Quadraformer 
-hundreds of them every month. 

A number of revolutionary advantages 
have been attained. The total absence of 
all stabilizers, resistances, and other 
neutralizing devices allows all the radio 
energy to be utilized in developing the 
true signal. Speech and music come in 
with rich, sweet tones. There is little or 
no back -ground of noise. There is no 
distortion. Distance seems to make little 
difference. 

You can easily build this wonderful 
five tube receiver yourself. You need only 
the Quadraformer essential kit which sells 
for $12.75 and a few other standard parts. 
Send 10e today for the QUADRAFORM- 
ER BOOK which tells the whole story. 
Please mention your dealer's name. 

GEARHART -SCHLUETER RADIO CORP., 
Fresno, California 

ALL DONLE 
Tubes have been devel- 
oped with the consistent 
idea that proper use of 
rare atmospheres results 
in a high efficiency obtain- 
able by no other means. 

The B -6 Detector - - $5 

THE 
DONLE- BRISTOL 
CORPORATION 

Meriden - Connecticut 

If You Want to Make More Money 
Read the Magazine That Tells You How! 

"MONEY MAKING" 
25c THE COPY -ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

Radio News for October, 1926 

1 Want to Know 
(Continued from page 376) 
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also whether the receiver is designed for power - 
tube operation, and the correct plate and grid 
voltages necessary for the power tube, if used? 

A. 1. The following is all the constructional 
information we have -- available on - the Kellogg 
R.F.L. receiver. Schematic wiring diagram is Fig. 
Q. 2190. 

The five tuning condensers are mounted on a 
common shaft, which is split between each two 
condensers by means of an insulating bushing. 
The station indicator is a transparent sheet 
mounted on a cylindrical metal franse, and placed 
in the center of the condenser group. The shaft 
is turned by means of a worin drive between the 
right -hand pair of air condensers. Back of the 
condensers are mounted the tube sockets, adjust- 
ing condensers and miscellaneous apparatus, while 
underneath the shelf are the four R.F. transform- 
ers, and the antenna tuned circuit, which is the 
unshielded coil. The filament rheostat and meter 
panel are mounted to the right of the condenser 
group, since the filament adjustment is seldom 
made; and it is not necessary to have the volt- 
meter on the panel for an operating indicator, as 
the dial is illuminated. On the left, at the rear, 
is the antenna series condenser, which is adjusted 
upon installation of the set to the point of great- 
est efficiency for that particular antenna system, 
and is left alone. 

Each of the four R.F. transformers is tuned 
with a .0005 -gf. variable condenser, each con- 
denser being shielded by a metal can. The an- 
tenna coil secondary condenser is not shielded, 
being at the extreme left front of the assembly. 
From the diagram it can be seen that the grid 
return for three of the tuned circuits is through 
a one -turn coil, which is coupled loosely with the 
primary of the next R.F. transformer, and per. 
mits efficient neutralization of the amplifier. 

Coil Specifications 
Each R.F. transformer consists of an 8 -turn 

primary, wound on a 2y8-inch form, and a 62g- 
turn secondary wound on a 2g -inch form, each 
coil being of the cylindrical, space -wound type, 
with No. 20 enameled wire. The balancing coil, 
in the case of those transformers which are so 
equipped, is placed close to the primary, and both 
coils are at the low- potential, or filament end of the 
secondary. The antenna coil consists of a 45 -turn 
primary, and 51g -turn secondary, both wound 
adjacent to each other on a 2g -inch form, with 
No. 20 enameled wire. Copper cans enclose each. 
R.F. transformer, and the connecting leads from 
the transformers to the condensers and tube sock- 
ets are brought up through holes in the tops of 
the cans. This prevents coupling between tuned 
stages, and is the reason for the sensitivity and 
selectivity of the set. 

Each variable condenser is adjusted for minimum 
setting by means of set screws with which the 
rotor plate groups are attached to the shaft; and 
after all rotor plate groups are adjusted, the in- 
dividual tuned circuits are brought to resonance by 
paeans of small shunt variable mica condensers, 
which are shown in the diagram in parallel with 
the variable air condensers. Additional shunt 
mica condensers are connected directly to the posi- 
tive filament circuit from the grids of certain of 
the R.F. amplifiers, in order to stabilize the cir- 
cuit. 

Volume control is obtained by varying the fila- 
ment current cf the first R.F. amplifier tube, and 
placing a variable high resistance in the grid 
return of the second R.F. amplifier. The two 
variables are mounted on the same shaft, and are 
so adjusted that the set does not oscillate at any 
time during the operation of the volume -control 

dial. The positive "A" and negative "B" battery 
circuits are grounded to the frame and shields, so 
that the shielding becomes the actual conductor 
for the A and B current. This reduces the num- 
ber of wires in the set, and simplifies testing. A 
voltmeter enables voltage control through a master 
rheostat, which is in the negative filament lead. 

MAPPING STORMS BY RADIO 
While en route from Port au Prince, 

Haiti, to St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, the 
U. S. naval transport Kittery successfully 
plotted the path of a hurricane by using its 
radio compass. The navigator took the bear- 
ings of the point of heaviest static, and from 
this data computed the center of the storm 
as it swept along. Checking this with later 
weather reports it was found he had made 
his calculations accurately. 

A new use for the radio compasses in fore- 
telling the lanes of hurricanes and storms 
in time to save lives and property is pre- 
dicted, according to a Navy Department an- 
nouncement. 
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Perhaps he was right, that people would 
pay for the privilege of keeping something 
off the air. It is like the old song "Johnny 
Morgan plays the organ, his sister plays 
the drum, with a turn turn di dum. Oh the 
music is so sweet -people give them a penny 
to keep in another street." Whether a 
penny or the millions, who can tell ? But 
the only way we, Who are running pro- 
grams, know what you want, is to learn 
froin you. 

LETTERS FROM WRNY FANS 
At WRNY we do get a tremendous 

amount of mail from people, who grow ex- 
tremely enthusiastic about one thing or an- 
other, but everybody doesn't take the 
trouble to sit down to comment on every- 
thing which is liked, or anything which 
isn't. That is human nature. 

Of course, we do have ways of learning 
much from our listeners. For instance, 
when WRNY took the momentous step of 
changing its wavelength to 374.8 meters, 
we didn't need to ask. \Ve received. Every 
one of our dozen telephone lines was clog- 
ged all day long by fans who congratulated 
us -and some very few who didn't ; I think 
the complaintq came about in the ratio of one 
to two hundred congratulations. Then in 
poured the mail, more than three thousand 
letters the very first week. Isn't that won- 
derful? 

AN APPRECIATED FEATURE 
Then, when the Edison German Hour 

program went on, the letters averaged one 
hundred and fifty a day for that feature 
alone. No doubt you have been following 
the summer concert course of the Edison 
Hour, taking you on a musical tour of all 
nations. By the time this reaches you, of 
course, that will be long past, and a new 
series of importance will be delighting you, 
as the Edison Ensemble brings it to you. 

The month just passed has been particu- 
larly momentous. It marked the tieup of 
WRNY with Station WMAF of South 
Dartmouth, Mass. That powerful station, 
which operates on 440.9 meters, is owned 
by the millionaire philanthropist, Colonel 
E. H. R. Greene, and is reputed one of the 
greatest distance -achievers in the world. 
Every Tuesday and Thursday now you can 
hear \ \TRNY programs on either wave- 
length. 

HOW AN ORCHESTRA IS MADE UP 
Before I give you a rapid -fire resumé of 

the month's high spots, I will give you a 
little story of popular education in music. 
So I will tell you something about an or- 
orchestra, and the individual members of the 
family you hear in a concert, whether over 
the air or in a hall. 

The average concert orchestra has these 
sections : 

Strings ; 

Wood wind; 
Brass ; 

Percussion. 
The conductor with his baton gives the 

beat of the time, the spirit, and the whole 
direction to the meaning of the phrases. He 
is the soul of the orchestra ; and a great 
conductor can make any body of good musi- 
cians into master musicians. A musician 
who merely beats time is not a real con- 
ductor. 

The string section consists of the violins, 
violas, 'cellos and bass violins. The violins 
divide into firsts and seconds. At the first 
desk of the first violins is the concertmaster, 
who is the chief man of the orchestra un- 
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cJIlBenjamin Radio Products M are of the same high 
standard as the far -famed Cle Ra -Tone Sockets-- - 

The most beautiful or the largest radio set it is possible to produce 
is helpless with just a little technical flaw in its interior. Thus if you 
would have clear and consistent radio reception you can not afford 
to use "bargain" radio parts. 
There are just three characteristics which have gained popularity 
for Benjamin Radio Parts; the best possible quality in material; the 
highest perfection in technical construction; and absolute permanence 
in cooperating with other radio parts to give perfect radio reception. 
Improved Tuned Radio Straight Line 

Frequency Transformers Frequency Condensers 
Proved through exhaustive and com- 
parative tests to be the most efficient 
coil for modern radio sets. Better in all 
important features and characteristics. 
Space wound. Basket weave. Cylindri- 

cal. Highest prac- 
ticalair dielectric. 
Gives wonderful 
sharpness in tun- 
ing, better vol- 
ume and purer 
tone quality. 

2.1" Diameter Transformer 
Compact. Especially desirable for 
crowded assembly. Eliminates inter- 
fering "pickup." Set of three, $5.75; 
Single transformers, $2.10. 

3" Diameter Transformer 
Capacity coupling reduced to lowest 
degree. For use with .00035 Mfd. Con- 
densers. Set of three, $6.00; Single 
Transformers, $2.25. 

Push Type Cle -Ra -Tone 
Sockets 

Spring Supported, Shock Absorbing. 
Stop Tube Noises. 

.3 Greatest aid to 
non -noisy opera- 
tion. Contacts al- 
ways clean. 75 cents 
each. 

T, 

Battery Switch 
Quick, positive, clean -cut make and 
break. When it's "in" it's "off," 
eliminating danger of wasteful use 
of battery. 30 cents each. 

No crowding of stations. The broad- 
cast range is spread evenly over the 
complete dial. Stations come in with- 
out interference, and tuning is much 
easier. Adjustable turning tension. 
Low loss characteristics give a definite 
and distinct radio reception. Beautiful 
in appearance -a credit to the looks 
and efficiency of 
any set. Finished 
in dull silver. 
Made in three 
sizes: 
.00025 Mfd., 35.00 
.00035 Mfd., $5.25 
.0005 Mfd., $5.50 

"Lekeless" 
Transformers 

Uniform high inductance, 
low distributed capacity 
and lowresistance.The ex- 
ternal field is so slight that 
it permits placing coils , I 

close together without 
appreciable interaction. 
Single transformers,$2.50. 

Brackets 
An aid to simplification in set construc- 
tion. Supports sub -panel, with room 
underneath for acces- 
sories and wiring. 
Plain and adjustable. 
Plain 70 cents per 
pair; adjustable, 
$1.25 per pair. 

PRIZES FOR RADIO HOOKUPS 
A contest for new and original circuits. 
Write our nearest office for full details. 

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. 
New York 120.128 South Sangamon Street San Francisco 

247 W. 17th Street Chicago 448 Bryant Street 
Manufactured in Canada by the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

Ifyour dealer cannot furnish you with Benjamin 
Radio Products send amount direct to our 

nearest sales office with his name and we will see 
that you are promptly supplied. 
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VERNIER DIAL 
(Pilot I(ilograi ) 

Ratio 10 1. Maltes fine 
tuning positiv e. Gen- 
uine Bakelite. 
No. 1275 $1.00 

(Dia. 4 In ) 

4 INCH DIAL 
One piece massive. 
handsome, of solid gen- 
uine 7 :akelite. Knob 
and flat surfaces knurl- 
ed. 
No. 1274 50e 

FITALL UNIVERSAL 
SOCKET 

Accommodates all tubes, 
old style or new US 
tubes. Genuine Bake- 
lite. Binding posts re- 
versable. 
No. 203 40c 

SERIES RHEOSTATS 
& POTENTIOMETERS 

(One hole mounting) 
Genuine Bakelite. Ad- 
justable to panel of 
any standard thickness. 
Slider built as unit 
a Ssenlbly. 
Rheostats: 6, 10, 20, 

30 ohm 70e 
Potentiometers: 
200 ohm 90e 
400 ohm $1.20 

1251 1252 

PILOT SWITCH 
Bakelite Insulated. 
Complete with "on" 
and "off" name plate. 
Single hole mounting. 
No. 41 45c 

PILOT PLUG 
Genuine Bakelite, au- 
tomatic plug of the 
spring grip type. Tips 
inserted and removed 
in a jiffy. 
No. 275 40c 

No. 40 

SNAP TERMINALS 
AND STRIPS 

Takes all standard 
Phone tips and Pilot 
snap terminals. Gen- 
uine Bakelite and nick- 
el plate. Markings 
white enamel. 
No. 1000 (strip) 50e 
Snap terminals accommodates any standard size 
wire. No soldering, positive permanent connections. 
No. 280 Snap Terminal 

PILOT KNOBS 
Genuine Bakelite, 
No. 1251 has 8x32 
threaded bushing or 
hole and set screw 
for % inch shaft. 
No. 1252 has only 
hole and set screw 
for 14. inch shaft. 
No. 1251 15e 
No. 1252 20e 

No. 275 

PILOT LUG -JACK 
May be used with or 
without solder connec- 
tions. 
No. 1 161- Single 

circuit open 35c 
No. 1162 -Single 

circuit closed .. 40e 
No. 1163 -Filament 
control, Single Jack 45c 
No. 1164- Filament 
control, Double Jack 50e 

PILOT LIGHT 
Tells at a glance when 
tubes are lit from front 
panel. Single hole 
mount. Saves Batteries. 
No. 40 45c 

THE set builder who for the first 
time uses Pilot Parts is aston- 
ished at their marvelous high . 

quality and perfect performance. He 
wonders how it is possible to make and 
sell them at such low. prices. 

Tremendous quantity production 
makes Pilot low prices possible with- 
out in the least sacrificing their high 
standard of excellence. 

Pilot is the largest radio parts plant 
in the world. It enjoys the cooperation 
of America's greatest chain store sys- 
tems and through their various radio 
departments sells millions of parts 
every year -more than any other man- 
ufacturer. 

Other manufacturers by reason of 
small production must maintain high 
prices. They therefore shout superior 
quality as their excuse for high prices. 
Pilot does not excuse its low prices. It 
explains them as being caused by quan- 
tity sales. And Pilot does not have to 
talk high quality: it proves it by per- 
fect performance. 

In a recent International contest an- 
nounced through Radio Broadcast, the 
winner -J. H. Butler, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y, -used Pilot variable condensers 
and Uncle Sam in his Navy Depart- 
ment has just recently adopted Pilot 
fixed condensers. 

Pilot parts are sold and used all over 
the civilized world. 

If there is an S. S. Kresge Co. store 
in your town you will find Pilot Parts 
on sale in their Radio Department ex- 
clusively. If there is no Keesge Co. 
store, look for the Pilot dealer. Insist 
on Pilot parts and get perfect perform- 
ance at low cost. 

If no S. S. Kresge Co. store or other 
Pilot dealer is convenient you may 
send your order direct to us, accom- 
panied by express or post office money 
order, adding ten cents additional to 
the prices quoted in this ad to cover 
cost of packing, shipping, etc. When 
ordering be sure to send us the name 
of your Radio Dealer. 

PILOT ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
100 South 3d St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Dealers in Cities where there 
are no Kresge Stores are inuit 
ed to ask regarding Pilot parts 

Franchise. 

PLR TS 

PERFECT 
PERFORMANCE 

Pilat Condensers 
"Velvet Feel" 
CA PAC IO FAD 

Modified Straight Line. 
Centrally located hear- 
ings, rut out stator and 
roto' plates, extra re 
inforcements of rotor 
plates. 
(8 Plate) 170 

M.M.F. . $1.60 
(13 Plate) 300 

M.M.F 1.90 
(17 Plate) 380 

M.M.F 2.10 
(23 Plate) 500 

M.M.F 2.25 
Double Condenser 

(2 -17 Plate) Each sec- 
tion 380 M.M.F. $4.00 

MIDGET CONDENSER 
(NEUTRAGRAD M7 
Compensates for varia- 
tions in coils and con 
drnsers. Especially im- 
portant there uni -con 
trol is employed. One 
hole mount. 
(7 Plate) 25 

M.M.F. 5 .80 
(13 Plate) 50 

M.M.F 1.00 

Capacity: 
.00025 and .0005 35c ea. 
.001 and .002 40c ea; 
.003 and .004 50e ea. 
.005 60e .006 70e 

01 90e .015 $1.20. 
Grid resistance clips 
Ito additional attached. 

SUB -PANEL 
BRACKET 

Designed for mounting 
front and sub -panel. 
Genuine Bakelite, 6% 
in. long by 2 iu. wide. 
No. 34 50e 

COIL MOUNTING 
BRACKET 

Especially designed to 
acconumoda to baske 
weave coils. Attach 
able anywhere. Genuin 
Bakelite. 
No. 33 

True Straight Line Fre- 
quency, solid brass 
plates. Special Bush- 
ings -free from chat- 
ter. 
to Plate) 170 

M.M.F $1.60 
(13 Plate) 300 

M.M.F 1.90 
(17 Plate) 380 

M.M.F. . 2.10 
(23 Plate) 500 

M.M.F 2.25 
Double Condenser 

(2 -17 Plate) Each sec- 
tion 380 M.M.F. $4.00 

ISOGRAD FIXED 
CONDENSERS 

Accurate, permanent, 
noiseless mica condens- 
er, Bakelite moulded, 
small in size. Termin- 
al lugs flush with Bake- 
lite. Completely sealed. 
Approved and purchased 
by U. S. Naval Re- 
search Labs. 
Prices on oapaeitie s not 
shown furnished on re- 
quest. 

No. 34 

15e No, II 
BINDING POSTS 

Top genuine Bakelite, Non- removable head, all 
standard markings in white enamel. 
No. 20A (state markings desired) 20e each 
Nickel Plated Post No. 11 10c 

No. 33. 

PILOT SHORT 
WAVE PLUG -IN 

COILS 
Primary adjustable 
Secondary coil and 
tickler are on the same 
interchangeable piece 
Coil without mounting 
supplied in 11 inch 
lengths. 
No. 1050 Primary, 

complete with mount- 
ing $2.00 

No. 1051 Plug -in, 19 

b 58- meters $2.00 
No. 1052 Plug -in 38 
to 105 meters ... 2.25 
Nu. 1053 Plug -in, 86 to 220 meters $2.50 
No. 1054 Plug -in, 200 to 600 meters 2.50 
No. 1055 Ccil, 3' Dia. by I I" long. No. 18 

S.C.C. wire, 13 turns per inch 2.75 
No. 1056 Coil, 3" Dia. by II" long, No. 24 

D.S.S. wire, 32 turns per inch 3.60 

ADJUSTOGRAD 
700 ohm. For elimin- 
ating squeals and howls. 
Controls self oscilla- 
tions of tubes in RF 
circuits. 
No. 700 50e 

Made By Worlds Greatt Radio Parts Manufacturer 
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der the conductor. He is assistant to the 
conductor and speaks for the men. He gives 
definition to the bowing and phrasing and 
fingering ; and in an orchestra, where there 
are as many as forty violins, you can real- 
ize the importance of this. 

The violas are to the violins as the bari- 
tone is to the tenor, or the contralto to the 
soprano. The viola is played in the same 
manner as the violin, but the tone is five 
notes lower and more mellow. 

The 'cello is played between the knees of 
the artist. It is to the violin as the bass is 
to the tenor. The viola, 'cello and the bass 
violins are the foundation of the string sec- 
tion. The bass violins are those big violins 
played by the artist, when he tries to reach 
up to the top. In little orchestras about all 
they do is to say "oom pah, oom pah"; 
but in great concert orchestras, they do a 
big job. 

THE WIND INSTRUMENTS 
Now comes the wood wind section, called 

that in spite of the fact that often the in- 
struments are not of wood. Here you have 
the clarinets and bassoons played from the 
mouth- straight instruments with their notes 
brought out by the fingers over the holes. 
The oboe ( "oh boy ") is another instru- 
ment held in the same way ; but the oboe dif- 
fers from the clarinet in that the reed is not 
kept in adjustment in the instrument, but 
is always in the mouth of the player, on his 
tongue. The oboe is weird in tone and 
pathetic. The clarinet compares to the viola, 
the bassoon to the 'cello. 

The flute and piccolo are held parallel 
with the lips, and the air is sent at right 
angles to the instruments. 

Now in the brass, we have the trumpet, 
the slide-trombone which all people recog- 
nize. But the French horn and the English 
horn and tuba are difficult to describe. 
Sometime I'll let you see a picture of them. 

Now for the percussion. That includes 
drums, tympani (another form of drum of 
hemispherical shape), the triangle, bells and 
all the traps. They make the noises, thunder, 
etc. Of course every good orchestra also 
adds the harp for special effect, and some- 
times the xylophone and other instruments 
on occasions. 

Now you have a panorama of the orches- 
tra formation. 

A MONTH'S FEATURES AT WRNY 
During the past month at WRNY we put 

on the first exclusive radio prize fight, be- 
tween Jimmy Rappaport and Bennie Mar- 
tini, with that old veteran Jimmy Macdon- 
ald refereeing the bantams. The event was 
staged by Starlight Parle. Also, we had a 
real swimming contest at WRNY. Do you 
wonder how it was done? Look at the pic- 
ture of the girls. One of them was a 
Comtesse du Barry. 

For the Fourth we reproduced the actual 
events at the Congress in 1776 when the 
Declaration was signed. The voices of John 
Hancock, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson 
and the rest spoke up in the way they did 
in the historic days. 

During the past month Louise Closser 
Hale and Olive Wyndham were heard in an 
Edison Hour prize play. One of the most 
beautiful musical events ever radioed began 
this month at WRNY with the A. Y. Cor- 
nell Opera Company. Such voices ! Fresh, 
beautiful and dramatic. And at the piano 
was the distinguished pianist composer 
Charles Gilbert Spross. 

As dramatic as anything I have ever heard 
was the speech of Commander Edward Ells - 
berg, who raised the submarine S -51. He 
told just how it was done; and we were all 
weeping, when we weren't so tense we could 
scarcely breathe. Commander Ellsberg is a 
real literary man and quite an orator. 

Did you hear us the night we brought 
Punch and Judy back to the kiddies? 

41 
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Men relate 
this simple way to get 

a new thrill in shaving 
Men the nation over are awakening to 
the fact that there is a general switch to 
the Valet AutoStrop Razor. 
Its sales have pyramided in an astound- 
ing manner. 
All because men are discovering that a 
sharp blade for every shave is a genuine 
luxury. 
The Valet AutoStrop is the only razor 
that sharpens its own blades. A few 
strokes on its strop restore a blade to 
new -like keenness. 
Sharpen it, then shave, then clean -all 
in a jiffy, and without removing the 
blade from the holder. 

This is a different principle. The blade 
doesn't get duller and duller until it 
must be thrown away. 
Every shave can be with a blade of 
super -keenness. 
Have you fallen into a habit? Do you 
continue your old way of shaving? 
Then join the thousands upon thousands 
who have turned to a new and better 
way and whose enthusiasm never wanes. 
A speedy, comfortable shave every 
time - uniformly perfect. An end to 
"pulling." An end to wasting time. 
"There's no shave like it," men say. 
Why miss this supreme improvement? 

Valet Aut tro Razor 
PAT. OFF. 

$5 to $25 
Other sets 

at $1 
The RAZOR 
That 
Sharpens 
Itself 

AUTOSTROP SAFETY RAZOR CO., 656 First Avenue, New York City 
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"ify" P ower Unit 
135 Volts with a 120 Milliampere Output 

100 Microfarad Condensing Capacity 
50 or 60 Cycle Current 

Precision's reservoir of stored up power (much more than ever needed), coupled 
with ample filtering capacity, gives an even flow of "B" voltage that will not be 
affected in the slightest way by AC interference -Precision brings out all of the 
fine tonal qualities of your receiver. Cost of operation shows no recognizable differ- 
ence in your electric light bill. Employs no tubes to burn out, and will prevent burn- 
ing out of tubes in your receiver. 

Precision will last for years. On a recent test, it 
operated a 12 -tube set for 2000 consecutive hours 
and is still going with no sign of diminished ef- 
ficiency. Precision Electric Manufacturing Corpora- 
tion is one of the real pioneers in the eliminator 
field -Precision B Eliminators are now giving sat- 
isfactory service after three years' use. 
Buy your Precision today -write us, giving the 
name and address of your dealer. 

PRECISION ELECTRIC MFG. CORP. 
717 EAST 9th STREET LOS ANGELES 135 Volts Price 90 Volts 

$42.50 complete $37.50 

4 _ 

FLOATING through á sea ofetherwaves- r martial strains -broadcast from a forty- 
five piece band! Lost -every now and then 
-somewhere -seven mets! 

Just because most speakers cannot re- 
produce lower tones -six bass horn players 
and one bass drummer-seven men -lost! 

You can rescue this seven -hear them! 
The new Spartan Disc Speaker brings our 
with equal amplification every note over 
the entire audible musical scale! 

=- 

Hear it ALL -get a 

s p2rt2n 
Disc Speaker 

Encased in a handsome, well proportioned, 
matched walnut cabinet. Equipped with the 

Spartan SemiBalanced Armature Disc Unit. 
Over all dimensions: Height 54 inches, Width 
16 inches, Depth 6 inches. Rice $25.00 

eNOte 
The Spartan Disc Speaker 
used by Arthur H. Lynch in 
his new 'B" Supply Unit 
which is described in Radio 
News. 'Phis very remarkable 
speaker is now available at 
Your Dealer's. 

SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION ; 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

DEALERS ez SET BUILDERS 
It will pay you to investigate and build sets with our 
amazing new transformers. Highest efficiency, per- 
fectly tuned and matched to exact peak. Designed for 
high power receivers. Also manufacturers of T.R.F. 
receivers and highest quality tubes and accessories. 

IMPERIAL RADIO CORPORATION 

2466 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III. 

Exclusive distributors of H.F.L. Transformers. 
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C. L. PARKER 
Ex- Examiner U. S. Patent Office 

Attorney -at -Law and Solicitor of Patents 
McGill Building, Washington, D. C. 

Patent, Trade Mark and Copyright Law 
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/lLaboratory 
Product CIMOC 

t Ems° /lvCIES 
for Distortionless Amplification 

Used by chief radio experimenters and 
amateurs in America. All capacities 12.000 

ohms and up. Special sizes made to order. write 
today for full information. Liberal discounts to 
dealers. CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY COM- 

PANY, 1 -5 Liberty Street, Jamaica, N. Y. 

FR(C;r-!' 
CADlO CATALOG & GUIDE for 

EX. 1927. Gives special hook -ups with 
illustrations. Shows savings on standard I1019A`RPS 

radio parts, complete sets, kits. Be sure 
to get this thrifty bcak before you buy. Write letter or 

Postal NOW'. Also include name of another fan. 

BARAWIK CO.. 542 Monroe St., CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -$2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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Have you been listening to my family 
concert parties on Wednesday nights? 

I hope you are getting acquainted with 
my Bohemian child, Josefa Chekova, and my 
Italian -boy, Alberto Terrassi, and my 
American -Irish infant, J. Milton Bevan, and 
my Spanish youngster, Al Eonso Romero, and 
all the rest of that merry family. 

See you again next month. 

Assuring Safety in Radio 
Installations 

(Continued from page 329) 

may eat through the connecting wires and 
cause them to break. Therefore, each time 
you charge your battery, clean off the ter- 
minals thoroughly. Remove every trace of 
corrosion; and then, after the wires leading 
from the battery to the set have been se- 
curely clamped in place, coat the entire bat- 
tery terminal and a few inches of the con- 
necting wires with vaseline or some other 
heavy grease. This will effectually prevent 
further corrosion; and if it is done properly, 
you will not have to clean the terminals 
again for several months. 

THE "B" ELIMINATOR 
The recent popularity of "B" battery elim- 

inators has brought new problems to the 
radio fan. A "B" eliminator is a power de- 
vice, to be connected to the same electrical 
circuit that supplies your light, heat and 
other electrical conveniences throughout the 
home. Since this circuit carries a high volt- 
age, and is capable of much damage if not 
properly handled, certain precautions must 
be observed when using a "B" eliminator. 

The first and foremost thing is to fuse 
the circuit at the point where it leaves the 
base plug or outlet 'box. This can best be 
accomplished by employing a small porcelain 
fuse block, of the type shown in Fig. 2, and 
wiring it up as indicated. You can then 
insert 5- ampere fuses in the two receptacles 
provided, and you will be sure that your 
"B" eliminator will be amply protected. This 
fuse block may be screwed to the base- 
board alongside of the outlet, where it can 
be readily observed at all times. 

If one of the fuses in this circuit should 
blow out, it is probably due to a defect in 
the "B" eliminator, and the cause should be 
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MN In this issue: 

OCTOBER, 1926 

"THE MAD PLANET, 
by Murray Leinster. A 
tremendous story by the 
author of "The Runaway 
Skyscraper," and a sure 
classic. 

"BEYOND THE POLE," by A. Hyatt 
Verill. The final instalment, wherein our 
explorer describes his further adventures as 
guest of the lobster -like race. 

"THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU," by 
H. G. Wells. The final instalment. As 
surprising an ending as you could wish for, 
with thrills that you follow breathlessly. 

"THE DIAMOND LENS," by Fitz - 
James O'Brien. This is one of the world's 
classics. 

"A DRAMA IN THE AIR," by Jules 
Verne. It was. one of . the first stories ever 
published by him, and is considered a per- 
fect gem by followers of Verne literature. 

"THE SECOND DELUGE," by Garrtt 
P. Serviss. A worthy successor to the story 
"A Columbus of Space." Don't miss it! 

PRICE 25c PER COPY 
AT ALL NEWSSTANDS 
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located before a new fuse is inserted. Pos- 
sibly such a blow -out may be due merely to 
a short -circuit between the wires connecting 
the fuse block and the "B" eliminator. In- 
vestigate all sources and locate the trouble, 
because if you insert a new fuse without 
investigating, it will probably immediately 
blow out. 

In the case of home -made "B" battery 
eliminators, the fuse block just mentioned is 
an absolute necessity, and must not be neg- 
lected. Home -made eliminators are subject 
to many troubles which may cause damage 
to the lighting circuit or to the main house 
fuses if they are not protected by the devices 
described. 

In home -made "B" eliminators, especially 
when the transformers and chokes are wound 
by the constructor, there is apt to be a lot 
of heat generated. Therefore, never en- 
close a home -made eliminator in an air- 
tight cabinet. If you roust use a cabinet, 
provide an ample number of holes in its 
sides to allow good ventilation. If a "B" 
eliminator transformer is allowed to heat up, 
it may burn out the windings and blow the 
fuses. Ventilation will keep the heat at a 
minimum and often prevent such an occur- 
rence. 

SWITCHES FOR THE RECEIVER 
When a receiving set is equipped with a 

"B" eliminator, and two switches are neces- 
sary for turning off the entire set (one for 
the "A" battery circuit, and the other for 
the "B" eliminator circuit) there is always 
a likelihood of the latter's being left on 
through carelessness. This risk can be elim- 
inated, by providing a single switch for 
turning on and off both of the circuits 
simultaneously, and with only one movement 
on the part of the operator. If you purchase 
from your local electrician a double -pole, 
single -throw snap switch and wire it up 
according to the diagram in Fig. 3, you need 
only turn this switch to disconnect both the 
"A" battery and the "B" eliminator. If you 
will further add to the equipment a signal 
light, either in the "A" circuit or in the 110 - 
volt "B" eliminator circuit, you will not for - 
get to turn off the set, because the light will 
call you back. 

DON'T USE OLD WIRE 
Never use old scraps of wire to connect 

up the "A" battery to the set, or either the 
input or output circuits of the "B" elimin- 
ator. If a short -circuit should occur, you 
may find some damaged apparatus, a badly 
run -down battery, or even a fire started by 
the heat generated at the short- circuit. Buy 
good, heavily -insulated wire and, if a break 
in the insulation should occur, replace the 
entire wire. Do not attempt to splice in an- 
other short piece, as you will probably only 
run into more trouble. 

These are the principal risks that beset 
the radio fan. They are not very great 
clangers in most cases ; but it is the little 
things that count and that are annoying. 
Avoid them and you will derive greater en- 
joyment from your radio receiving set. 

SYLVAN HARRIS, who has been 
for the past year and a half man- 

aging editor of RADIO NEWS, has re- 
signed to join the radio engineering 
staff of a prominent Chicago radio 
manufacturing company, where he will 
conduct research work, in which he 
has already distinguished himself as a 
scientific investigator. 

Readers of RADIO NEWS will be 
favored by a continuation, however, of 
the interesting articles which Mr. Har- 
ris has contributed for some years to 
this magazine, popularizing the tech- 
nical side of radio in brief and under- 
standable form. 
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Earn a SECOND 
Income! 

How many people in the United 
States would deliberately turn down 
a worth -while opportunity to earn, 
in a bonafide method or business, an 
actual steady income over and above 
their present salary or income? 

Very, very few. 

Here is a new magazine, "MONEY 
MAKING" established with the 
worthy purpose of telling the millions 
in the United States of many actual, 
practical and specific means of making 
money- either as increased salary or 
as an additional income. 

Articles in this new magazine are 
written by men and women who are 
experts on their subjects or are com- 
piled by the editor from facts ob- 
tained from the best sources: 

Walter MacIntosh in an article en- 
titled "Turning Idle Hours Into 
Golden Hours" says: 

October 
Issue 
25c 

"One of our eminent practical psycholo- 
gists has said that most people can do 
about three times more work than they 
think they can. 

We haven't all an equal amount of money. 
But we all have twenty -four hours a day 
-no less, no more. Many times, the dif- 
ference between financial success and fin- 
ancial failure can be explained by the fact 
that the man who succeeded turned his 
spare time into money; while the man 
who failed simply wasted his spare time, 
because he placed no money value on it." 
No longer do you have to wish that an 
opportunity for increasing your income 
present itself. 

MONEY MAKING tells you of hundreds 
of ways, and tells you how to start, how 
others have succeeded, what rules to fol- 
low, what initial investment is necessary, 
and all the vital factors to success. 

Nowhere else is this information com- 
piled and presented in such a practical, 
useable manner. 
Buy a copy of this new magazine from 
your nearest newsdealer now -if there is 
none near you, fill out the coupon below, 
for $1.00 we will be glad to send you 
MONEY MAKING postpaid for five 
months. 

Now on 
All 

News 
stands 

Partial List of Contents for October 
Turning Idle Hours Into Golden Hours, Walter Mac - Intosh. The Open Air Profession, Uthai Vincent Wil- ms. Starting in the Mail Order Business, George R. Downs. Making Money Transplanting Forest Trees, Armstrong Perry. The Junk Man -A By- Product of Civilization, Walter Raleigh. The Easiest- People in the World To Sell To, J. H. Thomas. How to Start 
a Circulating Library. Goldfish Breeding, W. M. But- 
terfield. Selling Farm Produce on the Spot to Motet - ists, Henry Calvert. An Endless Chain Agency, C. S. 
Longshore. Taking the Kinks Out of Produce Distri- 
bution, Clayton D. Reeves. If I Had 5100 to Start a 
Business, S. Sachs. 

Several departments including prize contest record. 
Successful Egg Farming, Charles Weeks. Turning 

If You Cannot Obtain 
"MONEY MAKING" in 
Your Locality Use This 
Coupon 

The Consrad Co, 
Incorporated 

53 Park Place, 
New York City 

Dough Into Dollars, S. N. Elliott. Some Odd Ways of Earning Money. Victor Carson. Direct Selling-What It Has to Offer, Wm. C. Bartlett. Finding Lost Articles, Romanzo Nelson. A Course in Window Trim- ming, Ernest A. Dench. Professional Shopping. Real Estate-Where the Big Money Is, \V. M. Ostrander. 
Law as a Profession, Harold R. Lister. How to Make Patents Pay, Ralph Burch. Money Slaking in Subscrip- tions, M. B. Flaum. Mail Order Opportunity, Boss D. Breniser. Making Ornamental Flowers from Sea Shells, Dr. E. Bade. Women's Department -You Can Make Money, Montanye Perry. How Country Women Sell Food Products. How City Women Sell Food Products. Making Cushions for Profit, Hazel F. Sho- walter. Hew to Make Lamp Shades, William Mallard. Professional Candy Making, Dorfft K. Weigert, 

CONSRAD CO., INC., 
53 Park Place, New York. 

Gentlemen: -I am enclosing $1.00 for which 
kindly send me, postpaid, MONEY MAKING 
for 5 months. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE 
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Don't Neglect 
this point of contact 

Use a Tip -Top Lead -in connector on your outside 
aerial, for best distance results, and better reception. 

Jobbers and Dealers write for discounts. 

JAMES F. DOOLAN 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

36 - 42 West 47th Street New York, N. Y. 

25c 
Only a screwdriver 

needed. 
No solder. 

No loose connections. 

i 

Goodrich 
Silvertown 

Radio Panels 
For greatest range and selectivity 

1 Easier to drill and machine. 
2 Better color, lasting lustre. 
3 Lower free sulphur -no discoloration. 
4 Higher softening point -no warping. 

Goodrich V. T. Sockets 
Radiophone Ear Cushions 

Hard Rubber Tubes for Coils 

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company 
Established 1870 Akron, Ohio 

Spaghetti Tubing 
Battery Mats 

BAKELITE KNOBS 
AID CLEAR RECEPTION 

Write for Booklet 24. 

BAKELITE CORPORATION 
247 Park Avenue. New York. N. Y. 
Chicago Office: 636 West 22nd St. 

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA. Ltd., 
163 Dufferin $t., Toronto, Ontario. Canada 

REE RADIO GUIDE 
4 FREE 

RADIO CATALOG & GUIDE for 
1027. Cires special hook -ups with 'ES_ 

Illustrations. Shows sa-:inss en standard /1004WPS 
radio parts, complete sets, kits. Ile sure a s 
to get this thrifty lu..a before you buy. Write letter or 
postal NOR'. Also includo name of another fan. 
CA RAW! K C0._542 Monroe St.. CHICAGO, U.S. -A. 

AMRAD Neutrodyne 
The Biggest Value 

in Radio! 

For "UV" or UX Type Tubes 
NEW KLOSNER UNIVERSAL SOCKET 

Hexagonal shaped holes for large prcngs, 
spring grip terminal lugs. and ease in mount- 
ing make it the socket leader for I92G. 

KLOSNER RADIO CORPORATION 
1022 East 178th Street - New York 

t 
Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -$2.50 a year 

Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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"B" Battery Eliminators 
(Continued from page 335) 

ing- current light line is shown ,in Fig. 5. 
This comprises the four sections we have 
just described. 

The circuit diagram for a 110 -volt direct - 
current "B" eliminator is shown in Fig. 6. 
In this case no power transformer or rectifier 
tube is employed. The maximum voltage 
that can be obtained from this eliminator, or 
any 110 -volt D.C. eliminator, is 95; as there 
is a drop of voltage in the filter system. Very 
high voltages cannot be had as it is not 
possible to step up a direct current. 

ADVANTAGES OF "B" ELIMINATORS 
Eliminators occupy little space, are neat 

in appearance, and cause no worry; for once 
an eliminator is installed and placed in 
operation it requires no attention. Though 
the first cost has to be taken into considera- 
tion, the operating cost is low. 

The greatest advantage of the "B" elimina- 
tor rests in the fact, that it will supply a 
constant voltage at all times and will con- 
tinue to do so- providing there is not a great 
voltage drop in the light line, which very 
seldom occurs. Slight voltage variations in 
the light line arc not sufficient to make any 
appreciable difference in the output voltage 
of a good eliminator. 

\\hat may also be considered an advantage 
is that the latest eliminators are capable of 
supplying the high voltage which is neces- 
sary for power amplification, this potential 
ranging anywheres from 135 to 350 volts. 

An Autotransformer 
Receiver 

(Continued from page 354) 

gat turn from what will be the filament 
end of the coil. In this case, it is recom- 
mended to place the coils at right angles to 
(ach other in the receiver, as indicated in 
Fig. 4. This practice does away with the 
greater part of the inductive coupling be- 
tween stages, and assures the best possible 
results in reception. 

The inductances are tuned by means of the 
variable condensers C 1, which also are all 
Of the same size -17 plates (.00035 -nf.) 
The coils in combination with these con- 
densers will tune from about 190 to 550 

LIST OF PARTS FOR AUTO- 
TRANSFORMER RECEIVER 

1 Set of 3 Plug -in Coils (L1) ; 

3 Variable Condensers, S.L.F., 
.00035 -pf. (C1) ; 

2 Variable Resistances, one 
0- 53,000 -ohm (R2), one 0- 500,000- 
ohm (R1) ; 

3 Illuminated Vernier Dials; 
5 Self -adjusting Rheostats (R3) ; 

3 Fixed Condensers, two .001 -,uf. 
(C2), one .002 -sf. (C4) ; 

2 Audio- Frequency Transformers 
(T1 and T2) ; 

5 Spring Sockets (S) ; 

1 GridCondenser, .00025 -pf. (C3) 
with Grid Leak, 3- megohm (R4) ; 

2 Radio -Frequency Chokes (L2) ; 

1 Filament Switch; 
1 Single- Circuit Jack; 
7 Binding Posts; 
1 Bakelite Panel, 7 x 21 inches, 

with Sub -Panel 9 x 21 inches; and 
two Brackets. 

Approximate cost, including mis- 
cellaneous, $50.00. 
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meters, thus nicely covering the broadcast 
wavelength range. 

The condensers C 2, which serve to pass 
the radio- frequency currents and to block 
the plate potentials from the grids, may be 
any size from .001 -µf. up ; it is not neces- 
sary that they be larger than .006 -µf. for best 
results. The choke coils L 2 used in the 
receiver shown are commercial products - 
but the builder who prefers to construct as 
many parts as possible can easily make 
these chokes by winding about 400 turns of 
very thin insulated wire on a small wooden 
spool. The best wire to use for this pur- 
pose is No. 32 enameled -and -SSC copper 
wire. 
OSCILLATION AND VOLUME CONTROLS 

We come now to one of the most im- 
portant parts in the receiver, the oscillation 
control or stabilizer. For this purpose a 
50,000 -ohm variable resistance is employed 
which serves to control the plate voltage of 
the radio- frequency amplifier. It is not 
at all necessary to have a by -pass condenser 
for the high- resistance of the "B" battery, 
as in general practice, because the radio - 
frequency currents do not flow through the 
resistance, or the battery either, but directly 
to the filament. This control is placed on 
the front panel, as shown. 

After the receiver has been stopped from 
oscillation at any one wavelength, it will 
be found that it is quiet on all wavelengths, 
and has even the tendency to be somewhat 
less stable at high wavelengths, which is a 
certain indication of all- around efficiency. 

In case a strong local signal has the 
tendency to overload the detector and thus 

By placing radio -frequency transformers at 
right angles to each other, as shown, interfer- 

ence between coils is greatly reduced. 

cause distortion, the stabilizing resistance can 
be used to decrease the signal strength, and 
in this way to prevent distortion and over- 
loading. It should be understood that for 
volume control a different knob is pro- 
vided, so that it may be said that the 50,000 - 
ohm resistor is only a stabilizer and quality 
control. 

As pure volume control we use a "modula- 
tor," which is a 500,000 -ohm potentiometer 
connected across the secondary of the first 
audio -frequency transformer. The grid of 
the first A.F. tube is connected to the 
sliding arm of the potentiometer, which en- 
ables us to regulate the volume at will from 
a whisper to the maximum, by a single turn 
of the regulating knob. It is generally 
known that this way of controlling volume 
is one which gives not only a very wide 
range of control, but introduces no distort- 
ing factors whatsoever. Even better, if the 
transformers are not what they should be, 
the volume control, which is after all a 
resistance across the transformer, serves to 
flatten its amplification curve and thus give 
purer quality. 

Of course it would not do to count upon 
the volume control to improve the quality 
of the amplifying transformer, and there- 
fore the builder is recommended to use the 
best transformers obtainable. Transformers 
today have been brought to such a degree of 
perfection, that they give almost even am- 
plification over the entire range of fre- 
quencies used in broadcasting work; and it 
is an investment which will pay in added 
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AB&C 
Light Socket 
Radk Power 

for any set new or old 
Now all radio power is in your light socket. Kodel A and B 
Transifiers replace all batteries -just plug in the wall socket and . 
smooth uniform A, B, and C current flows to your receiver -gives 
new pep, new life to any set -longer range, greater volume- recep- 
tion such as was never possible even with fresh new batteries. 

Kodel A&B Transifiers 
Are vastly different and superior to so- called power units. Transifiers 
consume current only while you operate the set -much lower mainte 
nance cost -less than one-half cent per hour to operate both A and B Transifiers. You may purchase both A and B or either model separately from your radio dealer. 

MODEL 10 
"A" TRANSIFIER 

Supplies constant 2, 4, or 
6 volts "A" power to sets 
using up to 10 tubes. Ab- 
solutely no hum, noise 
or interference. 
Price 
ulb 

without $42.50 

MODEL 61 
"B" TRANSIFIER 

Smooth, powerful, noise- 
less "B" current for sets 
up to 6 tubes. 22-f to 90 
volts. 
Price 
bulb 

without $28.50 

MODEL 10 
"B" TRANSIFIER 

22% to 150 volts "B "power, 
4 to 10 volts "C" power. 
Constant uniform current 
to supply any size set. 
Will operate power tubes. 
Price without $42.50 

ii"Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting Station", 
an interesting, 24 -page booklet, together with 
literature describing Kodel A and B Transifiers, 
will be mailed free on request. 

DEALERS: Write for particulars on 
Kodel Radio power devices. 

THE KODEL RADIO CORPORATION 501 -521 EAST PEARL ST. 
f CINCINNATI, O., U. S. A. 

Owners and Operators of Broadcasting Station WKRC 

Battery Chargers KODEL Radio Receivers 
Power Units Loud Speakers 

POWER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1912 
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iiisible Trut 

VVibrationless 
Uniform 
and Good 

All tubes look alike more or less - 
they are easily disqualified in hand- 
ling. 
You are told "Mis" is better or 
"that" is better -Perhaps it is true 
-Perhaps not. 

Supertrons are different 

You see a re- enforced interior con- 
struction. 
You see the most expensive and best 
material- Isolantits. 
You see DEFINITE QUALITY. 

You are told SUPERTRON is the best 
-it's truth -It's Visible Truth. 
Guaranteed by Serial Number 

All types at public demand prices 
SX 01 A $2.00 
SX 99 2.25 
SV 99 small 2.25 
SV 99 large 2.25 
SX 12 (Power) 5.00 
SX 20 (Power) 2.50 
SX HiMu 3.00 
Supertheon Half 4.00 
Supertheon Full 5.00 
In Canada slightly higher. 

SUPERTRON MFG. CO., Inc. 
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY 

Branch Office 
30 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 

Export Dep't, 220 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

sï 1D E (F8 T (>8 ® N 
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tiResistance - Coupled : 
-- a;PERFECT AUDIO AMPLIFIER: 

ti 

a 

ti 
Provides audio amplification 

u with minimum distortion. Bndleyyvvnit 

-molded resistors used In the Bradley- Amplifier 
o t vary with ago and are of ae, cted by atmospheric 

conditions. Can be used to renlsse transformer amplifiers 
in otaadardradio acts with decided increase intone quality. 

ti 
. Sgn-1334,ke 

ti 
ti 

Electric Controlling Apparates 
287 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. 
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pleasure to purchase one of the better 
makes of transformers. 

As we have provided an oscillation con- 
trol, which, as shown, is at the same time a 
device for the prevention of overloading the 
detector, and a distortionless volume con- 
trol, the receiver has no filament rheostats 
other than the self -adjusting type, and no 
controls are needed for this purpose. The 
use of these automatic devices allows all 
tubes to operate at the proper brilliancy 
and greatest efficiency ; they are protected 
from damage and cannot be overheated by 
too high filament current. The use of such 
filament controls results generally in better 
quality of reception and longer life of the 
vacuum tube. 

USE OF POWER TUBE 
No provision is made to switch from one 

stage of amplification to the other one, be- 
cause the volume is so completely under 
control. However, the receiver has been 
so built that one of the new power tubes 
can be Utilized. If the - receiver is operated 
by means of dry cell "B" batteries, the use 
of the 112 -type tube in the last stage is re- 
commended, with a plate voltage of from 
135 to 180 volts, and appropriate "C" bat- 
tery. If a good "B" eliminator is employed 
the 171 -type tube can be used to advantage, if 
the speaker is provided with a choke coil and 
condenser. 

'Tile construction and general plan of the 
receiver will be clearly visible from the 
illustrations and the picture diagram of the 
apparatus, and its construction should not 
offer any difficulties to the amateur. For 
the sake of appearance and for ease in tun- 
ing a new style of vernier dial is employed, 
such that a small pilot light can be placed 
behind the panel. As the reading scale is 
semi -transparent celluloid, at night the read- 
ings are clearly visible and the closest tun- 
ing is possible. 

IT is against the policy of RADIO 
NEWS to publish the names of manu- 
facturers or of makes of instruments in 

connection with the apparatus described in 
these pages, but this information will be 
gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 
here, address a letter to the READERS' 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosing 
stamped return envelope. The names and 
addresses of the manufacturers will be given 
free of charge. -EDITOR 
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New Developments In 
Radio Apparatus 
(Continued front page 339) 

electrical connection is made to the binding 
post, B2, at the top of the cover by a light, 
flexible brass strip. There is always a posi- 
tive contact here, for there is no danger of 
turningoff the connection, as in other types 
of condensers. The three mounting holes, 
H, are cast in the outer frame of the instru- 
ment, so that rigidity is assured. The bind- 
ing posts, B1 and B2, are mounted on a 
bakelite strip and project through holes in 
the top of the cover, allowing ample clear- 
ance for electrical purposes. 

A GUILTY CONSCIENCE 
Ferdinand, I'm grieved to say, 
Stole some jam one sunny day; 
Lifted down a monster pot 
And he ate a dreadful lot! 

Then, "Hullo !" a loud voice said - 
Ferdie dropped the pot and fled, 
For he didn't guess at all 
'Twas the radio in the hall! 
Leslie M. Older in "Wireless Magasine." 
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HALFONTE- 
ADDON HALL 

ATLANTIC CITY 
On the Beach and Boardpalk. In reycenterofthings 

Welcome you to Atlantic City 
with all the hospitality and 
friendly atmosphere of home. 

American Plan only. Always open. 

"Dual- Trio" Radio Concert 
every Tuesday evening. Tune 
in WPG at 9. Illustrated 
folder and rates on request. 

LEEDS AND LIPPINCOTT COMPANY 

Silèñt 
"B" Power with 
World Radio Storage "IS' Battery 

Lasts Indefinitely -Pays for Itself 
Dependable. Quiet "B "power, clear without "hum." 
Economy you have never before thought possible. 
Convenience. Outstanding performance. Recharged 
for almost nothing. Solid rubber case insures against 
¡leakGS 

a or acid. Extra heavy glass jars. Heavy rug - 
Radio Iaboratoriees, 

Approved t. 
Standards a 

standard 
News Lab., Lefax Inc., and other Radio authorities. 

Extra Offer: 4 Batteries in series (90 Volts) $10.50. 
SEND NO MONEY! just state number of batteries 

wanted and . will 
batteries. t 

same 
order is received. Pay expressman f eexi examining 

per cent discount for Gab with order. Send your order today -NOW I 
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY 

1219 So. Wabash Ave. Dept. 75 Chicago, Ill. 
Makers of the Famous World Radio "A" Storage Battery 

Prices: 6 -roll. 100 Amp. x10.50¡ 120 Amp 512 -50: 140 Amp. $18.25. 
AU eeuipp,d with Solid Rubber Case. 

orlcl 
STORAGE BATTERIES 
IHINEWEAFs ..-, s 5sK 

Set your Radio Dials for 
the new 1000 -watt World 
Storage Battery Station, 
WSBC, Chicago. Always 

something interesting. 

sliSçf. t' 

A NEW 
RADIO PLUG 

Simple to use, gives per- 
fect electrical contact with 
any style tip. 

Simply push cord tip 
through plug, loop cord 
and push tip back into 
plug. Sent postpaid 

on receipt of 50e 
CULVER -STEARNS MFG. CO. 

Worcester, Mass. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS - $2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C. 
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The Radio Burglar Alarm 
(Continued from page 340) 
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a good many burglars may share the experi- 
ence of "Soupy Sam," now-No. 7146, whose 
brief and touching account of his troubles is 
told above. 

The radio burglar alarm "sees in the dark," 
so to speak; it is much less expensive than 
the complicated maze of wires now used for 
electric protection systems ; and it transmits 
its warning to the guards, watchmen and 
police who will answer its summons, with- 
out apprising the intruder of his danger until 
it is too late. 

The well -known phenomenon of "body 
capacity," which every builder of a radio 
set has encountered, may be employed for 
the purpose of detecting the introduction of 
a human being into the neighborhood of radio 
apparatus ; but it is not necessary that any of 
the instruments should be in the immediate 
vicinity of a safe which it is desired to 
guard. It is only necessary to have a wire 
running to the safe, and another to the 
ground; or any large insulated sheet of 
metal may be used to create an electric 
"atmosphere," which cannot be entered with- 
out upsetting the balance of the system and 
giving an electrical signal -which will 
operate a relay and set off bells or an electric 
siren, turn on lights, or Otherwise give warn- 
ing of the intrusion, as desired by its -con- 
structor. 

BUILDING A BURGLAR DETECTOR 
In the pictorial diagram is shown a cir- 

cuit, which is very easily built and which 
will prove to be an efficient burglar alarm. 
It will be seen that the safe, which is in- 
sulated from the floor, is one plate of a 
condenser and the floor (or ground) is the 
other. The inductance has 55 turns of No. 
26 DSC wire wound on a 2 % -iiich tube, 
inside of which is the rotor coil, 134 inches 
in diameter and consisting of 28 turns of 
No. 32 DSC wire. The vacuum tube used 
is a 201A type, having 38 volts on the plate 
and 1% volts negative "C" battery. 

A reading of 2/ milliamperes was ob- 
served when the rotor was suitably adjusted 
and no person was nearer the safe than 10 
feet. The adjusting was done by means of a 
rod of insulation about 15 inches l As 
the operator had to be nearer the safe 

ong. 
than 

10 feet, when the adjustments were made, it 
was found that the reading on the meter was 
about 2% milliamperes, when he was using 
the rod. But when this reading was obtained 
on the meter and he withdrew to a distance 
of 10 feet or more, the meter reading in- 
creased to about 3% milliamperes. When 
any one approached the safe the meter read- 
ing gradually fell, and dropped almost to 
zero when he was within one foot of the 
safe. The same thing happened whether one 
touched the safe with his bare hand or 
while wearing rubber gloves, or by means 
of some other high insulator. This is be -` 
cause the conductivity does not enter into 
consideration at all, but only the capacity 
effect. The meter reading will fall to zero, 
of course, if either of the wires leading to 
the system should be cut. 

It will be noticed that instead of a relay 
there is shown in this diagram a milliam- 
meter. Of course in an alarm system, using 
a circuit of this type, it would only be 
necessary to employ instead of the meter 
a relay of the galvanometer or polarized 
type ; that is one which operates on a very 
small current. Such a relay may be con- 
nected to any type of alarm that the con- 
structor wishes to use. 

All these facts show experimentally that, 
no matter in what way one might approach 
the safe, or otherwise interfere with the 
system, the burglar alarm would operate. 
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Absolutely Noiseless" 
Makes a power unit 

of your storage battery? 
You can make a power unit of your present storage battery with 
the new Silite Trickle Charger. 
Absolutely noiseless, without bulbs or moving parts, Silite Trickle 
Charger is left permanently on charge. It replaces at a slow rate 
the power you use while your set is operating. Silite Trickle 
Charger may even be used while your set is in operation without 
hindering enjoyable reception. 

No Bulbs -No Adjustments -Can't Wear Out! 
Silite is the marvelous new metallic glass rectifying element discovered and perfected in the Kodel Laboratories. Silite Chargers have no adjust- ments, no wearing parts -they cannot overheat or damage your battery. Silite Trickle charges at .6 ampere -much faster than other trickle chargers -enough to keep a battery always at top efficiency. Your near- est radio dealer can show you the Silite Trickle Charger. 

SILITE 
HOMCHARGER 

Absolutely silent - fast 2% -3 ampere 
charging rate. No bulbs. Can be used 
while set is in operation. Com- 
plete, nothing else to buy . . $1950 

SILITE 
TRICKLE CHARGER 

Makes a power unit of your battery. 
Left permanently on charge keeps a battery always at full efficiency. Abso- 
lutely silent -no bulbs. Corn- $10.00 plete 

Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting Station ", 
an interesting, 24 -page booklet, together with 
literature describing Silite Battery Chargers, will 
be mailed free on request. 

DEALERS: Write for full information on Silite - 

Chargers and other Kodel Products. 

THE KODEL RADIO CORPORATION 501 -521 EAST PEARL ST. CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, O., U. S. A. 
Owners and Operators of Broadcasting Station WKRC 

Battery Chargers K Radio Receivers 
Power Units Loud Speakers 

POWER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1912 
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PROTECTIONS 

Check up 
on these 

Care -Takers 
and 

Inspectors 

.4re you fully 
protected? 

Pocket Meters 
Panel Meters 

Charge Indicators 
Tube Testers 

Tube Reactivators 
Battery Chargers 
"B" Power Units 

Choose a 
STERLING 

device 
from the 

above list! 

A 
Test in Time 

Saves Many an 
Hour of Poor 

Reception! 
Stave off impending troubles in 
your set by knowing exactly what's 
what within your batteries and 
tubes. It only takes a moment to 
find out with the use of Sterling 
Inspectors. It takes only a few 
minutes per week to keep your set 
in first class operating condition. 

These Inspectors Are a Necessary 
Part of Your Equipment 

and their cost is small compared to the 
troubles they avert. You don't need to 
be Radio wise to use them -anybody can 
get results, save time and money too. 

At most all radio stores. 

The Sterling Manufacturing Co., 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Charge Indicator 
shows instantly (1) whether 
your "A" Battery is fully 
charged (2) approximately how 
long It will operate before re- 
charging is necessary, and (S) 
when it has been charged 
enough. PRICE $2.00 

Tube Tester 
This little meter -equipped 
tester plugs into the tube sock- 
et, finds a bad tube, and in- 
dicates whether any tube is 
in "good", "fair" or "poor ". 

PRICE $7.50 

RADIO'S BEST WIRE 
"From the Ground Up" 

Now is the time to look over your set and get it ready for the coming season's 
fine programs. Look particularly to your wiring. Very likely your old aerial 
is corroded and needs replacing or perhaps you need a new ground wire or 
some new bus bar. For whatever purpose you might need it, there is a 
"Corwico" wire that will serve you best and last the longest. 

FR EE Write for interesting booklet, telling all about the vari- 
ous kinds of radio wire and their uses. 

Dealers and Jobbers -Write for the " Corwico" wire proposition. 

See Our Exhibit New York Radio Show Booth CC -17 

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY 
30 Church Street New York City 

M.. _...._,...,._ 

daft move BI RN BACH You can be quickly cured if you 
your set ---EXTENSION CORD 'STAMMER will move your speaker from room 

to room or to porch and lawn Send 10 cents for 288 -page book on Stammering 

2 BIRNBACH and Stuttering. "Its Cause and Cure." It tell O FEET COMPLETE WITh 
CONNECTOk 

RADIO CO. how I cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. W. 
30 FEET COMPLET 51'$P al SEVENTH evf. Bogue, sssQ Bonne Bidy., 1147 N. III. St. 
so FEET COMPLETESief.4., noes YORK CITY Indianapolis. 
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Radio in Transatlantic 
Flight 

(Continued front page 349) 

stations equipped to give one -, two- and 
three -point bearings to ships at sea. These 
bearings are remarkably accurate, and ship- 
masters today accept them as a definite 
check upon their positions when approaching 
a landfall. 

That portion of the route, to be followed 
by the Fonck airplane, that parallels the 
coast from New York to Maine, follows the 
coast of Nova Scotia, then that of New- 
foundland, is liberally supplied with radio - 
compass stations ; and so is the route from 
the west coast of Ireland to France similarly 
equipped to supply radio bearings. 

It is estimated by manufacturers that 250 
vessels are now equipped with radio corn- 
passes. Many of these steamers are fast 
express liners, traversing the North Atlantic 
steamship tracks. From Newfoundland to 
Ireland there is a span of approximately 1900 
miles. For two -thirds of this distance the 
course of the airplane will follow the steamer 
tracks. It is therefore reasonable to ex- 
pect, at this time of the year, that vessels 
with radio compasses will be at all times 
within radio range, and a bearing can be ob- 
tained that will check or stabilize the course 
of the airplane. 

RADIO WEATHER REPORTS 
The use of radio will, of course, not be con- 

fined to compass bearings. Prior to the date of 
the "hop -off" arrangements have been made 
with the masters of all transatlantic liners 
to forward reports, at 8 A.M. and 8 P.M. 
Eastern Standard Time, of the weather 
conditions upon the Atlantic. This informa- 
tion, consisting of the force and direction of 
the wind, barometer and thermometer read- 
ings, and general weather conditions, will be 
turned over to Mr. J. H. Kimball, associate 
United States weather forecaster for New 
York. For a period approximating ten days 
prior to our - departure, Mr. Kimball will 
daily prepare a weather map of the North 
Atlantic. When meteorological conditions 
favorable to a dash across the ocean are 
indicated, then the "hop -off" will take place. 
It is only by use of radio that such a knowl- 
edge can be acquired. 

During flight, the radio will be in con- 
stant use. Besides radio -compass work, 
weather conditions far in advance of the 
flight can be obtained by the airplane pilots, 
unexpected conditions in our path can be 
anticipated and our course changed to avoid 
them. Should a steamer be sighted in the 
course of flight its position can be obtained 
by radio and that of the airplane accurately 
determined, with the result that the course 
may be corrected or checked. 

BROADCASTING THE FLIGHT 
There is a tremendous public interest in 

hazardous aeronautical feats. News of such 
exploits generally comes upon the completion 
of the voyage. In the present expedition we 
propose, through the recently developed 
method of short -wave communication, to ad- 
vise the interested public of our progress 
throughout the flight. 

The last, but by far the most important, 
use of radio will be that of obtaining as- 
sistance in the event of an emergency- forced 
landing at sea. It is only a year ago that the 
whole world anxiously awaited news of Corn- 
mander Rodgers and his crew, who had been . 

forced down in the flight from San Francisco 
to Honolulu. Nine days of utter . silence 
created an anxiety, that was intensified as 
the days passed and hundreds of searching 
vessels reported failure to learn the fate of 
the crew. Rodgers' airplane was equipped 
with radio, but in an emergency it failed. 
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We do not propose to be placed in such a 
helpless position and an emergency "plain 
aerial" set will be carried, that will operate 
tvhen the modern equipment is silenced. It 
will have a radius of perhaps 50 miles in 
daylight and emit a broad wave that will be 
heard on even a very "sharp tuning" receiver. 
Unless we are hopelessly off the steamer 
tracks it should be capable of summoning 
prompt assistance. 

RADIO EQUIPMENT OF THE PLANE 
The airplane to be used in this attempted 

3,600-mile flight is well adapted for radio 
installation. The cabin is enclosed and 
roomy. For communication with shore and 
ships, it will carry a set of French design 
;.:ld manufacture which has been most suc- 
cessfully used on other long flights. 

This French equipment, known as the 
"main set," will operate on 300, 600, 800, 
900 and 1000 meters, using continuous wave, 
interrupted wave, and voice transmission. It 
consists of three tubes; two oscillators and 
t.nC modulator, each rated at 50 watts. 

The primary source of power will be ob- 
tained from a dynamo producing 8 volts and 
1500 volts DC. for filament lighting and 
plate supply, respectively. This dynamo is 
driven from a 12 -volt storage battery, which, 
in turn, will be charged from a fan -driven 
generator placed in the wind- stream of the 
airplane. Similar sets have a daylight range 
of approximately 300 miles. 

The set, used as a telephone transmitter, 
has a range of about 100 miles and undoubt- 
edly many broadcasting listeners near New 
York will hear this station during test flights. 
This equipment has already been licensed by 
the U.S. Radio Service and the call letters 
WOP a:signed. 

EMERGENCY SET 
The emergency equipment is most element- 

ary, consisting of an induction coil with vi- 
brator "make and break" operated from the 
storage battery. This coil will be placed in 
series with the antenna and ground. The 
antenna for this purpose, being that also used 
for the short -wave set, is located along the 
top of the fuselage running its entire length. 
A loading coil or inductance will be added 
to increase the wavelength. In the event of 
the insulation being poor, caused by spray or 
moisture, a condenser will be provided and 
placed across the spark -gap. 

The antenna system for the main set wi11 
be a standard trailing airplane antenna 
operated on a hand reel (much like a fishing 
line) and provided with a weight at the end, 
which will revolve on a swivel to prevent 
twisting. A spring inside this weight takes 
care of any jerking movement. 

44- AND 22 -METER SET 

The short -wave transmitter consists of a 
crystal -controlled master oscillator, using a 
French 50 -watt tube on greatly reduced 
voltage on about 44 meters, feeding into 
two French 50 -watt tubes in parallel, which 
will act as combined amplifiers and frequency 
multipliers. Two antenna coupling coils 
will be provided to radiate simultaneously on 
44 and 22 meters; the former wave will be 
radiated on a trailing antenna, while a small 
fixed antenna will he arranged to carry the 
22 -meter wave. This double transmission 
will provide a good wave for all distances, 
day or night. We anticipate excellent re- 
sults, clear across the Atlantic, unless con- 
ditions are phenomenally bad. 

The weight of this set will be approxi- 
mately 20 pounds, occupying a space only 
10x9x17 inches. The use of French tubes 
permits utilizing the same source of power 
provided for the larger main set. 

FORCE OF HABIT 
The modern nouveau riche jumps up to 

change the needle when a radio selection 
ends. -Life. 
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New Triple Duty 
GQLD SEAL 

OMc4A:RGER E R 
The 

World's 
Most 

Popular 
Battery 
Charger 

$19'5° 
Complete 

es three times faster! 
Rejuvenates lifeless tubes* 

supplies current for 8volt power tubes. 
It's more than lust a battery 
charger -the new Triple Duty 
Gold Seal Homcharger. Char- 
ges three times as fast as other 
chargers - fully charges the 
average battery overnight. No 
bulbs - no liquids - Homchar- 
ger can be used fcr charging 
automobile batteries, too! 
An exclusive Homcharger fea- 
ture this season is the new tube 
rejuvenation process. Termin- 
als are provided for bringing 

old radio tubes back to life 
without removing them from 
the set. 
Homcharger may also be used 
as a power unit for 8-volt A. C. 
power tubes. Provides uni- 
form light socket current for 
operating these tubes. 
Only Homcharger offers these ex- clusive features -still Homchar- 
ger costs no more than ordinary 
battery chargers. Any radio deal- er can show you the new Triple 
Duty Gold Seal Homcharger. 

"Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting Station" it an interesting 24 -page booklet, will be mailed 
it free on request, together with literature describ- I f 
Cl ing the Triple Duty Gold Seal Homcharger. 11 

The Kodel Radio Corporation, 501 E. PearlSt., Cincinnati, 
Owners and Operators of Broadcasting Station WK RC 

O. 
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Best Yet in a Crystal Set 

tHE 
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t4 ia: 
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"TALKING BOOK" 

A Complete Radio Set 
Pair of standard Ear 
P h o n e s. Aerial and 
Ground Leads, Indoor 
Antenna. Self contained 
in attractive book. 

iVith Ccicrundwn Rectifier 
-No Batteries Required. 
Price $5.00 complete at 

your dealer or direct. 

THE LISTEN -IN CO.,. 
115 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and 
Engraving A fine trade commanding a good sal- 

ary, and your services always in de- 
mand. Address Horological, Dept. 5, Bradley Insti- 
tute, PEORIA, ILLINOIS, for our latest catalog. 

BE SURE YOU'RE RIGHT 

INFRA-DYNE 

Tapped Inductance Coil ; 90 
to 200 Meters. It is vital that 
you use this item in construc- 
ting the Infradyne Circuit. 
Postpaid anywhere $1.25 in U. S. for 

Cash with Order 

Heintz & Kohlmoos, Inc., 
221 Natoma St., San Francisco, Cal. 

IVORY RADIO PANEL beats them all. If your set Isn't as attractive as your neighbor's. chango your Panel for a pure R'hite Ivory panel, and hace the best looking set In town. Cut any size or chane you desire only 3e amare Inch. Write today fn FREE sample. IVORYLITE RADIO PANEL CO.. 3222 Ave. F, Fort 
Worth, Texas. 
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Speakers Loops Units 
For the finest Radio 

Reception 
QUALI -TONE SPEAKERS 

Four Models 
Quali -Tone Speakers represent at 
the one time the utmost in quality 
and performance at loo' cost and 
extraordinary beauty of appear- 
ance and design. THE JUNIOR 
QT ALI -TONE is ideal for port- 
able receivers and for use wherever 
space is limited. It is finished in 
black crystal, equipped with the 
popular Quail -Tone adjustable 

Unit - height 13 in. Bell Biz in. Price $7.50 - 
QU:1LI -TONE Model No. 2 is most artistically de- 
signed. finished in a semi -dull black leather pattern 
that is exceedingly attractive. It is slightly larger 
than the Junior being 15 in. high with a 10 in. Bell. 
Price $10.00. -QI ALI -TONE No. 3 has an 111 in. 
Bell of Bakelite polished to a deep black lustre that 
delights the eye. Sound chamber and base have a dull 
black Morocco leather finish that harmonizes with any 
surroundings. It Is 1934 In. high and is equipped with 
the justly famous QUALI -LONE De Luxe Unit. Price 
$15.00 -QUALI -TONE Model No. 9 -the Speaker Su- 
preme -has a polished Bakelite Bell. while the sound 
chamber and base hive a dull black Morocco finish. 
Like No. 3 this marvelous Speaker Is also equipped 
with the QUALI -TONE De Luxe Unit that assures a 
quality of tonal reproduction altogether beyond ex- 
pectations. Height 223/ M. Bell 11 in. Price $25.011. 

Quali -Tone De Luxe Unit 
Extremely powerful concert type. 
Finished in black crystal enamel 
with metal trimming. Con- 
structed to handle extra heavy 
volume. Adaptable to any 
standard make of phonograph or 
console set. Price $7.50. 
Quali -Tone Phonograph 

Radio Unit 
With adapter will transform any 
standard phonograph into a loud 
speaker. Adaptable to consoles 
with built -in speakers. Price 
$6.00. 

QUALI -TONE LOOP 
With exclusive thumbscrew adjustment 

The Quali- Tone's new thumbscrew adjustment keeps 
the loop wires taut always-an Improvement that con- 
tributes largely to the startling performance of this 
remarkable loop. Then too, the long vertical strands 

of the Quali -Tone greatly 
increase efficiency and add 
appreciably to the distance 
range obtainable. The 
Quail -Tone will out -perform 
any loop on the market 
and will invariably pro- 
duce a decided improvement 
in the operation of any re- 
et -m er. 

RECOMMENDED 
T h e Quail -Tone 

-- Loop holds two 
worlds records. 
It has brought in 
stations 8 0 0 0 
miles distant. 
Radio Editors, 
Engineers, a n d 
Fans alike pro- 
claim the Quail - 
Tone superior to 
all others. Mr. 
E. H. Scott, De- 
signer of the 
World's Record 
Super 9 used the 
Quali -Tone e x - 

elusively. 
DEALERS Write for discounts. JOBBERS 

Send for circulars today! 

Patented 

Duro Metal Products Co. 
2651 N. KILDARE AVE., CHICAGO 

The American $69,3 
Trickle Charger 

RELIABLE NO EXPERIMENT 
WRITE TO US DIRECT 

AMERICAN BATTERY CO., 
2037 N. Racine Ave.. Est'd 1339 CHICAGO 

illustrations. Shows savings on standard OON4oS 
REE 9271 CATALOG GUIDE y (4. 

special 

radio parts, complete sets, kits. Be sure a ,e 
to get this thrifty book before you buy. Write letter or 
postal NOW. Also include name of another fan. 
BARAWIK CO.. 542 Monroe St., CHICAGO. U. S. A. 
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A Unique Nine -Tube 
Superheterodyne 
(Continued from page 365) 

secondary eliminates, to a certain degree, 
the hissing noises so frequently experienced 
in superheterodyne receivers. 

RESULTS OBTAINED 
Regarding its efficiency: with four stages 

of intermediate, and two stages of audio 
amplification, two detectors and the oscil- 
lator, an average of only 13 milliamperes of 
"B" current was measured. The "A" bat- 
tery current, with four WX12 tubes for the 
intermediate frequencies, four UX201A 
tubes for detectors, oscillator and first audio, 
and one UX112 tube for the second audio, 
is 1.75 amperes. 

As for selectivity; a 500 -mile station on 
308 meters, with local station on 302 meters, 
a 1700 -mile station on 405.5 meters, with local 
station on 400 meters and a 60 -mile station 
on 217 meters have been brought in under the 
towers of a 2,000 -watt station. All stations 
were received without the local signals in 
the background. 

The record for the greatest number of 
stations within one month was obtained in 
Chicago with this receiver, where 105 sta- 
tions in the United States, 7 Canadian, 1 

Mexican and 1 Cuban, were logged while 
13 local broadcast stations were on the air. 

BUILDING THE SET 
For such results the constructor is 

emphatically advised to incorporate only the 
very best apparatus in this receiver. 

The design requires a base panel of high - 
insulating material in place of the usual base- 

-board, and all wiring is kept under this base. 
The transformers are mounted with 4/36 

xq -inch screws and nuts through the eye- 
lets of the terminals. They range from the 
left, as follows: two iron -core, one air -core, 
one iron -core, and one air -core long -wave 
transformers; first audio transformer; R.F. 
choke unit, second A.F. transformer. 

The radio- frequency choke unit is mounted 
with but three screws. The radio - frequency 
transformer, used as oscillator coupler, 
mounts on the lower part of the base panel, 
as do the two 1 -ef. by -pass condensers, the 
mica condensers, the midget condenser, the 
audio amplifier rheostat, and the bracket for 
the battery cable. All wire connections are 
shown in the diagram. 

It will be noted, that the connections to 
the two tuning condensers are accomplished 
through holes provided in the base panel. 
The plate and grid connections of the trans- 
formers, except the grids of the seventh and 
eighth tubes, are simply bridged with lugs to 
the respective terminals of the sockets, All 
battery connections run into the prongs of 
the cable bracket. It is advisable to have 
the latter leads running close together, and 

A RADIOPTIMIST 

--RUB YOLKS OF EGGS THROUGH STRAINER, 
ADD SUGAR, LEMON AND BAKING POWDER, 
SIFT ONE CUP OF FLOUR AND ADD 
WATER SLOWLY- -BEAT 
INTO A THICK BATTER 
--ADD VANILLA - -- 
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7o -day n every 
ood set/ 

Tone Clarity 
Beyond Expectation 

Note the clarity and richness of tone any 
Amperite- equipped set gives you. Am- 
perite is the automatic rheostat which 
does away with guessing and uncertainty 
as to correct tube current. 
AMPERITES 1 -A are used in the 
Lynch Power Amplifier and "B" Supply 
Unit Described in Radio News. 

Write for free hook -ups 

dial! Company' 
Dept. R.N.-I0 SO Franklin St., N. Y. City 

PERITE EG._tJ. S. P/+T. OFF 

Jhe "SELF - ADJUSTING "Rhearta? 

222 
VOLT 

unacid 
everlasting 

rechargeable 
..B., 

STORAGE 
BATTERY 

$2.95 
Includes 
chemical 

95 volts, $5.25; 90 volts, $10.00; 1121 volts, $12.50; 135 
volts. $14.75; 157 Vs volts, $16.80. Truly the biggest buy 
today. Easily charged on any current including 32 volt 
systems. Any special detector plate voltage had. Tested 
and approved by leading authorities such as Popular Radio 
laboratories. Over S years sold on a non -red tape 30 -day 
trial offer with complete refund If not thoroughly satisfied. 
Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock-down kits at greater 
savings. Complete "Hawley" "11" Battery Charger $2.75. 
Sample cell 35e. Order direct -send no money -simply pay the expressman cost ces delivery. Or write for my free liter- 
ature, testimonials and guarantee. Same day shipments. 

B. HAWLEY SMITH 
314 Washington Ave. Danbury. Conn. 

6-h payes full of opportunity. 
Your guide to what's right and 
standard in Radio; full ex- 

F g'altt 
planatim of liberal offer pay- 
ing agents $60 to $100 a 
week and how to get latest 
radio goods at wholesale. 

Big Money In Radio 
. we want live dealer and 

agents in every lo- 
ealie7. Lifetime opportun- 

ity. This Book more than 
a catalog -shows big profit 
way to get into world's new- 

est and richest field -make 
big money -turn full or spare 

time into cash. Accept This O1fer1 
1Vrite fer FREE book. Lowest 

prices -make 40 to 00% every sale. 
5 -tube Coast to Coast Receiver 
519.50 Retail Sells on sight. Hun- 
dreds of such money makers. Write 
for special agent's wholesale prices. Newest sets. 
parts and accessories -tremendous saving and 
profit. Write for FREE book and amazing offers. 
Standard Radio Company, KansasWCity Mo. 
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spaghetti insulation should be used, where - 
ever short -circuiting might happen. The 
"C -" battery lead connects to the grid re- 
turns of all transformers (except the choke 
unit), and a soft rubber -covered wire should 
be soldered to this for the "C -" battery ter- 
minal connection; another wire of this kind 
is soldered to the center tap of the loop for 
the "C-I-" battery connection. The rest of 
the circuit is self explanatory. 

The functions of the tubes, from left to 
right, are : 

First detector, 201 A 
Four intermediate -frequency stages, WX 12 
Second detector, 201 A 
Oscillator, 201 A 
First audio, 201 A 
Second audio, UX 112 

It is very important to select uniform 
tubes for the intermediate -frequency stages. 
These, being hooked up in series, can be 
operated from the 6 -volt storage battery and 
can not be overloaded. Therefore, no volt- 
meter is included on the front panel. 

OPERATION 

If a `B" eliminator is preferred the 90- 
volt terminal can be used also for the de- 
tector plate, instead of 67% volt. It is im- 
portant to keep the storage "A" battery well 
charged, as a weak battery will cause un- 
desirable noises. The "C" battery connects 
to the rubber -covered leads, and a bias of 
4% to 6 volts should be tried. 

An ordinary loop aerial with a center tap 
will be sufficient for good reception of broad- 
cast signals up to 2,500 miles on the loud- 
speaker. For longer distance an external 
aerial will be helpful, connecting it to one 
of the end terminals of the loop. 

Only a speaker, which will stand great 
volume, will take the tremendously powerful 
output of this receiver. It is advisable to 
use one of the cone type. For tuning local 
stations the variable resistance will bring 
down the volume to any desired softness. 

nimnmunnim,mnimuur.uunu11n111u1uuunuuu1uu1nu111111wnaoffimrmmnmmnmum11. 

LIST OF PARTS 
3 Iron -core I.F. Transformers (T) ; 

2 Air -core I.F. Transformers (T1) ; 

2 Audio Transformers (T2) ; 

1 Radio -Frequency Choke (L1); 
1 Oscillator Coupler (L2) ; 
1 7x26 -inch Panel; 
1 7x24 -inch Sub -Panel; 
2 Variable Condensers, .0005 -,uf. 

(C); 
2 Mica Condensers, .0005 -if. (C2) ; 

2 Vernier Dials; 
1 Midget Condenser, .000045 -4., 

(CI); 
1 Mica Condenser, .002 -4., (C3) ; 
1 By -Pass Condenser, .001 -µf., 

(C4); 
1 Battery Cable, 7 -wire; 
1 Variable Resistance, 200,000 -ohm 

(R); 
2 Rheostats, 6 -ohm (121); 
1 Self- adjusting Rheostat (R2); 
1 Filament Switch (S) ; 
2 Brackets; 
9 Sockets; 
5 Jacks; 
Bus Bar, Wire, Spaghetti, Terminal 

Lugs, 6/32 and 4/36 Screws and 
Nuts. 

Approximate Cost, $80.00. 

T is against the policy of RADIO J. NEWS to publish the names of manu. 
facturers or of makes of instruments in 

connection with the apparatus described in 
these pages, but this information will be 
gladly given privately. If you are inter- 
ested in any special instruments described 
here, address a letter to the READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT, enclosing 
stamped return envelope. The names and 
addresses of the manufacturers will be given 
free of charge. -EDITOR 

wIt.....,.,,.,,,,,i., .11....,1.1111.11.rirktilt..1.1,1,11.,1111,1,1 ., , 11 , 11 1111.1111, 1,1,,.111111,,,11w,,,,11c 
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Panel Size: 36 "x9x1-4" Weight: 55 lbs. 

A New and Advanced Model. 

Norden HEI # -. k k 
Super 10 

Highest Class Receiver in the World 
THE NORDEN -HAUCK SUPER -10 is an entirely new and advanced 

design of Receiver, representing what we believe to be the finest 
expression of Modern Radio Research Engineering. It is the product 
of years of experience devoted exclusively to the attainment of an ideal 
Broadcast Receiver -regardless of cost. 
Results obtained in every respect will upset all your previous ideas of 
good radio reception. 
Here are only a few of the host of features that place the NORDEN- 
HAUCK SUPER -10 far in advance of competition: 

-lo tubes employed to give perfect reproduction with unlimited range and 
volume power. 

-Super selectivity on all wave lengths. 
-Built to Navy Standards. 
-Wide wave length range without change of coils, etc. 

(Adaptable 35 meters to 3600 meters if desired.) 
-Use Loop or Antenna. 
-Simple to operate, having only two major tuning controls. 
-No Harmonics. Signals are received only at one point. 
-Special Power Audio Amplifier, operating any loudspeaker and eliminates 

necessity of external amplifier. 
-Can be operated directly from house current if used with NORDEN- 

HAUCK POWER UNIT AB -2. Special. 

The NORDEN -HA,UC I( SUPER -10 is available 
completely constructed and laboratory tested, or 
we shall be glad to supply the complete engineer- 
ing data, construction blue prints, etc., for those 
desiring to build their own receiver. 

UPON REQUEST a complete catalog, attractively illus- 
rated, will be gladly mailed without charge, or full 

size constructional blue prints. showing all electrical 
and mechanical data, will be promptly mailed post- 
paid upon receipt of $2.00. 

Write, Telegraph or Cable Direct to 

Norden.àKauck, 
Engineers 

Mzrine Building, Philadelphia, V. S. A. 

TEAR OFF AND MAIL TODAY 
iniiiiiniiwnniiiiiii nn1 iiun iiuiii 

NORDEN- HAUCK, Inc. 
Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

E. Gentlemen:- 
__ El Please send me without cost or obliga- 

tion on my part, attractive illustrated 
literature describing the new Norden- 
Hauck Super -10. 

_ I enclose $2.00 for which please send 
me, postpaid, complete full size construc- 
tional drawings and all data for building 
the Super -10. 

E. Name 

Address 

(09. VoltStorage "B" Battery $10 

Prices in Canada: 

Everybody can now enjoy the benefits of Storage 
°B" Batteries -more poorer, quieter reception, 
greater economy. Rubber case prevents leakage or 
shorting. Easy to recharge. will last for years 
with ordinary care. 

SERVICE Rechargeable "B" Batteries 
in all- rubber cases 

VOLT $5.50 
VOLTS í$ 10 00 

VOLT $12.50 
50 Volt . o $7.75 SERVICE "A" Batteries 

100 Volt . . $14.50 
Indestructible rubber case. 2 year guarantee. 
6VoIt.100amp.hr. $14.00 

125 Volt . . $17.00 6VoIt.120amp.hr. $16.00 

SERVICE BATTERY CO. of Canada,l Tó oncevaes 
onto, Olntarioei 

SERVICE, 
Double -Duty 

CHARGEIR 
Charges 6 -volt "A" 
or Auto Batteries 
or up to 125 volts 
of "B" Battery IN 
SERIES. Noiseless 
in operation. Ex- 
tremely economical. 
The height of con- 

venience. 

SERVICE BATTERY CO. 
704 East 102nd Street Cleveland, Ohio 

Complete 
with Bulb 

*14.5' 
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The. "RADIO NEWS" Amateurs' Handibook 
is a large 116 page magazine size book 
containing a wide, varied and carefully se- 
lected array of the finest and most helpful 
radio articles that have appeared in the 
P ages of Radio's Greatest Magazine, 
RADIO NEWS. 

NEW 2nd EDITION 

of 
money saving hints that 
can be effected. Under 
fifteen separate and dis- Contains 116 pages, 
tinet headings, the en- 300 illustrations and 
tire field of radio aped- is published in the 
ratus and instruments large Magazine Size 
has been covered in 
simple. understandable 9 x 12 inches 
1000u00e. 

t e construction, care 
aintenance o f 

Contains 116 pages, and m 
di modern sets, inclung 

300 illustrations and information on hundreds 
is published in the of simple and comnles 
large Magazine Size circuits in common use 

9 x 12 inches today. 

IF YOUR RADIO OR NEWSDEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU USE THIS COUPON 

rEXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 
53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen:- Enclosed find $ for one copy of 

SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK 1001 RADIO QUESTIONS and 

ANSWERS AMATEURS' HANDIBOOK 500 RADIO WRIN- 

KLES. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE 

These and other big books of the Ex- 
perimenter Publishing Co., on various 
interesting and helpful subjects are sold 
at all newsstands throughout the coun- 
try -ask your newsdealer to let you see 
them. 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc. 
53 Park Place - - - New York, N. Y. 
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A New Rectifier Tube 
(Continued from page 343) 

BETTER REGULATION 
Another feature of the new rectifier, which 

is of great importance in connection with 
the "A -B -C" power supply unit, is the 
improved regulation of the tube itself. Actual 
measurements have shown that the new 
tube has a constant voltage drop from a 
very low current up to 85 milliamperes. If 
the output from the rectifier is never less 
than 10 milliamperes, as will be the case if 
a suitable system is adopted, the only regula- 
tion of the power supply needed will be 
that of the transformer and filter circuit. 
There will be no loss of voltage clue to 
changing characteristics of the tube. This 
feature is really remarkable and one which 
has never before been available in power - 
supply rectifiers. 

In order to take advantage of this charac- 
teristic, the constructor of the unit may 
well pay attention to the proper design 
of its power transformer and filter cir- 
cuit, with regard to loss of voltage which 
might be caused by poor regulation. 

An opportunity to improve the regulation 
of the filter circuit may be found in con- 
denser C, of Fig. 1. By increasing this 
capacity from 2- to 4 -ltf., at 85 milliamperes, 
an increase in D.C. output of approximately 
15 volts may be secured. 

MARGIN OF RESERVE POWER 

Still another feature of the new tube 
which is of considerable importance in ob- 
taining high -quality reproduction is the reserve 
power available for momentary overloads 
without damage to the rectifier. Extreme 
bursts of volume from the speaker demand 
proportionate amounts of energy from the 
power -supply unit. If this energy is not 
available at a constant voltage, there is cer- 
tain to be distortion and a considerable 
loss of quality. If the power -supply unit 
is properly designed with regard to regula- 
tion, and if the rectifier is capable of de- 
livering these peaks of energy without loss 
of voltage, good reproduction is insured at 
all times. 

The size of this rectifier tube is approximately 
the same as that of the ordinary vacuum tube. 
The position of the elements may be easily 

seen. 
Photos courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. 

If a stranger 
walked into YOUR home? 

` 
UST now I am listening to the `- Hour', 

and if a stranger should walk into my house, not 
knowing I had a radio, he would believe the musi- 
cians were actually hidden in another room. I rec- 
ommend Daven Resistance Coupled Amplification 
to anyone!" 

J. H., Philadelphia, Pa. 

NEVER has any radio hookup caused the sensation 
that the Daven Bass Note Circuit is causing. It 
does the thing that radio hook -ups of the past 

have never been able to accomplish- brings out all the 
deep bass tones as clearly and perfectly as the middle 
and higher registers. 

In addition to this new quality of tone, it gives ample 
volume, perfectly controllable from whisper to roar; 
sensitivity, selectivity and ease of tuning. Simple to 
build, because constructed in straight line, economical 
of space. 

Build yourself a Daven Bass Note set. The parts 
listed below may be secured from any authorized Daven 
service dealer with full instructions for assembling. We 
will gladly send you catalog, full information about the 
Daven Bass Note Circuit and address of nearby Daven 
dealer. 

DAVEN 
BASS NOTE CIRCUIT 

Made up of these Daven Standard Parts: 
1 Set D.R.F. Coils 1 Daven Leakandenser No. 22 
1 Daven Super -Amplifier with the new Glastors 1 Daven t/4 Ampere Ballast 
3 Daven MU -20 Tubes 1 Daven u/z Ampere Ballast 
1 Daven MU -6 Power Tube 1 Daven Type "A" Condenser 

The Dealer on 
whose window you 
see the sign below, 
will get real pleas - 

ure out of demon- 
strating Daven 

Amplification for 
you. 

This valuable book 
(25c at the deal- 
er's, 30e by nua'l 

Bircisayc clew of an erono 
Bass Note 

SERVICE 
DEALER 

- 

"gT17o 

V jA 
Trade Mark Sesirfo'4,ee 

1411 SUMMIT ST., - 

PER 
PAIR 

6T. 4 oz 

T ErFIC ;ENty1 

FREE LY BOOKLET 
BRIGHT AB 

KELLERADIO, INC. 
821 Market St. San Francisco, Calif. 

GE -tcrra. 
Beg. 

Offers without charge 
Hook -ups Blueprint Reprints and instructions 

for the Gen -Ral coils which made their 
mark in Chicago. 

Write te- 
GENERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

6637 So. Cottage Grove - - Chicago 

FREE CATALOG - New Kind 
5 -Tube Radio. Coast -to -Coast on 
Horn - Direct from Factory - 
Dealerc. Anents- Write for spe- 
cial offer today. 

5 clayss1 

REE RADIO GUIDE 

FREERADIO 
CATALOG & GUIDE for [At 

1927, rives special hook -ups with 
E 

illustrations. Shows savings on standard /Joo nos 
radio parts, complete sets, kits. Be sure 
to get this thrifty beck before you buy. Write letter cr 
postal NOW. Also include name of another fan. 

BARAWIK CO., 542 Monroe St., CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

Get a Handy Binder for your RADIO NEWS. Holds and preserves six issues, each of which can be 
inserted or removed at will. Price 65c. Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc., Book Dept., 53 Park Place, N. Y. 
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HOw to Get the Most 
Out of Your Set 

Learn the principles of radio 
from this remarkable book 

514 PAGES 

Compiled by HARRY F. DART, E.E. 
Formerly with the Western Electric Co., and 

U. S. Army Instructor of Radio 
Technically edited by F. H. DOANE 

STOP turning the dials blindly. 
Learn what happens when you 

turn them and why. Then you will 
get greater distance, greater vol- 
ume, most enjoyable quality. 

The I. C. S. Radio Handbook 
will help you to get more enjoy- 
ment out of radio. It clears up the myste- 
rious - tells you just what you want to 
know. Written by nationally known radio 
authorities in language that you can under- 
stand. An absolute necessity for every radio 
fan. A wonderful bargain at $1. Note this 
partial list of contents - 

Electrical terms and circuits, antennas, 
batteries, generators and motors, elec- 
tron (vacuum tubes), many receiving 
hook -ups, radio and audio frequency 
amplification, broadcast and commercial 
transmitters and receivers, super- regen- 
eration, licenses, etc. ' my $1 with the coupon today and 

,l hnok. 

s 

The Outstanding Winner -1927 
HENRY - LYFORD 

CIRCUIT 
This is not a freak circuit but one based on 
somewhat different yet absolutely sound en- 
gineering principles. The Radio press from 
coast to coast has pronounced it one of the 
most selective and remarkable distance get- 
ters yet developed. This receiver is de- 
scribed in the new development section of 
Radio News. 

COMPLETE PARTS 
FOR THIS $695° 
FAMOUS OUS 
CIRCUIT 

Write for special pamphlet and Hookup 
IT'S EASY TO BUILD 

Dealers write for wholesale Catalog describing all 
standard parts and kits. 

HEINS & BOLET 
52 PARK PLACE - NEW YORK 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS - $2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl., N.Y.C. 

The various-constants -shown in Fig. 1 will 
enable the builder to construct a power 
supply unit of good regulation, and by using 
the new tube he will have achieved all 
that is to be desired. 

(In the August, 1926, issue of RADIO 
NEWS appeared constructional data for a 
Batteryless Receiver, utilizing the principle 
of series filament connections with an "A and 
B" eliminator. In forthcoming issues we 
will present complete data for building a 
set with a power- amplifier stage, utilizing 
similarly an eliminator with the added f ea- 
tures of "C" current supply and high "B" 
voltage for the power tube. Editor.) 

Correspondence from 
Readers 

LIGHTNING PLAYS ANOTHER 
PRANK 

Editor RADIO NEWS : 

I have been reading the first article, 
"Summer Radio Reception," in the June is- 
sue of RADIO NEWS ; and am sorry that your 
$300 prize contest for a story of destruc- 
tion by lightning is not in effect at the pres- 
ent time. 

A few days ago the city's electrical in- 
spector asked me to visit a house with him, 
a house located on Wayne Street, in this city, 
where the radio aerial had been struck by 
lightning during a storm a few days pre- 
viously. 

The house was nearly square, and the 
roof sloped to a peak at the center, where 
the chimney projected through; eavestroughs 
ran completely around the four sides of the 
roof. The farther end of the aerial was 
fastened to a pole on the garage, at the rear 
of the lot, and ran to the chimney ; thence 
at right angles down the slope of the roof, 
clearing the troughs two or three inches, 
and down the siding on insulators to the top 
of the foundation. Here a sharp bend was 
made, and the wire entered the basement 
and was connected to the lightning arrester, 
which was installed within. 

Paralleling the aerial, between garage and 
house, but about ten or twelve feet below it, 
were lighting wires, running from a switch 
in the house to the garage ; these wires were 
led out from the house about a foot below 
the eavestroughs, and pitched downwards to 
the garage. 

As no two of the people who viewed the 
damage agreed on the course taken by the 
bolt after it struck. I will try to describe 
what I saw and let you figure it out. Not a 
shred of the aerial could be found, from the 
insulator on the pole, at the garage, to the 
point where the right turn was made to en- 
ter the basement. The few inches of hori- 
zontal lead -in wire which projected from 
the tube through the wall seemed to have 
been burned off at the end ; and the white 
wall at this point was scorched and black- 
ened, but had not caught fire. 

At the rear of the house, the lighting 
wires that led out to the garage were burned 
and their insulation, as well as the lighting 
fixtures in the garage, was destroyed. 
Where these wires entered the house, close 
under the eaves, and led down between the 
sheathing and the plaster to a wall switch 
in the kitchen, the greatest damage had been 
caused. The second story was covered with 
shingles, which had been blown off for sev- 
eral feet on either side of the wire; so was 
the plaster and lath on the inside, and the 
rear wall of the house was almost completely 
wrecked. In the rear of the house, the ceil- 
ing and walls were scorched around all the 
light fixtures, and every lighting switch in 
the house was destroyed. In the bathroom on 
the second floor, whence the wires led out 
to the garage, the fixtures were badly dam- 
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Sales 
Representative 
Wanted 

Who is now calling on the 
radio and electrical trade, 
to sell our new, wonderful 
cone loud speakers. Ex- 
clusive territory and big 
commission. Give ref er- 
ences and full particulars. 

Metro Electric Company 
2165 N. California Ave., Dept. 11 

Chicago, Ill. 

CHICAGO 
RADI O 

BATTERIES 
Solid Ore Piece 

Rubber Containers 

GUARANTEED 
FOR 2 YEARS 

FAMOUS for unexcelled quality, guaranteed long - 
lived service and unvarying dependability 

Chicago Batteries offer the Radio fan an A" Power 
that is backed by years of experience and master work- 
manship with the finest materials available. Endorsed 
and approved by leading Radio and Automotive author- 
ities. Chicago Batteries in their new non -leak, solid 
rubber cases represent an amazing value at lowest cost. 

PRICES 
RADIO BATTERIES 

SOLID RUBBER CASES 
6 volts, 100 amps. $ 8.29 
6 volts, 120 amps. 10.29 
6 volts, 140 amps. 12.45 

SAVE MONEY -ORDER DIRECT 
Buy Chicago Batteries direct from the manufacturer. 

Batteries shipped same day order is received. Express 
C O D or 3% discount cash with order. 

CHICAGO BATTERY WORKS 
1210 So. Peoria St. Chicago, .I11. 

WORLD'S RECORD I 

SUPER 9 
BLUE PRINTS 

FREEWrite 
for a complete description of 

the Peer of all receivers -the 
World's Record Super 9 -the wonder receiver 
that holds 4 fully verified World's Records for 
distance. The World's Record Super 9 is one of 
thz. few receivers to bring London into Chicago 
during the last two Internationall Contests. 
Thousands of testimonials hail the World's Rec- 
ord Super 9 as the marvel of Radio. Write for 
free list of records and testimonials today! 
You can build an exact duplicate of the original 
World's Record Super 9 by following our Blue 
Prints. Building instructions complete in every 
detail with each set of Blue Prints make it easy 
for anyone to build this remarkable receiver 
with perfect success. Complete Building in- 
structions and Blue Prints $5.00. Remit with 
order or we will send C. O. D. 

M -S SYNDICATE 
1486 E. 118th Street - Cleveland, Ohiq 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. 
Subscribe to RADIO NEWS - $2.50 a year. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park PL, N.Y.C. 
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MURRAY UNIT 
REALLY ENDS TROUBLE 
For constar.t Radio "A" power; can be 
operated while set is i n use. Simply con - 
necttolight socket. No adjustment; no 

wires to change; no low batteries. 
Equipped with hydrometer in cap for 

gravity test and 2 -amp. G. E.,Tungar 
bulb. Deliv- @Q 

ered ready to use. 47 gents Hurray Distributor 
Wanted! 4837 N. Ratty St., c, ammo Wa 

® 
TELEGRAPHY 

(Morse and Wireless) and RAILWAY ACCOUNTING taught thoroughly. Big salaries; great opportunities. Oldest, largest school. Endorsed by Telegraph, Railway, Radio, and Government officials. Expenses law -opportunities to earn large portion. Catalog free. 
DODGE'S INSTITUTE Swan Street, Valparaiso, Ind. 

NEW INFRADYNE KIT 
ALL GENUINE PARTS IN STOCK NOW! 

WHOLESALE CATALOG 
Listing thousands of new radio 
parts, kits, furniture, accessor- 
ies and complete radio sets, at 
prices that save you money. 
Write for your copy rimy, its 
free. 

THE HARCO CO.. 1253 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 

INVENTORS who derive largest 
profits know a n d 
heed certain simple 
but vital facts before 

applying for Patents. Our book Patent -Sense gives those 
facts; sent free. Write LACEY & LACEY, 631 F St.. 
Washington, D. C. Established 1869. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News - 
$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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aged, a large piece being burned out of the 
rim of the bathtub. Here it seemed as if 
the bolt had found a ground, in the water - 
pipes, and ceased the destruction. All the 
plaster was torn off the walls in this room, 
and from a wall of the adjoining room. 

No damage was done to any wiring in 
the basement and the radio set was not in- 
jured; the tubes all lit and were ready to 
function as soon as a new aerial was in- 
stalled. 

It is my idea that the lightning would not 
make the square turn in the' lead -in going 
through the wall to the arrester in the base- 
ment ; and not finding a ground, jumped to 
the eavestrough, and from that to the wires 
leading to the garage; doing all the damage 
in its course along the latter until it grounded 
on the water pipe. In opposition to this 
theory is the fact that the spouting made a 
square turn between the lead -in and the 
lighting wires where it entered the house. 
About the only other alternative seems to be 
that the bolt of lightning was forked and 
struck, both the aerial and the wires several 
feet below it, at the same time. 

The fact remains, however, that the light - 
ning arrester installed in the basement did 
no good whatever; as there is no evidence 
that the bolt got that far.* 

On every aerial installation that I have 
supervised I have insisted that the arrester 
be placed on the outside of the house, and the 
lead -in run straight down to it, with no sharp 
turns ; also that a good ground be provided 
directly beneath it and the connection made 
with heavy copper wire. 

I would appreciate a discussion regarding 
this point, as the matter is considered of 
some importance by the electrical inspec- 
tors and the fire department of this city. 

PAUL L. RAPP, 
620 Brighton Ave., Toledo, Ohio. 

( *NOTE : While the precautions suggested 
by Mr. Rapp are excellent and should be 
taken, it would hardly seem from his ac- 
count that the work done by the lightning 
arrester should be condemned; as the radio 
set was completely protected from injury. 
All the damage in this case, except for the 
destruction of the aerial, was done by the 
current which followed the lighting wires, 
and which would probably have done so even 
if there had been no radio set in the home. 
This case simply confirms what we have said 
before, many times, as to the safety of radio 
apparatus properly protected. EDITOR.) 

INSECTS AND RADIO 
Editor, RADIO NEWS: 

I have just read the article in May RADIO 
NEWS headed "Nature's Radio," which par- 
ticularly attracted my attention, as I have 
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at Home, in Spare Time! 
Here's big news for 
men earning less than $40 a 
week -a new, rapid way to learn 
Electricity with Lessons, Job - 
tickets and Outfits. Simplified 
forquick,easy understandingby 
men with only common school - 
ing.Prepared by 23noted engin- 
eers ; em le . ins Companies. 
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Sod áf á °r6ra 
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'ilotOl ndard 

Success for you in ELECTRICITY - or money refunded 
Men accepted for training under 
positive agreement to help them find 
well -paid positions after they finish, 
or money refunded. 
Start with the Coupon! 

Chief Engineer Dunlap 
AMERICAN SCHOOL 

Dept. E785 Drexel Av. & 58th St.,Chlmege 

Chief Engineer Dunlap. American School 

I acccept your offer to send 
Ave. e 5 Job Tickets nod I Electrical feeeons 

absolutely FREE to prove that by your NEW WAY I can learn at 
home in spare -time tinder money -back guarantee. 

Name 

Address ... 

$75AWEEK 

Join the Radio Association of America. 
Learn how to build and repair sets. The 
Association will train you -start you out 
in business, if you wish. Be the radio 
"doctor" of your community. $3 an hour 
upwards easily made. 

EARNS $500 IN SPARE HOURS 
"I have at last found myself," writes 

Lyle Follick, Lansing, Mich. "I have al- 
ready made over $500." Werner Eichler, 
Rochester, N. Y., writes, "....have made 
over $50 a week in by spare time." Our 
members are starting radio stores, inoreas- 
ing their salaries, securing better posi- 
tions, passing radio operator examinations, 
earning big money in spare time. 

JOIN ASSOCIATION NOW! 
Are you interested in Radio for pleasure or 
profit? Join now because we have a Special 
Plan whereby your membership need not cost 
you a cent. Only limited number of these 
memberships acceptable. Write now for de- tails- before it is too late. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 
7 

Radio Association of America, i 
Dept. 1510, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 

Send me details of your Special Radio Association i Membership Plan. 
Name 
Address 
City State 

5 Tube Set -$20- Latest Design 
This wonderful set made possible because practically 

everything is manufactured in our own factory. We supply 
Chassis completely wired with cushion sockets S.L.F. con- 
densers, vernier dials. No cabinet. Dimensions to fit 7x18 
cabinet, expressage extra, weight .13 pounds. Money re- 
funded if unsatisfactory. Remit cash, money order, etc. 
Best radio set for the money. 

DUKE RADIO COMPANY, 326 W. Madison St. 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

FREE RADIO GUIDE 
FREE 1927. 

DIO 
Gives special 

CATALOG 
hook -uns with 

for (q 9// 
illustrations. Shows savings on standard NOO/eill9 
radio parts, complete sets, kits. Be sure e- ,e 

to get this thrifty book before you buy. Write letter or 
postal NOW. Also include name of another fan. 

BARAWIK CO.. 542 Monroe St., CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

accidentally noted a peculiarity in connection 
with wasps or "mud hornets," as they are 
sometimes called in this vicinity. One of the 
nests noticed was in an old rotten log. We 
watched this for a few minutes and only an 
<ccasional wasp was seen to enter or leave. 
We then threw a stick at the hole, and some 
twelve or so immediately flew out and buz- 
zed around excitedly for a short time and 
re- entered. Almost immediately numbers 
Legan to fly from all directions and enter the 
nest. This influx was kept up for over half 
an hour, during which time not a single one 
left the hole. 

Again, have you noticed how these in- 
sects behave when wounded away from 
home? I have deliberately crushed the 
abdomen of some, many times outside of a 
building when there was not another to be 
seen. Almost at once, one or more would 
be seen flying or crawling around the injured 
one. 

The question is, so far as I am concerned, 
how is the intelligence in these instances 
carried? J. R. 'HowsE, 

Lumby, British Columbia. 

A TRAGEDY IN D MINOR 
Editor, RADIO NEWS : 

I wrote you once before about my aged 
grandmother and her radio set ; how she was 
hard of hearing and had to use three stages 
of audio so she could hear the local stations. 
She just didn't have no ear -drums at all, but 
her head acted like a sounding board. With 
the full three stages of audio she'd radiate 
like a cone speaker and all the folks round 
our district admitted that she was the most 
faithful reproducer of broadcast music in 
the county. Early in the evenings all the 
neighbors would come over to our house to 
listen to grandma work. The low notes 
came through just as good as the high ones. 
Honest when some guy hit a drum, you'd 
swear that it originated in grandma's head. 
A flute or a fiddle was just as good. Well, 
you can bet we all enjoyed it immensely, 
particularly us at home as it was a great 
pleasure to us to have people droppin' in in 
the evenin'. Our home was a regular social 
center. But of course the music was best 
of all. Then, last week poor old grandma 
died. The doctor said it was due to two 
stations heterodyning each other. Anyways, 
her skull was fractured. So I'm writing you 
in behalf of my folks and our neighbors in 
the hopes that you can recommend some 
make of loud speaker which will not rattle 
on three stages of audio, that will reproduce 
drums good and leastwise not crack like 
grandma's dome did. 

Yours for better reproduction, 
OSKAR WILD, 

P. S. We sure miss Grandma in the 
evenings. 

Station 

NEW YORK 
314.3 Meters - 800 kilocycles 
is owned and operated by the 
publishers of this nfaga3ine 

our Editors will talk to you 
several times every week - 

Sec your Newspaper 
for details 

TUNE IN ON, 
WRNY 
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See that scree/' 
A SCREW 
ADJUSTS AN XL 
IN CROWDED 
PLACES 

XL 
ARIO 

DENSER 
RESULTS in easier tuning, more distance, vol- 

ume and clarity -greater stability. Indorsed 
by leading authorities. 
MODEL "N " -A slight turn obtains correct tube oscillation 
on all tuned radio frequency circuits. Neutrodyne, Roberta . 

two tube, Browning -Drake, McMurdo Silver's Knockout, etc. 
Capacity range 1.8 to 20 micro -micro farads. PRICE $1.00 

MODEL "G" -with grid clins obtains the proper grid cap 
acity on Cockaday circuits, filter and intermediate frequency 
tuning in heterodyne and positive grid bias in all sets. 

CAPACITY RANGE 
Model G- 1- .00002 to .0001 5IFD 
Model G -5 -.0001 to .0005 MFD 
Model G -10 -.0003 to .001 MFD 

PRICE $1.50 
X -L PUSH POST -Push it down with 
your thumb, insert wire, remote pressure 
and wire is firmly held. Releases in- 
stantly. PRICE 15c 
PUSH POST PANEL - permanently 
marked in white on black insulating 
panel. In box including soldering lugs, 
raising bushings and screws for mount- 
ing, etc. PRICE $1.50 

u L 

X -L Radio Laboratories 2426 LINCOLN A.VB,, 
f CHICAGO, ILL, 

Battery Prices 
SMASHED! 

To Consumera Only 
Here is areal battery quality, 

guaranteed to you at prices 
that will astound the entire bat- 

tery- buying public. Order Di- 
rect From Factory. Put the 

Dealer's Profit in your own pock- 
et. You actually save much more 

than half, and so that you can be 
convinced of true quality and perform- 
ance we give a Written 2 -Year Gxuiren- 
tee. `Here is your protection! No neec to 
fake a chance. Our battery is right -and 
the price is lowest ever made. Convince 
yourself. Read the prices! 

Auto Batteries 
50 

Radio 
o 
Batteries e0 

6Volt,13 Plate, $ II 80.25 6Voit,120 Amp.$ 11.25 
I2Volt, 7 Plate., $11.75 6Volt,14o Amp. $11.75 

Buy Direct -Send No Money 
We ask no deposit. Simply send name an c ad- 

e y ecl a oo eryxesme dawe re your order 
subject 

Our 
examination 

accompanies each battery. 
We allow 6% discount 
for cash in full with or- 
der. You cannot lose! 

Ñddlyear 
order today 

ARROW BATTERY CO. 
Dept.6 . 1215 So. 
Wabash Ave.,Chicago 

Dealers 
looking for big turn- 

over and quick profite will 
send for this 96 -page catalog 

of radios and accessories, including 
tamer Tally, Balkite All American. 

G. E. Tungar,Thorola, 'Majestic, Utah 
R. C. A. Tubes. nationally advertised' 
parts, batteries, chargers, etc. Write 
for catalog No. 9111, full facts, terri- 
tories open, etc. Tell us about your 
business, as we sell whcdesale only. 
Real money waiting. Don't delay. 
NEW ENGLAND MILLS CO. 
Distributers Nationally Advertised Radio Lines 

Dept.91H Chicago,111. 

Send $1 for 5 months subscription to 
SCIENCE & INVENTION and get one 

genuine 

VALET Auto -Strop Razor FREE! 
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.. 

53 -R Park Place New York, N. Y. 
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_ Broadcasting in Australia _ 

By HAROLD A. REEVE 

U\'DER the supervision of the Federal 
Government of Australia, broadcast- 
ing has made rapid strides in that 
continent. The great boom, which 

followed that in the United States, has 
passed and the people of Australia now re- 
gard radio, not as a novelty, but as a neces- 
sity, especially in the inland districts, where 
the country is sparsely populated, and other 
means of communication are slow. At present 
there are 106,592 licensed listeners -in in Aus- 
tralia, of whom 52,437 are in Victoria and 
33,300 in New South Wales. 

The principal stations in Australia have 
quality of transmission and range equal to, 
if not better than many of the broadcasting 
stations in other countries of the world. 
They are termed "A" class stations. Every 
person desirous of listening in must pay a 
license fee, which is collected by the Fed- 
eral Government at the post offices. The 
fee in the metropolitan areas is 27% shillings 
($6.68) per annum; while in country dis- 
tricts a smaller fee is charged. From each 
license fee 23/2 shilling's (60 cents). is de- 
ducted by the government for administrative 
expenses, twice that sum for royalty fees. 
The remainder of the revenue collected in 
each state is paid to the "A" class station or 
stations operating in the capital of the state. 

LEADING AUSTRALIAN STATIONS 
The "A" class stations of Australia are 

as follows: 
Meters Watts 

2BL, Sydney 353 5,000 
3L0, Melbourne 371 5,000 
4QG, Brisbane 385 5,000 
5CL, Adelaide 395 . 5,000 
3AR, Melbourne 484 1,600 
7ZL, Hobart 535 3,000 
2FC, Sydney 1100 5,000 
6WF, Perth 1250 5.000 

Excellent musical programs are provided 
by these stations, there being morning, after- 
noon and nightly entertainment each day of 
the week. Special attention is given to com- 
mercial and market reports, and to news 
services for the man on the land. These re- 
ports are of incalculable value, for they en- 
able country folk to know the state of the 
markets as soon as the city dwellers. and 
they bear the latest news in many cases sev- 
eral clays before a newspaper is received. 
Listeners -in in all parts of the United States 
and Canada and in European countries have 
successfully logged the stations, and numer- 
ous letters and cards are received by the sta- 
tions by each overseas mail. 

Owing to the high wavelength of two of 
the leading stations, the types of sets in 
universal use in America have not been very 
popular in Australia up to the present ; the 
regenerative circuits appear to be the most 
extensively used. However, the super -het 
and the neutrodyne circuits are now gaining 
favor, particularly among people in the cities, 
who have not the facilities for erecting 
aerials. It is very difficult for the Govern - 
ment officials to trace the owners of such 
sets. Postmen are instructed to report all 
new outdoor aerials and persons who fail to 
take out a license are fined in the courts. 

THE COPYRIGHT SITUATION 
There is considerable discontent at present 

regarding the copyright charges, and efforts are being made to induce the federal govern- 
ment to appoint a commission to inquire into 
the matter. The payment of two shillings 
(49 cents) per license by the broadcasting 
companies gives the right to broadcast 12,000 copyright items within the twelve months for stations paying over #1000 ($4880) in copy- right fees, and 8,400 items for stations pay- 

General Electric 
presents the new 

Tungar Trickle Charger 
Been waiting for hi g or t s . So many fans have ! . A 
small, compact charger that does a full -size job. 
Connect a G -E Tungar Trickle Charger to your 
radio "A" battery -and leave it. Put it in your 
radio cabinet -and forget it. Your set will have 
constant power -always. 
This new General Electric Charger allows just 
enough current to trickle continuously into the bat- 
tery to replace the power used by the set. 

The Tungar Trickle Charger 
is convenient,clean,complete 
-ready for installation. It 
is moderate in its price -and 
in its running cost. 

East of the Rockies 
$12 complete with bulb 

(6o cycles, 115 volts) 

Merchandise Department 
General Electric Company 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 

GENE 

TRICKLE CHARGER! v 
Tungar -a registered trademark -is found only 
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate. 

AL ELECTRIC 
LEARN THE CODE AT HOME 

THE OMNIGRAPH 
PHE OMNIGRAPH Automatic Transmitter will teach you both the wireless and Morse Codes - right in your awn home -quickly, easily and inex- 
pensively. Connected with Buzzer, Buzzer and 
Phone or to Sounder, it will send you unlimited 
messages at any speed, from 5 to 50 words a -# THE OMNIGRAPH is not an experiment. For more 
than 15 years, it has been sold all over the world 
with a money back guarantee. The OMNIGRAPH 
is used by several Depts. of the U.S. Govt. -in fact, 
the Dept. of Commerce uses the OMNIGRAPH to' test all applicants applying for a Radio license. The 
OMNIGRAPH has been successfully adopted by the leadi "e Universities, Colleges and Radio Schools. 

OMNIGRAPH rtMFG.RCO.,lag 15 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK CITY 1f you own a Radio Phone set and don't know the code -colt c.re missing most of the fan 
THE 

Get a Handy Binder for your RADIO NEWS. Holds and pre- 
serves six issues, each of which can be inserted or removed at will. 

Price 65c. 
Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc., Book Dept., 53 Park Place, New York 
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CONSTRUCTION OF 
MODERN CIRCUITS 

This section of Radio Re 
view contains circuits of 
every description gathered 
from all over the world. 
All articles are of construc- 
tional nature and are fully 
illustrated with pictures, dia- 
grams, etc. Each circuit is 
described completely and in 
detail. All the latest hook- 
ups are covered. 

50%-.1' 
Published b TH 

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO 
ENCLYCLOPEDIA 

In each issue is a special sup- 
plement of S. Gernsback's 
Radio Encyclopedia -this is 
not a dictionary but a reg- 
ular Encyclopedia explain- 
ing fully every radio word. 
The supplement is profusely 
illustrated and is the most 
up -to -date and complete 
radio reference ever pub- 
lished. It is Radio's finest 
Encyclopedia. 

L NEW 
Inc. 
L 

53 Park PI 
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9ixtantone, 
"Built By Craftsmen" 

NO BATTERIES! 
Operates From Your 

House Current 
All batteries eliminated. Simply 

plug into your AC light socket. 
Beautiful duo -tone solid walnut 
cabinet, highly finished. Panel con- 
trol board is of metal, artistically 
decorated in duo -tone effect. Equip- 
ped with built -in speaker of great 
volume and tone clarity. Five tubes. 
Two dial control. 

List Price Without Tubes 
Model E Console with Power Unit...$275 
Model E Console without Power Unit $165 

VALUE UNSURPASSED! 
Without a doubt, here is 1927's most 
beautiful and efficient table model. It 
is a five tube, two dial control receiver, 
with richly finished duo -tone cabinet 
and harmonizing panel. It is a receiv- 
er of great volume, superb tone and 
long distance. Over -all dimensions 
20x10x9 inches. Wave length range 
180 to`550 meters. 

THE DISTANTONE LINE 
In addition to the two models shown 
here, the Distantone line inlcudes five 
tube receivers of two and three dial 
control and five and six tube sets with 
single dial control, all tuned radio 
frequency. 

DISTRIBUTORS 
Write or wire us today for the 

Distantone proposition. 

DISTANTONE RADIOS INC., 
Lynbrook, Long Island, N. Y. 

ing fees less than that sum. The copyright 
items include all songs, solos and instru- 
mental music, whether it is played in the 
studios or in the theatres, churches, dance 
halls or -picture theatres which are broadcast. 
In effect this gives the broadcasting stations 
the right to put on the air about thirty items 
per performance. It is contended by the, 
companies that the fees are excessive. 

There are twelve "B" class broadcasting 
stations in Australia. 

A Symposium on the 
Broadcast Situation 

(Continued from page 326) 1 

lic will wake up and speak to their repre- 
sentatives, and to offending stations, ade- 
quate legislation will soon come, and in the 
meantime interference from pirates will stop. 
There is no chaos at present in broadcast- 
ing, nor is there any likelihood that there 
will be. The listening public may rest as- 
sured that the majority of broadcasters have 
sufficient common sense to remain on their 
present frequencies. A minority, may temp- 
orarily change, but wherever such changes 
are found to cause interference listeners -in 
have full control of the situation -if they 
will only exercise it -by way of letters of 
protest to the offending stations." 

-Greenleaf W. Pickard. 

JOHN L. REINARTZ 
Inventor of Reinartz Circuit 

"The broadcasting interests can ill afford 
to court disaster by indiscriminate use of 
the air. Each licensee is morally bound to 
observe the contents of his license. Those 
few who may disregard propriety will soon 
discover that the public will view them with 
contempt." 

-John L. Reitiarta. 

DR. J. HARRIS ROGERS 
Inventor of Underground Radio 

"Loyalty to science and the radio art, 
not to speak of self- interest, will in my 
humble opinion adjust the conditions arising 
from the federal court's decision affecting 
broadcasting; and will thus prevent the 
chaotic conditions feared by a panicky pub- 
lic." 

-.T. Harris Rogers. 

FROM THE SUPERVISORS OF RADIO 
Second District 

"Regarding the radio situation in the 
Second District, I have to advise that as a 
result of the recent changes in wavelength 

453 

How 
Does the 
Battery 
Behave? 

Send your battery to the charging sta- 
tion regularly for thorough examination. 
But between calls make your own tests. 
It takes but a minute or two, and no ef- 
fort at all, with a 

SCRANTON 
KANTSTICK 

BATTERY TESTER 
Four colored divisions -an exclusive Scran- 

ton feature -show at a glance whether bat- 
tery charge is Good, Fair, Poor or Dead. 

Six laboratory tests insure absolute ac- 
curacy in every detail. Floats move freely 
without sticking. 

Highly endorsed. Widely used. Fully 
guaranteed. In individual container at 
$1.00. 

SCRANTON BATTERY -CAP -TESTER 
An Entirely New Idea 

Instantaneous. Simply remove vent plugs 
and replace with new Scranton Battery -Cap- 
Testers. Always ready for instant use. No 
breakage. No spilling of acid. Absolutely 
accurate. Also tells instantly when to add 
water. Set of three $2. 

If your dealer cannot supply you with 
Scranton Instruments order direct from us. 

DEALERS 
Every radio set owner needs a hydro- 
meter. In the Scranton line there are 
types to meet every price requirement. 
All dependable instruments in steady 
demand. Write for catalog. 

The Scranton 
Glass Instrument Company 

Scranton, Pa. 
Send Coupon for Booklet 

SCRANTON GI ASS INSTRUMENT CO., 
Scranton, Pa. RN -10 
Dear Sirs: Please send nie free copy of 

"Handbook of the Battery." 

Name 

Street and No. 

City State 

Dealer's Name 
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OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS 
Follow these advertisements every month. Reliable advertisers from all over the country offer their most attractive specials in these 

columns. 
Classified advertising rate twenty -two cents a word for each insertion. Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 

12 issues. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by 
an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words accepted. 

Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the December issue must reach us not later than Octo- 
ber 1st. 

CIRCULATION LARGER THAN THAT OF ANY OTHER RADIO PUBLICATION 
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

V11Y1VA1ValValVAltdlVA1V14Va1VAlVA1VYIVal1V14 fYJQIYA1IYí\11YílIYíYIfYl'1M1YAV1frJCRYí\1fYíhltraX1VA11YA1f11YA1ií1lYí11g1f7ítYí 1riM 1YícIfA11A1 tad 1ÌA11í11ri`fIlYA11í1 /iYlfal'1111 -- 
Agents Wanted 

Big Money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold 
initials for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten 
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples. 
American Monogram Co., Dept. 133, East Orange, N. J. 

Guaranteed Genuine Gold Leaf Letters anyone can put an 
store windows. Large profits, enormous demand. Free 
samples. Metallic Letter Co., 422 N. Clark. Chicago. 

Agents -our super embossed display signs for all stores 
are tremendous sellers. $75 to $100 per week easily made. 
Write now for details. Artistic Signs, 799 -0 Broadway, 
New York. 

Lightning Electrolyte. Charges storage batteries in- 
stantly. Gallon costs 50c, sells $10.00. Make it your- 
self. Guaranteed formula $5.00. Write for free circulars. 
Murphy. Chemist, Tujunga. Calif. Box -D. 

Boston Maid Frocks for Women and Children -nationally 
known- famously popular. From 11í111 to Wearers $3.50 to 
$20. Great income producers for Wren and women agents. 
Write for selling outfit. Bosworth Mills, B -16, Melrose, 
Mass. 

We Start You In Business, Furnishing everything. Men 
and Women, opportunity to earn $40.00 to $100.00 weekly 
operating Ragsdale's original 'New System Specialty 
Candy Factories" anywhere; wholesale or retail. Valuable 
commercial candy book free. W. Hillyer Ragsdale, Draw- 
er 210, East Orange, N. J. 

Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating, refinishing 
metalware, headlights, chandeliers, bedsteads. Outfits 
furnished. Belanger Decfe Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, 
New York. 

Agents: $100 a Week Paid to Men who will help in spare 
time to demonstrate amazing new kind of radio set. Get's 
40 to 550 meters. We put you in your own radio business. 
No investment required. Write quick for details. Ambu 
Engineering Institute, 2632 -1C Prairie Ave., Chicago. 

m,mammuum,1,1,1111111111111111111111111,1,111,1112111111111111 

Business Opportunities 

Free Book. Start little Mail Order Business. Pier, 996 

Cortland Street, N. Y. 

Stocks -Bonds, Domestic -Foreign, bought -sold. Deal- 
ers in all marketable securities. Frank Y. Everett & Co., 
20 Bread St., New York. 

Manufacture Crystals -Big profits, particulars Free. 
Box 313, Wichita, Kansas. 

Chemistry 

Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane, 
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our 
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position 

ac chemist. See our full page ad on page 423 of this issue. 
Chemical Institute of Nev York, 66 W. Broadway, New York 
City. 

Correspondence Courses 

Used correspondence school courses. All kinds. Sold 
on repurchase basis. Big saving. Money back guarantee. 
Lists free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Ala- 
bama. 
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Help Wanted 

Detectives Needed Everywhere. Travel. Experience un- 
necessary. Write, George Wagner, former Government De- 
tective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y. 

Earn $25 weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, 
magazines. Experience unnecessary. Details FREE. Press 
Syndicate, 973, St. Louis, Mo. 

All men- women, 18.60, wanting to qualify for Perma- 
nent Government Positions, $140 -$300 month, home or else - 

where. Write, Mr. Ozment, 251, St. Louis, Mo. 

Men Wanting U. S. mail positions. $142 -$225 monthly; 
steady; experience or correspondence course unnecessarry; 
details free. Write R. Bradford, 112 Bergen Ave.. Jersey 
City, N. J. 
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Incorporations 

Delaware Incorporator, Charters; Fees Small; forms. Citas. 
G. Guyer, 901 Orange St., Wilmington, Del. 

Instruction 
Learn Chemistry at Hsme. Dr, T. O'Conor Sloane noted 

educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our home 
study correspondence course fits you to take a position as 
chemist. See our full page ad on page 423 of this issue. 
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New York 
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Miscellaneous 
I Catch from 45 to 60 Foxes in from 4 to 5 weeks' time, 

can teach any reader of this magazine hess to get ther. 
Just drop me a card for particulars. W. A. Hadley, Stan - 
stead, Quebec, Canada. 

Inventors: Use our special service for presenting your 
invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg. 
Co., 278 -A Enright, St. Louis, Mo. 

Correspondence desired with fans of other countries; also 
trade stamps. Jahn C. Barnhart, 243 Spruce St., Sunbury, 
Penna. 

Grieps Rep. Shop, repair phonographs, guns, locks, um- 
brellas and picture fronting, send us the work, Carthage, 
Mo. 

Machine work of any kind wanted by well equipped 
shop. The Grcavcs- Khtstnan Tool Co., Cincinnati, O. 

Learn to Play the Harmonica Correctly. Complete meth- 
od with piano Accompaniment. $0.35. Prunyi, Belden Ave., 
Norwalk, Conn. 
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Motorcycles, Bicycles 

Don't Buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get 
our catalog and prices. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6, Galesburg, 
Kansas. 
City. 

Musical Instruments 
Cornetists-Trom bon ists-Saxop hon ists-C lari netists. Get 

"Free Pointers ". Name instrument. Virtuoso School, Dept. 
T, Buffalo, N. Y. 
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Old Coins 
German Gov't Bond 5,000,000 5ík, 1924, $1.50. 2,000,000 

Dffi Bond 1923, $5.00. - 500,000 Mk, Bill and Catalogue, 
10e. Norman Shultz, Box 740. Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Wanted -Old coins (Indian head) pennies; big prices 
paid; stamp for circular. Laine, Dept. B. 4104 Michigan, 
Chicago. 

Old Money Wanted 

$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins. 
Keep all old money, it may be very valuable. Send 20e for 
New Illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. 
Get posted. We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street. 
LeRoy, N. Y. 
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Patent Attorneys 
Inventors- Should write for our Free Guide Books and 

"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions. 
Send model or sketch of your invention for our Free Inspec- 
tion and Instructions. Radio, Electrical. Chemical, Me- 
chanical and Trademark experts. Terms reasonable. Victor 
J. Evans & Co.. 922 Ninth, Washington, D. C. 

Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be 
signed and witnessed. Form. fee schedule, information free. 
Lancaster and Allwine. Registered Patent Attorneys in 
United States and Canada, 269 Ouray Bldg., Washington, 
D. C. 

Patents 
Inventions Commercialized. Patented or unpatented. 

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 278 Enright, St. Louis, Mo. 

Patent Sense valuable book free. See Lacey's ad page 
448. Lacey & Lacey, 031 F St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 

Postage Stamps 
Stamp Collectors- Phillips Monthly Bulletin (illustrated) 

offers over 2000 special bargains, sets, packets, single stamps 
etc.. each issue. Free. Phillips, Box 1012, Hartford, Conn. 

Radio 

Build a Lifetime "B" battery from my better Edison 
Elements. With welded connecaions 7c pair. Sample cell 
10e. Paul Mills, Woodburn,- Oregon. 

Radio (Continued) 

Boys' Don't Overlook This. The "Masco" Baby Detector. 
Greatest detector ever brought out with molded base. 
Fully adjustable. See former advertisements in this pub- 
lication. or our catalog. Detector with Galena Crystal. com- 
plete 50c, the same detector with Radiocite Crystal, 75c pre- 
paid. Send for yours today. Radio Specialty Company. 
96 -98 Park Place, New York City. 

Attentiont -50 Vacuum tube hook -ups. The greatest col- 
lection of vacuum tube circuits ever brought under two 
covers at such insignificant cost. These diagrams will be 
found in the great "Basco" catalog, which contains raw ma- 
terials and parts in a greater profusion than any auter 
catalog. 15c in stamps, or coin, will bring the catalog to 
you. Radio Specialty Co., 96 -93 Park Place. New York 
City. 

Play your Phonograph thru your Radio. Results equal 
to. New Electric Phonographs. Inexpensive hook -up. Com- 
plete plan $1.00. Mogle & McClelland, Dept. B, Winfield, 
Kansas. 

Thorola Doughnut Coils, $4.75 per set of three. Remler 
631 Condensers, $3.75. Lacault's Iltradyne Superheterodyne 
Kits, $12.65. Postpaid. New and Second Hand Sets at 
bargain prices. Send for list. Acme Trading Company, 
Box 284, Saint Louis, Mo. 

Radio Catalog sent Free on request. Utah Standard 
Speaker -$18.75, crith 311 Receiver $75.00. Radio Specialty 
Shop, 525 Park Ave., Kent, Ohio. 

Salesmen Wanted 

A Salesman wanted in every town or city within 25 miles 
of a broadcasting station to sell Radiogem, the complete 
radio receiving set that retails for $2.50. With Radiogem 
there is nothing else to buy -the outfit includes the Radio- 
gem receiving apparatus, 1,000 ohm -phone, and aerial outfit. 
The cheapest radio outfit on the market -yet as practical as 
the most expensive. Big money to the right men. Send 
$2.00 for sample outfit. The Radiogem Corp., 66 -R West 
Broadway, New York City. 

A Paying Position Open to representative of character. Take 
orders shoes- hosiery direct to wearer. Good income. Perma- 
nent. Write now. Tanners Shoe Mfg. Co., 8 -468 C St., 
Boston, Mass. 

Scenery for Rent 
World's Most Beautiful Settings for operas, plays, min- 

strels. Amelia Grain, Philadelphia. 

School of Electricity 
Electricity -Short day or evening courses in Electricity, 

Drafting, Engineering, and Architecture. In Chicago earn 
while you learn. Part Time positions pay expenses. Fac- 
ulty of experts. Special short courses. Diplomas in 2 

years. B.S. Degree in 3 sears. Small classes, individual 
instruction. 23 year old institution with thousands of 
successful graduates. Enter any time. Employment bureau. 
Moderate tuition -monthly payments. New College build- 
ing -all athletics. All details in 72 page Blue Book:" 
A cony will be sent to you free. Write today. Chicago 
Technical College, Dept. 27, 118 E. 26th St , Chicago, Ill. 
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Song Writing 

Songwriters) Substantial Advance Royalty Payment es- 
sential to publication contract. Expert advice furnished 
beginners upon receiving poems requiring musical settings 
and copyright protection for free examination. Send today. 
Walter Newcomer, 1674 Broadway, New York. 
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Stammering 
Stop Stammering, increase salary. Descriptive booklet 

Free. Samuel Robbins, 399 Boylston St., Boston. 

St- tut -t -t- tering and stammering cured at han 
structive booklet free. Walter McDonnell, 121 
Granville Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

Telegraphy 

. In- 
cade, 1126 

Telegraphy -Both Morse and Wireless taught thoroughly. 
Big salaries. Wonderful opportunities. Expenses low, 
chance to earn part. School established fifty years. Catalog 
free. Dodge's Institute, Cour St., Valparlso, Ind. 

Wanted to Buy 

Full Value Paid for Old Gold, Jewelry, Watches, Dia- 
monds, crowns, bridges, dental gold, silver, platinum, gold 
or silver ore; magneto points, old false teeth. Packages re- 
turned if our offer is not satisfactory. United States Smelt- 
ing Works (The Old Reliable) 39 So. State St., Dept. 
1.6, Chicago. Ill. 
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made by a number of stations in the Second 
District, conditions are unsatisfactory." 

-Arthur Batcheller, Supervisor. 

Third District 
"I have just returned from a trip; there 

are no changes in my district. I do not 
anticipate any. Conditions are very good." 

-R. Y. Cadmus, Supervisor. 

Sixth District 
"To date KQW, San Jose, KTAB, and 

KFWM, Oakland, KFQU, Alma, have 
changed to longer wavelengths. Several 
more are contemplating changes and a few 
new stations are projected ; but none are in 
operation. The attention of prospective 
owners is being directed to the fact that no 
assurance can be given of frequency being 
available when station is completed. The 
general tendency manifested is to await 
action by Congress. I believe the radio in- 
dustry as a whole has suffered materially 
from the condition. However, we feel the 
outlook is encouraging for the orderly con - 

duct of broadcasting until Congress can act. 
-J. F. Dillon, Supervisor. 

Seventh District 
"Four stations have changed their wave- 

lengths, giving as reasons a desire to re- 
duce the previous interference; one new 
500 -watt station in Alaska, two 10 -watt sta- 
tions in the state of Washington and one 
10 -watt station in Montana have been licen- 
sed. Several small stations have increased 
their power. Practically all stations have 
signified their intention to remain as former- 
ly licensed. We expect but little change 
from previous radio conditions in the 
Seventh District." 

-O. R. Redfern, Supervisor. 

The following were received after Page 
326 had gone to press, and could, therefore, 
not be included in the alphabetical list of 
America's radio leaders : 

FROM ADMIRAL BULLARD 
"My personal observation leads me to be- 

lieve that "chaos" is too harsh a word to 
apply to radio receiving since the opinion of 
the Attorney General regarding the juris- 
diction of the Department of Commerce over 
permanent assignment of wavelengths for 
radio broadcasting. I find considerable-con - 
fusion and interference, which in some 
localities is being adjusted by application of 
the gentlemen's agreement, similar to that 
adopted by the radio conferences at Wash- 
ington and lived up to, but some pirates of 
the air still exist and refuse to abide, caus- 
ing receiving public considerable annoyance. 
Undoubtedly the only solution is the passage 
of one of the two radio bills now before 
Congress, or possibly a compromise, adopting 
the best portions of each. I have a decided 
opinion regarding these bills, but my opinion 
has not been asked on these and is not ex- 
pressed." 

-Admiral W. H. G. Bullard, U. S. N. 

FROM H. P. DAVIS 
`' ancerning the so- called chaotic condition 

of the àie. at the present time, I am glad to 
note that òìvly a few station owners have 
taken it upon .themselves to leave their as- 
signed wavelengths and so create some dis- 
turbance. I am certain, however, that the 
industry will continue to regulate itself just 
as it has in the past, under the jurisdiction 
of the Department of Commerce. In a final 
analysis, the public must be the judge of 
broadcasting; and any station which offends, 
either in program offering or any phase of 
transmission, whether it be time on the air, 
or in wavelength, must pay the penalty of 
the .public's disapproval." 
-H. P. Davis, Vice President Westinghouse 

Electric and Mfg. Co. 
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TO1 
the thousands of readers who are looking forward to the pages 

of Barawik bargains carried in these columns in former years, we 
announce a new policy. The growth of radio has been so rapid that 

we have found it impossible to list the thousands of items in ordinary ads 
-we have been compelled to issue a large 164 -page BUYER'S GUIDE 
for the purpose. In it you will find everything that pertains to radio-corn- 
plete factory -built sets, parts, supplies and accessories, fully described, illus- 
trated and priced at tremendous savings -without doubt the largest collec- 
tion of standard high -grade radio merchandise ever assembled in the industry. 

Our latest edition is just off the press, brimful of the best approved new radio 
merchandise, such as power packs, amplifiers and other recent radio improvements. 
Be sure to get your copy of this thrift -book before you spend another cent for sets, 
parts and radio supplies. 

EVERYONE INTERESTED IN RADIO 
SHOULD HAVE THIS GUIDE 

It gives information about the newest and 
most advanced ideas in radio development, 
describes and illustrates the latest improve- 
ments. It will keep you posted on what's up- 
to -date. It will help you to build a better 
set or buy a complete modern one. Also 
shows hundreds of new items of mer- 
chandise at big savings, such as electrical 
and wiring material, household appli- 
ances, auto supplies, etc. 

AU Newest Circuits 
and Information Free 

Shows latest hookups and 
information, completely illus- 
trated. Every radio set owner, 
amateur, beginner and fan 
should have a copy. 

Send the Coupon for 
Free COPY 

Today -Now ! 
i tiSo 

\9ti 

yDi~ °J< s 
You need- this book before you spend another cent on 
radio. Just mail the coupon and free copy will be 
sent you. Also please include name of a friend in- 
terested in radio to whom we can send free copy also. 

541 Monroe Street, Chicago, Ill, 

Dealers! Send for our 
new 1927 Catalog. Con- 
tains nationally adver- 
tised high quality sets, 
kits and parts. 

Use your letterhead. 

`liesteYnRadio có 
13413634Lake St:Ckicago,I11. 

Ccnd for a copy of our new catalogue. Mailed Free. 
RICHTER BROS. 

The Home of Service and Satisfaction. 
RADIO and ACCESSORIES 

1720 Gorsuch Ave., Dept. K, Baltimore, Md. 
Wo handle nothing but standard merchandise. 

p i°é °°'i °i i°°° i° i°°°e°e° i i°til 

F g THE PERFECT POTENTIOMETER ; 
1 Uses graphite disc resistors which are ti 

: 
. °a 
ea 
Ca 
au 

. noiseless and not 
o affected by atmos- 

pheric conditions. 
é¡ Metal parts are nickel 

plated. One hole : mounting. Finish 
Band knob match 

Bradleystat. Made in 
a 200 and 400 ohm 

% 
ratings. 

6n ° Electric Controlling Apparatus 
287 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. i %i o °ii °i ° ó : i °iïxiiu°ti 
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ENTIRELY NEW IMPROVEMENTS 
fllul found only in the 

New COUNTERPHASE 

COUNTERPHASE -EIGHT 
In the Counterphase -Eight there are five tuned stages, two 

audio and one power stage. All parts are firmly mounted on 

a cast aluminum chassis which provides .against breakage or 
shifting of parts and each stage is individually shielded, the 
tuned stages being separated from each other by four sur- 
faces. The Counterphase -Eight is $225.00. 

Bremer -Tully are best known for the individual- 
ity of their creations and the more than ordinary 
success that has followed every B -T product. 

Readers of RADIO NEWS will be quick to appreci- 

ate that when Bremer -Tully put out what they feel 

safe in calling a "permanent model receiver" that the 

matter is worthy of consideration. 

The Counterphase -Eight and the new Counter- 
phase -Six are the greatest efforts of the B -T Com- 

pany and reflect in every detail the rare engineering, 

designing and manufacturing ability on which the 

success of so many previous products is based. 

The new Counterphase -Six with four tuned stages, one 
audio and one power stage is $155.00. 

Those familiar with the unsurpassed selectivity of the Nameless and the or- 

iginal Counterphase will be interested in knowing that B -T believe that the 

Counterphase -Eight is the most selective receiver ever built. It employs a new and 

exclusively B -T "Rejector stage ", without a tube therein, and tuning is accom- 

plished with "Straight- Line -Selectivity" condensers designed expressly for these 

receivers. 
The Station Indicator employs B -T patented ideas not found elsewhere that per- 

mit absolutely accurate calibration of each individual set. The simplicity with 

which this has been accomplished will surprise you. 
The Cabinet Design is differ- 

ent and fully worthy of display 
in the finest homes. The Con- 
cealed Tuning arrangement is 
highly attractive and meets with 
immediate approval. 

Tuning Simplicity cannot be 
improved upon. There is but 
one station selector. There is no 
oscillation control and yet the 
receiver is fully sensitive over 
the entire range. It does not 
howl or whistle on low waves or 
fail to respond on the upper 
scale. 

The new Counterphase can- 
not be made to oscillate, regen- 
erate or radiate. 

We can touch only upon a few points here. If you are considering an investment in 

radio you cannot afford not to investigate the Counterphase. These models are not 
available in kit form. 

Circulars are free on all B -T apparatus. "Better Tuning" 
10th Edition, gives more complete and extensive information 
en many subjects. It is well worth reading. Please use coupon. 

Counterphase -Eight chassis showing part of the shields 
removed. 

Q Send "Better Tuning" 10th Edition; 10e enclosed. 

Q Send information on factory -built Counterphase Re- 

ceivers. B -T -Power Unit. B -T parts and kits. 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS) 

remer ul 
Manufacturing Co. 

520 So. Canal Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

Don't Gamble 
with uncertain "B" voltage 

There is no radio product in which 
the user must put more trust in the . 

ability and sincerity of the manufac- 
turer than B- Eliminators. 

The product is designed for reliable 
results. There are no knobs to turn.i 
The voltage and current is sufficient 
for multi -tube sets, including -'power 
tube, and the user always knows the 
voltage delivered. It's different, - 
and we believe better. Price 

$49.50 
Not sold in 
Kit form 

PRINTED BY GILES PRINTING CO., LONG ISLAND CITY 
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event 171z 
of this beg 
4 -story 
factory is 
devoted to 
but1dinq 
Mirato 

Sets 

MIRACO PRODUCTS 

2 2 ii 

rnerieäsforemosidiyecÎ tsel!ing radio set ìe1or / invites 'ou 
to enjoy the llltra selecrtivity ,Tremendousdistancle range clear 
tone and great volume ofaBi Poweríllatest model7liraco. 

0111014E 
Coupon BringsAmazing Special Offer 

Retail $ 
LIST 
Price 

S 
FfER 

GEt PEC gm-° 
/20íe one 
only year 

GUARANTEE 

Coast to Coasisua Frei ri 
¡Reception Certi lèd 
6116-M.iraco users 
NOTICE! Enormous sales of the celebrated 
Miraco 6 tube Receivers (resulting from de- 
lighted 

gain enablehus tendorsing ts 
them 
o cst- 

1 ewfe tures, latest refinements and up, -to- 
the -mini a immro ements such as you might 
expect t find only on mu h higher priced 

$en sets. Mir 
beautiful-more 

e t elects year are e-more more 
for \ selective-more powerful- -for 
Proof leas money than ever before! 
Reports fromusere everywhere leav little for us to add. These are only 

ffew 
of the man i our file ;. which we receive daily. Send coupon 

or plenty of additional pros, and testimony of nearby users. 

Kenosha., 
USERS HEARD eFoRANCE 

shwa International Test Listeers 
during Che teat wAm 

sendiv 
,71 

30. 
gaclip- 

p'iog of the Ken - 
ha Eve. News 

Ken- 
osha 

ulove l had PTT 
'> Toulouse, use France. 

OnThursd yniPht 
]apicked a LVX 
vtArgentin .Both 

fled Ken- ha Eve. News 
as having some the program. 

and 
We 

two 
fold se mbar of Ultra-6's, 

tien. HoracetR`B 
reported having PTT 

OREGON HEARS FLORIDA -MEX 
ICO. Antelope, Ore. Comparison 
with higher ced radio sets has 
proved the Miraco e ything you 
Iaimed forit.I have had about 100 sta- 

tions from Florida to New York and 
from 
the loudspeaker. Vernon Hill. 

on 

THRU LOCAL COAST TO COAST 
Cleveland, 

lfrom 
O. Located 

n 
about 

them 
out on 3 degrees f the dials. I have 
gotten: 9 New York stations; 14 
Chicago Motions; Mexico City; I. 
Angeles; Denver; Cuba and Miami, 
Flac 

oil 
with good loudspeaker vol - 

ILL. HEARS LONDON --LOS AN- 
GELES. Danville Ill. List enclosed 
of stations logged this week on Mir- 
aco Ultra -6. Received several for- 
eign stations on loudspeaker. 2L0 
London was heu -d plainly. I had 
Cuba and MexicoCity several times. 
Also logged KFl, Los Angeles. Ear] 
Everett. 
THRU CHICAGO LOCALS- -COAST 
TO COAST. Chicago Ill. Some of 
the stations I get on Ultra -5 with all 
Chic. stations broadcasting; KFAE 

r lo WEAF Pullman, 
'Colo.; An- 

geles, Cal.; K1 KX Hastings, Neb.; 
KOA Denver, Colo., 6WK Tuieucu 
Cuba, WBPA Ft. Forth, Tex.; WB7, 
Charlote,N. C. WCAP Wash . D.C.; 
WGY Schnectady N.Y l WJZ N. Y. 
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla. A. Huff. 
EQUALS H IGH PRICEDSETS. Pitts- 
burgh. Pa. 1 petting the very 
best results in Radio Reception that 
can be found in any high priced su- 
per eetorany coatings 
times the price of my 
Mirato Ultra -6 Sun- 
day -v Oing ].1;15 P. 
M., DI\drid,Spà n en- 
tune twn 

l tune eak.er in the 
loudspeaker oast to t ere; aine 

If there yY 

thing the ai[ the Mimes will bring 
it home. J. H. Adaanson, 
N.Y. HEARS LOS ANGELES. Glen. 
field, N. Y. Have logged 93 sta- 
tions in 8 weeks on our Miesen Set 
all on the loudspeaker Including sta- 
tions in Canada Florida. Cuba and 
Los Angeles. Mrs. LeRoy Burdick. 
COLORADO 'TOURS CONTIN 
TINENT.' Jareao, Colo. It is real- 
ly wonderful what your Miraco UI- 
tra -6 can do. I have gotten Seattle, 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Phne- 

Anz. San Antonio, New 
Orleans. Miami, Florida and 

CitynaiedCK NCanada. 
NowI'll any that is touring 
the continent. Stewart L. 

Madill, 

NEBR. HEARS N. Y. TO CALIF. 
c h o5 e set ees wityur tub Have 
picked up stations as for away as 
WSI3 Atlanta Ga.; WEAF New 
York; W SMBÑewOrleans: WE/4A 
Dallas Tex. WGO Oakland, Cal. 
R. D. Hampton. 
BEATS OTHERS INTESTS. West 
MSalem, 

O. Have demonstrated 
imeo beside a good manydiffer- 

ent sets and not one of them was 
as good.During International Ra- 
dio Week Jan.27th, at 11:23 P.M. 
EAJ Madrid, Spainwasheardplain 
At 11:40 an n unce ent was 
made 

m heard Mexico City. and 
WKAQ Porto Rico. Have 75 other 
distant stations on my log includ- 
ing KFI Los Angeles, Cal. KGO 
Oakland,Cal.6KWTunicucc, Cuba 
Howard Snoddy. 
COASTTO COAST ON SPEAKER 
Claude, Tex. Very much pleased 
with 

gotten o s I sta- 
tions all over te 
United ii eceived 
New York and 

nain 
a few 

es I had 

l e 
Lou 

Aug a on 
That 

truly 'coast to trlt recep tion. L. Wiegman. 
PERFORMS LIKE $175, $200 
SETS. Ringgold, Va. To one that 
my amallen 

ression. Friendasay that 
it is as clear and plain as setsthat 
cost $176 and $200. Have heard 
WDAF Kansas City Mo.; WASI 
pang r Me.; WPG Atlantic City, 
N. J.: KFJF Okla. City: KFI Lou 
Angles, Cal.; WEAF New York, 
N. Y. Berry Beasley. 
ALA. CUTS THROUGH LOCALS 
Camp Hill, Ala. My Ultra -5 is 

ton 1 want from Mexico 
any 

ass. 
from Cuba to Canada with all of 

R. C 
l. 

Wocal hets 
stati 

tone 
iesgoing 

. 
full blast. 

VIRGINIA HEARS CALIFORNIA 
Mt. Sterling, Va. Miraco Ultra -5 
ur gets them. It'a as easy to op- 

erate as a Ford. I have over 92 
stations to my record. Programs 

tame 
in on the speaker from Ot- 

wa,Canada, Ont.and Montreal, 

ba 
e. lso Mexico 

and 
nodutrou 

New York to Los Angeles, Calif. 
E. H. Baker. 
CAL. FINDS MIRACO EXCELS 
Suisun.Cal. Amorderinganother' 
Ultra -5 the set eure does 
all I have tried 
itoutwith manyother 

tacostmgtwiccor 
threetimesasmuch 

Iytofind the Ul- 

b Ater sin 
good t most 

cases. 

SELECTIVITY! 
CUTS THRU 
LOCALS. De- 
troit, Mich. I 
arnsatisfiedwith 
Miraco. Can cut 
thru WWJ WCX 
WJR WGHP 

lorry! 
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[ULTRA- SELECTIVE LONG DISTANCE 
Unless convinced -after a good long trial in your 
home -that the beautiful new high -powered Miraco 
is the most astonishing bargain offered in big, fine, 
high -grade radios, don't buy it. Could any offer be 
fairer? And, remember, this offer is made by a large 
responsible manufacturing corporation -one of the 
oldest and most successful set -builders in the indus- 
try-a concern which has grown to immense size 
through the recommendations of satisfied customers 
who bought after trial. 

Testimony of delighted users from coast to coast 
offers positive proof that the big Miraco actually is 
unmatched (even at much higher prices) for "razor- 

Sloping Front 
Cabinet -Panel -Dials 
FinishedinWalnut 

SET c ASY ON BATTERIES] 
edge" selectivity combined with extreme long dis- 
tance reception, clear natural tone, powerful loud 
speakervolume andeconomy in use of battery current. 

It comes completely built, thoroughly tested and 
factory guaranteed for one year. A big, beautiful ex- 
pensive looking radio, -one you'll be proud to have 
friends see and hear. Has stylish sloping front cab- 
inet, handsomely gold illustrated genuine Bakelite 
front panel and large Bakelite knobs with "arrow 
point" indicators for fine tuning -in beautiful walnut 
finish throughout. 

Clip coupon now for literature and Special Offer 
that will surprise and interest you. 

Compare its construction with highest priced sets -study this picture 
Rear View of Celebrated Ultra -S Note the neat sturdy high -class construction; wide 

spacings between parts eliminate losses and in- 
terference. All wiring concealed under genuine 
Bakelite base panel (M). Flexible wiring prevents 
broken or noisy connections. Flush -type sockets 
for the new tubes. (A) (B) (C)- "Duoform- ers"- famous exclusive Miraco Ultra low loss, 
self shielded and matched coils- one of the Mir- 
aco secrets of selectivity with powerful volume 
on long distance stations. (D) "Counter Bal- 
ancer"- patented feature, NOT a rheostat or 
potentiometer. Controls oscillations on all wave 
lengths, reduces "B" battery consumption and 
further increases selectivity, distance range, clar- 
ity, power and volume. (E) (F) Shielded trans- 
formers of famous make'evenly amplify all notes; 
beautiful tone quality. (G) Tone Modulator - reg- 
ulates volume, switches current off or on. (H) (I) (J) Low Loss Straight Line Frequency Condensers 

highest grade -equipped with ball bearings. Solid brass plates. Evenly separate all stations. 
(K) Connect E -Z Cable for attaching batteries. (L) Genuine Bakelite front panel. And many other 

features of costliest sets. Literature describes them fully, send for it! tl' 
Single Dial Control! 
The celebrated Miraco Ultra -5 -U. S. Navy 
type circuit, above described, has also been 
adapted toSingle Dial Tuning-withoutsac- 
rifice of selectivity, volume, cleamess,power, 
tone or distance getting qualities! In the mag- 
nificent big Miraco Unitune -5, here shown, 

you turn one vernier knob for stations everywhere. Litera- 
ture describes this great achievement. Also offered on 30 days free trial! 

-All thePr ®of you taunt is waiting farifn ! 
Coupon or postal brings reports from hosts-of users in your vicinity and elsewhere proving that Miraco sets 

elsewhere. 

at rock-bottom money -saving factory prices, outperform Bets costing 
up to Pose times as much. You can also buy sneakers, tubes, batteries, etc. at big savings from us! Get our i Proposition before spending money GORA +_ 

MIDWEST RADIO COR Sets 
piGneer Builders of Cincinnati, O. 

testimony of users: AMAZING SPECIAL OFFER 

4p4.D Miraco 'Building s. A Proposition 
SPECIAL 
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Without obligation, your big 
and full particulars all radio supplies. ( ) 

Miraco sets and 

DEALERS! 
Write for our 
latest Miraco 
proposition. 
Nation - wide 
popularity, 
superior per- 
formance of 
Miraco5 -tube 
sets, at am- 
azingly lower 
prices, make 
them easy to 
sell. Sendcou- 
poet today for 

proof 
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You can get fine,clear performance with one type 
of RCA Radiotron right through your set. Or 
you can change one tube in a set, and get more 
power. Change another --if you have a storage 
battery set -and get bigger distance reach. Know 
the Radiotron family and keep pace with the 
Radiotron laboratories, and you can keep your 
old set u1 to date. Here are the most importa 
Radiotrons ro know! 

Radiotron UX -199 (or '«'D -l1 or WX -12), for any or all 
sockets. 

For big performance on small current. 
Power Radiotron UX -120, for the last audio stage. 

For added power -bigger volume- clearer tone 

for s crag -e battery selïs 
Radiotron UX- 201 -A,for any or all sockets. 

`.:tbcient,long -lived under heavy usage. 
Detector RadiotronUX -200, for the detector socket ofspecial- 

ly built sets- -for long range. 
Super- detector Radiotron UX- 200 -A, for the detector socket, 

where a 201 -A is now used. A special tube that gives 
added sensitivity --longer distance reach. 

Power Radiotron UX -112 or UX -171, for the last audio stage. 
For added power and finer tone. 

for A. C. o perazed sets -40-i 
Super -power Radiotron UX -21 o, for utmost loudspeaker vol- 

ume-the most p,werful receiving tube in existence. 

Many a set can be 

kept long at its best 
efficiency --or carried 
onward with the de- 
velopment of radio- 
by knowing all the 
Radiotrons, keeping 
step with the Radio - 
tron laboratories- - 
and watching always, 
when you buy, for the 
mark on the glass and 
the hase, to prove a 
tube is a genuine RC 
Radiotron,. 
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